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 Summary 
 
Lolium perenne L. (perennial ryegrass) is the most prevalent grass species 
on dairy farms in temperate regions of the world. Its energy content is 
among the highest of forage grasses, but not as high as that of more 
expensive concentrate, which is an essential part of a cow's diet to opti-
mize milk yields. Increasing the available energy content of ryegrass, meas-
ured as the total digestibility (OMD), would be economically beneficial for 
the farmer, as it would reduce the amount of concentrate to be added. 
Moreover, ryegrass often contains an excess in protein, resulting in nitro-
gen pollution, which would also be reduced if OMD were higher. Past 
breeding efforts have been successful in increasing the content of water-
soluble carbohydrates at the expense of the cell wall portion (NDF), with 
a consequential positive impact on OMD. However, NDF is important for 
rumen functioning and the cow's health, and for this reason, we focus on 
breeding for an improved cell wall digestibility (NDFD). 
The cell wall is rich in energy, under the form of cellulose and hemicellu-
lose. These structural carbohydrates are partially digested by rumen mi-
croorganisms. However, these microorganisms cannot break down lignin, 
a polymer that functions as a glue in the cell wall, and cannot access 
cellulose and hemicellulose easily. Therefore, decreasing the lignin content 
or modifying the lignin composition could improve the digestibility of the 
carbohydrate fraction of the cell wall, and would vastly increase the en-
ergy released per gram ryegrass forage. Reducing the amount of ferulic 
acids, which can cross-link lignin to hemicellulose, may have a similar ef-
fect. Here, we present a study that considers both phenotypic and marker-
assisted selection (MAS) to improve the cell wall digestibility of perennial 
ryegrass. In order to obtain useful molecular markers for MAS, an associ-
ation mapping is conducted where genetic variation in single-nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) is correlated with phenotypic variation in lignin 
content and NDFD. 
It is known that NDFD decreases with the maturity of the plant. Therefore, 
we harvested a diverse set of genotypes at a fixed maturity stage, namely 
at heading. A large variability in NDFD was found at this stage. However, 
the cell wall of blade, and to a lesser extent stem, is still harder to digest 
when harvest (and thus heading) occurs later. This is due to vegetative 
tillers being older when harvested later. To select plants with the highest 
NDFD independent from this confounder, a harvest-date (HD) correction 
was applied. Although the genetic diversity and heritability are lower than 
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for NDF, NDFD has a relatively larger impact on OMD. As a result, the 
response to selection is similar for both traits. As NDF has been success-
fully used as criterion for improving OMD in the past, we expect the same 
for NDFD. We conclude that NDFD is a relevant trait for breeding. Our 
estimates predict a potential to increase milk yields by 2% by selecting the 
highest-NDFD genotypes in the studied material. 
A strong relationship was found between lignin content and NDFD, mak-
ing it a worthy substitute for phenotypic selection if ruminal fluid (used 
for NDFD analysis) is not readily available. For phenotypic selection at the 
plant level, selecting on HD-corrected KL (Klason lignin) is equivalent to 
selecting on HD-corrected NDFD. For TL (total lignin), even a higher breed-
ing efficiency is expected than for NDFD. For phenotypic selection, sepa-
ration of organs is considered infeasible, however, for association map-
ping, organ-specific HD-corrected TL content is recommended as trait, for 
its high accuracy and high expected heritability. The effects of esterified 
ferulates (estFA) and diferulates (diFA) on plant NDFD are limited after 
NIRS prediction, and these traits are therefore not recommended for 
breeding purposes. Nevertheless, the effect of ferulates should be investi-
gated further. 
To conduct association mapping, we selected and sequenced 127 genes 
from 22 gene families related to lignin or ferulic acid biosynthesis. How-
ever, gene families contain many genes (paralogs) coding for structurally 
similar enzymes with possibly different functions. Based on a literature 
study, we prioritized ryegrass genes in four monolignol biosynthesis gene 
families, namely 4CL, COMT, CAD and CCR, each containing a large number 
of genes in ryegrass. Considering the conservation of essential residues in 
protein sequences, we were able to put forward hypotheses on functional 
redundancy of paralogs within each gene family. We later used this infor-
mation for prioritizing genes for marker development. 
Six molecular markers were significantly associated with NDFD or (pro-
tein-corrected) KL and were selected as candidates for validation. Alleles 
with a large beneficial effect were discovered in the following genes: 
LpHCALDH1, LPHCALDH11, LpWRKY5, LpCAD1, LpC4H3 and LpLAC1. Once val-
idated, priority should go to finding these beneficial alleles in current elite 
material. Increasing the frequency of beneficial alleles in a population is 
feasible, but pyramiding and fixing several beneficial alleles in a single 
genotype will not be a sinecure. Nevertheless, in order to develop an elite 
ryegrass variety with an improved cell wall digestibility, only a few markers 
may suffice, in combination with phenotypic or genomic selection. 
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Samenvatting 
 
Lolium perenne L. (Engels raaigras) is de meest gebruikte grassoort bij 
Belgische melkveehouders, omdat het goed gedijt in een gematigd 
klimaat. Zijn energiewaarde is bij de hoogste van alle voedergrassen, maar 
niet zo hoog als van het duurdere krachtvoer, dat een essentieel deel 
vormt van het rantsoen van een koe om een optimale melkopbrengst te 
garanderen. Het verhogen van de beschikbare energie in raaigras, 
gemeten als de totale verteerbaarheid (OMD), is dus van economisch 
belang voor de melkveehouder, aangezien dan minder krachtvoer nodig 
is. Bovendien bevat raaigras een overmaat aan eiwit, die resulteert in 
stikstofvervuiling. Deze zou lager zijn als OMD hoger was. Veredelaars zijn 
er reeds in geslaagd het gehalte wateroplosbare koolhydraten in raaigras 
te verhogen met een positief effect op OMD, maar ten koste van de 
hoeveelheid celwand (NDF). NDF is belangrijk voor het functioneren van 
de pens en de gezondheid van de koe, en daarom richten we ons in deze 
thesis op het verbeteren van de celwandverteerbaarheid (NDFD). 
De celwand bevat veel energie onder de vorm van cellulose en 
hemicellulose. Deze structurele koolhydraten worden gedeeltelijk verteerd 
door micro-organismen in de pens, maar deze kunnen niet lignine 
afbreken, een kleefstof in de  celwand. Als we de hoeveelheid lignine in 
raaigras kunnen verminderen, zal de vertering van structurele 
carbohydraten verbeteren, waardoor de energiewaarde van raaigras 
verhoogt. Het verminderen van ferulazuur, dat lignine koppelt aan 
hemicellulose, kan een vergelijkbaar effect hebben. In deze thesis gaan we 
na of fenotypische en merkergestuurde selectie (MGS) nuttig kunnen zijn 
om de celwandverteerbaarheid van raaigras te verbeteren. Om bruikbare 
moleculaire merkers voor MGS te verkrijgen, wordt een associatiekartering 
uitgevoerd waarbij de variatie in enkel-nucleotide polymorfismen (SNP’s) 
gecorreleerd wordt met de variatie in ligninehoeveelheid en NDFD. 
Het is bekend dat NDFD afneemt naarmate een plant ouder wordt. 
Daarom hebben we een diverse populatie genotypes geoogst bij een vast 
ontwikkelingsstadium, namelijk bij doorschieten. Bij dit stadium vonden 
we een grote variatie in NDFD. Desondanks is de celwand van blad, en in 
mindere mate stengel, moeilijker verteerbaar wanneer de oogst (en dus 
doorschieten) later gebeurt. Dit komt doordat vegetatieve scheuten ouder 
zijn als ze later geoogst worden. Om planten met de hoogste NDFD-
waarde te selecteren onafhankelijk van deze stoorfactor, werd een 
oogstdatumcorrectie toegepast. Hoewel de genetische diversiteit en 
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heritabiliteit lager zijn dan voor NDF, heeft NDFD wel een grotere impact 
op OMD. Daardoor is het potentieel om OMD te verbeteren vergelijkbaar 
voor beide kenmerken. Aangezien NDF reeds een succesvol criterium bleek 
voor het verbeteren van OMD, verwachten we hetzelfde voor NDFD. Onze 
schattingen voorspellen dat een eerste selectie op NDFD binnen de 
associatiemappingpopulatie de melkopbrengst kan verhogen met 2%. 
Verder werd een sterk verband gevonden tussen ligninehoeveelheid en 
NDFD, in die mate dat dit een waardige vervanger kan zijn voor NDFD in 
fenotypische selectie als penssap (nodig voor NDFD-bepaling) niet 
beschikbaar is. Op plantniveau is selectie op oogstdatumgecorrigeerde 
Klasonlignine (KL) gelijkwaardig aan selectie op oogstdatumgecorrigeerde 
NDFD. Voor totaallignine (TL) verwachten we zelfs een hoger rendement 
dan voor NDFD. Voor fenotypische selectie is het scheiden van blad en 
stengel niet praktisch, maar voor associatiekartering raden we orgaan-
specifieke oogstdatum-gecorrigeerde TL aan, omwille van zijn hoge 
nauwkeurigheid en hoge verwachte heritabiliteit. De effecten van 
veresterde ferulaten (estFA) en diferulaten (diFA) op plant-NDFD is beperkt 
na NIRS-voorspelling, zodat we deze kenmerken niet kunnen aanbevelen 
voor veredeling. Verder onderzoek hieromtrent is nog nodig. 
Om associatiekartering te kunnen uitvoeren, selecteerden en 
sequeneerden we 127 genen uit 22 genfamilies die gerelateerd zijn aan de 
synthese van lignine en ferulazuren. Genfamilies bevatten echter veel 
genen (paralogen) die coderen voor structureel gelijkaardige enzymen 
met verschillende functies. Op basis van een literatuurstudie, 
prioriseerden we raaigrasgenen binnen vier monolignolbiosynthese-
genfamilies, met name 4CL, COMT, CAD en CCR, die elk een groot aantal 
genen bevat in raaigras. Op basis van de conservatie van essentiële 
aminozuren, werden een aantal hypothesen naar voren geschoven 
omtrent functionele redundantie van paralogen binnen elke genfamilie. 
Dergelijke informatie gebruikten we om genen te prioritiseren voor 
merkerontwikkeling. 
Zes moleculaire merkers werden significant geassocieerd met NDFD of 
(eiwitgecorrigeerd) KL en werden geselecteerd als kandidaten voor 
validatie. Allelen met een groot voordelig effect werden ontdekt in de 
volgende genen: LpHCALDH1, LPHCALDH11, LpWRKY5, LpCAD1, LpC4H3 en 
LpLAC1. Eens gevalideerd, kunnen deze opgespoord worden in het huidige 
veredelingsmateriaal om hun frequentie op te krikken, al dan niet 
gecombineerd met het opstapelen van nuttige allelen in een enkel 
genotype, wat minder evident is. Om een elite variëteit te ontwikkelen met 
een verbeterde celwandverteerbaarheid, zullen enkele merkers volstaan, 
in combinatie met fenotypische of genomische selectie.
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General Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The general objective of this thesis is to characterize the cell wall digestibility of 
perennial ryegrass in great detail at both the phenotypic and genetic level. A 
more specific objective is to discover molecular markers that can be used to 
improve the cell wall digestibility of ryegrass by marker-assisted selection. Such a 
genetic dissection is possible by association mapping, but first, the trait needs to 
be well-characterized phenotypically. In this chapter, we introduce perennial 
ryegrass: its occurrence, agricultural importance, taxonomy, morphology and 
phenological development. Next, we discuss the importance of the cell wall di-
gestibility of ryegrass with respect to nutritional value and environmental impact, 
and its relation to the biochemical composition of cell walls. Lastly, the current 
breeding program at ILVO is explained, and the concept of marker-assisted 
breeding is introduced. For completeness, some general concepts of breeding are 
given, namely, combining ability, heritability, BLUPs and the breeder’s equation. 
The hypotheses postulated for this study are introduced at the end of this chap-
ter. 
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Perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne L.): botanical 
description and agricultural uses 
Occurrence and types 
Lolium perenne L. (perennial ryegrass) is a cool-season, long-lived, peren-
nial bunchgrass (Hannaway et al. 1999). Its self-incompatibility (SI) prevents 
self-fertilization and encourages outcrossing or allogamy (Cornish et al. 
1979). Due to the large extent of recombination among genotypes, the 
diversity is large, allowing for a high adaptability to different environmen-
tal conditions and a large geographical distribution. The species is native 
to the Mediterranean basin, but has since spread over temperate regions 
of Europe, New-Zealand, Australia, Japan, and America (Wilkins & 
Humphreys 2003) (Figure 1.1). Perennial ryegrass grows best on well-
drained soils in cool, humid climates where winter kill is not a problem 
(Hannaway et al. 1999). In Belgium, spring is the season of best growth, 
while during the warmer summer months, growth is limited under grazing 
conditions (Figure 1.2). 
 
Figure 1.1 - Spread of perennial ryegrass in the world (Dijkstra 2012). 
 
The July 2015 OECD database lists 1485 varieties, with only about 20% orig-
inating from non-European countries such as the United States, Japan 
and New Zealand. On the same list, 48% are recommended for forage use, 
43% for turf and 9% for both. Turf types are bred for narrow leaves and 
a slow growth rate, but this reduces blade area for photosynthesis, mak-
ing it more difficult to recover from disease compared to faster growing 
forage types (Humphreys et al. 2010; Elliott & Harmon 2014). Forage types 
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are mainly bred for a high yield, high crown rust resistance and a high 
nutritional quality. 
 
Figure 1.2 – Growth rate of perennial ryegrass under grazing conditions in Flanders 
(Hubrecht & Willems 2010) 
Perennial ryegrass is naturally diploid with seven pairs of chromosomes 
(2n = 2x = 14), but tetraploids (2n = 4x = 28) can be created by colchicine 
treatment of diploid seeds (Humphreys et al. 2010) or by fertilization of 
diploid eggs with diploid pollen that occur naturally due to meiotic aber-
rations (Lamote et al. 2002). The proportion of tetraploid varieties has 
increased markedly for the last 50 years (Humphreys et al. 2010) and anno 
2015, they constitute about 50% among forage types (3% among turf). On 
average, tetraploid varieties contain more sugars and have a lower cell 
wall digestibility than diploids (Baert et al. 2014). Tetraploids have a tall 
upright growth habit that promotes higher intake rates when grazed. 
They also have fewer, but larger tillers with wider leaves, resulting in more 
open swards (Hannaway et al. 1999). This increases damage from tram-
pling, resulting in a lower persistence when tetraploid-only fields are 
grazed. Compared to diploids, tetraploids are generally more palatable 
(more sugars), more resistant to diseases, more winter-hardy and more 
drought tolerant . Therefore, a mixture of diploids (denser swards) and 
tetraploids (higher intake) is common (Humphreys et al. 2010). Diploids 
and tetraploids are kept separately during breeding, but triploids also oc-
cur in grass fields. In this thesis, only diploid genotypes are considered. 
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Agricultural use and general importance 
Grassland in North-Western Europe is dominated by Lolium species 
(Humphreys et al. 2010). Considering ESCAA’s figures on the production of 
certified seeds in the EU in 2013, perennial ryegrass (18,708 ton) is more 
important than Italian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum, 4675 ton) or hybrid 
ryegrass (Lolium x boucheanum, 1252 ton). The reasons for its success in 
temperate regions compared to other grass species (cocksfoot, tall fescue, 
etc.) are its high yield over long growing seasons (from April to October 
in Western Europe), its high yield potential under grazing due to fast re-
growth after defoliation, its high digestibility, and its high palatability 
(Frame 1991; Wilkins 1991; Smit et al. 2005; Humphreys et al. 2010). L. 
perenne is a versatile crop, used for grazing, haymaking and ensiling. The 
average heading date of ryegrass varieties determines their use (Hazard 
et al. 2006). Early varieties show more growth early in spring, which allows 
for earlier grazing, but only for a short grazing window since quality is 
reduced fast after heading. For this reason, most grass mixtures contain 
intermediate or late varieties instead (Pannecoucque et al. 2015). These 
mixtures give more stable yields across the season, as heading dates are 
more spread out (Gilliland et al. 2011). The general advice to Belgian farm-
ers is to mow at 3 to 3.5 ton DM/ha, a few weeks before heading (A. De 
Vliegher, pers. comm.). This harvest moment finds a good balance between 
yield (increasing with growth) and quality (decreasing with growth). Fi-
nally, also in research L. perenne is important, due to the availability of a 
genomic sequence, making it a model species for other grasses.  
Taxonomy 
Lolium perenne belongs to the clade of commelinoid monocots, the mem-
bers of which contain ferulic acid in their cell wall. L. perenne is classified 
in the order Poales, and in the family of true grasses (Poaceae) (Wu & Ge 
2012). Within this family, members of the PACMAD clade have evolved C4 
photosynthesis, containing for example the subfamily Panicoideae (maize, 
sorghum, sugarcane, etc.). The other grasses use C3 photosynthesis and 
belong to the BEP clade, consisting of the subfamilies Bambusoideae 
(bamboo), Ehrhartoideae (rice), and Pooideae (ryegrass) (Figure 1.3). The 
Pooideae in turn comprise several tribes (Soreng et al. 2015), such as the 
Triticeae (wheat, barley, rye), Aveneae (timothy, canarygrass, oat), Brachy-
podieae (Brachypodium), and Pooae (meadow grass, cocksfoot and 
ryegrass/fescue). Ryegrasses (perennial ryegrass, Italian ryegrass) and fes-
cues (tall fescue, meadow fescue) belong to the same subtribe (Loliinae) 
and are interfertile (Humphreys et al. 2006), be it hard to achieve.. 
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Figure 1.3 - Family tree of the true grasses (Wu & Ge 2012). Some common names are: O. 
sativa = rice, B. oldhamii = bamboo, T. aestivum = bread wheat, H. vulgare = barley, L. 
perenne = perennial ryegrass, B. distachyon = purple false brome, S. bicolor = sorghum, 
Z. mays = maize. 
Morphology 
The basic developmental unit in grasses is the phytomer, consisting of a 
node and its internode, enveloped by a leaf sheath holding a leaf blade, 
and an axillary bud (Skinner & Nelson 1995). Leaf primordia grow from the 
shoot apical meristem (SAM). A leaf primordium produces both a blade 
and sheath. The blade and sheath are separated by a collar, a narrow, 
whitish-green band. Together with the ligule (a membranous outgrowth) 
and two small claw-like auricles, the collar forms the collar region (Figure 
1.4). The blades are bright green and hairless, 5 to 15 cm long and larger 
at the top of the plant (Figure 1.3-4, Hannaway et al. 1999). The phyllotaxis 
is distichous, meaning that the leaf blades are alternating on opposite 
sides of the tiller axis. The sheath encloses the true stem and is hairless, 
pale green with violet at the base (Figure 1.6). The upper leaf of a genera-
tive tiller is called the flag leaf. 
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The true stem can be 30 to 100 cm in length and is composed of nodes 
and internodes. Before elongation, these nodes are close together in the 
crown (Figure 1.5). The crown is a compressed white stem at the base of 
the plant that is highly persistent due to its protected position between 
the roots and shoot near the soil surface. Each node carries a leaf or leaf 
primordium. Unique to monocots, internode elongation results from ac-
tivity of the intercalary meristem above each node. The intercalary meri-
stem also allows leaves to regrow quickly if they have been damaged (by 
mowing or grazing). Hence, meristematic tissue remains below cutting or 
grazing height, so new leaves, true stems and tillers continue to grow.  
The base of the true stem is red to purple (Figure 1.6). The upper stem 
segment or peduncle grows from the shoot apical meristem (Figure 1.5) 
and develops the inflorescence, which is a 5-30 cm long spike containing 
5-40 spikelets, alternately implanted in the rachis. The terminal spikelet 
contains two glumes, the others only an outer glume. Spikelets contain 3 
to 10 florets attached to the rachilla, each enclosed by an awnless lemma 
(lower bract) and palea (upper bract). Each floret carries three stamens 
and one pistil with two styles holding feathery stigmas. After fertilization, 
one seed will grow in the floret (Figure 1.4). The seeds are 5 to 8 mm long 
and the thousand seed weight is on average 2.4 g for diploids (range 1.7 
to 3.0 g) and 3.8 g for tetraploids (range 2.6 to 5.9) (Smith et al. 2003). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4 - Morphology of generative tillers of perennial ryegrass. Source: Moser et al. (1997) 
and Hannaway et al. (1999). 
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Figure 1.5 – The shoot apical meristem is a region of high cell division and is the source 
of all above-ground organs. Each blade is attached to a stem node. In a generative tiller, 
the intercalary meristem will eventually elongate as well. Source: Manske (2002). 
Apart from sexual reproduction, ryegrass also propagates clonally, thanks 
to axillary buds. These embryonic shoots located in the axil of leaves have 
their own shoot apical meristem and have the potential to form new till-
ers (upward from the crown), branches (from above-ground buds), stolons 
(flat on the ground) or rhizomes (below the ground). Tillers and branches 
grow upward within the sheaths (intravaginal growth), whereas stolons 
and rhizomes pierce through the sheaths (extravaginal growth). Intravag-
inal growth builds shoot density in the immediate vicinity of the mother 
plant, ensuring the formation of dense tufts and multiple spikes, whereas 
extravaginal growth can extend the plant population further away. The 
latter is less common in ryegrass and highly genotype-dependent. Varie-
ties that have a creeping growth habit, tend to postpone their extravagi-
nal growth. There is also an environmental effect: intravaginal growth is 
stimulated by removal of the shoot apical meristem (e.g. cutting elongated 
true stem), whereas extravaginal growth is stimulated when the plant is 
severely shaded (e.g. due to trampling) (Donaghy 2001). Tillers from a sin-
gle crown, as well as daughter plants developed from stolon or rhizome 
nodes, function independently from the mother plant and are called 
ramets. Separating axillary tillers from a single parent plant is a common 
way to obtain genetically identical biological replicates for research. 
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(a) Leaf blade 
 
 
(b) Leaf sheath 
 
(c) True stem 
 
(d) Spike (inflorescence) 
Figure 1.6 - Dried organs of perennial ryegrass. 
 
Development 
Next, we describe the formation of the above-ground organs of ryegrass 
in chronological order. When after seed germination, the coleoptile has 
stopped growing and the first leaf penetrates its top, the vegetative stage 
begins. When true stem starts elongating, the elongation or jointing stage 
has begun (Figure 1.7). The reproductive stage begins with the emergence 
of spike (Moore et al. 1991). However, not all tillers undergo these stages. 
Vegetative tillers remain vegetative with a short sheath, and generative 
tillers will fully produce true stem and reach the reproductive stage 
(Virkajärvi et al. 2012). A tiller is determined to become generative if it is 
sufficiently vernalized, i.e., underwent sufficient cold stress during winter 
(<10°C for 6 weeks). Generative tillers accumulate biomass about twice as 
fast as vegetative tillers, with leaves appearing twice as fast, owing to the 
cessation of root growth and tillering, and the enhanced photosynthetic 
rate in leaves of vernalized tillers (Groot et al. 2003). Vernalization is there-
fore important to gain high yields in spring. 
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For vegetative tillers, growth initiation of the first leaf primordium de-
pends on temperature and light intensity (Hunt & Field 1956), whereas in 
generative tillers, it depends on day length (Cooper 1952; Kemp et al. 1989). 
Grass growth in spring begins with the leaf growth of vegetative tillers 
(Moser & Jennings 2007), whereas in generative tillers, leaf growth is gen-
erally initiated later, depending on the genotype-specific day length re-
quirement (Cooper 1952). The critical day length varies greatly among 
ryegrass genotypes and is a highly heritable trait. This is a consequence 
of environmental adaptation (Humphreys et al. 2010; Pannecoucque et al. 
2015). In wheat, early genotypes originate from warmer and dryer regions 
of the world, where faster spring growth and earlier growth has been 
naturally selected for, considering seed set is reduced under drought con-
ditions; genotypes from warmer regions have a lower vernalization re-
quirement, require a shorter critical day length and are more sensitive to 
temperature compared to genotypes from colder regions (Goldringer et 
al. 2006). 
The first leaf grows from the lowest node above the coleoptile (Figure 1.5). 
A leaf is divided in three growth zones: new cells are created by cell divi-
sion up to 2-3 mm from the base, and are subsequently pushed in the 
elongation and maturation zone (Skinner & Nelson 1994). A leaf grows 
slowly by anticlinal cell division and rapidly when cells start elongating. 
When the cells reach the maturation zone, secondary cell wall formation 
begins (Groot 1999). When the first blade cells reach the elongation zone, 
periclinal divisions occur in the adaxial epidermis, forming a primitive lig-
ule in the division zone (Skinner & Nelson 1995). At this point, the border 
between blade and sheath has been established. When the ligule enters 
the elongation zone, all blade cells have been formed and the division 
zone will start decreasing in size, determining the final number of sheath 
cells. The rate of blade and sheath elongation now depends on the posi-
tion of the ligule in the elongation zone. Cells elongate the fastest shortly 
after they enter the elongation zone, so as the ligule moves further into 
the elongation zone, blade elongation gradually slows down and sheath 
elongation speeds up (Skinner & Nelson 1995). 
The upper leaves grow within the pseudostem cylinder, composed of the 
sheaths of the previous leaves (Verdenal et al. 2008). In generative tillers, 
the ligule is formed when the tip of the blade emerges from the pseu-
dostem (Figure 1.8), explaining why sheaths are longer compared to veg-
etative tillers (Skinner & Nelson 1994). Blades are longer at the top of the 
plant due to longer enclosing pseudostems producing longer blade elon-
gation zones, suggesting regulation by exposure of the leaf tip to light 
(Casey et al. 1999). As a result, more cells are elongating at the same time, 
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explaining the higher leaf elongation rate for higher leaves (Casey et al. 
1999). The leaf appearance rate is quite constant, as the effect of a longer 
pseudostem length is counterbalanced by an increased leaf elongation 
rate (Lantinga et al. 2002). At the vegetative stage, leaves arise from a 
short true stem (<2 cm) as there is little internode elongation. The growing 
point of a vegetative tiller remains near the soil surface, where it is pro-
tected against grazing. Axillary and apical meristem buds are only slightly 
displaced from their initial position, remaining confined to the base. For 
both vegetative and generative tillers, the first leaf begins to senesce when 
the fourth leaf emerges, so ryegrass will never have more than three live 
leaves at any point in time. 
The growth of leaves was studied in fescue (Skinner & Nelson 1994), where 
initiation of leaf growth from a resting primordium was shown to be 
synchronized with the emergence of the leaf from the pseudostem one 
node below and with cessation of cell division in the sheath two nodes 
below (Figure 1.8). Also axillary tillering is initiated two nodes below, de-
pending on environmental conditions (Hunt & Field 1956). More leaves start 
to grow and emerge from axillary tillers and supplant the older, senescing 
leaves in a continuing cycle of replacement growth (Moore et al. 1991; 
Landschoot 2015). Individual tillers live for about a year and formation of 
new tillers is stimulated by nitrogen supplies, cool temperatures, short 
days and low cutting heights (Neuteboom & Lantinga 1989; Landschoot 
2015). 
Shortly after sheath elongation of generative tillers, when blade growth 
is at full speed, also the internodes start elongating and separate nodes 
become palpable Figure 1.7. This is the start of the generative stage. As 
each leaf is attached to a node, the sheaths are slowly sliding over each 
other (Figure 1.7). The lower internodes elongate first and are therefore 
older (Figure 1.5). During elongation, the peduncle apex transforms to 
spike, which becomes palpable in the upper sheath. This is the boot stage. 
The reproductive stage begins with the emergence of the spike from the 
sheath. At this point, leaf growth has stopped. At early heading, the first 
spikelet is visible. At late heading, the peduncle has fully emerged. At an-
thesis, the anthers of the stamens become visible and release pollen over 
several days, mostly during the afternoon (Moore et al. 1991). Shoots in the 
generative stage no longer propagate clonally. When true stems are cut, 
they will not regrow. Consequently, true stem formation is more substan-
tial in spring than in summer, when the vernalized material has been 
largely discarded.  
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Figure 1.7 – Schematic drawing of selected developmental stages of perennial ryegrass. In 
this diagram, the darker green the leaf, the younger it is. The red triangles are nodes, the 
lines in between are internodes. The generative phase starts when the first internode starts 
to elongate (first node palpable). 
 
Figure 1.8 – Scheme depicting the synchrony of leaf growth in generative tillers. Based on 
Verdenal et al. (2008). 
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Biochemical composition 
A plant cell is composed of cell contents (nucleoplasm and cytoplasm), a 
cell membrane and a cell wall. In fresh perennial ryegrass plants at head-
ing, the cell contents make up about 45% of the dry matter (DM). The cell 
contents are mainly proteins (ca. 60%), water soluble carbohydrates (WSC, 
ca. 30%), and lipids (ca. 10%) (De Boever & De Campeneere 2016), with trace 
amounts of minerals and nucleic acids (Wilkins & Humphreys 2003). WSC 
are small sugars such as glucose, sucrose and fructose, and the storage 
polysaccharide fructan (polyfructosyl sucrose) (Prud’homme et al. 1992). 
Starch content is limited in ryegrass. The cell wall, measured as neutral 
detergent fiber (NDF), makes up about 55% of DM. “Fiber” is defined as 
“the indigestible or slowly digesting fraction of a feed that occupies space 
in the digestive tract of animals” (Mertens 2002). “Cell wall” is often used 
as a synonym, although some compounds within the cell wall are readily 
digestible, such as enzymes and pectins. Only fibers give structure to the 
feed, as they act as a hydrophylic bulking agent of faeces. The main fibers 
are cellulose and hemicellulose. In both monocots and dicots, cell walls 
are subdivided in three layers: (1) the middle lamella is the outer layer and 
glues adjacent cells together, (2) the primary cell wall is a thin, flexible 
and extensible layer and forms while the cell is growing, and (3) the sec-
ondary cell wall is a thick layer formed within the primary cell wall of 
mainly sclerenchyma, epidermal and vascular bundle cells after they cease 
to grow (Harris & DeBolt 2010). 
Cellulose microfibrils contain 36 hydrogen-bonded glucan chains (Figure 
1.9), which are polymers of up to 8000 (primary cell wall) or 16,000 (sec-
ondary cell wall) β-1,4-linked glucose units (Figure 1.10). They confer tensil 
strength to plant cells. Cellulose microfibrils originally coalesce as macro-
fibrils, which are then split and cross-linked by hemicellulose (Figure 1.9). 
In grasses, the main hemicelluloses are mixed linkage glucans and glucu-
ronoarabinoxylans (GAX). Mixed linkage glucan is a polymer of β-1,3- and 
β-1,4-linked glucose units. GAX is a polymer of β-1,4-linked xylose units, 
substituted by glucuronic acid and arabinose. In grasses, arabinose is fur-
ther substituted by ferulate through an ester bond, and can further cross-
link to lignin or another GAX. Also pectin cross-links cellulose flexibly (ex-
pansion still possible), whereas lignin fixes the hemicellulose cross-links 
(expansion impossible). In grasses, the middle lamella is rich in pectins but 
poor in cellulose, the primary cell wall mainly contains cellulose (ca. 25%), 
hemicelluloses (ca. 30% GAX and 20% mixed linkage glucans) and pectin 
(ca. 5%), and the secondary cell wall contains cellulose (ca. 40%), hemicel-
luloses (ca. 45%, mainly GAX), lignin (ca. 5%) and structural proteins (ca. 
10%) (Vogel 2008). 
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Figure 1.9 - Current view on the synthesis of cell wall polymers (Shi-You 2013). 
 
Figure 1.10 – Main types of hemicellulose in grasses. Left: mixed linkage glucan, a polymer 
of β-1,3- and β-1,4-linked glucose monomers. Cellulose only contains β-1,4-linked glucose 
monomers. Right: glucuronoarabinoxylan, a polymer of β-1,4-linked xylose monomers, sub-
stituted by glucuronic acid and arabinose. The latter is bound by ferulate through an ester 
bond, which can further cross-link to lignin or another GAX. 
Lignin acts as a cement in the secondary cell wall, and is responsible for 
the low digestibility of cell walls (Boerjan et al. 2003). It is a polymer com-
posed of the aromatic units p-hydroxyphenyl H (ca. 2% in ryegrass at 
heading), guaiacyl G (55%), and syringyl S (43%) (Tu et al. 2010), derived 
respectively from p-coumaryl, coniferyl and sinapyl alcohol (Figure 1.11). 
Lignin content and composition depends on the location in the wall, cell 
type, tissue, developmental stage and environmental stress (Campbell & 
Sederoff 1996). The polymerization of monolignols is generally considered 
to be a random process (Boerjan et al. 2003). The ratio of monolignol 
types that enter the cell wall and the rate of entry and radicalization de-
termine the bond composition of lignin (Ralph et al., 2004). The most fre-
quent bond is the β–O–4-ether linkage. This bond is also the most easily 
cleaved chemically, with implications for several analytical methods. 
(Chapter 2). Unique to grasses, p-coumarates are bonded to a large frac-
tion of S-units (Hatfield et al. 2009) and ferulates are the initiation sites 
for the lignification of GAX (Ralph et al. 1995). Ferulates can also polymer-
ize, enabling them to mutually cross-link GAXs (Chapter 3). 
Glucuronic acid 
Arabinose 
Esterified ferulate 
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Figure 1.11 – Lignin is the result of the polymerization of three types of monolignols dif-
fering in their degree of methoxylation: p-coumaryl alcohol (1), coniferyl alcohol (2) and 
sinapyl alcohol (3). P-Coumaryl alcohol can be bonded at positions Cβ-H, C3-H, C4-OH or 
C5-H after dehydrogenation (loss of H). Methoxylation prevents linkage at C3-H for co-
niferyl alcohol and at C3-H and C5-H for sinapyl alcohol. These monolignols produce p-
hydroxyphenyl H (1), guaiacyl G (2), and syringyl S (3) phenylpropanoid units when incor-
porated into the lignin polymer. On the right hand side, a G(5–β)G(4–O–β)G(4–O–β)G(5–
5)G(β–O–4)S(β–O–4)G(β–β)G lignin polymer is linked to ferulate through a 4–O–β-bond. 
Ryegrass digestibility: current knowledge 
Impact of ryegrass digestibility on animal performance 
The total dry matter digestibility (DMD or OMD) is an important measure 
of ryegrass quality for ruminant feeding, as it represents the energy re-
leased from carbohydrates during ruminal digestion (O’Donovan et al. 
2011). These carbohydrates can be water soluble (WSC) or structural (cel-
lulose and hemicellulose). In this thesis, OMD is determined as the in vitro 
rumen digestibility, where ruminal fluid is added to milled grass samples 
and fermented for 48 hours to simulate digestion (van Soest et al. 1966). 
Neutral detergent is added to dissolve microbial debris (Mertens 2007). A 
6-unit increase in DMD was estimated to increase dry matter intake (DMI) 
of ryegrass by 1.2 kg/cow/day and milk yields by 2.4 kg/cow/day; for a 6-
unit increase in silage digestibility, milk yields increase by 2.0 kg/cow/day 
and milk protein rises by 0.1%/cow/day (Humphreys et al. 2010). Keady et 
al. (2013) also associated a 6-unit increase in OMD of grass silages with an 
increase in daily milk yields of 2.0 kg/cow. 
The total digestibility improves as the cell wall content (NDF) decreases 
and the cell wall digestibility (NDFD) increases. Past breeding efforts have 
been successful in increasing WSC at the expense of NDF, with a conse-
quential positive impact on the total digestibility and intake (Humphreys 
14 
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1989a; Humphreys 1989b; Humphreys 1989c; Ellis et al. 2012). Simulated milk 
yields improved strongly when WSC increased at the expense of NDF, but 
decreased slightly when WSC increased at the expense of protein (Ellis et 
al. 2011). Therefore, an increase of the available energy does not seem the 
main reason for an improved milk yield, but rather a decrease in NDF. A 
possible explanation is that less NDF (roughage) leads to a higher passage 
rate and thus a higher DMI, which in turn results in a higher milk yield. 
Thinner cell walls may also be easier to penetrate, improving the release 
of WSC. The same effect could be obtained by improving NDFD (digesti-
bility of the cell wall fraction or NDF) and keeping NDF constant. Indeed, 
a higher NDFD decreases rumen fill (Jung & Allen 1995), stimulates DMI and 
improves milk yields significantly; a 1-unit increase of NDFD increases DMI 
by 0.84% and daily milk yields by 0.78%, taking account of several forages 
(wheat, sorghum, rice, maize, timothy and alfalfa) (Oba & Allen 1999a). 
In current varieties, the energy derived from carbohydrates is limiting for 
an optimal protein/energy balance, which determines the nitrogen use 
efficiency (NUE). For dairy cows, only about 15 to 26% of plant protein is 
retained in milk or meat with the remainder being excreted (Castillo et al. 
2001). For beef production, the NUE is even lower than 10% (Scholefield et 
al. 1991). With a 25% protein content in well-fertilized grass, the protein 
content is larger than the requirements of dairy cows, beef cattle or sheep 
(O’Donovan et al. 2011). An optimum protein/energy balance in the feed is 
achieved by addition of expensive energy-rich concentrate, mainly cereal 
grains (wheat, barley and maize) and beetpulp in Flanders. In top per-
forming UK confinements (similar to Flanders), ca. 40% of a dairy cow’s 
diet is concentrate, while this is ca. 20% for beef cattle and ca. 10% for 
sheep (Wilkins & Humphreys 2003; De Brabander et al. 2011; O’Brien et al. 
2014). In Flanders, fodder (plants given to livestock) mainly contains silage 
ryegrass and silage maize (De Brabander et al. 2011), and increasing their 
available energy content would require less concentrate to balance ra-
tions, thus reducing feed costs for the farmer. 
The digestion of cellulose in the rumen is accomplished by a complex 
interaction of bacteria, archaea and protozoa, which consume 90% of all 
grass carbohydrates (energy). A byproduct of this microbial carbohydrate 
consumption is the release of volatile fatty acids (VFAs). The micro-organ-
isms that consume WSC release butyric acid, whereas cellulolytic bacteria 
release acetic acid (Hubrecht & Willems 2010). These VFAs can be used as 
energy source for cows, however, they also lead to an increase in rumen 
pH. As WSC are released quickly and the pH for butyric acid is lower (5.5) 
than for acetic acid (6.0), an extreme high WSC content in grasses could 
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lead to rumen acidosis (González et al. 2012). This in turn has adverse ef-
fects on dry matter intake (DMI) and animal health (Kleen et al. 2003). If 
increasing WSC goes at the expense of NDF,  this will also have negative 
effects on rumination (chewing activity), which is important for produc-
tion of saliva due to its buffering function on rumen pH. Moreover, cellu-
lolytic bacteria require a more neutral pH (>6.1) (Mould et al. 1983), so a 
low pH will also reduce the digestion of structural carbohydrates. On the 
other hand, if NDF and NDFD were higher, VFAs would be released more 
gradually, because cellulose microfibrils are not a readily accessible en-
ergy source for ruminal microbes and need to be broken down first dur-
ing digestion. 
For these reasons, we focus on increasing the cell wall digestibility (NDFD) 
for further improving ryegrass quality. Indeed, the cell wall is only partially 
digested by the enzymes released by micro-organisms in the rumen (cel-
lulase, xylanase, pectinase, ferulic acid esterase), ranging from 65 to 85% 
(Selinger et al. 1996). No anaerobic organisms exist that can produce  lig-
ninases in the rumen (Selinger et al. 1996), and therefore, decreasing lignin 
should improve the accessibility of ruminal enzymes to cellulose (Casler & 
van Santen 2010). A noteworthy example is the brown midrib maize mu-
tant (bm3), which has a reduced lignin content due to a deleterious mu-
tation in the monolignol biosynthesis gene COMT (Vignols et al. 1995). The 
resulting increased NDFD has consistently improved animal performance 
(Frenchick et al. 1976; Rook et al. 1977; Sommerfeldt et al. 1979; Block et al. 
1981; Stallings et al. 1982; Oba & Allen 1999b). 
 
Figure 1.12 – Proteolytic bacteria consume grass protein, and convert it to amino acids and 
ammonia. Other microbes produce microbial protein from these amino acids. Cellulolytic 
bacteria degrade the cell wall, and consume ammonia, reducing urea production and 
nitrogen pollution. 
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Impact of ryegrass digestibility on plant performance 
Although lignin forms a barrier against pathogen infection, it has been 
shown that decreasing the lignin content does not necessarily make 
plants more susceptible to disease (Zhao & Dixon 2014). A distinction has 
to be made between developmental and defense lignin. Some specific pa-
ralogs in monolignol gene families are known to be overexpressed after 
pathogen infection (van Parijs et al. 2015 for a review). Defense lignin is 
typically rich in S units and is present in cell wall papillae, a first-line local 
defense (Bhuiyan et al. 2009a). Therefore, only developmental lignin 
should be reduced to improve NDFD. In perennial ryegrass, the downreg-
ulation of LpCOMT increased rust susceptibility, whereas downregulation 
of LpCCR did not, even though lignin was significantly reduced in both 
cases, i.e., both enzymes are necessary for biosynthesis of monolignols  (Tu 
et al. 2010). A reduction in lignin could also lead to lodging (C. Wang et al. 
2014). For ryegrass, this could be a problem for seed production, as the 
tiller would not be able to support the weight of the inflorescence. 
Impact of ryegrass digestibility on the environment 
As in Flanders, concentrate feed is to a large extent imported, contrary to 
forage or fodder, and grasslands sequester carbon, a larger portion of 
grass forage in a cow's diet will decrease the ecological carbon footprint 
of dairy farming (O’Brien et al. 2014). However, when high-protein grasses 
are fed, the ruminal microflora produces an excess of ammonia, which is 
converted to urea in the liver of the ruminant (which could lead to urea 
poisoning) and excreted with the urine leading to nitrogen pollution (Fig-
ure 1.12). Due to a lack of energy, also the ruminants themselves convert 
microbial protein to glucose in the liver by amino acid breakdown and 
gluconeogenesis, which also adds to the release of urea (Nafikov & Beitz 
2007). In this respect, improving the general energy content (DMD) of grass 
will have a positive impact on the environment. 
Cellulolytic bacteria require ammonia as nitrogen source, which is ob-
tained from proteolytic bacteria (Russell et al. 1992). As the latter are abun-
dant in well-fertilized grass, there is an excess of microbial protein (used 
as inefficient energy source by the cow) and ammonia (lost as urea). How-
ever, if NDF and NDFD were higher, more cellulose would be available for 
digestion by cellulolytic bacteria, who would in turn capture more ammo-
nia, thus reducing nitrogen pollution. Although a higher WSC content in 
feed leads to a higher protein concentration in milk (O’Donovan et al. 
2011) and a lower release of nitrogen into the environment (Parsons et al. 
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2011), this has later been shown to be mainly due to a simultaneous de-
crease in protein content rather than a decrease in NDF (Ellis et al. 2011). 
Reducing nitrogen fertilization on grasslands could improve NUE as well, 
however, this has a negative impact on grass yield (Landschoot 2015). Fi-
nally, as protein in the cell wall is released more gradually than from the 
cell contents, increasing NDF could have an additional positive impact on 
NUE (Fox et al. 1992). 
However, a downside of increasing the cell wall is a greater release of 
methane, as fermentation of structural carbohydrates releases more me-
thane than fermentation of soluble sugars and protein (Hegarty & Gerdes 
1999). Methanogenic archaea in the rumen produce methane from H2 and 
CO2. As proteolytic bacteria consume H2 as well, while cellulolytic bacteria 
don’t, an increase of cellulose will lead to an increase in H2 and thus me-
thane. Indeed, when WSC in ryegrass were increased at the expense of 
NDF, the methane production per kg milk was shown to be lower (Ellis et 
al. 2012). Methane is a powerful greenhouse gas, and cows are responsible 
for a major part with on average a yearly production of 44 kg/cow, de-
pending on animal and diet (McAllister et al. 1996). However, as cellulose 
is also fermented in the manure with release of methane, improving NDFD 
for the same NDF will not increase the overall methane emission, and 
would still reduce methane production per kg milk (unless a manure di-
gester is used). 
Digestibility in relation to morphology and development 
The total digestibility (DMD) increases as NDF decreases or NDFD in-
creases. Asymptotically, leaf blades have a lower NDF and a higher NDFD 
than leaf sheaths, while stem internodes have the highest NDF and lowest 
NDFD (Groot et al. 2003). The proportions of organs in the plant will 
therefore affect total-plant digestibility, and they depend on plant pheno-
logical stage and the proportion of generative tillers. Also the organ-spe-
cific digestibility can vary considerably, depending on organ age.  
In a tiller, the higher leaves and internodes are younger and easier digest-
ible, i.e., they contain less NDF and have a higher NDFD. The latter is due 
to a higher lignin content (Figure 1.13). Similarly, as a single leaf or inter-
node ages, its digestibility will decrease as well (Figure 1.14). During elon-
gation, the cells in the maturation zone accumulate cell wall material. For 
leaves, the decline in NDFD already starts during their elongation in the 
pseudostem. After full leaf emergence, no more structural carbohydrates 
are added, and only lignin keeps accumulating (Groot & Neuteboom 1997). 
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NDFD decreases linearly with leaf appearance: if leaves or true stems ap-
pear faster, NDFD will decrease faster as well (Figure 1.15).  
As leaves grow faster for generative tillers compared to vegetative tillers, 
they accumulate lignin at a faster rate. Similarly, increasing the tempera-
ture will increase the leaf appearance rate, also resulting in a faster NDFD 
decline. Therefore, when evaluating at a given stage, variation in NDFD 
will not be due to effects of temperatures or intrinsic tiller growth rates 
(sensitivity to temperature). On the other hand, a higher temperature does 
increase NDF or DMD directly, as the resulting higher growth rate in-
creases the respiration rate and decreases assimilate contents in the cell 
(Groot et al. 2003). In addition, true stems (and sheaths) have a lower 
asymptotic NDFD compared to blades, resulting in a faster NDFD decline 
(Figure 1.14). As true stem comprises a large proportion (up to ca. 60%) of 
the tiller cell wall mass, NDFD of an entire generative tiller declines faster 
with leaf appearance than an entire vegetative tiller (Figure 1.15). 
In an entire ryegrass plant, tillers are of different ages and of different 
types (vegetative or generative). For early heading varieties, biomass ac-
cumulates faster, NDF increases faster and NDFD decreases faster com-
pared to late heading varieties (Figure 1.14). This is due to the earlier initi-
ation of  generative tillers accompanied by faster growth and true stem 
elongation. The slower decline in NDFD before heading can be attributed 
to the ageing of vegetative tillers and seems to be independent from the 
variety’s heading date. As generative tillers have a large effect on total 
plant NDFD, and an early cut does not prevent (yet to elongate) true stem 
from appearing during regrowth (Groot & Lantinga 2004), breeders may 
prefer evaluating NDFD at heading rather than a single day evaluation. 
Nevertheless, NDFD is still slightly lower at heading for later varieties, due 
to the further ageing of vegetative tillers (Figure 1.14). 
Heritable features that influence NDFD are the sensitivity to temperature 
by affecting the leaf appearance rate, and more directly, the asymptotic 
NDFD (i.e., the lowest possible NDFD). The variation in asymptotic NDFD 
could have many causes, such as a less efficient lignin biosynthesis, a 
higher proportion of vascular tissue (rich in lignin), and even the width of 
leaves and true stems has been related to their lignin content (Lentz 1990). 
The decline in digestibility as a plant matures is mainly due to an increase 
in generative tillers (accumulating true stem) and an increase in the age 
of plant organs, and is related to both a higher NDF and lower NDFD. 
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Figure 1.13 - Tu et al. (2010) prepared transverse sections from different internodes at the 
elongation (E) and reproductive (R) stages of development. They used Mäule staining to 
detect lignin rich in guaiacyl (G) and syringyl (S) subunits, which stain brown and red, 
respectively. S-lignin is produced later during development, which explains why the more 
mature internodes (left to right and top to bottom) are more red in sclerenchyma, epider-
mal cells and vascular bundles). From left to right: internodes are getting older, from 
bottom to top: higher (younger) internodes in a single generative tiller. R1 = heading. 
 
Figure 1.14 – Left: change of cell wall digestibility (CWD, empty symbols) and cell wall con-
tents (CWC, filled symbols) in ryegrass plants at the first cut as a function of day of year. 
The different symbols denote different varieties. Their heading date is marked with a blue 
symbol. Right: change of cell wall digestibility (CWD) with organ age (in units of leaf ap-
pearance rate sL) of blade (square), sheath (circle) and true stem (triangle). Two varieties 
were tested (Groot et al. 2003; Groot & Lantinga 2004). 
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Figure 1.15 – Change of cell wall digestibility (CWD) as a function of physiological age (in 
units of leaf appearance rate dt) for a vegetative (a) and generative (b) ryegrass tiller. 
Differrent temperatures and varieties were considered in a greenhouse experiment (Groot 
et al. 2003). 
Breeding concepts 
Combining abilities predict genotype-specific effects 
Almost all European varieties of perennial ryegrass are synthetic, pro-
duced by bulking seed from a polycross of genotypes with a good general 
combining ability (GCA) and further multiplications. Combining abilities 
describe the genetic contribution of parents to their offspring (Posselt 
2010). GCA is the average effect of a single mother (seed parent) on the 
offspring performance among crosses with different fathers (pollen par-
ents). This is repeated for several mothers, and the extent to which the 
half-sib progeny of a single mother performs better than the mean of all 
crosses can then be attributed to the additive effects of beneficial alleles 
of the mother plant, and not to dominant or environmental effects. For 
ryegrass, GCA is usually estimated from a polycross, which is most effi-
cient, as mothers and fathers are the same set of genotypes. If at least 
five parents are selected to set up a polycross, its performance mainly 
depends on additive effects, and selection on GCA suffices (Becker 1988). 
It is recommended to determine GCA in different environments to elimi-
nate coincidental beneficial environmental conditions, although this is 
rarely done for ryegrass. 
For synthetics derived from fewer genotypes, dominant effects become 
more important, which can be measured as the specific combining ability 
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(SCA), i.e., the extent to which the progeny of a specific pair cross performs 
better than the progeny of half-sib families used for calculating GCA 
(Posselt 2010). Use of less parents has the advantage of increasing selec-
tion intensity and improving homogeneity of varieties to satisfy official 
variety trial requirements on uniformity (DUS, see further). However, as 
synthetics are multiplied by cross-pollination within each generation, the 
effects of inbreeding depression become more apparent for fewer parents 
(Posselt 2010). Probably, inbreeding depression is mainly due to the in-
crease of homozygosity, resulting in fixation of recessive unfavorable al-
leles. Posselt (2010) estimated the optimum number of parents for DMY to 
be between 7 and 11 for diploid ryegrass. Indeed, DMY of diploid ryegrass 
synthetics was shown to decline below 7 components (Boller et al. 2015). 
Ghesquière and Baert (2007) showed that on average, the DMY and seed 
yield for multiplied 3- or 4-component polycrosses (Syn2) was better than 
for multiplied pair crosses (F2) among the same components, yet some 
specific F2 populations were superior due to beneficial dominant effects 
and/or low relatedness between both parents. Indeed, the effect of in-
breeding on DMY can be reduced by selecting genetically more distant 
genotypes (Kölliker et al. 2005). In tetraploids, inbreeding depression is less 
of a problem (Baert et al. 2007; Boller et al. 2015). 
Heritabilities estimate the genetic contribution to a trait 
Heritabilities estimate the genetic contribution to a phenotypic trait in a 
population, and should not be confused with combining abilities, which 
are genotype-specific. The narrow-sense heritability (h2) only takes addi-
tive effects into account, and is traditionally determined by comparing 
parent and offspring traits. In "parent-offspring regression", the slope of 
the line of regressing offspring means to midparent means is used to 
estimate h2 (Figure 1.16). This slope will be positive and lower than 1, be-
cause the value of extreme midparents will shrink ("regress") toward the 
population mean for their offspring (Mackay 2012). In other words, on 
average, the trait value of progenies will fall somewhere between that of 
both parents. Of course, F1 genotypes can perform better or worse than 
both parents for a specific trait due to dominant or epistatic effects or 
specific allele combinations, but these effects are averaged out, hence why 
h2 only measures additive effects. Likewise, the strength of selection (S = 
difference in means of selected parents and parental population) will 
shrink by a factor 1/h2 in the response to this selection (R = difference in 
means of offspring and parental population) in half-sib progenies, i.e., 
only considering additive effects (Figure 1.16). Thus, from such a selection 
experiment, h2 can also be deduced (h2 = R/S) (Mackay 2012). Assessing 
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trait values of parents and offspring in different years, is a way of elimi-
nating environmental effects. 
 
  
Figure 1.16 - Illustration of parent-offspring regression (left) and a selection experiment 
(right) for estimating the narrow-sense heritability, i.e., resp. h2 = slope and h2 = R/S. S = 
selection strength (difference in mean of parental and selected population), R = response 
to selection (difference in mean of parental and offspring population). Retrieved from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heritability. 
A narrow-sense heritability can also be determined by considering more 
complex relationships than that between parents and offspring. The ra-
tionale is that the more closely the genotypes are related, the more similar 
their trait values will be, and even more so if h2 is large. Complex additive 
relationships can be calculated from marker data by applying an additive 
numeric recoding of genotypes (aa = 0, Aa = 1 and AA = 2). In a mixed 
model, some of the variance in trait values can be assigned to this kinship 
matrix (σa2, additive genotypic effects) and the rest to the residual vari-
ance (σε2, dominance and environmental effects), from which h2 = 
σa2/(σa2+σε2) can be calculated. 
The broad-sense heritability (H2) can be estimated when clones are grown 
in different environments. It is the multiple squared correlation (R2) of 
trait values among these environments. H2 also takes dominant (and epi-
static) effects into account and represents the relative reduction of the 
selection strength in full-sib progenies compared to what was expected 
in the parent population. However, this is less relevant for synthetic vari-
eties as explained above. Importantly, a heritability estimate is specific to 
the design of the trial. The estimated narrow- and broad-sense heritabili-
ties of a trait will be larger when (1) more locations and years are tested, 
as averaging over more reps gives more reliable breeding values (the trait 
values used for selection) and (2) the tested population is more diverse, 
as more variance can then be attributed to genetic effects. 
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When the average is taken over all environments for selection, the breed-
ing values will generally improve, as environmental variation is averaged 
out. This is also taken into account when calculating H2, which equals σg2/ 
(σg2+σe2). For 3 blocks in 2 years, σe2 becomes σgy2/2+σgyb2/6 (gy = genotype-
by-year interaction, gyb = genotype-by-year-by-block interaction) (Holland 
2003). Although some of these interaction variance components could in-
crease by phenotyping over more diverse environments, the division by 
the number of environments makes it unlikely that σe2 will increase. 
Breeding values should take heritability into account 
The shrinkage of trait values also has consequences for the estimation of 
genotypic values. In a multiple linear regression (MLR), genotypic values 
can be calculated by correcting for environmental effects. These are called 
best linear unbiased estimators (BLUEs), and represent the parental gen-
otypic trait values. Thus, the strength of selection (S) is the difference be-
tween the BLUE of a selected (extreme) parent and the population mean. 
However, if genotypes are modeled as random effects in a mixed model, 
the prediction error for a future genotype is minimized by shrinking the 
genotypic values towards the population mean by a factor H2 (Piepho et 
al. 2007; Gilmour 2010). The estimate of a realized random effect is called 
a best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP), and equals H2 × BLUE. Thus, BLUPs 
are predictors for the trait values in the progeny. Shrinkage also increases 
when there are less observations for a particular genotype. 
The breeder’s equation 
The breeder's equation (R = h2S) is the fundamental equation in everything 
related to breeding (Mackay 2012). When comparing different strategies 
for improving cell wall digestibility, only the response to selection (R) mat-
ters, if generation time and costs remain the same. The selection strength 
(S) is the product of selection intensity (i) and the parental phenotypic SD 
(σp), so R = ih2σp. The phenotypic variance σp2 is the sum of additive gen-
otypic variance (σa2), dominant and epistatic variance (σd2) and environ-
mental variance (σe2). From the formula of h2 follows that σp2 equals σa2/h2, 
and taking the square root on both sides, the equation can be further 
reformulated to R = ihσa. Increasing h2 by considering more environments 
(blocks, years, locations) is generally the most efficient way to improve 
response to phenotypic selection. Increasing σa is difficult to achieve, but 
is possible when the current material cannot be considered a random 
sample of the world. For example, the large increase in WSC in recent 
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years can be partly attributed to the discovery of a superior local popu-
lation. Further, selecting the best genotype from a larger (random) popu-
lation will increase intensity, and thus also response. For example, select-
ing the best out of 1000 random genotypes increases response with a 
factor 1.26 compared to selecting the best out of 100, which is equivalent 
to improving H2 from 50% to 63%. However, increasing the intensity loses 
efficiency quickly, as an additional 35,000 genotypes would be necessary 
to further increase response with the same factor (equivalent to improv-
ing H2 from 50% to 80%). 
In the context of genomic selection (i.e., predicting phenotypes from 
marker data), the breeder's equation can also be reformulated to R = irhσp 
with r the correlation between the marker-based prediction (genomic es-
timated breeding values or GEBVs) and the actual trait values (r = 1 if all 
QTLs are known and their effect sizes are unbiased). Comparing to the 
previous R = ih2σp, this means that r (r2) will have to be larger than h (h2) 
for genomic selection to be better than phenotypic selection if the selec-
tion intensity, costs and cycle time are the same. This is difficult to achieve, 
and genomic selection should therefore be viewed as a replacement for 
phenotypic selection to increase cycle time.  
On a sidenote, σa2 is also related to allelic diversity. Assuming that the 
entire genome is sequenced, increasing the population size will increase 
the number of SNPs found, but the number of new SNPs levels off as 
more genotypes are considered. As most new SNPs will be unrelated to 
the trait of interest, increasing population size is not the most efficient 
way to improve response. By phenotypic and genomic selection, beneficial 
combinations of alleles within a single genotype are often selected for. 
The more SNPs involved, the less likely they will all occur together in a 
single genotype. Moreover, beneficial combinations of SNPs will get lost in 
the next generations due to random segregation. The result of phenotypic 
or genomic selection is increasing the frequency of beneficial alleles in 
the population, not to keep them together in a single genotype (only this 
would give more extreme values). These randomness assumptions explain 
why σa2 remains more or less constant. On the other hand, when benefi-
cial alleles can be selected for directly and combined in a single genotype 
through marker-assisted selection, more extreme genotypes are possible. 
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Breeding of perennial ryegrass 
Breeding objectives and achievements 
In order to get a new variety on the European market, a variety has to be 
distinct from other varieties on official lists, uniform and stable (DUS) for 
ploidy, heading date, leaf length, leaf width and stem length, along with 
some region-specific but non-compulsory characters (UPOV 2006). In ad-
dition, the variety should have an improved value for cultivation and use 
(VCU) over existing varieties. For Belgium, the criteria relate to crown rust 
resistance, persistence (percentage ryegrass in 3rd year of growth), and 
DMY (cumulated over 3 years, and for the 3rd year of growth) (Chaves et 
al. 2009). Seed yield and biomass quality are not officially considered in 
Belgium, but the latter has recently been added to the VCU trial protocols 
in some European countries (Sampoux et al. 2011). As this trait is not well 
studied, a large potential for improvement is expected. 
For diploid perennial ryegrass, breeding efforts have significantly accrued 
rust resistance, yield and persistence (Sampoux et al. 2011). Over the period 
1971-2004, the 3-year cumulated DMY of diploid perennial ryegrass has on 
average (additively) increased with 3.2% per decade in Western Europe, 
mainly due to increased autumn growth (7.4%), which is in turn a conse-
quence of reducing aftermath heading (16%) (Sampoux et al. 2011). For 
Belgian VCU trial data (1963-2007), a similar result was seen with an aver-
age increase in annual DMY of 3.3% per decade (Chaves et al. 2009). For 
persistence, the average increase was estimated to be 4.6% per decade, 
and for rust resistance, 8.2% per decade (Chaves et al. 2009). In tetraploids, 
persistence (7.3%) and rust resistance (13.2%) have increased even faster 
than for diploids, but the increase in annual DMY is similar (2.7%) (Chaves 
et al. 2009). Seed yields have not evolved (Sampoux et al. 2011), indicating 
its response to selection has been low during 1971-2004. 
In the last decades, focus in the UK has been on improving WSC content, 
which has in turn improved DMD by 1 unit per decade on average (Wilkins 
& Humphreys 2003). Heading date-corrected WSC has increased by 0.73 
units per decade, at the expense of a 0.31-unit reduction in NDF (0.7%) 
and a 0.25-unit reduction in CP (1.7%). The heading date-corrected cellu-
lase solubility of NDF has also increased significantly by 0.55 units per 
decade (Sampoux et al. 2011).  
Breeding for quality traits in ryegrass, which requires large populations 
for selection, was made possible with the development of near-infrared 
spectroscopy (NIRS). This technology enables high-throughput and non-
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destructive analyses of forage samples for a number of quality traits sim-
ultaneously (Marten et al. 1989). Dried, milled samples are scanned to ob-
tain a NIRS spectrum, and the same samples can be recycled for wet-
chemical analyses. Near-infrared and visible light (400-2500 nm) is par-
tially absorbed by the samples and the reflected light intensities are meas-
ured for each wavelength. A NIR absorbance spectrum is the sum of the 
quantized absorbed energy that is characteristic for each chemical group 
(only vibrational overtones of CH, NH and OH stretches and combinations 
of the stretches and angle deformations) and can be related to the traits 
of interest. Usually, about 10% of the samples is selected to go forward 
to wet-chemical analyses, guided by the NIRS spectra so as to maximize 
diversity. Based on these samples, a calibration model is made to predict 
the trait for the other samples. 
Current breeding approaches 
An overview of the current breeding approach for perennial ryegrass at 
ILVO is given in Figure 1.17. This is just one strategy, many other variations 
exist (see further). An open base population is established, containing 
15,000 individuals. New material from previous breeding efforts (e.g. suc-
cessful polycrosses and pair crosses) is added every year, in addition to 
genotypes from natural accessions, ecotypes and varieties to maximize 
diversity and recurrently enrich the base population with beneficial alleles. 
The base population is then artificially infected by crown rust in the 
greenhouse, allowing for mass selection. In the same year, a trial with 
spaced plants is established in the field, and the next two years these are 
evaluated on persistence, winter hardiness and yield (spring growth and 
regrowth). They are cut five times a year, similar to farmers’ practice for 
a mowing regime. Although this is not a perfect substitute for persistence 
under grazing, frequent cutting mimics the effects of intense grazing rea-
sonably well (Camlin & Stewart 1975). 
A tenth of these genotypes (500) are then evaluated on additional char-
acters in clonal rows, namely for heading date, morphology, leaf width, 
color, spring growth, regrowth, and sometimes quality (NDFD, WSC, etc.). 
The selection of genotypes from these clonal rows occurs within a moving 
window where HD does not differ more than 6 days to ensure homoge-
neity in HD in the final variety. Depending on the success of the selection 
per heading date group, 4 to 20 components are then combined per 
polycross. Each selected genotype is assessed for its general combining 
ability by  evaluation of its maternally-derived progeny on 10 m2 plots in 
3 replicates (half-sib progeny testing). Also pair crosses can be set up, 
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where the specific combining ability of a parent can be assessed (full-sib 
progeny testing).  
 
Figure 1.17 – ILVO breeding program for perennial ryegrass. The yellow boxes correspond 
to stages with traditional phenotyping only, green boxes to stages where digestibility as-
sessment is part of the phenotyping protocol. Pictures and scheme by courtesy of Joost 
Baert, ILVO. 
Based on the half-sib progeny performance, about four parents with a 
good GCA can then be selected as founders (Syn0) for a new polycross to 
create breeder's seed (Syn1), by bulking equal seed numbers from each 
mother plant. Ideally, the components (Syn0) are clonally propagated 
from those used in the first polycross (P), but usually, remnant seed from 
the best mothers is used. In the latter case, the bad fathers still make a 
contribution to the offspring, limiting the response to selection but saving 
time by skipping the Syn0 phase. Even more time-efficient (but less re-
sponsive) strategies exist, for example, F1 seed can be bulked over all good 
progenies and can then be used to grow Syn2 directly. A similar, but more 
responsive strategy (by avoiding the contribution of bad pollinators) is to 
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year 16 year 18Multiplication to obtain certified seed (Syn4)
 Good GCA
5,000 spaced genotypes evaluated on persistence and yield
500 genotypes in 3 clonal rows evaluated on DUS/VCU traits
20 polycrosses of 7-20 components (P)
2n
Multiplication of Syn2 (Syn3)
Seed bulked from all parents (Syn1)
Multiplication of Syn2 (Syn3)
Multiplication of Syn1 (Syn2)
Official variety trials (multi-location)
Multiplication of Syn1 (Syn2)
Seed bulked from all parents (Syn1)
Cultivars and ecotypes Breeding populations Natural accessions
Tetraploidisation
Base population establishment (open)
15,000 genotypes in greenhouse evaluated on rust
50 paircrosses (P)
Multiplication within F1 (F2)
150 progenies tested in 3 reps on 10 m² plots for VCU traits
Seed bulked per pair (F1 full-sibs)Seed bulked per genotype (F1 half-sibs)
Polycross of 4-5 selected parents (Syn0) Polycross of 3-4 selected F1s (Syn0)
 Good SCA
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set up many small polycrosses, and to continue with the best entire proge-
nies to obtain Syn2. For exploiting SCA information from full-sib progeny 
tests, a polycross can be simulated by combining F2 progeny from two 
pair crosses that have a parent in common. The advantage of full-sib 
progenies is that no new polycross has to be established without losing 
selection response, as mother and father are both known. 
Syn2 populations are obtained by Syn1 multiplication. As random inter-
crossing is generally a difficult step in synthetic production due to une-
qual pollen shed or seed set of the parents, at least the latter can be 
partially resolved by harvesting Syn1 seed separately from each parent, so 
as to mix equal quantities of seed. In diploids, the Syn2 is in equilibrium 
and will be the earliest generation for DUS testing, however, for tetra-
ploids, this is only the case for Syn3 (Posselt 2010). In these trials, synthet-
ics are assessed in multiple environments for key traits, leading to the 
selection of one population for commercial release as a variety. To obtain 
sufficient seed, further multiplication is undertaken; Syn4 will mostly serve 
as certified seed. Although tetraploids require an extra year to reach equi-
librium, they are less susceptible to inbreeding. Thus, it requires less par-
ent components for synthetic production, allowing for a higher selection 
intensity and possibly, a larger homogeneity.  
Exploiting molecular information in breeding 
The purpose of marker-assisted selection (MAS) is to combine and fix 
causal alleles with a large beneficial effect on the trait of interest in elite 
breeding material (Bernardo & Charcosset 2006). Molecular markers for 
these alleles can be discovered using forward or reverse genetics methods 
(Alonso & Ecker 2006). In forward genetics approaches, a large set of pol-
ymorphisms is screened in a population of genotypes or varieties, and the 
variants associated with the trait of interest are identified. Proving a 
causal relationship between the variant and the trait is, however, not pos-
sible. In this respect, the concept of linkage disequilibrium (LD) is im-
portant. LD measures the degree of nonrandom segregation of alleles at 
different loci (Zhu et al. 2008). There are different methods to express LD, 
but the most intuitive one is using the squared correlation (r2) between 
the genotypic classes at two loci which are recoded numerically as 0 (ho-
mozygote for the minor allele), 1 (heterozygote) and 2 (homozygote for 
the major allele). LD is high when two positions are physically so close 
that recombination between them is rare, even over many generations, in 
which case they are 'linked'. However, due to selection pressures, genetic 
drift or population structure, which all reduce the effective population 
size, LD can also occur over longer distances or even between different 
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chromosomes (Mackay & Powell 2007). A molecular marker is useful if it is 
closely linked to the causal locus, and thus, it does not necessarily have 
to be the causal locus itself. 
Over the last 20 years, molecular markers for L. perenne have mainly been 
discovered using F1 mapping populations ("linkage mapping") (Hayward et 
al. 1994; Cogan et al. 2005; Jensen et al. 2005; Muylle et al. 2005; Dracatos 
et al. 2008). However, in a single generation, the probability of cross-over 
events leading to within-chromosome recombination is low, resulting in 
a large extent of LD. If a single polymorphism has a large effect on a trait, 
it will be in LD with many other polymorphisms within a long chromo-
some region, so any of these polymorphisms will be associated with the 
trait. This increases the probability of finding a marker-trait association, 
but results in a low resolution for the causal position. Further, both pos-
itive and negative mutations will exist within such a large region, which 
compensate each other, so many associations could be missed.  
Nowadays, association mapping strategies are preferred. The main differ-
ence with linkage mapping is that it uses a population that is much more 
diverse (Mackay & Powell 2007). For example, using natural accessions, 
historical recombinations over many generations can be exploited, so 
marker resolution will be high. There are two main strategies for associ-
ation mapping: genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and candidate 
gene approaches. GWAS rely on a large number of markers evenly spaced 
throughout the genome. Given the large genome of ryegrass (~ 2.6 Gbp) 
and its low extent of LD due to its outbreeding nature (r2 < 0.2 over ca. 
1000 bp), it is currently not feasible to conduct GWAS at a high resolution 
(Auzanneau et al. 2007; Ponting et al. 2007; Fiil et al. 2011). On the other 
hand, by limiting the genotyping to candidate genes, a high resolution is 
possible. This approach is feasible if a reference genome or transcriptome 
is available and some gene families are known to have an effect on the 
trait of interest. The latter information is typically obtained by reverse 
genetics studies in model species.  
Finally, ryegrass breeding could also benefit from genomic selection (GS). 
In genomic prediction (GP) strategies, a training population is genotyped 
for genome-wide polymorphisms which are altogether associated with a 
phenotypic trait of interest (i.e., without any selection of markers), ena-
bling prediction of trait values for an untested but preferably related set, 
i.e., genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs) (Meuwissen et al. 2001). By 
estimating effects over all variants, GP can capture small effects, unlike 
multi-locus AM, where the number of variants has to be limited so as not 
to exceed the number of observations. Selection (GS) can then be based 
on these GEBVs. Nevertheless, a factor that can limit the applicability of 
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GP in L. perenne is its high effective population size (Hayes et al. 2013), 
with LD decay estimates ranging from 500 to 2000 bp (r2 < 0.2) in diverse 
populations (Ponting et al. 2007; Fiil et al. 2011; Ruttink et al. 2015). Taking 
into account genome size, LD, and effective population size, up to a mil-
lion independent common variants were estimated to be necessary to 
capture all common causes of a change in a trait value in L. perenne 
(Hayes et al., 2013). Recently, GBS and RAD-seq have been used to screen 
for genome-wide variation within F1 or F2 families (Hegarty et al. 2013; Fè 
et al. 2015). Although marker coverage is still limited with these "reduced 
genome" sequencing methods (< 100,000 variants), the family-based ap-
proach ensures high LD between causative loci and markers. However, 
this makes transferability beyond these families inaccurate, making GS 
complicated for outcrossing species in the long term (Hayes et al., 2013). 
Incorporating GS in current breeding programs could halve the breeding 
cycle time, but would require a prediction accuracy of at least 40% and 
continued phenotyping of subsequent generations (Hayes et al., 2013). Alt-
hough our population and set of markers have not been selected for the 
purpose of GP, we will apply this method in chapter 6 to assess the extent 
to which all markers can predict our traits of interest. 
Thesis outline and objectives 
Even though improvement of the cell wall digestibility is economically and 
environmentally beneficial, breeding efforts for this trait have been lim-
ited for perennial ryegrass. Therefore, the goal of this thesis is to develop 
a strategy for efficiently breeding perennial ryegrass towards a higher cell 
wall digestibility. This demands a profound understanding of the trait at 
both the phenotypic and genetic level. An appropriate phenotyping pro-
tocol has to be developed to achieve a high impact at the agronomical 
level and will depend on time of harvest, morphology, the available 
screening techniques for quality and the available genetic diversity. A bet-
ter understanding is needed of the genetic control, underlying chemistry 
and inheritance of cell wall digestibility. By identifying markers that are 
associated with these traits, a molecular breeding strategy can be devel-
oped. To this purpose, a large population of 600 genotypes was pheno-
typed in 2012-13 and genotyped for association mapping. Six hypotheses 
were postulated, and for each, a set of research questions was set forth. 
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Hypothesis 1: At heading, the genetic diversity and heritability of cell wall 
digestibility of perennial ryegrass plants is sufficient for breeding and as-
sociation mapping (or MAS) purposes. 
• Is harvesting at heading recommended for evaluating cell wall digesti-
bility? 
• Is the genetic diversity of cell wall digestibility sufficient for breeding or 
association mapping purposes? 
• What is the genetic contribution to the cell wall digestibility? What is the 
contribution of additive genetic effects? 
• What is the breeding potential for cell wall digestibility? 
Hypothesis 2: The blade proportion and organ-specific NDFD provide an 
estimate of total-plant NDFD at heading. 
• Is there a large difference in NDFD between blade and stem (sheath+true 
stem) at heading? 
• Should blade and stem be considered separately for breeding? 
• Should blade and stem be considered separately for association map-
ping? 
• What breeding strategies could be taken at the morphological level? 
Hypothesis 3: Lignin content is a good selection criterion for improving 
the cell wall digestibility of ryegrass. 
• Which high-throughput lignin quantification method is the most accu-
rate (precise and true)? 
• Is further improvement in lignin quantification possible? 
• Which lignin quantification method is best used for breeding? Would 
this be a good substitute for NDFD? 
• Which lignin quantification method is best used for association map-
ping? 
• What is the genetic contribution to lignin content (H2)? What is the con-
tribution of additive genetic effects (h2)? 
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Hypothesis 4: Ferulic acid content is a good additional selection criterion 
for improving the cell wall digestibility of ryegrass. 
• How accurate is ferulic acid quantification? 
• Is ferulate or diferulate content a useful measure for breeding for an 
improved cell wall digestibility? 
• Is ferulate or diferulate content a useful measure for association map-
ping? 
• Is further improvement needed if applied to perennial ryegrass? 
Hypothesis 5: Exploiting current knowledge on monolignol biosynthesis 
genes allows in-silico selection of rare defective alleles valuable for 
marker-assisted improvement of cell wall digestibility. 
• Which paralogs of the ten monolignol biosynthesis gene families are 
most likely to affect lignin content in ryegrass? 
• Should functional redundancy be taken into account for association 
mapping? 
• Are there alternatives to association mapping for marker discovery? 
Hypothesis 6: Candidate-gene association mapping yields quantitative 
trait nucleotides valuable for marker-assisted improvement of cell wall 
digestibility. 
• Are any of the candidate genes significantly associated with cell wall 
digestibility or lignin content? 
• How can markers be prioritized within these genes? 
• How can the prioritized markers be validated? 
• How can validated markers be exploited to improve breeding response? 
As different materials are used to answer these questions, the order of 
the chapters does not follow the order of the hypotheses. For optimizing 
the quantification of lignin (Chapter 2) and ferulates (Chapter 3), only wet-
chemical values for the 2013 harvest were considered. Their relationship 
with NDFD, variability and heritability are evaluated using NIRS-predicted 
values of two years (Chapter 4). A theoretic study on four monolignol bi-
osynthesis gene families in Lolium perenne is based on the 2014 version 
of the genome (Chapter 5). Additionally, RNAseq data on 14 genotypes was 
used to assess rare defective alleles in LpCCR1. Target-enriched sequencing 
data and NIRS-predicted trait values were employed for association map-
ping (Chapter 6). A possible strategy for the valorization of these results 
is given in Chapter 7. The relation of hypotheses, chapters and materials 
is summarized in Figure 1.18. 
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Figure 1.18 - Relation of hypotheses to chapters and of chapters to available material. The 
hypotheses and chapters are shortened to a few keywords. Green relates to phenotyping, 
blue to genotyping and red to both. 
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Comparison of Lignin Quantification 
Methods and the Effect of Lignin 
Content and Composition on the 
Cell Wall Digestibility of Ryegrass 
 
 
 
Perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) is an important source of protein and energy 
for dairy cattle. To improve the protein/energy ratio of this forage, we focus on 
improving its cell wall digestibility. The in vitro assessment of the digestible frac-
tion of the neutral detergent fiber (NDFD) is a superior method for determining 
the cell wall digestibility, but is time consuming and requires the use of ruminal 
fluid, which has a highly variable composition and is often not readily available. 
As lignin is considered the main cell wall component that impedes NDFD, we 
investigated whether this underlying 'subtrait' could serve as alternative breeding 
selection criterion to improve NDFD. Therefore, we assessed the accuracy of three 
lignin quantification methods: van Soest (ADL), Klason (KL) and acetyl bromide 
lignin (ABL). We also considered ADL or KL estimates corrected for solubilized 
lignin (total lignin or TL) and non-solubilized protein (TL'). The correlation of 
these corrected lignin content measures with NDFD were only considered for the 
Klason method (i.e., KTL and KTL’). Although KTL’ is considered to be the truest 
possible lignin quantification, it was not always the most correlated with NDFD, 
due to the limited accuracy of protein quantification on the KL residue. KTL was 
the most correlated with NDFD and we therefore recommend it for use in con-
ventional breeding if NDFD determination is not possible. However, NDFD is still 
a superior selection criterion, as it combines the effect of several subtraits and 
not just lignin. For marker-trait association studies, a more accurate estimate of 
lignin content is more important than a high correlation with NDFD, but as KTL 
and KTL’ are highly correlated, and protein quantification on low residues is not 
highly precise, KTL is recommended as well. 
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Introduction 
In the context of breeding for a higher cell wall digestibility, animal-in-
volved and enzyme-based methods have been described for quantifying 
this trait (De Boever et al. 1988; Oba & Allen 1999a; Mertens 2007). Current 
enzyme-based methods give biased results as no assays exist that make 
use of all ruminal enzymes (cellulase, xylanase, esterase etc.) (Mertens 
2007). This can be resolved by using ruminal fluid for digestion, but as this 
is animal-involved, precision may be limited due to uncontrollable varia-
tion, such as variable enzyme concentrations between batches. The in-
vitro neutral detergent fiber digestibility (NDFD) is such a measure. How-
ever, in several cool-season grasses, it has been shown that the lignin 
content of the cell wall is highly correlated with its in vivo, in situ and in 
vitro digestibility in adverse sense (Jung et al. 1997; Casler et al. 2008; Goff 
et al. 2012). Lignin - a polymer consisting of mainly two types of aromatic 
units: guaiacyl (G) and syringyl (S) (Boerjan et al. 2003) - acts as a glue, 
shielding the cell wall polysaccharides from enzymatic hydrolysis (Jung & 
Allen 1995). As quantification of lignin is a purely chemical method and 
not animal-involved, this might be more accurate than NDFD. Moreover, 
it is also a higher-throughput method that can be readily implemented, 
contrary to NDFD, which requires fistulated animals for fresh supplies of 
ruminal fluid.  
Lignin quantification might therefore be a good substitute for NDFD, but 
this requires an accurate method to quantify the lignin content of 
ryegrass biomass. Furthermore, in the context of association mapping or 
genomic selection, a well-characterized phenotype is correlated with ge-
netic variation (SSRs, SNPs, indels), using a set of diverse genotypes. In 
both cases, association with lignin content could give more statistical 
power than with NDFD, as the latter is a combination of several effects 
influenced by a wider range of physiological processes, while lignin con-
tent is a better defined trait, controlled by fewer molecular pathways and 
fewer genes. 
No golden standard exists for quantifying lignin, i.e., the sum of S, G and 
minor lignin units. There are no extraction methods that can entirely de-
compose lignin. Thioacidolysis and derivatization followed by reductive 
cleavage (DFRC) are often employed, but these treatments only break the 
β-O-4 ether bonds within the lignin polymer (see Chapter 1), so that the 
release of monomers depends on lignin-bond composition (Vanholme et 
al. 2010). Further, these methods require chromatographic analyses, which 
are expensive and low-throughput, and thus impractical for screening 
large numbers of samples. Methods with a higher throughput have been 
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described to determine lignin content, each of them with specific proper-
ties. Acid detergent lignin (ADL), Klason lignin (KL) and acetyl bromide lig-
nin (ABL) are among the most appropriate methods for routine analyses 
(Fukushima & Dehority 2011; Goff et al. 2012). 
The van Soest method is a sequential analysis that allows the quantifica-
tion of hemicellulose, cellulose and ADL (van Soest et al., 1991). After neu-
tral detergent extraction, hemicellulose and most of the protein are dis-
solved at high temperature with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) 
detergent under weak acidic conditions, leaving the acid detergent fiber 
(ADF) as residue. After this, cellulose is degraded to glucose under high 
acidic conditions, which then dissolves, leaving acid detergent lignin (ADL) 
as residue. Hemicellulose and cellulose contents can be calculated as the 
difference between NDF and ADF, and between ADF and ADL, respectively. 
In the Klason lignin method, the order of the van Soest steps is reversed 
(first high acidic, followed by low acidic at high temperature) and no CTAB 
detergent is used. The ABL method relies on complete solubilization of 
lignin by addition of acetyl bromide and acetic acid (Hatfield & Fukushima 
2005). ABL is then measured spectro-photometrically in suspension using 
a crop-specific extinction coefficient. 
Although these three methods are the most used for lignin quantification, 
they either overestimate or underestimate the lignin content due to the 
presence of interfering substances or the partial solubilization of lignin. 
For example, KL is assumed to overestimate the lignin content, due to 
protein contamination (van Soest 1967; Kondo et al. 1987; Hatfield et al. 
1994). In the van Soest procedure, a method frequently applied to quantify 
lignin in protein-rich forage crops such as ryegrasses, a detergent is added 
specifically to remove this protein (van Soest 1967). However, an under-
acknowledged feature of the van Soest method is the solubilization of up 
to 50% of lignin in grasses (Kondo et al. 1987; Hatfield et al. 1994). This also 
occurs, but to a lower extent, in the Klason procedure (Kondo et al. 1987; 
Hatfield & Fukushima 2005). The acid-soluble lignin (ASL) can be measured 
spectrometrically in the filtrate and is sometimes added to the KL weight 
to obtain a better estimate of lignin content. However, as this extra step 
makes the procedure more laborious, it is rarely applied. Finally, the ABL 
method relies on complete solubilization of lignin. However, as the solu-
bilized lignin is determined spectrometrically, other compounds, such as 
sugar derivatives, may interfere with correct lignin determination (Hatfield 
& Fukushima 2005). 
Our main objective was to assess the accuracy (precision and trueness) of 
the three mentioned quantification methods (ADL, KL and ABL) to esti-
mate lignin content of perennial ryegrass cell walls. The precision is the 
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variability within and among batches, and the trueness the deviation from 
the true value. As there is no lignin standard, trueness was evaluated by 
considering the protein contamination (acid insoluble protein or AIP) and 
the extent of lignin loss (acid soluble lignin or ASL) during extraction. Fur-
ther, the correlation between the different lignin measurements and 
NDFD was determined. We consider a spring cut at heading stage and 
distinguish blade from stem (with sheath). The findings of this study are 
discussed in view of developing a phenotyping strategy in breeding or 
association mapping. 
Material and methods 
Plant material 
For method development and determining within- and among-batch var-
iation, we used two reference samples (‘pool A’ and ‘pool B’ in what fol-
lows). These pools were mixtures of diploid perennial ryegrass plants, cho-
sen randomly from a larger set grown on a container field in Melle, Bel-
gium and harvested on June 8th 2010. We are not interested in the char-
acteristics of this material, we only use it to assess the accuracy of lignin 
quantification. Per plant, the harvested biomass was dried at 70°C for 48 
hours in an air-ventilated oven (Votsch), hand-separated into two organ 
fractions, blade and stem (true stem + sheath), and milled in a Fritsch 
cutting mill using a 0.5-mm sieve. After milling, mixtures of randomly 
taken samples were homogenized to obtain both reference pools. 
To determine the correlation of lignin quantification methods with NDFD, 
a subset was taken out of ~1300 plants, corresponding to 635 diploid gen-
otypes of diverse origin including varieties, breeding material and wild 
accessions. Genotypes were grown in three replicates on a container field 
in Melle, Belgium. From these ~1300 plants, above-ground biomass was 
harvested in spring 2013 at the individual heading stage of each plant (i.e., 
when three spikes had emerged), dried at 70°C for 48 hours in an air-
ventilated oven (Votsch), hand-separated into blade and stem fractions 
and milled in a Fritsch cutting mill using an 0.5-mm sieve . All samples 
(~1300 blade and ~1300 stem samples) were scanned by near-infrared 
spectroscopy (NIRS, FOSS XDS) in the wavelength range of 400 to 2500 
nm in steps of 0,5 nm. A set of 68 samples was selected, representing the 
maximal NIRS variation in the collection of ~1300 blade samples (‘NIRS-
blade set’). Likewise, 92 stem samples were selected (‘NIRS-stem set’). For 
ABL, only a subset of 20 samples was taken from the NIRS-stem set with 
a large variation in NDFD. 
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Wet-chemical analytical procedures  
Organic matter digestibility (OMD) and cell wall digestibility (NDFD) 
The absolute dry matter (ADM) was determined gravimetrically by drying 
2.5 g of sample at 103°C. The same sample was then ashed at 550°C, al-
lowing calculation of organic matter (OM) as the proportion of ash-free 
ADM in ADM. 
The organic matter digestibility (OMD) was determined following Goering 
& van Soest (1970). 0.5 g of sample was submerged in buffered ruminal 
fluid from three sheep and incubated for 48 hours at 39°C. Then neutral 
detergent was added and the suspension was boiled for 30 minutes. After 
filtration in a P2 crucible (40-100 µm pore size), the residue was washed, 
dried at 103°C, weighed, ashed at 550°C and weighed again. OMD was cal-
culated as 1 minus the proportion of ash-corrected, undigested residue, 
divided by the OM previously determined. 
The neutral detergent fiber digestibility (NDFD) was estimated according 
to the following formula: NDFD = 1 – (1 – OMD)/NDF, using the ash-free 
NDF determined by the van Soest procedure (see further). 
Cell wall content 
Two methods were used to extract the cell wall fraction: the neutral de-
tergent fiber (NDF) and the cell wall residue (CWR). The method for neutral 
detergent fiber (NDF) analysis was applied as in van Soest et al. (1991), but 
with small modifications for use of the ANKOM Fiber Analyzer (ANKOM 
Technology Corporation, Fairpoint, NY). 0.5 g of sample was brought in a 
filter bag, and incubated in neutral detergent at 100°C for 1 hour in the 
ANKOM. The residue was then washed with water at 100°C and acetone, 
and dried at 103°C. NDF was calculated as the ash-free NDF residue (using 
the ash determined on the ADL fraction, see further), divided by the OM 
previously determined. 
For obtaining cell wall residue (CWR), 50 mg of sample was disposed in a 
safe-lock tube, and incubated twice in 70% ethanol at 40°C for 15 minutes, 
followed by chloroform/methanol (1:1 v/v) extraction at room tempera-
ture. The residue was washed with water at 80°C and acetone, and dried 
under vacuum. 
Lignin quantification 
Three methods were used to determine lignin: the van Soest (ADL), Klason 
(KL), and acetyl bromide lignin method (ABL). The ABL method was 
aborted due to low correlation with NDFD. 
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The sequential van Soest method (van Soest et al., 1991) was modified for 
use with the ANKOM. Acid detergent fiber (ADF) was determined by incu-
bating the bags containing the NDF fraction in 5% H2SO4 and CTAB for 1 
hour at 100°C in the ANKOM. The residue was then washed with water at 
100°C and acetone, dried at 103°C, and weighed. Acid detergent lignin 
(ADL) was determined by submerging the bags containing the ADF frac-
tion in a beaker with 72% H2SO4 for 3 hours. Ash content was determined 
by heating the ADL residue to 550°C in a muffle furnace. ADL was calcu-
lated as the proportion of ash-free ADL residue in ash-free NDF, hemicel-
lulose (HC) as the proportion of NDF - ADF in ash-free NDF and cellulose 
(C) as the proportion of ADF - ADL in ash-free NDF . 
The Klason method was based on the NREL/TP-510-42618 standard, but 
modified for use of the ANKOM, and using the NDF fraction as starting 
material. In a first step, the filter bags containing the NDF fraction were 
placed in a falcon tube with 72% H2SO4 in an oven at 30°C for 2 hours. 
The absorbance of the filtrate was then determined at 320 nm with the 
Agilent Cary 50 UV-VIS spectrophotometer, with the filtrate diluted so the 
absorbance falls within 0.7 and 1.0. From this, acid soluble lignin (ASL) was 
calculated using 30 L/g cm as extinction coefficient, in line with NREL/TP-
510-42618. Next, the filter bags were incubated in 4% H2SO4 during 4 hours 
at 100°C in the ANKOM. Finally, acid insoluble protein (AIP) was determined 
as the crude protein content of the KL residue, using the Kjeldahl proce-
dure (N x 6.25), as described by ISO 5983-2. Total lignin (KTL) was calculated 
as the proportion of KL + ASL in NDF, and protein-free total lignin (KTL’) 
as the proportion of KTL - AIP in NDF.  
The acetyl bromide extraction was basically as described in Foster et al. 
(2010). In this case, both NDF and CWR were used as starting material. To 
determine lignin, a safe-lock tube was filled with 4 mg of cell wall material 
(either NDF or CWR). After a 3-hour incubation at 50°C in a 25% solution 
of acetyl bromide/acetic acid, NaOH and hydroxylamine hydrochloride 
were added. The absorbance of the suspension was determined on a 
Nanodrop at 280 nm, and acetyl bromide lignin (ABL) calculated using 16.9 
L/g cm as extinction coefficient.  
Procedures for determining trueness of lignin quantification meth-
ods 
To estimate the trueness of the values obtained by the different lignin 
quantification methods, a separate experiment was set up to determine 
ASL (Acid Soluble Lignin) and AIP (Acid Insoluble Protein) after each ex-
traction step of the Klason and van Soest procedure. This analysis was 
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done on 10 technical replicates of blade and stem of pool A. The proce-
dures for lignin extraction and quantification were as described above, 
except for the step under investigation, where samples were extracted 
separately in falcon tubes, to collect the filtrate and determine ASL. In 
addition, larger amounts of starting material (0.75 g blade material and 
1.5 g stem material) were used to obtain a larger lignin residue for AIP 
determination. For the van Soest procedure, the terms ADTL (ADL + ASL) 
and ADTL' (ADL + ASL - AIP) are employed. Here, ASL refers to the acid 
soluble lignin in the first extraction step (ADF). When ASL of both steps 
are taken into account, the term "true lignin" is used. In addition, the van 
Soest procedure was also run without CTAB detergent, giving acid lignin 
(AL). An overview of all calculations is given in Table 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1 – Diagram, comparing the van Soest (with and without CTAB) and Klason 
method. NDF, ADF, ADL and KL refer to the actual residues, i.e., the sum of all colored 
blocks. For example, ADL is the sum of acid-insoluble lignin (AIL) and acid-insoluble protein 
(AIP). The accolades refer to calculated values, for example, KTL’ is calculated as KL+ASL1-
AIP and corresponds to the sum of AIL and ASL1. ASL1 refers to the lignin lost during the 
first step (the same name is used for van Soest and Klason), and ASL2 to the lignin lost 
during the second step (which is negligible and not part of KTL, KTL’, ADTL or ADTL’).  
Data analyses 
Pool A was used to determine trueness, while pool B was used to deter-
mine precision, i.e., the combination of within-batch variability (repeata-
bility) and among-batch variability (reproducibility). The term "accuracy" 
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is used to denote the combination of trueness and precision. As there is 
no lignin standard, the trueness was evaluated by considering protein 
contamination (AIP) and lignin solubility (ASL), while precision was primar-
ily evaluated by calculating the coefficient of variation (CV = SD/mean) 
within and among batches. For the calculation of within- and among-
batch variation of reference material (pool B), linear mixed models were 
implemented using the R library lme4 (Bates 2010). The model used was 
“trait ~ 1|batch”, with batch SD the SD among batches and residual SD the 
SD within batches. Total technical SD was calculated as the square root 
of the sum of variances within and among batches. 
The samples of the NIRS-blade and NIRS-stem sets were used to determine 
the genotypic SD, the discriminating power of the methods and the cor-
relations among lignin quantification methods and NDFD. Genotypic SD 
is the variation among several samples (68 blade samples and 92 stem 
samples). As the data were normally distributed, the 95% range of values 
was calculated by multiplying the genotypic SD with 2, and the t-value 
corresponding to a 95% confidence with 67 degrees of freedom for NIRS-
blade and 91 for NIRS-stem. 
The statistical power of the different methods to distinguish two groups 
within the 95% range (i.e., low vs. high in lignin) was calculated by simu-
lation. For a first sample, two values were drawn from a normal distribu-
tion with mean 0 and SD the observed total technical SD. For a second 
sample, the same was done, but with the distribution having a mean of 
half the 95% range. A t-test was then applied between both value pairs. 
This procedure was repeated 10,000 times, and the power was calculated 
as the percentage of times that a significant difference was found (p < 
0.05) between both value pairs. In other words, this power represents the 
probability to find a significant difference between two samples if each 
were analyzed in duplicate in different batches, given the true difference 
between both equals half the 95% range. 
The limit of quantification (LOQ) is the minimum lignin content that is 
significantly different from a blank, using the variation of a sample with 
a low lignin concentration as a general measure for the noise. The LOQ 
depends on the sample weight (DM), which was 0.5 g. It was determined 
as 6 times the technical SD of the weight of the blade ADL residue of pool 
B material (there is only one batch for pool A). 
The correlation of each of the lignin quantification methods with NDFD 
was determined after removal of the two most influential observations 
from the NIRS sets, based on Cook’s D. A multiple linear regression in R 
was used to assess the conditional effects of the harvest date (HD), 
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ADL/KTL, KTL/NDF, C/NDF and HC/NDF on NDFD. Further, the HD effects 
on several traits were determined in several models. For example, the ef-
fect of HD on ADL/KTL was determined by the model ADL/KTL ~ HD + KTL 
+ C. For determining differences between two groups of values, t-tests 
were performed assuming equal variance. All statistical analyses were con-
ducted in R v. 3.1.0 (R Core Team 2014). 
Results 
Within batches, KL/NDF and ABL/NDF are more precise 
than ADL/NDF and ABL/CWR 
In a first step, we compared the different lignin quantification methods 
using reference material. ADL, KL and ABL were determined on 10 tech-
nical replicates of blade and stem material from pool A. For ADL and KL, 
NDF was used as starting material. Although the determination of ABL is 
usually based on CWR as starting material, we also considered NDF ex-
tractions. This allows a better comparison of results obtained for ABL to 
those obtained for ADL and KL. The difference between methods is large, 
with ADL rendering the lowest and ABL the highest values (Figure 2.2). 
ABL/NDF is slightly lower than ABL/CWR, but due to lack of repeatability, 
this difference is not significant according to a two-sided t-test (p=0.06 
for blade and 0.49 for stem). 
As a rule of thumb, we consider methods with a within-batch coefficient 
of variation (CV) above 10% as poorly repeatable. For stem materials, all 
tested methods display a variability below this threshold, with ABL/CWR 
performing the worst (7.6%), and KL (3.3%) scoring better than ADL (5.7%) 
and ABL/NDF (5.2%) (Suppl. Table 2.1). For blade, the within-batch repeat-
ability of ABL/CWR (20.4%) and ADL (14.9%) is too low, indicating that 
these methods are not appropriate for precise prediction of lignin con-
tent. Only KL (7.1%) and ABL/NDF (5.8%) show a sufficiently low within-
batch repeatability for blade (Suppl. Table 2.1). Overall, ABL/CWR is the 
least repeatable method within batches. 
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Figure 2.2 – Lignin concentrations measured with 3 methods (ADL, KL, ABL) in reference 
pool A for blade (dark grey bar) and stem (light grey bar). ABL was determined on CWR 
and NDF, while KL and ADL were determined on NDF only. Mean and 95% confidence 
intervals (bars) were derived from 10 within-batch replicates. Tukey homogeneous groups 
are indicated by letters.  
In stem, KL/NDF and ADL/NDF are more correlated with 
NDFD than ABL/NDF or ABL/CWR 
Considering the results obtained on 20 stem samples selected from the 
NIRS-stem set for their large variation in NDFD (58.2 to 75.6 g/100 g NDF), 
ABL/NDF is consistently and significantly lower than ABL/CWR (p<0.001). 
The correlation with NDFD is better for ABL/NDF (r = -0.57) than for 
ABL/CWR (r = -0.33). However, considering all NDF-based methods, both 
ADL (r = -0.80) and KL (r = -0.73) display a much higher correlation with 
NDFD than ABL among these 20 stem samples, and therefore, only these 
two methods were retained for further analyses (Suppl. Fig. 2.1). The cor-
relation of ABL with NDFD was not determined for blade either, as we 
want to obtain a method that works well for both organs. Next, we only 
consider KL and ADL, and as these are always determined on NDF basis, 
we drop the “/NDF” part from now on. 
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KL is a truer estimate of lignin than ADL 
The trueness of the lignin quantification obtained using the van Soest 
(ADL) and Klason (KL) methods was evaluated in more detail by quantify-
ing the lost acid soluble lignin (ASL) in the filtrate and the contaminating 
acid insoluble protein (AIP) in the residue. Pool A was used in this analysis, 
with the maximal possible starting weights (0.75 g DM for blade, 1.5 g DM 
for stem). The truest possible lignin content (further 'true lignin') was cal-
culated by subtracting AIP from the ADL or KL residue weight and adding 
ASL of both extraction steps (Table 2.1). 
For both blade and stem, the residue in the van Soest method (ADL) was 
about twice as low compared to the Klason method (KL) (Table 2.1). This 
was due to more lignin (ASL) being lost during extraction and less protein 
(AIP) contamination in the van Soest procedure. As expected, the ASL- and 
AIP-corrected KL and ADL values ('true lignin') are more similar than the 
uncorrected values (Table 2.1). Nevertheless, the Klason method still ren-
ders a significantly higher ‘true lignin’ value for stem compared to the van 
Soest method (p<0.001), and a significantly lower ‘true lignin’ value for 
blade (p<0.001). 
ASL was determined in the filtrate of both extraction steps separately, and 
it was found that lignin lost during the second extraction step (ASL step 
2) is relatively low, both for the van Soest and Klason method (Table 2.2). 
ASL step 2 does not exceed 5% of the true lignin content, whereas this is 
up to 55% for ASL step 1 (Table 2.1). According to the NREL standard pro-
cedure (TP-510-42618), total lignin (TL) denotes the sum of KL residue with 
ASL from both extraction steps. However, as this is well approximated 
when only ASL from step 1 is taken into account, we further denote KTL 
as KL + ASL from step 1. Further, we also extend this concept to the van 
Soest procedure, for which we use the term acid detergent TL (ADTL = 
ADL + ASL from step 1). 
The loss of lignin in the first extraction step was almost five times higher 
in the van Soest compared to the Klason method (Table 2.1). To check 
whether this could be due to the addition of CTAB detergent in the van 
Soest method, we repeated the procedure without CTAB. In this case, the 
lignin residue (AL) is about twice as high as the ADL residue, and the 
amount of solubilized lignin is reduced by a factor 2 (Table 2.1). The ad-
vantage of using CTAB is the reduction of protein contamination in the 
ADL fraction: without CTAB, AIP is much higher for both blade (8.4x) and 
stem (5.5x) than with CTAB. As a result, protein contamination is a larger 
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problem for the Klason method (AIP = 1.6 to 1.8 units) than in the standard 
van Soest procedure (0.3 to 0.4 units).  
Nonetheless, KL is remarkably close to the true lignin content (KL = 1.06 x 
true lignin for both organs), whereas ADL is about half the true lignin 
content (ADL = 0.44 x true lignin for blade and 0.55 x true lignin for stem). 
This is because AIP contamination in KL (1.6 to 1.8) is less of a problem 
than lignin solubility in the van Soest procedure (3.3 to 4.9), and the com-
pensation of AIP contamination with ASL solubility in the Klason method 
(1 to 1.4). 
Table 2.1 - Average lignin content of 10 repetitions of blade and stem material (reference 
pool A, determined within one batch) using three lignin quantification methods: van Soest 
with CTAB (ADL), van Soest without CTAB (AL) and Klason (KL); values obtained with the 
standard procedure were corrected for acid soluble lignin (ASL) and/or acid insoluble 
protein (AIP). All measures are expressed on NDF basis. 
 Blade  Stem 
 ADL 
 
 
AL 
 
 
KL  ADL AL 
 
KL 
 (g/100 g NDF)  (g/100 g NDF) 
Lignin concentration (standard method)      
(1) Residue 3.60 8.99 7.66  4.73 9.65 9.63 
Contaminations        
(2) AIP in residue 0.33 2.76 1.82  0.39 2.14 1.57 
(3) ASL step 1 4.50 2.04 0.91  3.84 2.19 0.82 
(4) ASL step 2 0.41 0.64 0.48  0.32 0.30 0.21 
Adjusted lignin content       
(1-2) Protein free residue 3.27 6.23 5.84  4.34 7.51 8.05 
(1-2+3+4) True lignin 8.18 8.91 7.23  8.50 10.00 9.09 
(1+3) Total lignin (TL) 8.10 11.03 8.57  8.57 11.84 10.45 
(1-2+3) Protein-free TL 7.77 8.27 6.75  8.18 9.70 8.88 
 
Across batches, KL is more precise in blade and ADL is more 
precise in stem 
In order to assess the precision of both gravimetrical methods (ADL and 
KL), the within-batch repeatability and among-batch reproducibility were 
assessed on blade and stem material from pool B, which was analyzed for 
two repetitions in several batches (Table 2.2, Suppl. Table 2.2). The total 
variability, i.e., the variation within and among batches, is denoted as tech-
nical variation. For stem, the technical precision of ADL (CV 4.8%) is slightly 
better than for KL (CV 6.1%), whereas for blade, it is much worse (16.7% 
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and 6.4% respectively) (Table 2.2). This variation can be explained by both 
random variation within batches and differences in reaction conditions 
among batches (Suppl. Table 2.2). 
The technical variation was also compared to the overall variation found 
in a larger population. The required precision of a measurement depends 
on the level of resolution required, which is largely determined by the 
overall variation in a representative set of samples. We have assessed this 
genotypic variation in the NIRS sets comprising 68 blade and 92 stem 
samples. For example, in stem, the technical SD for ADL is smaller than 
for KL, but the 95% range in ADL values is also smaller (Table 2.2). It is 
therefore better to assess the discriminating power by calculating the 
probability to distinguish two groups significantly within the population 
(i.e., low and high in lignin). In blade, this power is highest for KL (77% vs. 
59%), whereas in stem, ADL scores better (81% vs. 62%). Thus, both the 
coefficient of variation and discriminating power indicate that KL is more 
precise in blade and ADL is more precise in stem. 
Table 2.2 - Lignin quantities (on NDF basis) determined in blade (B) and stem (S) of pool B 
(technical variation) and the NIRS sets with 68 blade and 92 stem samples (genotypic var-
iation). The Klason method was adjusted for acid-soluble lignin (ASL) and acid-insoluble 
protein (AIP). The discriminating power was calculated as the probability to significantly 
differentiate two groups in the 95% range. The correlation with stem and blade NDFD are 
Pearson correlation coefficients. The number of batches for each trait can be found in 
Suppl. Table 2.2. 
 Technical variation  Genotypic variation  Discr. 
power 
 Corr. (r) 
NDFD  Mean  SD  CV  Mean  95% range   
 (g/100 g NDF)  
(g/100 g 
NDF)  (%)  
(g/100 g 
NDF)  
(g/100 g 
NDF)  (%)  (%) 
 B S  B S  B S  B S  B S  B S  B S 
                      van Soest 
ADL 3.3 3.8  0.55 0.18  16.7 4.8  3.6 2.8  4.58 2.07  59 81  44 -67 
                      Klason 
KL 7.8 8.0  0.49 0.48  6.4 6.1  5.9 6.2  5.24 4.18  77 62  -59 -74 
KL' 6.4 6.7  0.87 0.33  13.6 5.0  4.8 5.2  4.49 3.57  31 78  -59 -73 
KTL 8.7 9.3  0.46 0.42  5.2 4.5  6.8 7.5  5.38 4.14  83 71  -71 -77 
KTL' 7.5 8.0  0.84 0.24  11.2 3.1  5.6 6.5  4.75 3.62  36 94  -72 -75 
                      KL’ = KL - AIP, KTL = KL + ASL, KTL’ = KTL – AIP, ns = not significant. 
 
The limit of quantification (LOQ) is determined by the minimum weight 
of the residue that is still quantifiable and is defined as 6 times the SD of 
a quantity that does not reach LOQ. Here, we use 5.8 mg as LOQ, as this 
is the SD for the ADL residue from 0.5 g of blade DM, which is the lowest 
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quantity. As the KL residue (on average 15.3 mg for blade and 20.3 mg for 
stem) is twice as heavy as the ADL residue (on average 7.4 mg for blade 
and 9.8 mg for stem) for the same DM start weight (0.5 g), the LOQ is 
reached more often for KL: for ADL, only 22% passed the LOQ for blade 
and 51% for stem, while for KL, 99% passed for blade and 100% for stem. 
So, the ADL content is generally too low to be distinguished from the 
noise when 0.5 g dry matter is used as starting material, in particular for 
blade. For KL there is no such problem. 
KL is more correlated with NDFD than ADL  
To choose a lignin quantification method for screening and discriminat-
ing genotypes, the correlation to NDFD was considered in the diverse NIRS 
sets (Table 2.2). For stem (sheath and true stem), the correlation between 
ADL and NDFD is negative as expected (r = -0.67), however, even though 
ADL is more precise, the correlation is higher for KL (r = -0.74). For blade, 
the correlation between KL and NDFD is smaller than for stem (r = -0.59). 
ADL has a positive effect on blade NDFD (r = 0.44), which is related to not 
passing the LOQ threshold. Thus, in general, KL explains NDFD much bet-
ter than ADL for both organs. 
KTL is more precise than KL 
As the Klason method is the most accurate estimate of lignin, we also 
determined ASL and AIP for this method on pool B (i.e., in several batches). 
The technical CV has improved from 6% (KL) to 5% after ASL correction 
(KTL) for both blade and stem. However, protein correction makes the 
total CV worse for blade (11%) and better for stem (3%). These results are 
confirmed by the discriminating power: ASL correction (KL to KTL) im-
proves the power to 83% for blade and 71% for stem, whereas AIP correc-
tion (KTL to KTL') only improves the power for stem (to 94%). For blade, 
AIP correction decreases the power to a mere 36% (Suppl. Table 2.3). Thus, 
in general, KTL seems the most precise method for determining lignin in 
either organ. 
This is probably due to the lack of precision in estimating protein in the 
low lignin fraction of blade (CV 38%, Suppl. Table 2.2). According to the 
ISO norm, at least 1 g of material should be used for low protein concen-
trations (<30%), which is not attainable using filtration bags. Here, increas-
ing the starting weight and application of the micro-Kjeldahl method 
could increase precision (Miller & Houghton 1945). For stem, the CV for AIP 
also seems high (19%), but here AIP correction (KTL to KTL') still improves 
the among-batch and total CV slightly (Suppl. Table 2.2). Similarly, even 
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though the precision of ASL seems low (CV 19% in stem), ASL correction 
still improves the within- and among-batch CV for both organs (Suppl. 
Table 2.2). This suggests that imprecision in KL is due to random losses of 
ASL and AIP during extraction. To investigate this further, ASL and AIP 
were related to KL by fitting a multiple regression model. This way, the 
difference in KL within and among batches can be explained by the dif-
ference in both ASL and AIP simultaneously. Indeed, for stem, the varia-
bility of KL can be explained significantly by a different solubility of ASL 
and AIP. On average, KL is estimated to decrease 0.9 units if ASL increases 
1 unit (95% C.I. 0.5 to 1.3) and to increase 1.5 units if AIP increases 1 unit 
for stem (95% C.I. 1.1 to 1.9). This indicates that the ASL determination is 
accurate: if the spectrometrically determined ASL in the filtrate increases 
by 1 unit, the gravimetrically determined KL will decrease by ca. 1 unit on 
average. However, the coefficient for AIP is significantly higher than 1 (1 is 
not contained within the C.I.), indicating that the protein content in the 
lignin residue is underestimated: what we measure as 1 g of AIP, is in fact 
1.5 g. Possibly, the correction factor used in the Kjeldahl procedure is too 
low for this type of plant material. For this reason, a correction factor of 
1.5 was applied to AIP to calculate a truer lignin content (KTL’1.5), which 
reduces the stem lignin content from 8.0% (KTL') to 7.4% (KTL’1.5). The pre-
cision (total CV) of KTL’1.5 is also slightly improved compared to KTL', which 
was already the most accurate lignin measure in stem (Suppl. Table 2.3). 
For blade, the variability could not be explained significantly due to lack 
of power. Therefore, a correction factor could not be accurately deduced, 
although it could again be 1 for ASL (95% C.I. -13.8 to 4.9). For the AIP 
effect, the 95% C.I. falls between -1.4 and 0.8, suggesting AIP is overesti-
mated, and a correction factor lower than 1 should be applied. Indeed, by 
decreasing the correction factor to 0.5 (KTL’0.5) or even 0 (KTL), the preci-
sion of the lignin estimate improves markedly for blade (Suppl. Table 2.3). 
KTL is more correlated with NDFD than KL 
For both NIRS sets, the correlation with NDFD is higher for KTL (r = -0.71 
for blade and -0.77 for stem) than for KL (r = -0.59 for blade and -0.74 for 
stem). Additional protein correction (KTL’) does not further improve the 
correlation coefficient for blade (r = -0.71) or stem (r = -0.75). Thus, only 
the correction for ASL improves the correlation with NDFD, and mostly 
for blade. In general, determining KTL should be sufficient for obtaining 
an accurate lignin estimate in both organs (Table 2.2). 
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Effect of KTL on NDFD remains, conditionally on NDF, ADL, 
cellulose and harvest date 
Cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin all seemingly affect NDFD considering 
their Pearson correlation coefficients (Table 2.2). However, these traits are 
highly correlated with harvest date (Suppl. Table 2.4) and intercorrelated 
among themselves (Suppl. Fig. 2.1). To assess their own independent effect 
on NDFD, their conditional effects were determined in a multiple linear 
regression model, adding harvest date (HD) of each plant as covariate.  
In the NIRS-blade set, cellulose, KTL and HD significantly affect NDFD ad-
versely in the multiple regression model (Table 2.3). When the cellulose 
content is held constant, ADL no longer has a significant effect on NDFD 
(p = 0.965); whether KTL and HD are held constant does not matter (not 
shown). Therefore, the positive correlation between ADL and NDFD in 
blade described above (Suppl. Table 2.3) was due to confounding with 
cellulose. KL, KL’ and KTL’ also affect blade NDFD significantly in separate 
multiple regressions (not shown), but most of its variance is explained by 
KTL (13%, Table 2.3). When KTL increases with 1 unit for a certain harvest 
date and cellulose content, NDFD decreases with 1.5 units. The effect of a 
1-unit increase in cellulose is lower: for a certain lignin content and har-
vest date, NDFD decreases with only 0.4 units. However, it still uniquely 
explains 8% of the total variance in NDFD. Remarkably, the harvest date 
still has a significant negative impact on NDFD when controlling for KTL 
and cellulose content: when blades are harvested 10 days later, NDFD still 
decreases with 1 units, uniquely explaining 5% of the variation in NDFD. 
In the NIRS-stem set, ADL is negatively correlated with NDFD in simple 
linear regressions, and ADL does increase significantly with the harvest 
date, whereas cellulose and hemicellulose do not (Suppl. Table 2.4). In the 
multiple regression model (Table 2.3), an interaction was found between 
ADL and KTL in stem. In order to eliminate this, ADL was expressed rela-
tively to KTL instead (ADL/KTL). ADL/KTL can be interpreted as a quality 
measurement of lignin (see discussion). The variation in NDFD could be 
significantly explained by both ADL/KTL and KTL, but not by cellulose, 
NDF, or HD. KTL also uniquely explains 42% of the variance in NDFD of 
stem. When KTL increases with 1 unit and ADL/KTL remains constant, stem 
NDFD decreases significantly with 2.6 units (p<0.001). If ADL/KTL increases 
with 10 units, NDFD decreases with 1.1 unit (p = 0.023) for the same KTL 
content, uniquely explaining a further 2.4%. Going back to blade, replac-
ing ADL by ADL/KTL does not change the effect sizes for blade, and the 
effect of ADL/KTL remains non-significant. 
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Table 2.3 - Multiple linear regression models that explain NDFD for blade and stem (NDFD 
~ ADL/KTL + KTL + Cellulose + HD). Whether ADL or ADL/KTL is used does not matter for 
blade, but using ADL/KTL simplifies the model for stem. "Variance explained" denotes the 
coefficient of semi-partial determination for each variable and the coefficient of multiple 
determination for the entire model. The joint variation is the variation in NDFD that could 
not be attributed to a specific predictor, but it shared among them (difference between 
the total explained variation and the semi-partials). The semi-partials should only be used 
to assess the validity of the model. 
 
Blade  Stem 
Effect on 
NDFD  
Var. 
expl.  
Effect on 
NDFD  
Var. 
expl. 
 (g/100 g NDF)  (%)  (g/100 g NDF)  (%) 
ADL/KTL (g/100 g) 0.013 (p=0.424)  0.2  -0.113 (p=0.023)  2.4 
KTL (g/100 g NDF) -1.521 (p<0.001)  12.9  -2.600 (p<0.001)  42.0 
C (g/100 g NDF) -0.361 (p<0.001)  7.9  -0.090 (p=0.586)  0.1 
Harvest date (days) -0.101 (p<0.001)  5.0  -0.037 (p=0.209)  0.7 
Joint variation   54.0    16.9 
Entire model   80.0    62.1 
KTL = KL + ASL, C = cellulose 
Discussion 
As lignin is considered the main cause of a decrease in NDFD, we investi-
gated whether lignin could serve as a proxy for NDFD. In order to deter-
mine which lignin quantification method is most accurate, the high-
throughput measures ADL, KL and ABL were compared. For the Klason 
method, also KTL (KL+ASL) and KTL' (KL+ASL-AIP) were determined over a 
range of samples. In addition to conventional breeding applications, we 
will also discuss the use of lignin in genetic association studies, such as 
association mapping and genomic selection. 
Accuracy of lignin quantification methods without apply-
ing corrections 
ABL is usually determined on cell wall residue (CWR). However, NDF seems 
a better preparation for determining ABL, as the precision of ABL is higher 
when determined on NDF rather than CWR, especially for blade material 
(CV < 6%). Although the precision for ABL was only determined for 1 batch 
(10 reps), also the lack of correlation with NDFD (20 genotypes) indicates 
that ABL/CWR is not the best measure for lignin in ryegrass. CWR, which 
is a larger fraction than NDF, possibly contains more components that 
also absorb at 280 nm and interfere with lignin quantification, such as 
protein, sugar degradation products and pectin (Hatfield & Fukushima 
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2005). Still, ABL determined on NDF largely overestimates lignin, as it is 1.6 
times higher than KTL’ for both blade and stem. More importantly, of all 
three standard lignin quantification methods that use NDF as starting 
material, ABL is the worst predictor of NDFD, with a negative correlation 
coefficient of 57% for stem, compared to 73% for KL and 80% for ADL. As 
the extinction coefficient depends on the lignin composition (S/G ratio) 
and interference of other compounds (Hatfield & Fukushima 2005), which 
are both quite likely to be variable among different genotypes, this may 
partly explain the relatively low correlation to NDFD. On the other hand, 
ABL is a high throughput and inexpensive method, and could therefore 
still be valuable if a crude lignin estimate is sufficient. Further, we empha-
size that these results are specific to ryegrass, and should not be gener-
alized. The ABL/CWR method is often applied in dicots, where such inter-
fering compounds may not exist.  
KL is about twice as high as ADL in ryegrass in both blade and stem (Table 
2.2), similarly to what was previously found for other monocots such as 
cocksfoot and maize (Hatfield et al. 1994; Zhang et al. 2011). For blade, KL 
is more precise, whereas for stem this is ADL. Peculiarly, between 68 blade 
and 92 stem samples, no significant difference was found in the mean 
values of KL, whereas ADL was significantly higher for blade. Considering 
lignin’s recalcitrance to digestion, both results seemingly contradict the 
fact that NDFD is significantly higher for blade than for stem for these 
samples (not shown). For ADL, this could be explained by the lower NDF 
in blade, which results in ADL/DM mostly not reaching the detection limit. 
Regarding the correlation with NDFD over different genotypes, KL is 
clearly the best predictor given that ADL gives a positive correlation with 
NDFD for blade and the correlation is higher for KL in stem. This problem 
is not new; Fukushima and Hatfield (2004) did not find a significant cor-
relation between ADL and cell wall digestibility in forage either, while they 
did for KL. Partly, this may be because quantification limits for ADL are 
not reached in forage grasses harvested at heading. Increasing the start-
ing weight should resolve this, in particular for blade material. 
For phenotypic screening, the method that is most correlated with NDFD 
may suffice. In that case, KL clearly outperforms ADL and ABL. However, a 
better correlation with NDFD does not necessarily mean the lignin esti-
mate is truer. For determining the truest lignin quantification, we have 
also assessed protein contamination and lignin solubility for both gravi-
metric methods. 
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Effect of ASL and AIP on the accuracy of lignin quantifica-
tion 
Correcting KL and ADL residues for the loss of lignin in each step of the 
analysis and the protein contamination in the final residue should give 
the truest possible estimate of lignin content, and corrected ADL and KL 
values should theoretically converge. Indeed, the difference between both 
methods is much smaller after all corrections have been applied, although 
the difference remains significant. Remarkably, the Klason method pro-
vides a significantly higher estimate of true lignin in blade than the van 
Soest method, while the opposite is true for stem. As blade and stem ma-
terial were extracted within the same batch, these differences cannot be 
attributed to differences in reaction conditions. 
As ASL is much larger for van Soest, and AIP much larger for Klason, ad-
justing either correction factor could bring the true lignin estimates for 
both methods closer to one another. However, due to the opposing results 
for blade and stem, no correction factor exists for ASL or AIP that makes 
the difference in KTL' between both methods smaller for both organs sim-
ultaneously. Nevertheless, the extinction coefficient used for calculating 
ASL is not necessarily the same for blade and stem, as this depends on 
the composition of lignin (S/G ratio). For AIP, the Kjeldahl correction fac-
tor depends on the nitrogenous amino acid composition and the pres-
ence of non-proteinaceous nitrogen in the lignin residue. 
Indeed, by MLR we were able to show that (1) variation in KL is partly due 
to variation in the solubilization of lignin (ASL) and protein (AIP), (2) a loss 
of 1 unit ASL matches a loss of 1 unit in KL, and (3) a loss of 1 unit AIP does 
not match a loss of 1 unit in KL. The AIP estimate seems to be biased in 
opposite directions for blade and stem. Based on the MLR, the correction 
factor used for calculating crude protein (normally, 6.25×N) should 
roughly be 3 for blade (0.5×6.25) and 9 for stem (1.5×6.25). Indeed, using 
these organ-specific correction factors, the difference in KTL' between the 
van Soest and Klason method is also rendered insignificant for each or-
gan. Thus, applying organ-specific Kjeldahl factors might be a way to fur-
ther improve accuracy of KTL', although more samples or fractionation 
of nitrogen sources (Licitra et al. 1996) should be considered to confirm 
these findings. 
Considering both the NIRS-blade and NIRS-stem sets, the correlation with 
NDFD is markedly improved after correcting KL for loss of ASL, i.e., 
from -59% to -71% for blade and from -74% to -77% for stem. This indi-
cates that Klason ASL is not ruminally digested to a large extent, otherwise 
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the correlation would not improve. Thus, ASL should be added to KL if it 
is used as a proxy for NDFD in breeding. On the other hand, when AIP 
correction is applied, the correlation with NDFD does not improve. It even 
gets worse if the stem-specific Kjeldahl factor is applied, although this is 
possible if lignin-associated protein truly obstructs digestion in stem. For 
breeding purposes, protein correction is thus not worth the effort, but 
for genetic associations, it still might be. After all, lignin genes are not 
expected to have an effect on lignin-associated protein. As AIP (or the 
difference between KTL and KTL') amounts to at least 1 unit, determining 
a truer lignin content may still be worthwhile in that case, on condition 
that also the precision is high. This is indeed the case for stem, especially 
when the organ-specific Kjeldahl factor is applied (power increases from 
71% for KTL to 97% for KTL'1.5), but not for blade (power decreases from 
83% for KTL to 56% for KTL'0.5). It remains unclear whether using the bi-
ased but more precise KTL measure for blade will improve statistical 
power for association mapping or genomic selection, however, the corre-
lation between KTL and KTL' amounts to 95-96%, so the difference should 
be slight either way. For stem, the situation is more clear, as both preci-
sion and trueness are highest for KTL'1.5. 
Difference between ADL and KL explained 
The amount of ASL released by the van Soest procedure is almost 5 times 
larger than for the Klason procedure. In order to understand this differ-
ence, the van Soest assay was conducted without the detergent CTAB, 
rendering an estimation of the acid lignin (AL) rather than acid detergent 
lignin (ADL). CTAB seems to be actively involved in solubilizing lignin, as 
ASL released in the ADF step is about twice as high when CTAB is used. In 
the ADL step, the additional lignin solubilization is negligible, no matter 
the use of CTAB. 
However, comparing both methods without CTAB (KL and AL), ASL in step 
1 is still at least twice as high in the van Soest procedure. This can be 
explained as follows: under the mild acidic and high temperature condi-
tions in the first step of the van Soest procedure (ADF step), ferulate bonds 
between hemicellulose and lignin are cleaved, so short-chain lignin (still 
attached to ferulate) can be filtered out and solubilized. Indeed, pyrolysis 
peaks attributed to ferulic acid were greatly reduced in the residue after 
acid hydrolysis (Hatfield et al. 1994). Further, also ether bonds were sug-
gested to be cleaved during this step, further aiding in the fragmentation 
and solubilization of lignin (Zhang et al. 2011). However, ether bond cleav-
age requires higher temperatures to be efficient (ca. 170°C), so this is prob-
ably not the major reason (Iiyama et al. 1990). In the Klason procedure, 
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the temperature is lower in the first step, which limits lignin solubilization. 
Yasuda et al. (2001) suggested that under high acidic conditions, the re-
sulting fragments immediately condensate to other lignin units (mainly 
G). This could explain the lower loss of lignin during the Klason procedure. 
Conversely, under the higher temperature conditions of the first van Soest 
step, dehydration of hemicellulose sugars to furfural is promoted, so 
more (insoluble) lignin-furfural condensation products are formed 
(Huijgen et al. 2014). This does not occur under Klason conditions, where 
high-temperature conditions are only applied in the second step, when 
most of the carbohydrates have already been washed away. This suggests 
ADL is more contaminated than KL, however, ADL is twice as low as KL. As 
ADTL’ is quite similar to KTL’ (higher in blade and lower in stem), this 
contamination is probably minimal. Indeed, pyrolysis did not show any 
contamination of carbohydrates in ADL or KL (Hatfield et al. 1994). 
 
Figure 2.3 – Reaction conditions in the first step of the van Soest (ADF) and Klason proce-
dure. Under low acidic and high temperature conditions (van Soest), ferulate ester bonds 
with GAX are broken so that GAX and short lignin polymers can solubilize. Furfural (GAX 
breakdown products) may contaminate the remaining lignin. Under high acidic and low 
temperature conditions (Klason), ferulate ester bonds are cleaved as well, but further, cel-
lulose is broken down to a large extent, while lignin will repolymerize or bind to carbohy-
drates. As short-chain lignin is incorporated in higher molecular weight compounds, less 
lignin can be filtered out and solubilized in the Klason procedure. 
van Soest:
high temperature
Klason:
high acidic
short-chain lignin
long-chain lignin
cellulose
GAX
ferulate
furfural
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ADL/KTL as a measure of lignin composition 
ADL/KTL has a negative impact on stem NDFD, but no significant effect 
on blade NDFD. For KL/KTL, no effects on stem NDFD could be shown. In 
order to interpret this result, ADL/KTL could be considered an estimate 
of lignin composition, in particular, the proportion of long-chain lignin. 
Short-chain lignin fragments are released by ferulate ester bond cleavage 
during the van Soest extraction, and not as much during the Klason pro-
cedure. Note that ferulates bind GAX (hemicellulose) through an ester 
bond, and are extended by monolignols through a C-C or ether bond, 
which is not cleaved (see Chapter 3). If lignin contains more long chains, 
less lignin would be solubilized in the ADF step, and ADL/KTL would be 
larger. 
An indirect relation with the S/G ratio is possible, as short-chain lignin 
tends to be richer in S units. This may be due to temporal regulation, as 
sinapylalcohol is synthesized later during plant development (Boerjan et 
al. 2003), and short chains are naturally more likely to be formed later. 
But terminal S units may also be less likely to be extended. For poplar 
plants where the biosynthesis of S units was transgenetically increased, it 
was shown that the weight of lignin molecules is lower on average 
(Stewart et al. 2009), which was postulated to be due to S units being less 
likely to elongate existing chains (van Parijs et al. 2010). Assuming a larger 
ADL/KTL is due to more long chains, this could be indirectly related to a 
higher proportion of G units. 
ADL has also been considered to be an estimate of condensed lignin, i.e., 
lignin units that are linked by C-C bonds rather than ether bonds, because 
the difference between KL and ADL was correlated with the total yield of 
monolignols after thioacidolysis, which only breaks ether bonds in lignin 
(Zhang et al. 2011). However, the composition of lignin bonds can also be 
indirectly related to the composition of lignin units, as S-units are more 
likely to form ether bonds (Kishimoto et al. 2010; van Parijs et al. 2010). In 
previous studies, the S/G ratio of the ADL residue was shown to be signif-
icantly lower than that of native lignin (Hatfield et al. 1994; Yasuda et al. 
2001), and a higher S/G ratio was shown to be easier to solubilize (Musha 
& Goring 1974; Yasuda et al. 2001). Assuming a larger ADL/KTL is due to 
more long chains and thus more G units, this could be indirectly related 
to a higher condensation level. 
A higher proportion of condensed bonds (or G units) was suggested to 
have a direct negative impact on NDFD (Tu et al. 2010). However, this as-
sumes that lignin ether bonds are cleaved under rumen conditions, which 
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is highly unlikely given that the rumen pH is only mildly acidic (pH 6.0, 
González et al. 2012), and no lignin-degrading micro-organisms can live 
under anaerobic conditions (Jung & Allen 1995). More likely, a higher G-
lignin content results in longer lignin chains, which are more difficult to 
release from the cellulose matrix after ferulate-ester cleavage. This not 
only occurs under chemical treatment, but also under rumen conditions, 
as we were able to show a slight negative effect of ADL/KTL on stem NDFD 
when KTL is held constant. Nevertheless, this only uniquely explains a lim-
ited 2.4% of the variation in NDFD. The higher correlation of KTL with 
NDFD, compared to ADL or KL, indicates that van Soest ASL is hardly sol-
ubilized under rumen conditions. The effect of ADL/KTL is so low, that it 
should not be considered for breeding purposes. 
Conclusion 
KTL is the main predictor of cell wall digestibility for both blade and stem, 
also conditionally on cellulose and lignin composition (ADL/KTL). A 1-unit 
increase in KTL results in a significant decrease of NDFD with 1.5 units in 
blade and 2.6 units in stem, with KTL displaying a 95% range of 5.7 units 
in blade and 4.5 units in stem. In blade, ADL concentrations are often 
below the limit of quantification, and are therefore not reliable. Never-
theless, if larger start material quantities were used for analyses, ADL 
would still be a less true measure for lignin content than KL. Nevertheless, 
ADL could still be used as a measure of lignin composition.   
If a single trait value should be considered for selecting ryegrass geno-
types with the highest fodder quality, NDFD is recommended, given that 
not only lignin content, but also cellulose and lignin composition affect 
this complex trait according to our multiple linear regression models. 
However, if NDFD determination is not possible, KTL is a good alternative, 
as it still explains ca. 75% of the variation in NDFD. Lignin composition 
(ADL/KTL) and cellulose should not be considered separately for breeding 
purposes, as they only have a limited effect on NDFD conditional on KTL. 
Also for association mapping, using KTL is recommended for both organs. 
ASL correction improves both trueness and precision of the lignin esti-
mate, whereas AIP correction makes the precision worse in blade due to 
low repeatability of AIP determination for this organ. Even though protein 
correction improves both trueness and precision of the lignin estimate in 
stem, the correlation between KTL and KTL' is still high (r = 0.96) and AIP 
determination may not be worth the effort. 
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 3 
Preliminary Study of  
Structural Carbohydrates & 
 Hydroxycinnamic Acids 
 
 
 
In chapter 3, structural polysaccharides and hydroxycinnamic acids (HCAs) are 
evaluated for their role in limiting the cell wall digestibility of perennial ryegrass. 
Esterified ferulic acid (estFA), esterified diferulic acid (diFA) and esterified p-cou-
maric acid (pCA) are the HCAs considered. We postulate that etherified ferulic 
acids (ethFA) determine the number of lignin cross-linkages and might be a better 
predictor for NDFD than lignin. However, in this preliminary study, only estFA are 
considered, which are known to be negatively correlated with ethFA. As estFA 
binds glucuronoarabinoxylan in grasses (HC), it was expressed as estFA/HC. 
Among 20 diverse blade samples, this measure was a better predictor of NDFD 
than TL, whereas this was not the case among 30 diverse stem samples. However, 
hemicellulose as determined by the van Soest method (HC) largely overestimates 
GAX content due to protein contamination. An alternative measure for GAX is 
obtained by eliminating all other cell wall components (cellulose, TL and NDIP) 
from NDF. In addition to the normal van Soest procedure, this only requires the 
quantification of neutral detergent insoluble protein (NDIP). Quite likely, this 
more accurate hemicellulose measure will improve the correlation between 
estFA/HC and NDFD. Conversely, van Soest cellulose already is an accurate meas-
ure, but does not predict NDFD significantly, conditionally on TL and estFA/HC. 
Further, pCA/TL was considered a measure for lignin unit composition in grasses, 
but was not shown to predict NDFD significantly either. 
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Introduction 
Several types of hydroxycinnamic acids (HCAs) are present in the cell wall, 
but concerning cell wall digestibility of commelinoid monocots, ferulic 
acids are the most important (Hatfield & Marita 2010). The structure of 
ferulic acid is similar to that of coniferyl alcohol (incorporated as a G unit 
in lignin), except for the presence of a carboxylic acid group at the pro-
penoic tail's end (Figure 3.1). This functional group enables attachment to 
glucuronoarabinoxylans (GAXs), a type of hemicellulose present in grasses, 
via an ester bond (Figure 3.2 a-d). This feruloylation reaction is catalyzed 
by arabinoxylan feruloyl transferase (Piston et al. 2010). At other positions, 
ferulates can also bind to G and S monolignols through active (radical 
coupling) or passive (nucleophilic) reactions (Lam et al. 2001). The active 
mechanism mainly produces 8-β' bonds, with the primed term referring 
to the lignin moiety (Ralph et al. 1995). The passive mechanism renders 
4-O-α' ether linkages, but these are rare (<10%) (Ralph et al. 1995). Thus, 
ferulates can act as cross-links between lignin and GAX (Vogel 2008). As 
ferulate only holds one carboxylic acid group, it cannot cross-link two 
GAXs. This requires ferulate dimers or longer oligomers. Two ferulates can 
bind by free-radical coupling via carbon-carbon bonds (8-5, 8-8, 5-5 are 
most common) or ether bonds (8-O-4) (Bunzel et al. 2001). 8-8 bonds can 
be cyclic (C) and non-cyclic (NC). 5-5 bonds are cyclic, but can become non-
cyclic after extraction (Vismeh et al. 2013). p-Coumaric acid is another type 
of HCA that is abundantly present in the cell wall of grasses  (Figure 3.1). 
Although it does not exert any cross-linking function (Jung & Allen 1995), 
it is mostly esterified to the S-units of lignin and may be a proxy for lignin 
composition (Hatfield et al. 2009). They may also directly affect lignin com-
position, as they are postulated to act as radical shuttle for synapyl alco-
hol specifically, possibly affecting the S:G ratio of lignin (Hatfield & Marita 
2010). 
Quantification of these different compounds is not straightforward. Com-
pounds that are solely esterified can be released by treating cell wall sam-
ples with 2M NaOH at room temperature. These are monomeric ferulic 
acids (estFA), diferulic acids (diFA), longer oligomers and p-coumaric acids 
(pCA), but also lignified ferulates and other unknown compounds. To ob-
tain accurate measures, these compounds need to be chromatograph-
ically separated (Barberousse et al. 2008). The ferulates and diferulates 
that cross-link GAX to lignin are complex compounds due to the large 
number of bond and lignin unit combinations, and are therefore too rare 
to be quantified accurately. Monomeric ferulic acids released by 2M NaOH 
treatment do not have a cross-linking function in the cell wall (Figure 3.2), 
but they do hinder the ruminal fluid enzyme xylanase in breaking down 
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GAX (Jung & Allen 1995). Conversely, the released diferulic acids could have 
had a cross-linking function, but only between two GAXs. As there are 
several diFAs with a different bond, diFA is the sum of all these. In a way, 
the 2M NaOH extraction simulates the action of phenolic acid esterases 
present in ruminal fluid, which cleave the ester bonds between ferulates 
and GAX when hydrophobe lignin is not in close proximity (Jung & Allen 
1995). Thus, these esterases only cleave the ester bond for non-lignified 
ferulates (estFA) and oligomers (e.g. diFA). However, phenolic acid ester-
ases will eventually remove these impediments, so decreasing estFA will 
hardly limit the extent of NDFD. Indeed, the correlation between estFA 
and NDFD is even positive (r=0.36-0.72 in three grass species, Casler et al., 
2008). 
Coniferyl alcohol (guaiacyl unit) Ferulic acid (ferulate) 
 
  
Sinapyl alcohol (syringyl unit) 
 
p-Coumaric acid (p-coumarate) 
 
Figure 3.1 - Chemical structure of coniferyl/sinapyl alcohol and ferulic/p-coumaric acid. 
Ferulic acid has a carboxyl group, allowing esterification with an alcohol group on arabi-
nose of GAX. Sinapyl alcohol (S unit) has the structure of coniferyl alcohol, but with an 
additional methoxygroup (OCH3) on position 5. p-Coumaric acid has the structure of fer-
ulic acid, but without the methoxygroup (OCH3) on position 3. In parentheses, the corre-
sponding names after bonding are given. 
On the other hand, as the conditions in the rumen do not allow chemical 
cleavage of ether bonds and no enzymes are present that can break down 
lignin cross-links, decreasing ferulates that crosslink lignin to GAX should 
have a large effect on NDFD (Jung & Allen 1995). In order to reduce the 
complexity of ferulic compounds for analysis, a harsher extraction at 
170°C with 4M NaOH is executed to break both ester bonds (with hemicel-
lulose) and ether bonds (within lignin and between ferulic acid and lignin). 
The monomeric ferulates cross-linking GAX and lignin can then be quan-
tified by comparing the 4M and 2M extracts: those that have been released 
at 4M but not at 2M were originally esterified to hemicellulose and ether-
ified to lignin (ethFA). Still, as the C-C covalent bonds between ferulate and 
lignin cannot be cleaved, it is not possible to quantify all cross-linking 
ferulates in the cell wall. In vitro, only 10% of the ferulates have been 
estimated to be released after 4M extraction of Italian ryegrass stem, so 
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about 90% of cross-linking ferulates is not measured (Ralph et al. 1995). 
Nonetheless, ethFA are considered a good approximation of the level of 
lignin cross-linking, with correlations to NDFD up to 89% in reed ca-
narygrass (Casler et al. 2008). The measure could be further improved, for 
example by also quantifying ferulate-monolignol combinations, ferulate 
dimers and longer oligomers (although 8-O-4 bonds within ferulic acids 
are cleaved). 
 
 
(e) 
 
(f) 
Figure 3.2 - Structures: (a) non-lignified ferulate bonded to GAX (ester bond), (b) lignin 
solely bonded at the C4-OH position of ferulate (ether bond), which is bonded to GAX 
(ester bond), (c) lignin solely bonded at the C8-position of ferulate (C-C bond), which is 
bonded to GAX (ester bond). (d) lignin solely bonded at the C5-position of ferulate (rare), 
which is bonded to GAX (ester bond), (e) 5-5 diferulate cross-linking two GAXs (two ester 
bonds), and optionally, also lignin is attached as indicated by arrows (ether or C-C bonds), 
(f) 8-O-4 diferulate cross-linking two GAXs (two ester bonds), with optionally, lignin at-
tached. Extractions: green scissors indicate ester bonds cleaved by a soft 2M NaOH de-
struction, red scissors indicate ether bonds cleaved by a 170°C 4M NaOH treatment (ester 
bonds are also cleaved in this case). In a 2M extraction, only ferulates and diferulates that 
are not linked to lignin can be quantified (e.g. a). In a 4M extraction, also ferulates or 
diferulates that are solely linked to lignin via a 4-O-ether bond can be quantified (e.g. b). 
However, 8-O-4 diferulic acids will be cleaved as well, so (f) is detected as two ferulates. 
No extraction can cleave a C-C bond between ferulate and lignin or ferulates mutually (e.g. 
c or d). Of course, ferulate-lignin combinations could be detected by LC/MS as well, but 
given the large amount of combinations, quantification is difficult. Ruminal fluid: phenolic 
acid esterases act like the green scissors, however, not in proximity to lignin. 
Lignin
Lignin
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Lignin
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As cross-linkage of lignin to GAX is necessary for lignin to limit digestion 
(Jung & Allen 1995), ferulates may even be more correlated with NDFD than 
lignin. The difference lies in whether the number of lignin cross-links 
(measured approximately as ethFA) or the length of lignin chains (meas-
ured approximately as KL/ethFA) are more important in limiting digesti-
bility. Short-chain lignin may escape more easily from the cellulose matrix 
after ferulate-ester cleavage (Chapter 2), while the number of cross-links 
could limit penetration of ruminal enzymes that degrade the cell wall. In 
observational studies, the effect of ferulates is difficult to determine due 
to the high positive correlation between the concentrations of lignin (KL) 
and ethFA. Nonetheless, the correlation between KL and ethFA can be de-
creased by divergent selection in smooth bromegrass (Casler et al. 2008), 
indicating that a decrease in the available lignification initiation sites does 
not necessarily result in a reduction in the amount of lignin, but rather in 
an increase of the length of lignin polymers. In this study, ethFA was 
shown to be more correlated with NDFD than KL. Likewise, expression of 
ferulic acid esterase from a fungus in tall fescue, which partially disrupted 
feruloylation, did not have an impact on ADL content, but did improve 
the cellulase solubility (Buanafina et al. 2010). For smooth bromegrass, 
reed canarygrass and orchardgrass, a multiple linear regression showed 
that both KL and ethFA have their own individual impact on NDFD during 
the later stages of digestion (96h-NDFD), but that ethFA are more im-
portant during the early stages of digestion (24h-NDFD) (Casler et al. 
2008). 
In several experimental studies, it was shown that arabinose units in GAXs 
are substituted by ferulates before lignification starts, indicating ferulates 
serve as initiation sites of lignification (He & Terashima 1990; Lam & Stone 
1994). Also, the prominence of 8-β' bonds and absence of 8-5' and 8-O-4' 
bonds between ferulate and lignin in stem cell wall of Italian ryegrass 
points in that direction, as this indicates that ferulate reacts extensively 
with monolignols and not with oligolignols (Ralph et al. 1995). When a 
monolignol enters the cell wall and is oxidated, it will randomly either 
bind ferulate (totFA = estFA + ethFA) and start a new lignin chain, or elon-
gate an existing lignin chain. If GAX is more substituted by ferulates, the 
monolignols have to be distributed over more initiation sites, so there will 
be more but shorter lignin cross-links. Although monolignols prefer bond-
ing to lignin rather than ferulates (a terminal G-unit has more bonding 
options), the larger portion of ferulates can still make collision with feru-
lates more successful overall. Lignification is highly dynamic and should 
be modeled to gain deeper insight. Either way, a negative correlation be-
tween estFA and ethFA and between estFA and KL is seen in many studies 
(Casler et al. 2008; Jung & Phillips 2010). However, also the lignification 
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rate will affect the length and number of lignin cross-links (van Parijs et 
al. 2010), and possibly also the estFA:ethFA ratio. Indeed, in Brachypodium 
distachyon, a reduction in laccase activity has reduced the influx rate of 
oxidated monolignols and has decreased estFA by 40%, increased ethFA 
by 17% and decreased KL by 10% (Wang et al. 2015). 
In this chapter, only the quantification of compounds in the 2M extracts 
will be discussed, i.e., estFA, diFA and pCA. Unfortunately, we were not able 
to determine ethFA accurately (CV>10%), due to the irreproducibility of 
the 4M extracts. Instead, we will interpret estFA/HC as a measure for the 
monolignol influx rate or total ferulate content, depending on whether 
the correlation with NDFD is positive or negative, respectively. As it is the 
density of ferulates on GAX that will affect the ability of xylanase to de-
struct, we express estFA relative to van Soest's hemicellulose (HC). In 
grasses, the main hemicelluloses are GAXs and β-glucans (Vogel 2008), 
however, β-glucans are dissolved by the neutral detergent in the NDF step 
(van Soest et al. 1991). After neutral detergent extraction, GAXs are dis-
solved at a high temperature with CTAB detergent, leaving the acid deter-
gent fiber (ADF) as residue. Therefore, GAX (HC) can be calculated as the 
difference between NDF and ADF. We will compare this to an alternative 
measure determined by eliminating all other cell wall compounds from 
NDF, i.e., lignin, protein and cellulose. As cellulose is dissolved under the 
highly acidic conditions of the ADL step, the latter can be calculated as 
the difference between ADF and ADL (van Soest et al. 1991). 
The main objectives of this chapter are to assess whether estFA/HC (the 
level of lignin-GAX cross-linking as determined by the monolignol influx 
rate), diFA/HC (the level of GAX-GAX cross-linking) and pCA/TL (S unit pro-
portion in lignin) explain any variation in cell wall digestibility, in addition 
to the total lignin content. As an accurate content for GAX is necessary, 
we first compare the accuracy of two possible measures: HC and NDF-TL-
NDIP-C. Then, the accuracy of estFA, diFA and pCA is determined (only the 
soft alkali extraction is considered in this preliminary study). 
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Material and methods 
Quantification of polysaccharides in the cell wall 
Cellulose and hemicellulose were determined using the van Soest method, 
with Kjeldahl crude protein and acid-soluble lignin determined at each 
step of the procedure as described in Chapter 2. ASL1 and ASL2 represent 
the ASL released in the ADF and ADL step, respectively. NDIP, ADIP and AIP 
is the crude protein content in the NDF, ADF and ADL residues, respec-
tively. NDIP-ADIP and ADIP-AIP is therefore the protein that was solubil-
ized in the ADF and ADL step, respectively. This was analyzed on blade 
and stem material of pool A (Chapter 2) and on a larger set of samples 
for correlation with NDFD (the same 60 blade and 92 stem samples de-
scribed in Chapter 2). The accuracy and effect of CTAB was determined 
using pool A material only. Klason TL (KL + ASL1) was used in conditional 
models to explain NDFD (see Chapter 2). It should not be confused with 
van Soest TL (ADL + ASL1), which was used to calculate an alternative 
measure for hemicellulose (HC' = NDF - NDIP - C - TL), although using 
Klason TL would be equivalent. 
Extraction of esterified hydroxycinnamic acids  
Twenty blade and 30 stem samples were selected from the in Chapter 2 
described NIRS-selected samples, keeping the maximum possible range in 
NDFD. The extraction of esterified hydroxycinnamic acids is based on an 
established protocol (Buanafina et al. 2006). A safe-lock tube was filled 
with 10 mg NDF for the samples or 10 mg cellulose (Sigma-Cell 101) for the 
references, which acts as a surrogate matrix (Ralph et al. 1994). The latter 
are also spiked with 100 µg ferulic acid and p-coumaric acid. This is incu-
bated overnight at 25°C with shaking. After this, TMCA was added as in-
ternal standard and the pH adjusted to 2 with HCl. A liquid-liquid extrac-
tion with diethyl ether was performed twice, which was then dried at 40°C 
for 1 hour and re-suspended in 200 µl 4% ACN. 
UPLC/MS/MS running conditions 
15 µl of the extract was injected onto a Waters Acquity UPLC BEH C18 
column (2.1 mm x 150 mm) on a Waters SYNAPT high definition mass spec-
trometer. The concentration of acetonitrile (with 0.1% formic acid) in the 
liquid phase was linearly increased from 5% to 50% over 30 minutes, at 
a flow rate of 0.35 mL/min. For identification purposes, fragmentation 
ions were generated in negative ion mode for a selection of samples using 
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collision-induced dissociation with N2 as collision gas and a collision en-
ergy of 6 eV. 
Identification of hydroxycinnamic acids 
Ferulic acid and p-coumaric acid were identified by determining the elu-
tion time and m/z of commercially available standards, run under the 
same conditions as the extracts. As two peaks were identified with the 
same m/z for each standard, the larger peak was attributed to the trans 
isoform and the smaller peak to the cis isoform. The fragmentation spec-
tra were used for identifying diferulic acids, for which no standards are 
commercially available. One impure standard was available (8-5C), for the 
other dimers, a comparison was made with the published MS/MS data of 
Vismeh (2013) and MSSearch. 
Quantification of hydroxycinnamic acids 
A calibration with five concentrations of ferulic acid and p-coumaric acid 
was made to determine response factors with respect to the internal 
standard. These concentrations ranged from 3 to 25 µg/ml, which corre-
spond to column loadings ranging from 45 to 375 ng. As there are no pure 
diferulic acids standards commercially available, a response factor could 
not be determined for these. For this reason, we have simply assumed 
they have the same response as TMCA (response factor = 1). 
Statistical analyses 
All statistical analyses were conducted in R v. 3.1.0 (R Core Team 2014). For 
determining differences between two groups of values, t-tests were per-
formed by assuming equal variance. For calculation of within- and among 
batch variation among reference material, i.e., reference material A for 
polysaccharides and cellulose mixed with FA and pCA standards for HCAs, 
linear mixed models were built, using the R library lme4 (Bates 2010). The 
model used is “lmer(trait ~ 1|batch)”, with batch SD the SD among batches 
and residual SD the SD within batches. For HCA quantification, the within-
batch variance of blade and stem extracts was determined as the residual 
SD of “lmer(trait ~ 1|genotype)”. Total technical SD of extracted material 
(blade and stem samples) was then estimated as the square root of the 
sum of variances within batches on sample material and among batches 
on reference material (among-batch variance among references are as-
sumed to be the same as for extracted material). 
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Genotypic SD is the variation among several genotypes, i.e., over 68 blade 
and 92 stem samples for polysaccharide quantification, and over 20 blade 
and 30 stem samples for HCA quantification. As all traits are normally 
distributed, the 95% range of values was calculated by multiplying the 
genotypic SD with 2 and the t-value corresponding to a 95% confidence 
with the appropriate degrees of freedom.  
The power to distinguish two groups within this 95% range was calculated 
by simulation, as described in Chapter 2. For calculating the discriminating 
power for HCAs, the among-batch CV among samples is again assumed to 
be the same as among the references (CV = 7%). The correlation with NDFD 
was determined after removal of the two most influential observations 
based on Cook’s D. 
Results 
Hydroxycinnamic acids 
Only pCA, FA and diFA are abundant in 2M NaOH extracts 
Commercially available standards for ferulic acid (FA) and p-coumaric acid 
(pCA) were analyzed separately by LC/MS. The mass chromatograms re-
vealed that these standards contain two compounds with the expected 
m/z, i.e., 193 for deprotonated FA and 163 for deprotonated pCA. The most 
abundant one is considered to be the trans-isomer, while the other the 
cis-isomer. However, the cis-isomers are very low in abundance in the 2M 
NaOH extracts of blade or stem samples (Figure 3.3, Suppl. Table 3.2). 
Among all peaks, FA is generally the one with the highest intensity in the 
chromatograms of 2M NaOH extracts. The chromatogram further shows 
that the detector was not saturated, as all peaks are sharp (Figure 3.3). 
In addition to FA and pCA, ten compounds with m/z 385.1 were found in 
2M NaOH extracts, the expected deprotonated mass of diferulic acids 
(diFA). They were numbered with letters in order of retention time (Figure 
3.3). Five of these could be identified by comparison with published MS/MS 
fragmentation spectra (Vismeh et al. 2013), namely 8-5NC (B), 8-8C (C), 8-
8NC (D), 5-5 (F) and 8-O-4 (H). For 8-5C a standard was available, which 
was identified as compound I (Figure 3.4). As a verification, the order of 
compounds in the published chromatogram (Vismeh et al. 2013) corre-
sponds to ours, except that the trans-isomer of 8-5NC (now B) should 
elute at time E or G. Possibly, B is an isomer of 8-5NC. Either way, com-
pounds B, E and G are all low in abundance. DiFA A was not identified, 
but co-elutes with ferulic acid and is also found in the extracted reference 
samples. It is therefore considered an artificial dimer of FA formed during 
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extraction. Importantly, the ionization response for these compounds was 
considered to be the same as for the internal standard (TMCA). Contrary 
to FA and pCA, no pure standards are available for dimers (our standard 
for 8-5C was impure), making accurate response determination impossi-
ble. Possibly, some of these compounds have a lower ionization response 
than TMCA, so their abundance is truly higher, or vice versa. 
Trimers and tetramers of ferulic acids are also known to exist in monocot 
cell walls (Bunzel et al. 2006; Barberousse et al. 2008), however, no frag-
mentation spectra have been published for these compounds to this date. 
For this reason, all compounds with m/z 577 are presumed to be triFA 
and those with m/z 769 tetraFA. As the number of bonding combinations 
between ferulic acids is much larger for these oligomers compared to 
dimers, and considering water addition products and other modifications 
(Bunzel et al. 2006), the abundance of each compound is expected to be 
low. Indeed, the intensity of peaks for individual triFAs and tetraFAs is 
either very low, or do not reach the detection limit (Figure 3.3). 
 
Figure 3.3 - Mass chromatograms of a 2M extract of blade material. The base peak chro-
matogram (BPC, light grey) shows a large complexity of compounds. The extracted-ion 
chromatograms are shown for coumaric acids (m/z 163), ferulic acids (m/z 193), diferulic 
acids (m/z 385), triferulic acids (m/z 577) and tetraferulic acids (m/z 769). TMCA (m/z 238) 
and oCA (m/z 163) were used as internal standards. The most intense diFA peaks are for 
8-8C (C), 8-8NC (D), 5-5 (F) and 8-O-4 (H). DiFA B was not detected here (t = 8.9 min.).  
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Figure 3.4 - For 8-5C diFA, a standard was available and analyzed by LC/MS/MS. The chro-
matogram for this standard was not pure, but indeed showed a peak at 15.0 min. for a 
compound with m/z 385. This compound was isolated on the ion trap of the SYNAPT 
spectrometer and fragmented for both a sample (above) and the standard (under). As both 
fragmentation spectra are highly similar, the compound eluting at 15.0 min. for any sample 
is highly likely to be 8-5C diFA. 
Trueness of HCA quantification is low 
Traditionally, response factors (RF) have been used for quantifying HCAs 
(Ralph et al. 1994; Waldron et al. 1996; Allison 2011). They correspond to the 
slope of the regression line where several response ratios (y-axis) are plot-
ted against several amount ratios (x-axis). The amount ratio is the amount 
of a compound of interest expressed relative to the amount of an internal 
standard, while the response ratio is the ratio of the areas under the 
chromatographic peaks of both compounds. For the calibration, a range 
of amount ratios is usually obtained by mixing several concentrations of 
the compound with a fixed amount of internal standard. The use of re-
sponse factors implies the assumption that the relationship between re-
sponse and amount ratio is linear and the intercept is the origin. 
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We determined the response factor relative to the internal standard 3,4,5-
trimethoxycinnamic acid (TMCA). Three calibrations were made, all of 
which have equally good fits (r2 > 98%). The response factor for ferulic 
acid (FA) was surprisingly low (0.28 ≈ 1/3), meaning the ionization of FA is 
about 3 times less efficient than for TMCA. In addition to the high linearity, 
also the intercept is close to 0 (0.02), which would justify the use of a 
response factor. However, the recoverabilities of the 2M NaOH-extracted 
references (i.e., the standards mixed with cellulose) were too high (on av-
erage 117%), indicating the response factor (or intercept) should be higher. 
Using a 1-point calibration with the result of the 2M NaOH extracted ref-
erences, the RF only increases slightly to 0.30. 
Conversely, for p-coumaric acid (pCA) a response factor of 0.91 was ob-
tained in the calibration, which leads to an underestimation of the 
amounts for the references. Here, the 1-point calibration gives a much 
lower response factor of 0.52. As the concentration of FA and pCA in sam-
ples approximate those in the extracted references, but not those of the 
calibrations, 1-point response factors were used for quantifying FA and 
pCA in samples. 
Precision of HCA quantification is high 
For the 2M NaOH-extracted references, the coefficient of variation (CV) for 
FA quantification is 8% within batches and 7% among batches (data not 
shown). The CV of the samples has been evaluated within batches only, 
and amounts to 4% for blade and stem, which is smaller than for the 
references (Suppl. Table 3.3). The total technical SD is larger for stem (0.68 
mg/g NDF) than for blade (0.48 mg/g NDF) (Suppl. Table 3.3). The geno-
typic SD for estFA is 1.3 mg/g NDF among the 20 blade samples and 1.1 
mg/g NDF among the 30 stem samples (Table 3.2). The power to distin-
guish two groups is therefore larger for blade (81%) than for stem (45%). 
For p-coumaric acid, a similar precision was obtained (Table 3.2). For the 
diferulic acids, the discriminating power amounts to 72-86% in blade and 
16-35% in stem. Thus, the power is generally lower in stem, both due to a 
slightly smaller range of values among genotypes and a slightly larger 
technical SD. 
Structural polysaccharides 
As (di)ferulic acids are linked to GAX, both measures are highly correlated. 
For this reason, we want to express the esterified (di)ferulic acid content 
relatively to the GAX content. The latter can be deduced from the van 
Soest procedure as NDF-ADF (HC). To assess the accuracy (precision and 
trueness) of this measure, we took into account protein contamination 
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and lignin solubility in all steps of the van Soest procedure. As we will also 
use cellulose (C) to calculate an alternative measure for GAX (HC' = NDF-
NDIP-TL-C), we also investigate the accuracy of the ADF-ADL (C) measure. 
Between the ADF and ADL step of the van Soest procedure, mainly cellu-
lose has disappeared, considering hardly any protein or lignin has been 
dissolved (Figure 3.5, Table 3.1A). Contamination with protein and lignin 
results in an overestimation of cellulose content by only 3 and 1% in blade 
and stem respectively (Table 3.1B). If all hemicellulose and none of the 
cellulose was lost in the previous steps, and ADL fraction does not contain 
any carbohydrate related compounds (neither of which were investigated 
here), cellulose is well estimated by the van Soest procedure. 
In grasses, the main difference between NDF and ADF is that mainly glu-
curonoarabinoxylans (GAXs) have been dissolved by the acid detergent. 
This difference between NDF and ADF is referred to as hemicellulose (HC), 
although β-glucans, a minor hemicellulose in grasses, have already been 
dissolved by the neutral detergent in the NDF step. For blade, HC amounts 
to 52.2% and for stem 48.6% (Figure 3.5, Table 3.1b). However, protein and 
lignin are also partly solubilized by acid detergent, mainly due to the ac-
tivity of CTAB. For blade, the acid-insoluble protein content (AIP) is 14.8% 
in NDF and 1.1% in ADF (Table 3.1A), leading to a large overestimation of 
the GAX content by 13.7 units (Table 3.1B). For stem, this difference is also 
large with 6.8 units. In addition, 4.5% lignin was dissolved by the acid 
detergent (ASL) for blade and 3.8% for stem (Table 3.1a). Overall, GAX con-
tent is highly overestimated by 54% of the corrected value for blade and 
by 28% for stem, mainly due to protein solubilization (Table 3.1b). Without 
CTAB, these values only improve slightly to 25% and 17%, respectively (Ta-
ble 3.1b). GAX content as determined by the van Soest procedure is thus a 
very crude measurement. 
As NDF is mainly composed of cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin and protein, 
GAX content can also be calculated by elimination, i.e., by calculating HC’ 
= 1 – C – TL – NDIP. NDIP (neutral detergent insoluble protein) is the crude 
protein content determined on the NDF residue and amounts to 14.8% for 
blade and 7.5% for stem. We have calculated total lignin (TL) as ADL+ASL1 
(ASL released in ADF step). Blade and stem HC' underestimates the cor-
rected value by only 3 and 2% respectively, performing much better than 
the HC estimates, even without CTAB (overestimated by 17-25%). The for-
mula for HC' can be simplified to NDF - (ADF + NDIP + ASL1) (Table 3.1C). 
As ADF combines C, ADL and ADIP, there is no need to determine ADL for 
obtaining an accurate measure for GAX content. As some lignin and most 
of the NDIP was solubilized in the ADF step, ASL1 and NDIP should still be 
determined. Ideally, "NDIP - ADIP" should be considered here rather than 
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NDIP, but as ADIP is small, HC' is only slightly underestimated. In this pre-
liminary study, only HC has been determined on the samples analyzed for 
esterified HCAs. Therefore, measures like FA/HC are not accurate, and 
measures for cross-linking could be vastly improved by improving GAX 
quantification. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 - For each step of the van Soest procedure, with (ADF/ADL) or without (AF/AL) 
CTAB detergent, the protein-free residue (black) and crude protein (CP) in the residue (dark 
grey) are shown. The two darkest shades therefore represent the total residues. The two 
lightest shades represent the lost fractions between steps (CP and ASL). The hemicellulose 
and cellulose values can be calculated as the difference between two consecutive steps. 
The corrected values are shown by black arrows (↕), and adding the height of the bars in 
the two lightest shades, gives the crude van Soest hemicellulose and cellulose values (the 
two lightest shades thus show the extent of overestimation). 
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Table 3.1 - (a) Weight proportion of residue (i.e., the total weight of NDF, ADF, ADL, AF or 
AL), CP (crude protein) and ASL (acid-soluble lignin) in NDF for each step of the van Soest 
extraction, with CTAB (ADF, ADL) or without CTAB (AF, AL), in blade and stem. A(D)F = acid 
(detergent) fiber, A(D)L = acid (detergent) lignin. (b) Calculation of hemicellulose and cellu-
lose content based on differences between van Soest residues. A correction was applied, 
taking the additional protein and lignin that are extracted between steps into account. 
The corrected acid-detergent HC and C values are considered the truest (underlined). For 
HC, this is very similar to 1-C-TL-NDIP, which slightly overcorrects for CP (TL = ADL+ASL). (c) 
The formulas show which terms (bold) are added when C, HC and HC' are corrected to 
obtain truer values; the underlined terms are large quantities and signify that the uncor-
rected calculations are not valid (i.e., HC is not valid, but HC' and C are). NDIP = CP in NDF, 
ADIP = CP in ADF, AIP = CP in ADL, ASL1 = ASL lost between NDF and ADF, ASL2 = ASL lost 
between ADF and ADL. All values are based on 10 replicates of pool A. 
(a)  Blade   Stem  
  Residue CP ASL  Residue CP ASL  
  (g/100 g NDF)  (g/100 g NDF)  
           NDF 100.0 14.8 -  100.0 7.5 -  
 ADF 47.8 1.1 4.5  51.4 0.6 3.8  
 ADL 3.4 0.3 0.4  4.0 0.4 0.3  
 AF 56.9 8.0 2.0  57.9 3.7 2.2  
 AL 9.0 2.8 0.6  9.6 2.1 0.3  
                   
 (b) Blade  Stem 
 Uncorr. Add. CP Add. ASL Corr. Bias  Uncorr. Add. CP Add. ASL Corr. Bias 
 (g/100 g NDF)  (g/100 g NDF) 
               Cellulose            
ADF-ADL 44.5 (C) 0.8 0.4 43.3 +3%  47.4 (C) 0.3 0.3 46.9 +1% 
AF-AL 47.9 5.3 0.6 42.0 +14%  48.3 1.5 0.3 46.4 +4% 
            Hemicellulose           
NDF-ADF 52.2 (HC) 13.7 4.5 34.0 +54%  48.6 (HC) 6.8 3.8 37.9 +28% 
NDF-AF 43.1 6.8 2.0 34.4 +25%  42.1 3.8 2.2 36.1 +17% 
1-C-TL-NDIP 32.9 (HC') -1.1 0.0 34.0 -3%  37.3 (HC') -0.6 0.0 37.9 -2%                       "Uncorrected" = difference between both residues (table A); "additional CP" = difference 
between CP of both residues (table A); "additional ASL" = ASL lost between both steps, 
"corrected" = uncorr. - add. CP - add. ASL. Bias is expressed as the percentage difference 
with the corrected value (uncorr./corr. - 1). 
(c) 
HC corrected = NDF - (ADF + (NDIP - ADIP) + ASL1) = NDF - ADF - NDIP + ADIP - ASL1 
C corrected = ADF - (ADL + (ADIP - AIP) + ASL2) = ADF - ADL - ADIP + AIP - ASL2 
HC' corrected = NDF - C corrected - true lignin - NDIP  
   = NDF - (ADF - ADL - ADIP + AIP - ASL2) - (ADL + ASL1 + ASL2 - AIP) - NDIP 
   = NDF - ADF - NDIP + ADIP - ASL1  
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Table 3.2 - The mean and variation of esterified hydroxycinnamic acids (mg/g NDF) among 
68 blade (B) and 92 stem (S) samples. Discriminating power is calculated as the probability 
to find a significant difference between two groups in the 95% range, using the technical 
CV from the reference material. The correlation to NDFD and TL are Pearson correlation 
coefficients. 
 Genotypic 
mean 
Genotypic 
SD 95% range  
Discrimina- 
ting power 
Corr. (r) 
to NDFD 
Corr. (r) 
to TL 
 (g/kg NDF) (g/kg NDF) (g/kg NDF) (%)  (%)  (%) 
 B S  B S  B S  B S  B S  B S 
                   FA 5.95 8.22  1.33 1.11  5.54 4.55  81 45  88 39  61 57 
 pCA 3.20 6.16  1.40 1.13  5.85 4.63  79 57  76 49  52 59 
 diFA C (8-8C) 0.68 0.39  0.16 0.09  0.68 0.37  83 68  66 9  44 0 
 diFA D (8-8NC) 2.14 2.53  0.45 0.25  1.89 1.02  72 15  83 34  52 31 
 diFA F (5-5) 2.18 1.99  0.51 0.32  2.15 1.31  78 36  76 15  34 16 
 diFA acid H (8-O-4) 0.64 0.77  0.19 0.15  0.8 0.63  86 51  82 0  39 10 
                   
Relationship between esterified hydroxycinnamic acids and 
NDFD 
Only in blade, are esterified FA and diFA related to NDFD 
On average, esterified p-coumaric acids (pCA) and ferulic acids (estFA) are 
significantly more abundant in stem than in blade (Table 3.2). The most 
abundant diferulic acids are 8-8NC and 5-5, with ca. 2 mg/g NDF in both 
blade and stem. 8-8C and 8-O-4 are less abundant, with ca. 0.6 mg/g NDF 
(Table 3.2). 8-5NC, the unknown diferulic acids and triferulic acids are very 
low in concentration (Suppl. Table 3.2). 
First, we consider the relationship of esterified HCAs with (1) NDFD, (2) HC 
versus TL and (3) harvest date (HD) for blade. (1) The correlation with NDFD 
is high for estFA (r = 88%, p<0.001), pCA (r = 76%), and diFAs (r = 66-83%) 
(Table 3.2). As all diFAs are significantly correlated with FA (Suppl. Table 
3.4), this might be an indirect effect of FA, or vice versa. The high correla-
tion of pCA with NDFD, may be due to confounding by lignin; pCA binds 
to lignin and is highly correlated with TL. Using pCA/TL (lignin composi-
tion) as predictor, the effect becomes smaller, but remains significant (r = 
53%, p < 0.001). (2) Both estFA and pCA show a higher correlation with HC 
(r = 90% and 74%, resp.) than with TL (r = 61% and 52%, resp.). The same 
is true for diferulic acids, however, all these correlations are consistently 
lower than for estFA (Suppl. Table 3.4). (3) EstFA also increases significantly 
with harvest date (related to blade age), even when taking the increase of 
hemicellulose (to which it is attached) and lignin into account. Condition-
ally on HC and TL, estFA increases with 0.5 units over 10 days and estFA/HC 
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with 1.0 units (Suppl. Table 3.1). The S proportion of lignin, expressed as 
pCA/TL, also significantly increases in blade with heading date, which is 
in line with the observation that ADL/TL decreases (a measure for con-
densed lignin, which is less rich in S units). The correlation between 
ADL/TL and pCA/TL is also high for blade (r = 73%), even though ADL 
hardly reached its limit of quantification (Chapter 2). 
In stem, the situation is entirely different. No esterified (di)ferulic acids are 
significantly correlated with NDFD, HC or TL, except for estFA being re-
lated to TL (r = 57%) to a similar extent as in blade (r = 61%). The harvest 
date does not affect estFA in stem either (Suppl. Table 3.1). Esterified pCA 
is significantly correlated with TL (r = 59%), and therefore, also indirectly 
to NDFD. Peculiarly, pCA/TL is not significantly correlated with ADL/TL in 
stem (p=0.934) and not significantly affected by harvest date either 
(p=0.066) (Suppl. Table 3.1). 
Only in blade, does estFA explain NDFD 
In order to avoid confounding in determining the effect of ferulic acid on 
NDFD, a multiple linear regression model was built, including ADL/TL, TL, 
C and HD. 
For blade, ADL/TL was discarded, as it did not show a significant effect. 
When estFA is added to the previous models (Table 2.3), the variance in-
flation is too high, which is mainly due to the high correlation of estFA 
with cellulose and harvest date, and the relatively low amount of obser-
vations. As a result, the separate effects of these explaining variables could 
not be determined. Also when estFA/HC is used instead of estFA/NDF, the 
variance inflation is too high. Only the model with TL and estFA (or 
estFA/HC) is valid, in which case TL does no longer have a significant effect 
on NDFD (Table 3.3). This means that estFA is a better predictor of NDFD 
than TL and that TL was really a proxy for estFA in our previous model. 
The entire model explains 78% of the variation in NDFD, which is indeed 
similar to the previous "TL + C + HD" model for blade. When estFA/HC is 
used as predictor rather than estFA, the model even performs slightly bet-
ter (R2=79%). The model did not improve by using pCA/TL as an alternative 
measure for lignin composition (i.e., instead of ADL/TL), confirming lignin 
composition is irrelevant for blade. 
For stem, the best conditional model reverts to the previously found 
"ADL/TL + TL" model (Table 3.3). Lignin composition seems to be better 
expressed as ADL/TL, because replacing it with pCA/TL did not give a sig-
nificant effect (p = 0.790). The previously found marginal effect of pCA/TL 
on NDFD was truly an effect of TL, considering pCA/TL is highly correlated 
with TL (r = 51%), but not to ADL/TL or C (r = 0%). Note however that all 
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results for these conditional models are still considered preliminary, for 
the low amount of observations. 
Table 3.3 - Multiple linear regression, with ADL/TL, TL and estFA (above) or estFA/HC (below) 
explaining NDFD. Cellulose and harvest date were non-significant and excluded from the 
models. VE = variance explained. 
 Blade  Stem Effect on NDFD  VE  Effect on NDFD  VE 
 (g/100 g NDF)   (%)  (g/100 g NDF)   (%) 
ADL (g/100 g TL) -    -0.108 (p=0.037)  2.6% 
TL (g/100 g NDF) -0.245 (p=0.437)  0.4%  -2.740 (p<0.001)  57.7% 
EstFA (mg/g NDF) -3.440 (p<0.001)  43.5%  0.493 (p=0.224)  0.8% 
Joint variation   33.9%    12.2% 
Entire model   77.9%    73.3%                         ADL (g/100 g TL) -    -0.110 (p=0.036)  2.6% 
TL (g/100 g NDF) -0.258 (p=0.400)  0.4%  -2.671 (p<0.001)  51.3% 
EstFA (mg/g HC) -1.459 (p<0.001)  44.5%  0.139 (p=0.498)  0.3% 
Joint variation   33.9%    18.5% 
Entire model   78.8%    72.8%                 
TL = KL + ASL, estFA = esterified ferulates, VE = variance explained. 
Discussion 
Quantification of structural polysaccharides  
Contrary to the Klason method, the van Soest procedure can also be used 
for quantifying hemicellulose (HC) and cellulose (C) content without any 
additional steps in the protocol. However, our results show that only cel-
lulose is accurately estimated in the van Soest procedure. As the protein 
and lignin content is similar in ADF and ADL, estimate of the  cellulose 
content (ADF-ADL) can be considered uncontaminated. Conversely, much 
protein is lost during the ADF extraction step, and to a lesser extent lignin, 
so the HC calculation (NDF-ADF) is not accurate. After correction for the 
loss of protein and lignin, at least 97-99% of cellulose remains, while this 
is only 65-78% for hemicellulose.  
Instead, GAX could be determined accurately by assuming that NDF (not 
necessarily cell wall) is mainly composed of GAX, cellulose, protein and 
lignin. As we can obtain quite accurate estimates for the latter three, the 
GAX content can be easily deduced. Indeed, this value corresponds well to 
the HC content corrected for acid-soluble lignin (ASL1) and protein (ASP1 
= NDIP-ADIP), in both blade and stem. Note how determining NDIP and 
ADIP is not feasible for routine analyses, but quantifying the protein in 
the ADF filtrate might be (yet to be tested). The correlation between the 
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corrected values for cellulose and hemicellulose is positive, if we assume 
that blade and stem are two independent samples. Although our data is 
limited, the correlation does turn negative when the crude C and HC 
measures are considered. This indicates that both compounds may truly 
not be negatively correlated, as is always seen for the correlation between 
crude HC and C measures across different genotypes. Indeed, as hemicel-
lulose is attached to cellulose, a positive correlation is expected. A smaller 
polysaccharide content (C+HC) in the cell wall would then be compensated 
by a higher protein content. As lignin content is so low, it will not largely 
affect this correlation. 
A previous study has compared the van Soest values to those obtained by 
the Uppsala Dietary Fiber method (Jung & Lamb 2004), where the filtrates 
from the Klason procedure are combined to determine xylose, mannose, 
fucose and arabinose (part of hemicellulose), or glucose (part of cellulose) 
chromatographically. They showed that for cellulose, van Soest and Upp-
sala are highly correlated (r = 0.96), but not for hemicellulose (r = 0.59). 
Also here, hemicellulose determined by the Detergent Fiber Method is 
much larger than hemicellulose determined by the Dietary Fiber Method. 
However, the Uppsala method is not as inexpensive and high-throughput 
as gravimetric methods. Combining the van Soest method with determi-
nation of ASL in the ADF filtrate and CP in NDF (NDIP, Licitra et al., 1996), 
is more straightforward. Moreover, in addition to cellulose, hemicellulose 
and lignin, also lignin composition (ADL/(ADL+ASL)) and cell wall protein 
content can be estimated in this way. As discussed in Chapter 2, for a 
good estimate of total lignin, ADL corrected for ASL should have a similar 
accuracy as KL corrected for ASL. However, at least 1 g of DM sample will 
be necessary for accurate quantification of ADL, which would require 
larger filter bags or regular filters (Chapter 2). Whether hemicellulose can 
be more accurately estimated as NDF-(ADL+ASL)-(ADF-ADL)-NDIP, which 
simplifies to NDF-ASL-ADF-NDIP, could be evaluated by correlating it to 
Uppsala hemicellulose. Quantification of ASP1 in the filtrate may even be 
better, as it leaves the sequential van Soest procedure intact. As the me-
dium is acidic, the Bradford assay would be suitable; it dyes proteins al-
lowing accurate spectrophotometric quantification (Bradford 1976). 
Quantification of hydroxycinnamic acids 
An internal standard is added to all samples after extraction, to account 
for losses made during the steps that follow. Using response factors (RF) 
for standards makes quantification seemingly straightforward: the re-
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sponse ratio (RR) has to be divided by the RF and multiplied by the orig-
inal amount of internal standard added. Although published RFs are often 
used for quantifying HCAs, this is deemed bad practice, as the response 
depends on the instrument and column used. Moreover, the currently 
published RFs are based on determining the absorbance (LC or GC) while 
we have quantified the number of ionized molecules (MS). In the former 
case, the response mostly depends on the extinction/absorption coeffi-
cient of the molecule, whereas in our case, the response mainly depends 
on the ionization efficiency. Therefore, we have made our own calibra-
tions for FA and pCA and did not use published RF for determining difer-
ulic acids. 
When using the response factors obtained by calibration, the concentra-
tion of FA in the reference material was overestimated and that of pCA 
underestimated. In part, some bias in the response is due to the reaction 
conditions. For example, UV light is able to isomerize HCAs, and there are 
indications that FA or pCA can break down or polymerize to a small ex-
tent. This was observed in the chromatograms of references, which con-
tained peaks corresponding to both smaller and larger m/z values than 
expected (e.g. diFA A). However, this can only lead to an underestimation, 
while FA was overestimated.  
Most likely, the overestimation for FA is related to the higher concentra-
tion of ferulic acid in the references compared to the calibrations: inject-
ing the references brings 1000 ng of ferulic acid on the column, whereas 
this is only up to 50 ng for the calibrations. Although the detector does 
not become saturated at 1000 ng, a calibration with a larger range of 
concentrations (0 – 1000 ng) can probably no longer be considered linear, 
which is an assumption when using RFs. Nonetheless, the calibrations still 
approximate a linear relation within smaller ranges, both at the low end 
(0 – 50 ng) used for calibrations and at the high end (500 – 1000 ng) used 
for references and samples (Figure 3.6). In the latter case, the intercept of 
the regression line (RI) will be larger than 0, which could indeed result in 
lower calculated amounts (Figure 3.6). Thus, for proper calibration, it is 
important to either (1) keep both the amounts and amount ratios within 
the range of the references and samples, or (2) to only use absolute cali-
brations and fit a non-linear regression line. It is not necessary to dilute 
the samples, as the regression approximates a linear relationship just as 
well at lower as at higher concentrations, while diluting may result in 
lowly abundant compounds (such as diferulates) not reaching the detec-
tion limit (Figure 3.6). Dilution is only necessary when the peaks become 
saturated.  
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For this preliminary study, no new calibrations were made to determine 
a more appropriate RI, as we are mainly interested in differences between 
genotypes and correlations with NDFD rather than obtaining a true value. 
As long as the absolute amounts remain within a linear region of the 
calibration, this does not largely affect the results of differential analyses 
(e.g. between genotypes). Still, we have made a 1-point calibration using 
the 2M extracted references to obtain a more realistic RF for ferulic acid 
(0.30) and p-coumaric acid (0.52). These RF should be better, as a similar 
amount of ferulic acid was injected for the references and samples, how-
ever, the RI is still forced through zero (Figure 3.6). 
 
Figure 3.6 - Theoretical calibrations for clarification. Left: absolute quantification of FA 
and TMCA shows that the response levels off at higher concentrations. However, in both 
the low and high concentration range, the curve can be approximated by a straight line. 
For the higher concentration range, this line will no longer go through the origin. Right: 
relative quantification (FA relative to TMCA) shows that, even when the amount ratios are 
the same, the response ratios still depend on the concentration range. However, the more 
linear the amount-response relationship, the smaller this dependence will be. If the RF is 
based on low concentrations (red) and RI > 0, high concentrations (green) will be overes-
timated for a low RR or underestimated for a high RR. As we only have 1 point available 
in the high concentration range (from the references), a one-point calibration was made, 
but this wrongly assumes the regression line is going through the origin, unlike the dotted 
line in the left plot which does give a good calibration. In this theoretic example, the 
deviations from the true values are large, however, the non-linearity is probably not as 
extreme in reality.  
Within batches, the precision of the quantity of 2M NaOH extracted ferulic 
acids in samples is sufficient (CV 4%) and even lower to what was found 
for the references (CV 8%). This indicates that the variation of the method 
can be mainly attributed to technical errors, rather than a variable de-
struction of ester bonds. Samples were not evaluated over batches, but 
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for the references, this was shown to be an additional source of variation 
(CV 7%). The discriminating power for all HCAs is higher for blade than for 
stem, because for blade, the technical SD is lower and the variation over 
genotypes higher. Similar precisions were found for different HCAs, indi-
cating that variation in sample preparation is responsible for the tech-
nical variation, rather than the quantification of peaks or stability of com-
pounds. 
At heading, estFA are significantly more abundant in stem (8.2 mg/g NDF) 
than in blade (6.0 mg/g NDF). Allison et al. (2009) have previously shown 
a slightly larger content in the stem of Lolium and Festuca species at 
heading as well, however they did not report NDF values. In a mature 
maize inbred line slightly lower amounts in blade were found as well, with 
4.0 mg/g NDF in blade, 7.5 mg/g NDF in sheath and 5.7 mg/g NDF in stem 
(Jung & Phillips 2010). For p-coumaric acid, a larger amount was found in 
stem (6.2 mg/g NDF) than in blade (3.2 mg/g NDF) as well. For both organs, 
the concentration is lower than for estFA. Also in other studies with Lo-
lium and Festuca grasses, the amount of pCA seems to be lower than that 
of estFA (Allison 2011). 
Esterified ferulate dimers and longer oligomers typically cross-link GAX 
within the cell wall. The most abundant diFA that we found in ryegrass at 
heading are 8-8NC and 5-5, followed by 8-O-4 and 8-8C. Although there 
was some doubt concerning allocation of 8-5NC, all possible compounds 
are low in abundance and can be neglected in ryegrass. Contrarily, in 
whole grains of 9 cereals, 8-5 (C+NC) has been reported to be the most 
abundant among all diFA, which is the only discrepancy to our data 
(Bunzel et al. 2001). 8-8 diFA (C+NC) is second most abundant, followed by 
5-5 and 8-O-4, which is similar to what we found. Although the type of 
plant material (grains from warm-season grasses) is not comparable to 
ours, ferulate polymerization is considered to be a random process (Ralph 
et al. 1995) and the bonding propensities should not differ much. Possibly, 
the ionization response for 8-5 diFA is much lower than for TMCA, i.e., the 
RF should be much smaller than 1 so the amount of 8-5 diFA is truly much 
larger. We further note that in lignin, the 8-O-4 bond is most common 
(Ralph et al. 2004). As it is unlikely that the C4-OH position has a lower 
bonding propensity in ferulic acids compared to monolignols, the 8-O-4 
bonds might have been partially cleaved under 2M NaOH conditions.    
Esterified ferulic acids explain NDFD in blade 
Ferulates may have a larger effect on NDFD than KL, due to the number 
of cross-links (ethFA) being potentially more impeding than their length 
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(TL/ethFA). EthFA and TL are highly correlated according to previous re-
search, but whichever correlates best with NDFD in both organs, should 
be preferred for breeding for an improved cell wall digestibility if NDFD 
cannot be determined. However, in this study, we only considered estFA. 
Our main interest is to obtain a high correlation with NDFD and not to 
obtain the truest possible estimate of estFA, as it is not straightforward 
to assess whether all esterified ferulates have been extracted. 
In blade, estFA is more correlated with HC than with TL, even though the 
quantification of GAX content is not very accurate. If this is improved, an 
even higher correlation between both cell wall compounds is expected, as 
estFA bind GAX, serving as initiation sites for lignification. In our prelimi-
nary model, estFA/HC and TL were used to predict NDFD. Indeed, among 
a limited set of 20 blade samples, estFA/HC was shown to significantly 
affect NDFD, whereas the effect of TL/NDF is no longer significant. The 
effect of estFA on NDFD is negative. This is unexpected, as estFA and ethFA 
are usually negatively correlated (more lignin cross-links decreases “free” 
estFA and increases “linked” ethFA), while ethFA should adversely affect 
NDFD as it cross-links with lignin. Perhaps, the monomer influx rate has 
altered the correlation between estFA and ethFA from negative to positive. 
Further, our previous model without FA/HC as possible predictor, still 
showed a negative harvest date (HD) effect on NDFD (Chapter 2), whereas 
the current model did not. As estFA is significantly higher in blade for 
plants that were harvested later (at the same maturity stage), there may 
be relatively more cross-linking for these plants. Thus, the cross-linking 
degree seems to have been the true reason for the negative HD effect on 
NDFD presented in Chapter 2. Measuring ethFA will be necessary to con-
firm these results. 
The variation in estFA is slightly lower in stem, even though more samples 
(30) were evaluated than for blade (20) and the estFA content is on aver-
age higher in stem. Further, in stem, no significant correlations were 
found with HD, any other cell wall compound or NDFD, the latter neither 
marginally or conditionally. Possibly, estFA/HC increases as stems are get-
ting older, however, in this study, stems were all harvested at a similar 
age (period between initation of stem elongation and heading being more 
or less constant), so the effect could not be determined. Indeed, in our 
previous model without FA/HC, there was no significant HD effect either 
(Chapter 2). 
Sufficient genotypes should be analyzed in order to assess conditional 
effects of estFA, ethFA, diFA and TL on NDFD. As diFA (GAX-GAX crosslink-
ing) and estFA (shielding GAX) can be digested in ruminal fluid by the 
action of ferulate esterase, their effects on NDFD are assumed to be small. 
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Still, a larger estFA content may reduce the rate of digestion as the action 
of xylanase is limited, i.e., ferulate esterase will have more work before 
xylanase can do its job. As the in vitro fermentation for NDFD proceeds 
for quite a long time, i.e., a constant 48 hours, this is rather a measure for 
the potential extent of digestion rather than for the digestion rate, alt-
hough the latter may be a more relevant measure. In the rumen, the re-
tention time is shorter for more digestible feeds, and a faster passage rate 
decreases rumen fill, improving dry matter intake and daily milk produc-
tion (Oba & Allen 1999a). For this reason, measuring digestibility when di-
gestion is not yet complete (e.g. 24h-NDFD) may be better than 48h-NDFD. 
Peculiarly, in a model with KL, ethFA and estFA for three grass species 
(Casler & Jung 2006), estFA affected the extent of digestion (96h-NDFD) 
rather than the rate of digestion (24h-NDFD). Neverthess, ethFA has a 
much larger effect on NDFD than estFA, so ethFA is probably more im-
portant for breeding. We cannot recommend estFA for phenotypic selec-
tion at this point. 
Effect of lignin composition on NDFD 
Lignin composition can be considered in two ways: the composition of 
lignin units and the composition of lignin bonds. As S units are more likely 
to be coupled within a lignin polymer by an ether bond, unit and bond 
composition are correlated (Chapter 2). As chemical degradability and  en-
zymatic digestibility are unlikely to break ether bonds, we hypothesize it 
is related to the higher abundance of short-chain lignin, which is richer 
in S units. 
As p-coumaric acids are mostly esterified to S units in grass lignin (Jung & 
Allen 1995), pCA/TL can be used as a measure for lignin unit composition. 
In grasses, this measure might even be a better measure for S lignin than 
the direct quantification of units extracted by thioacidolysis or reductive 
cleavage, as then only the units interlinked by ether bonds are determined 
(Vanholme et al. 2010). As S units typically accumulate at later stages of 
development (Jung & Allen 1995), an effect of lignin composition is mainly 
expected for blade in this study. Indeed, pCA/TL is significantly higher in 
blade when plants are harvested later, but not in stem. Again, this indi-
cates that the maturities are similar for stem but not for blade, further 
substantiating why the effect of estFA on NDFD was also different be-
tween both organs. For either organ, our preliminary results indicate that 
the unit composition (pCA/TL) does not affect NDFD. 
However, the proportion of long-chain lignin, expressed as ADL/TL (Chap-
ter 2), seems a better predictor for NDFD, as a significant effect was found 
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for stem, conditionally on TL. Having more long-chain lignin (ADL/TL) de-
creases the digestibility. Either way, the effect is too limited in stem and 
not found in blade, so ADL/TL should not be a target for improving cell 
wall digestibility. 
Conclusion     
Preliminary analyses showed that van Soest's HC is not an accurate meas-
ure for hemicellulose content, and should be improved. Additional meas-
urement of protein in the NDF residue (NDIP) or ADF filtrate is expected 
to be sufficient. Measuring hemicellulose accurately is useful for assessing 
the extent of cross-linking in the cell wall, as this can be expressed best 
as ethFA. Even using the traditional van Soest HC measure and estFA ra-
ther than ethFA, estFA/HC was shown to be the best predictor of blade 
NDFD among 20 samples, even making TL determination unnecessary. 
However, in stem, this effect was not seen, and TL is still the best predictor. 
The difference in effects between blade and stem are related to the dif-
ferent stages of maturity at which both organs were harvested, reflected 
by the unit composition of lignin (pCA/TL). Assuming pCA/TL approxi-
mates S/G well, the S/G ratio is similar across genotypes for stem, whereas 
for blade, the S/G ratio is larger for genotypes that were harvested later. 
After all, the S content of lignin, measured as pCA/TL, can be regarded as 
a measure of maturity, as S monomers are synthesized later during organ 
development. These harvest date effects are important, as they imply that 
the observed effects on NDFD are highly dependent on how the material 
is harvested, rather than being intrinsic genotype effects. Therefore, har-
vest dates have to be taken into account for developing a selection index 
for breeding or for association mapping to improve ryegrass quality.  
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 4 
Phenotypic Dissection of 
Ryegrass Cell Wall Digestibility 
 
 
 
The more digestible grass is, the higher its quality, as grass protein will be con-
verted more efficiently to milk protein. As a way of further increasing quality, our 
focus is on improving the digestibility of the cell wall, measured as neutral deter-
gent fiber digestibility (NDFD). This can be accomplished by efficient phenotypic 
selection (classical breeding), combined with marker-assisted selection. Here, we 
consider material from a spring harvest, cut at heading. Superior genotypes 
should be selected using heading date-corrected BLUP values for total-plant 
NDFD calculated over two years. Although the genotypic variation and heritability 
for HD-corrected NDFD in a spring cut are 2.5 and 1.6 times lower compared to 
NDF, this is compensated for by a twice as large effect of NDFD on the organic 
matter digestibly (OMD). As a result, the potential for improving OMD, is similar 
for NDFD and NDF, the latter shown to have been successful in the past. If NDFD 
cannot be determined, Klason lignin (KL) or total lignin (TL) is recommended as 
alternative selection criterion, which is expected to be only a little less efficient 
than NDFD in improving OMD. With a broad-sense heritability of about 50% after 
HD correction, NDFD and KL are sufficiently reproducible over years, and could 
be useful for association mapping or genomic selection. These genetic associa-
tions should be statistically more powerful if organ-specific TL values are em-
ployed as trait values, compared to total-plant values or NDFD, because lignin 
genes only affect organ-specific lignin content directly. Trait values should be 
determined over at least two years to obtain relevant markers or genomic pre-
dictions, as year-specific effects need to be averaged out. The role of NDF, cellu-
lose, ferulates, diferulates and lignin composition, and the use of NIRS is also 
discussed.  
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Introduction 
The timing of harvest is important for obtaining a high-quality fodder. 
The quality of ryegrass decreases as tillers mature, due to the accumula-
tion of cell wall (more NDF) and of lignin within the cell wall (lower NDFD) 
(Gilliland et al. 1995; Groot et al. 2003). To balance out yield and quality, 
farmers are recommended to harvest ryegrass fields a few weeks before 
heading for a first cut, i.e., before spikes have started to emerge from the 
sheath. Harvesting earlier would reduce the yield, which is not compen-
sated for in later cuts, while harvesting later would reduce quality 
(Gilliland et al. 1995). The latter is due to OMD decreasing within each or-
gan as it gets older, and the increasing proportion of stem, which is less 
digestible than blade at later stages. Further, ryegrass builds up water-
soluble carobohydrates (WSC) during the day depending on photosynthe-
sis rates, so farmers should harvest in the afternoon, when the WSC con-
centration is at its maximum (Miller et al. 2001). 
For breeding purposes, the harvest moment should be as close as possible 
to farmers’ practice. Nevertheless, as a grass field is a mixture of different 
varieties, the generative tillers are cut at different maturity stages, which 
would be a confounder for evaluating genotypic quality. The breeder’s 
aim should be to improve quality independently from the maturity stage, 
which can be achieved by harvesting at a fixed maturity stage. As the 
heading stage is easily evaluated (3 spikes visible) and not too far from 
farmers’ practice, this harvest moment was preferred in the current study. 
For such a cut, the quality of blade (mainly vegetative tillers) is assumed 
to be highly correlated with the quality of a farmers’ first cut, whereas 
the quality of stem is assumed to be highly correlated with the quality of 
a farmer’s second cut. Indeed, an early first cut does not prevent true 
stem in the crown from appearing in the second cut (Groot & Lantinga 
2004). 
Once an ideal harvest moment has been decided upon, forage quality can 
be further improved by selecting varieties with a high OMD. Past breeding 
efforts have been successful in increasing the WSC content, at the expense 
of NDF (Humphreys 1989a; Humphreys 1989b; Humphreys 1989c). The trait 
has since been crossed in a large diversity of genetic backgrounds (Miller 
et al. 2001; Lee et al. 2002; Smith et al. 2002). Cows fed high-sugar plants 
had higher intakes, produced more milk with more protein and excreted 
less nitrogen with urine (Miller et al. 2001; Parsons et al. 2011). However, an 
extremely large WSC content has adverse effects on animal health as it 
leads to ruminal acidosis (González et al. 2012), and on plant fitness as it 
can lead to a higher rust susceptibility (Francis et al. 2002). For this reason, 
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we focus on increasing NDFD for further improvement of ryegrass quality. 
Cellulose (C) and hemicellulose (HC) are the two types of carbohydrates in 
the cell wall. As cellulose is organized in microfibrils, they are not a readily 
accessible energy source for ruminal microbes and need to be broken 
down first during digestion. Cellulose further limits digestion of hemicel-
lulose. Thus, contrary to WSC, energy is only released gradually from struc-
tural carbohydrates, which prevents acidosis. 
In order to efficiently select genotypes for a higher cell wall digestibility, 
breeding or genotypic values should be calculated, useful for phenotype-
based selection, for the discovery of relevant markers by association map-
ping, or for genomic selection. Breeding values should be free from any 
confounding effects or nuisance. For example, the maturity and architec-
ture of the plant has to be taken into account when evaluating its cell 
wall digestibility. First, this is achieved by optimizing the phenotyping pro-
tocol, i.e., by harvesting at a particular phenological stage to remove any 
maturity effects, and by considering blade and stem separately to allow 
evaluation of the organ-specific quality, independent from architectural 
effects. However, covariates which cannot be controlled experimentally 
should also be taken into account. For example, expressing lignin content 
relative to NDF rather than DM already eliminates the confounding effect 
of WSC or protein content in the cell. Also general trends among traits 
should be controlled for. For example, if the harvest date affects the di-
gestibility negatively, breeders might indirectly select early heading geno-
types if the effect is not controlled for, whereas they also want to improve 
later heading genotypes. Controlling for such effects is a way to obtain 
breeding values that are explained by the relevant genes to a larger ex-
tent, clearing them from irrelevant noise. Thus, using these corrections 
may also gain power in association genetics studies. 
As the organ-specific cell wall digestibility is a complex trait still, it can be 
explained by several component traits or “subtraits” such as lignin con-
tent, lignin composition, lignin-hemicellulose cross-linking, hemicellulose-
hemicellulose cross-linking and carbohydrate content. If these subtraits 
explain NDFD to a large extent and are more heritable than NDFD (i.e., 
less subject to environmental influences or technically better reproduci-
ble), they could even serve as a superior selection criterion as part of a 
selection index. Lignin and estFA content are highly correlated with NDFD 
in grasses, but due to the high correlation of both components, it is not 
clear which one is most important (Jung & Allen 1995; Jung et al. 1997; 
Casler et al. 2008; Goff et al. 2012). Further, the effect of the lignin com-
position (proportion of ether bonds in lignin) on NDFD has been a topic 
of much debate (Grabber et al. 1997; Grabber 2005; Reddy et al. 2005; Li, 
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Bonawitz, et al. 2010). Here, we will examine the individual (conditional) 
impact of these cell wall features on NDFD using multiple linear regres-
sions, which allows determining whether a variable would still affect 
NDFD if the other explanatory variables were held constant.  
The general objective of this study was to estimate response to selecting 
on NDFD in a broad gene pool of over 500 Lolium perenne genotypes and 
whether this could be improved by considering subtraits. First, we identi-
fied the potential confounders affecting trait values and corrected for 
this. Second, we assessed the variation among genotypes and broad-sense 
heritabilities of these corrected traits. Third, we determined which of the 
highly heritable subtraits are most important in determining total-plant 
NDFD. Finally, genotypic values (BLUPs) were calculated, so as to estimate 
the potential for improving NDFD and milk yields by classical breeding. 
Material and methods 
Plant material  
The composition of the gene pool used in this study is given in Table 4.2 
and Suppl. Table 6.7. Roughly, 50% is breeding material from three breed-
ing institutes (ILVO, DSV/Eurograss and Barenbrug), 20% are plants from 
current forage varieties (at least 3 genotypes from Aberavon, Aberzest, 
Ambero, Arsenal, Asturion, Barata, Eurovision, Merks, Octavio, Toledo and 
Tomaso) and 30% is wild material (75% from populations in France, 12% 
from Eastern Europe, 7% from Southern Europe, 6% from North-Western 
Europe). 
Early April 2012, 599 diploid genotypes of perennial ryegrass were potted 
in 12-litre containers after vernalization in an unheated greenhouse dur-
ing winter (min. temperature 4°C). Each plant consisted of 3 tillers, which 
were cut to the same length (ca. 4 cm) before transfer. The soil in the 12-
litre pots is a combination of white peat and garden peat (30% DM, 20% 
OM), fertilized with 0.3 kg/m³ NPK 14-16-18. They were transferred to a 
container field in Melle, Belgium (latitude 50°59'39", longitude 3°47'5" and 
24 m above sea level) and arranged according to a randomized complete 
block design in three clonal replicates. In April 2013, the same genotypes 
were repotted after greenhouse vernalization to obtain an exact replicate 
of the first-year experiment, and 36 genotypes with extreme values for 
NDFD were added to the experiment for evaluation. At the beginning of 
May 2012 and 2013, pots were fertilized with 100 kg/ha of nitrogen (NPK 
16-8-22). During the experiment, no further fertilization was applied, to 
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avoid sudden effects on trait values. All pots were watered with drip irri-
gation once or twice a day, depending on irradiance and temperature. 
Heading date was scored for each individual plant, i.e., the moment that 
3 spikes had emerged, and aboveground plant material was harvested at 
this phenological stage (cut by hand at 4 cm height), every 2 or 3 days 
between 2 and 3 PM. Each replicate was thus harvested at its own heading 
date. Biomass was dried in a ventilated oven during 48h at 70°C, hand 
separated in blade and “stem” fractions, and milled in a Fritsch cutting 
mill using an 0.5-mm sieve. “Stem” is defined here as sheath and true stem 
together; these organs were not separated as this is too laborious. 
Non-heading plants, plants that were harvested with too much spike 
(weight proportion of spike larger than 5%) and plants with extreme 
heading dates were not considered for further analysis. We considered 
extreme heading dates those with less than 10 observations (over all pots). 
These lie between 17 days before and 28 days after the median heading 
date in both years. Trait values were therefore effectively evaluated for 
genotypes that headed over a range of 45 days. 
Wet-chemical analyses and NIRS prediction of NDFD and 
cell wall components 
All retained stem and leaf samples were scanned by near-infrared spec-
troscopy (NIRS, FOS XDS). Wet-chemical analyses were performed on a 
NIRS calibration set for eight traits (OMD, NDF, NDFD, KL, KL', ADL, C, HC). 
Five additional traits were determined only on samples harvested in 2013 
(TL, TL', FA, diFA, pCA). The number of samples used for NIRS calibration 
is stated in Table 4.1. Protocols for wet-chemical analysis are described in 
the previous chapters. We used closed calibrations, in which the NIRS data 
of samples were combined per organ (blade and stem) and year (2012 and 
2013). The lab values were expressed on an organic matter basis, as this 
gave better NIRS statistics compared to NDF-based values. In order to 
assess the extent to which a variable could be predicted for samples not 
included in the calibration model, a leave-one-out cross-validation was 
performed. The resulting NIRS predictabilities (Table 4.1) are quite variable 
among traits, with NDF and C scoring best (close to 100%). Among the 
lignin measures, ADL (blade) and TL (stem) score best, even better than 
TL'. 
For 504 and 505 genotypes, high-quality trait values were common to 
both years for blade and stem, respectively (Table 4.2). When comparing 
means and variation between years and organs, only these genotypes 
common to both years were considered. For respectively an additional 101 
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(16+85) and 95 (17+78) genotypes, blade and stem values are available for 
only one year (either 2012 or 2013). These were included in the calculation 
of breeding values. Organ-specific breeding values were therefore deter-
mined for a total of 605 genotypes for blade and 600 genotypes for stem. 
Plant values were calculated based on the NIRS-predicted organ-specific 
values on a dry matter basis, and the blade proportion. These were only 
calculated if both blade and stem values were available, and amount to 
600 genotypes (not shown in Table 4.2).  
Table 4.1 - NIRS statistics: number of samples used in the closed NIRS calibration models, 
R2 of the calibration model (r2 between fitted and observed values), R2 of the leave-one-
out cross-validation (r2 between predicted and observed values, with prediction for each 
sample based on a model with all other samples). Outlying wet-chemical values were re-
moved for making calibrations (t>2.5, Marten et al. 1989). Most values are expressed on OM, 
as better NIRS predictions were generally obtained than on DM or NDF (data not shown). 
In Suppl. Table 4.1, NIRS statistics for a five-fold cross-validation are shown, with similar 
results. 
   Number of samples  R2 of calibration (%)  R2 of cross-valid. (%) 
   Blade Stem  Blade Stem  Blade Stem 
Variable  2012 2013 2012 2013  2012 2013 2012 2013  2012 2013 2012 2013 
ADM/DM  72 69 71 107  98 81 98 66  97 76 98 61 
OM/ADM  72 69 72 108  94 96 89 97  83 92 80 95 
OMD  72 68 72 99  89 93 86 83  82 89 66 68 
NDF/OM  71 69 72 99  97 98 97 98  94 97 93 97 
C/OM  72 67 72 99  97 98 96 98  94 96 89 96 
HC/OM  72 68 72 97  87 96 88 94  76 92 74 90 
ADL/OM  72 67 72 99  77 87 85 83  63 70 59 65 
KL/OM  72 69 71 100  69 82 84 85  50 72 67 68 
KL'/OM  72 69 71 92  73 75 85 79  56 64 68 61 
TL/OM   69  99   84  89   76  79 
TL'/OM   69  92   79  87   70  71 
pCA/OM   20  30   87  56   69  25 
FA/OM   20  30   97  12   89  0 
diFA/OM   20  30   91  45   91  45 
DM = dry matter (as received), ADM = absolute DM (heated at 103°C). 
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Table 4.2 - The number of genotypes with NIRS-predicted values for either only 2012, only 
2013 or common to both years, classified by type of material (breeding material, forage 
varieties, wild material). Only for 2013, ASL (TL) and HCAs (FA, pCA, diFA) were determined. 
More plants were potted, but those that did not head, had extreme heading dates, or were 
harvested with >5% spike were not included in this table. 
  Blade Stem 
  2012 2013 Common Total 2012 2013 Common Total 
Breeding 3 5 268 276 3 5 268 276 
Current forage 1 72 57 130 1 69 58 128 
Wild 12 8 179 199 13 4 179 196 
Total 16 85 504 605 17 78 505 600 
 
Data analysis 
Harvest date effects and correction 
The median heading/harvest date (HD) was 1st of June in 2012 and 10th of 
June in 2013. To remove this difference of 9 days, the HDs were centered 
around their median, i.e., the median HD was subtracted from each HD 
for each year separately. For calculating HD effects, a multiple linear re-
gression was performed. Median-centered HD was fit to the fourth degree, 
i.e., using the predictors HD4, HD3, HD2, HD, block and year. The effect of 
the first-degree term (HD) was multiplied by 7, and represents the effect 
of increasing HD by 7 days on the trait. This is merely for interpretation, 
as the change after 1-day is too small. More precisely, it is the slope of the 
regression model at the median heading date, as HD was median-
centered. In order to determine to what extent all HD terms explain the 
trait, the partial R2 was calculated by first partialling out the effects of 
blocks and years and then determining the model fit of the remaining 
terms. 
To correct trait values for HD effects, the median trait value at a particular 
HD was subtracted from each individual value of that HD, i.e., they are 
residuals from the median. For example, if 20 plants were heading on a 
particular day, the median blade NDFD of these 20 plants was subtracted 
from the 20 individual blade NDFD values. The mean trait value at the 
median HD was added to these "residuals from the median" for each year 
separately to obtain interpretable values, i.e., the mean trait value at the 
1st of June in 2012 and at the 10th of June in 2013. These values can be 
interpreted as the trait value as if the plant was harvested at median HD, 
and are used in the following models, unless noted otherwise. 
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Mixed models for calculating genotypic values (BLUPs) and broad-
sense heritabilities (H2) 
The general form of a mixed model is Y = Xβ + Zb + ε, where Y is the 
outcome variable, X and Z are design matrices with the values of explan-
atory variables, β is a vector with all fixed effects, b is a vector with all 
mixed effects which are assumed to be multivariate normally distributed 
with mean 0 and covariance matrix Σ. To estimate the genotypic variance 
for each trait and organ per year, a mixed model with random intercepts 
for both genotype and block was fit using the R package lme4 (Bates 2010). 
For all traits, only genotypes common to both years were considered. Both 
uncorrected and HD-corrected values were used, except for HD itself. For 
each trait, the genotypic values (BLUPs) were also calculated from this 
mixed model for each organ separately. For the traits that were assessed 
for two years, also BLUPS averaged over both years were calculated by a 
mixed model with genotype, year and block nested in year as random 
intercepts.  This model was also used for calculating the genotypic vari-
ance over both years. For calculating the variance components required 
for determining the broad-sense heritability (H2) for each trait and organ, 
genotype, year, block nested in year, and the genotype-by-year interaction 
were modeled as random intercepts. H2 was then estimated as Var(geno-
type) / (Var(genotype) + Var(genotype*year)/2 + Var(residual)/6)), as there 
are two years and three blocks considered (Holland 2003). BLUP values 
were used for calculating averages and assessing differences between or-
gans and years with t-tests. All reported genotypic SDs are the root of 
variance components, and coefficients of variation (CVs) were calculated 
as SD divided by the mean. 
Multiple linear regression (MLR) models 
In order to assess the importance of several subtraits on a complex trait, 
BLUP values were used for building MLR models. In a model, the complex 
trait is the response variable, and the subtraits are explanatory variables, 
possibly along with block and year effects. Three complex traits were 
considered: OMD, plant NDFD and NDFD (see further). As HD correction is 
necessary, HD-corrected values were used for all MLR models, except when 
noted otherwise. When data is available for two years, the BLUP values 
calculated over years and blocks were used (random intercepts for geno-
type, year and block nested in year), otherwise BLUPs calculated over 
blocks were used (random intercepts for genotype and block). Using 
BLUPs averaged over years is a way of taking the heritable fraction of 
each trait into account (subtraits and complex trait), which is important 
for creating a selection index, where more weight should be given to more 
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heritable subtraits. Both plant values and organ-specific values are con-
sidered. The latter is important for association genetics, but is also con-
sidered in a context of breeding, to assess whether response could be 
improved by separating organs. 
In the first model, OMD is explained by NDF and NDFD, using BLUPS over 
both years. In the second model, plant NDFD is explained by blade NDFD, 
stem NDFD and the blade proportion using BLUPS over both years. How-
ever, as the difference between blade and stem NDFD changes with HD, 
we have also grouped genotypes in three heading groups and used BLUP 
values that were not HD-corrected. The borders for the three heading 
groups were set at the centered heading dates -12 and 2 (HD - median 
HD), so that varieties classified in correspondence to variety lists (e.g., Ar-
senal and Barata classify as intermediate, while Aberzest and Merks clas-
sify as late). The early group contains 26 genotypes, the intermediate 
group 303, and the late group 271. Related to this model, also the corre-
lation between blade and stem NDFD was assessed, by modeling blade 
NDFD against stem NDFD using BLUPS over both years. In the third model, 
NDFD is explained by NDF, TL', ADL/TL', C, estFA/HC and diFA/HC (2013 
only, for blade, stem and plant separately). As there are high intercorrela-
tions between these predictors, variance inflation factors (VIF) were as-
sessed to remove highly correlated predictors. A VIF of 10 means that the 
SE for the effect is inflated by a factor 3.2 (√10) due to correlations with 
any other predictor, which could result in a false negative effect. However, 
if the effect remains significant for a high VIF, the result can still be 
trusted. Further, to assess whether an HD-dependent subtrait still has an 
effect on NDFD, we also used uncorrected BLUPS and added HD as pre-
dictor to the model. In the fourth model, NDFD is explained by KL', C and 
ADL/KL' using BLUPS over both years. As the purpose here was to assess 
the robustness of the model over years, year interactions were also tested 
using BLUPS per year. 
For all models, also genotypes unique to a single year are included. Exactly 
10 influential observations (2% of the data) were removed by considering 
Cook's D. An explorative correlation matrix was made using the R package 
corrplot, but here no influential observations were removed. Effect sizes 
were scaled by multiplying them with twice the genotypic SD of the sub-
trait, the latter being determined in mixed models using HD-corrected 
values (random intercepts for genotype, year and block nested in year). 
Thus, the scaled effect is the effect of a subtrait on the complex trait if 
the subtrait is increased with twice the genotypic SD, which represents an 
extreme from the population. It allows to assess the relevance of predic-
tors (subtraits). For example, a scaled effect of at least 1 unit on NDFD is 
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considered relevant. For each model, a selection index was constructed 
based on the obtained regression coefficients and the response predicted 
using HD-corrected predictor values. Heritability was determined as 
above. 
Results 
Comparing years and plant organs 
Large differences in NDFD between years, but not in NDF. 
On average, both blade and stem NDFD were considerably higher in 2013 
than in 2012 (Table 4.3), i.e., 10.1 units (95% C.I. 9.8 to 10.4) and 5.7 units 
(95% C.I. 5.5 to 5.9), respectively. This suggests that NDFD is largely de-
pendent on environmental conditions. Indeed, both years were quite dif-
ferent at the start of the growing season, with a warm winter in 2012 and 
a cold winter in 2013, resulting in a 9-day later heading in 2013 compared 
to 2012 (comparing HD medians between both years). As the initiation of 
leaf and stem growth of generative tillers is correlated and mainly de-
pendent on day length (Cooper 1952), the reduction in NDFD in 2013 might 
be mainly due to vegetative tillers. Due to the prolonged cold in winter, 
these probably started growing much later in 2013, so by the time of head-
ing, blade and sheath (the latter being part of the stem fraction) was 
much younger compared to 2012 and therefore their cell wall better di-
gestible. Here, we assume that the postponement of the growth initation 
of vegetative tillers took much longer (several weeks) than for generative 
tillers (9 days). As vegetative sheath is a low fraction of the stem fraction 
of a heading plant (sheath + true stem), this also explains why the differ-
ence in NDFD between years is not as large for stem as it is for blade. 
Conversely, for NDF, the difference between years is small, amounting to 
0.1 units (95% C.I. -0.3 to 0.5) for blade and 1.8 units for stem (95% C.I. 1.4 
to 2.2) (Table 4.3). The significantly larger OMD in 2013 (4.3 units for blade 
and 2.3 for stem) compared to 2012 can therefore mainly be explained by 
a higher NDFD. Also the blade proportion is significantly larger in 2013 
(57.8%) compared to 2012 (47.5%), possibly because a postponed growth 
initiation of vegetative tillers (2013) allows more young vegetative tillers 
to develop or vegetative leaves to grow faster. This is supported by the 
faster cross-sectional accumulation of DMY in 2013 (data not shown); we 
use the term “cross-sectional” loosely to indicate that we do not follow 
single plants through time, but rather compare different plants at differ-
ent harvest dates. However, the observation of faster growth rates and a 
lower NDFD seems to contradict the previous observation that NDFD is 
not affected by growth rate (Groot et al. 2003). 
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Table 4.3 - Genotypic mean and genotypic SD (CV) for NDFD, NDF, OMD, and organ weight 
proportion, in 2012, 2013 and both years averaged, for blade, stem and the entire plant. 
Genotype and block were considered random effects in a mixed model explaining trait 
values for separate years, and year was added as fixed effect when both years are consid-
ered simultaneously. The values with and without HD correction were used to calculate 
the genotypic variance components; their square root (SD) are shown in this table, fol-
lowed by the CV as a percentage in parentheses. The mean was calculated over all geno-
typic values (BLUPs), deduced from the same models. Here, we only considered the ca. 500 
genotypes that both years have in common. More variables and ranges can be found in 
Suppl. Table 4.2. 
    Mean without HD correction  
Variation without HD  cor-
rection: SD (CV)  
Variation with HD 
 correction: SD (CV) 
    Blade Stem Plant  Blade Stem Plant  Blade Stem Plant 
OMD 2012  87.4 86.5 87.0  1.4 (1.6) 
1.1 
(1.3) 
1.1 
(1.3)  
1.0 
(1.2) 
0.9 
(1.1) 
0.9 
(1.0) 
(g/100 g 
OM) 2013  91.7 88.8 90.5  
1.5 
(1.6) 
1.0 
(1.1) 
1.2 
(1.3)  
1.1  
(1.1) 
0.9 
(1.0) 
0.9 
(0.9) 
 Both  89.6 87.7 88.8  1.4 (1.5) 
0.9 
(1.1) 
1.1 
(1.2)  
1.0  
(1.1) 
0.8 
(0.9) 
0.8 
(0.9) 
NDFD 2012  70.0 71.9 71.0  1.8 (2.6) 
1.6 
(2.3) 
1.5 
(2.1)  
0.9 
(1.3) 
1.3  
(1.9) 
1.0  
(1.4) 
(g/100 g 
NDF) 2013  80.0 77.6 78.9  
2.5 
(3.1) 
1.7 
(2.2) 
2.0 
(2.5)  
1.5 
(1.9) 
1.3  
(1.7) 
1.2 
(1.5) 
 Both  75.1 74.8 75.0  2.0 (2.7) 
1.5 
(2.0) 
1.6 
(2.1)  
1.1 
(1.4) 
1.1 
(1.5) 
0.9 
(1.2) 
NDF 2012  41.7 48.0 45.0  3.3 (8.0) 
2.6 
(5.4) 
2.7 
(6.0)  
3.1 
(7.5) 
2.4 
(4.9) 
2.5 
(5.5) 
(g/100 g 
OM) 2013  41.6 50.0 45.0  
3.9 
(9.4) 
3.6 
(7.3) 
3.2 
(7.0)  
2.9 
(7.1) 
3.1 
(6.2) 
2.4 
(5.2) 
 Both  41.6 48.9 44.9  3.2 (7.7) 
2.7 
(5.5) 
2.5 
(5.6)  
2.9 
(6.9) 
2.5 
(5.0) 
2.3 
(5.1) 
Propor-
tion 2012  47.5 52.5 100.0  
8.1 
(17.1) 
8.1 
(15.4)   
6.6 
(13.9) 
6.6 
(12.5)  
(g/100 g 
plant) 2013  57.8 42.2 100.0  
6.7 
(11.6) 
6.7 
(16.0)   
5.7 
(9.8) 
5.7 
(13.5)  
 Both  52.8 47.2 100.0  6.6 (12.5) 
6.6 
(14.0)   
5.4 
(10.2) 
5.4 
(11.4)  
 
Large differences in NDF between organs, but not in NDFD. 
In 2013, the cell wall is on average significantly better digestible in blade 
than in stem, by 2.4 units (95% C.I. 2.1 to 2.7) (Table 4.3). Contrarily, in 2012, 
the cell wall of stem is on average better digestible than that of blade 
with a 2.0-unit difference (95% C.I. 1.7 to 2.2). These differences between 
organs are thus inconsistent between years and cannot be generalized. 
Although stem has a larger capacity to accumulate lignin (Groot et al. 
2003), stem is still fully developing at heading, and therefore it does not 
necessarily have a lower NDFD than blade of vegetative tillers at this stage. 
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For NDF, a large difference was found between organs in both years, with 
blade having a lower NDF than stem, i.e., 6.4 units in 2012 (95% C.I. 6.1 to 
6.8) and 8.3 units in 2013 (95% C.I. 7.9 to 8.7). This is expected, as WSC and 
proteins mainly accumulate in the cell contents of blade. Thus, the higher 
OMD of blade compared to stem for both years is explained by its con-
sistently lower NDF. 
The variation in NDFD, NDF and OMD among genotypes is consistently 
larger for blade than for stem (Table 4.3, SD without HD correction). The 
variation is quite similar between years. The variation in NDFD (SD 2 to 3 
units, CV 2 to 3%) is smaller than for NDF (SD 3 to 4 units, CV 6 to 10%), 
but higher than for OMD (SD 1 to 2 units, CV 1 to 2%). The blade proportion 
is the most variable with a genotypic SD of 8 units in 2012 and 7 units in 
2013 (Table 4.3). 
Table 4.4 - For a selection of traits and a selection index, the broad-sense heritability (H2) 
is shown (expressed as a percentage), for both uncorrected and HD-corrected values for 
blade, stem and plant. These are comparable to the correlation of BLUP values between 
years (Suppl. Table 4.4). The plant selection index (0.47 NDFD blade + 0.52 NDFD stem) is 
based on a MLR where blade and stem NDFD explain plant NDFD.  
   Without HD 
correction 
 With HD 
correction 
  Blade Stem Plant  Blade Stem Plant 
Heading date (days)    91     
Weight proportion (g/100 g plant)  73 73   68 68  
OMD (g/100 g OM)  86 62 80  83 66 79 
NDFD (g/100 g NDF)  85 65 77  53 55 54 
NDF (g/100 g OM)  65 53 54  85 80 84 
C (g/100 g NDF)  81 60 72  76 66 73 
KL (g/100 g NDF)  49 65 61  36 65 53 
KL' (g/100 g NDF)  60 61 64  40 56 49 
ADL/TL (g/100 g)  55 41 50  29 39 9 
Plant selection index    82    56 
 
Harvest date effects 
Harvest date affects NDFD in both organs. 
Although the median heading/harvest date (HD) is shifted by 9 days be-
tween years, the correlation of HD between years is still high, as the 
broad-sense heritability (H2) amounts to 91% (Table 4.4). This heritability 
estimate is not affected when HD is expressed in growing degree days 
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rather than plain days, and we have opted to use the latter for ease of 
interpretation. 
 
(a) Blade 
 
(b) Stem
 
 
(c) Combined 
 
Figure 4.1 - Scatterplots showing the HD effects on NDFD in blade (a) and stem (b). The 
vertical dashed lines show from where extreme HDs were excluded. The smoother (with 
95% CI) roughly follows the trend of the second-degree regression curve within these 
borders. In (c), the second-degree regression curves for both years and both organs are 
combined for comparison. HD is centered around the median for each year, i.e., 0 is the 
median heading/harvest date for each observation period. The HD effect sizes are given 
in Suppl. Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 - Smoothers (with 95% C.I.) and 4th-degree regression curves showing the head-
ing date effects on (a) Klason lignin (KL), (b) esterified ferulic acid (estFA) and (c) cellulose 
(C). Total lignin (TL) follows the same trends as KL, esterified diferulate (diFA) follows the 
same trends as estFA and hemicellulose (HC) follows the same trends as C. HD is centered 
around the median for each year, i.e., 0 is the median heading/harvest date. The HD effect 
sizes are given in Suppl. Table 4.2. 
Later heading genotypes show a significantly lower organ-specific NDFD 
in both years. After eliminating extreme HDs, the relationship can be ap-
proximated by a second-degree polynomial (Figure 4.1a). However, a 
fourth-degree polynomial fits even better as plants that head very early 
had a lower than expected blade NDFD in 2013. Using the latter model, 
the slope at median HD was determined considering both years together 
(Suppl. Table 4.3). This slope is steeper for blade (2.6-unit decrease in NDFD 
per week) than for stem (0.7-unit decrease per week) (Figure 4.1, Suppl. 
Table 4.3). HD explains 59% of the variation in NDFD for blade and 19% 
for stem. Figure 4.1c further shows that, when plants are heading at the 
start of the season, the cell wall of blade is better digestible than stem. 
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However, blade NDFD decreases faster with HD than stem NDFD, and by 
the end of the observation period, the cell wall of blade even becomes 
less digestible than that of stem. 
To understand the HD effects on blade and stem, the growth of a ryegrass 
plant should be considered. Vegetative tillers grow from the moment tem-
peratures are above 0°C, with the growth rate mainly depending on air 
temperature (Peacock 1976; Kemp et al. 1989; Hazard et al. 2006). At a 
highly heritable point in time and determined by day length, the growth 
of generative tillers is initiated, synchronized across organs, ultimately de-
termining the plant’s heading date (Cooper 1952; Skinner & Nelson 1994). 
In our experiment, plants that are heading later have been harvested later, 
and have had more time to accumulate vegetative tillers, with mainly 
blade and some sheath. Thus, blade is much older for later heading gen-
otypes, which explains why blade NDFD is much lower compared to early 
heading genotypes. As the sheath from vegetative tillers makes up a small 
fraction of the stem tissue (true stem + sheath) at heading, a HD effect 
for stem is apparent as well, be it much smaller than for blade. 
Harvest date affects lignin content in both organs, whereas it af-
fects ferulic acid and cellulose content only in blade. 
Just as NDFD shows a decreasing trend with HD, the lignin content of the 
cell wall shows an increasing trend with harvest date in both blade and 
stem, as expected (Figure 4.2a). Averaged over both years, Klason lignin 
(KL) increases with 0.6 units per week for blade and 0.2 units per week for 
stem at median HD (Suppl. Table 4.3). However, for blade, the trend is 
entirely different between years, indicating that KL content is highly de-
pendent on environmental conditions (Figure 4.2a). In 2013, early heading 
plants show a higher than expected KL content, corresponding to a lower 
than expected NDFD (smoothed regression in Figure 4.1a). This may be due 
to accumulation of stress lignin, related to the prolonged cold in the pre-
ceding period. When the relationship between HD and KL is fit by a fourth-
degree polynomial, 32% of the variation in blade KL and 14% of the vari-
ation in stem KL is explained by HD (Suppl. Table 4.3). Either way, fitting a 
polynomial to the data to correct for HD effects is not ideal, as there are 
still some deviations from the smoothed regression curve. 
Considering the values for 2013, esterified ferulic acid (estFA) also increases 
with HD, but this could only be shown for blade (Figure 4.2b, Suppl. Table 
4.2), where it increases with 0.8 units per week, with HD explaining 71% of 
all variation. The effect on stem should not be considered as the NIRS 
predictability of estFA in stem tissue is very low (Table 4.1). The reason why 
estFA predictability by NIRS is extremely high for blade and extremely low 
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for stem is unclear, as HCAs were determined the same way for both or-
gans, diferulic acids (diFA) were quantified on the same stem extracts yet 
were better predictable by NIRS, and the technical reproducibility of stem 
estFA was similar to that of blade (Chapter 3). 
The cellulose (C) content in the cell wall also increases with HD for blade, 
but not for stem. In blade, cellulose increases with 1.7 units weekly consid-
ering both years, with HD explaining 40% of all variation (Figure 4.1c, 
Suppl. Table 4.2). The trends are approximately the same for both years 
(Figure 4.2c). The trends seen for KL, estFA and cellulose are similar for 
total lignin (TL = KL + ASL), diFA and hemicellulose, respectively (not 
shown). Thus, HD has an effect on all considered traits in blade, whereas 
in stem, a HD effect was only found for NDFD and KL (or TL). 
For NDF and lignin content, a day-specific correction is necessary 
Also for NDF, the trend as a function of HD is different between both 
years, i.e., in 2012 NDF shows an increasing trend, whereas in 2013, it shows 
a minimum mid-spring (Figure 4.3a). Contrary to lignin, these trends are 
similar for both blade and stem. A large environmental effect on NDF was 
expected, as it is measured proportionally to the organic matter: NDF 
mathematically depends on the cell contents as well, which mainly con-
tain WSC (mostly fructose, which is stored as fructan) and protein. Con-
trary to lignin, fructose increases throughout the day, and thus, NDF also 
depends on the harvest hour (Miller et al. 2001). In order to avoid such 
effects, plants were always harvested between 2 and 3 PM. Nevertheless, 
warmer periods still tend to show a lower NDF due to accumulation of 
fructan (Pollock & Jones 1979). This is clearest for 2013, where NDF is lowest 
in the middle of spring when temperatures were the highest and more 
fructan could accumulate (Figure 4.3b). In 2012, NDF keeps increasing dur-
ing the observation period, indicating fructan accumulation was not able 
to keep up with cell wall accumulation due to the decreasing average 
temperature. Although a higher temperature at harvest will lead to more 
fructose, this is not the largest effect. This is shown in Figure 4.3c, where 
the relationship between mean day temperature and NDF is not clear. The 
role of the temperature is only revealed when it is smoothed out over 
several days, indicating that the effect of a warm day on WSC lingers on 
for several days, signaling the accumulation of fructan. 
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Figure 4.3 - (a) Smoothers (with 95% C.I.) and 2nd-degree polynomials showing the heading 
date effects on NDF in 2012 and 2013. (b) Scatterplot with 2nd-degree polynomial showing 
the mean temperature at each day of harvest. The regression curves in plot a are the 
inverse of the curves in plot b. (c) Smoothers (with 95% C.I.) showing the temperature 
effects on NDF. Although NDF is expected to decrease as the mean day temperature in-
creases, this is not clear from this plot. Thus, correction by mean day temperature is not 
possible. 
As there are both period-specific (fructan content) and day-specific effects 
(fructose content), we chose to apply a HD correction by subtracting the 
median NDF for each harvest day. This is referred to as "categorical" HD 
correction. As WSC and thus NDF have day-specific effects, correction by 
curve fitting might inadvertently correct for day-specific effects of sur-
rounding days as well. Although curve fitting may correct better for peri-
odic effects, this was not done here, as the day-specific corrections were 
sufficient for detrending the data. Although day-specific effects are not 
important for NDFD, the corrected values were similar compared to curve 
fitting, as they resulted in the same H2 values. 
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ADL/TL could be a measure for lignin S/G composition 
Previous studies have noted that as organs get older, the S/G ratio of 
lignin increases (Jung & Allen 1995; Boerjan et al. 2003). As pCA mainly 
binds S units in lignin (Hatfield et al. 2009), pCA/TL represents the propor-
tion of S units in lignin. Further, ADL is putatively proportional to the 
portion of G units in lignin, due to S lignin being shorter and easier solu-
bilized in the van Soest procedure (Chapter 2 p. 56). Vegetative organs 
being older at later heading, ADL/TL should decrease with HD, while 
pCA/TL should increase with HD (as TL was only assessed in 2013, we are 
considering ADL/KL' here). However, in 2013, the trends are the same for 
ADL/KL' and ADL/TL (not shown). 
The decrease in ADL/KL' is largest for blade in 2013, although at the start 
and end of the observation period, an increase occurs (Figure 4.4a). In 
2012, the decreasing trend is less prominent, but more consistent. In stem, 
ADL/KL' does not change much over the observation period at heading, 
as we saw earlier for estFA and C too, indicating that the physiological 
age of stem is approximately constant when harvested at heading.  
For pCA/TL however, which was only determined for 2013, the opposite 
trends are seen. While the increase in ADL/KL' of blade at the start of the 
season (< -10 days) suggests a lower portion of S units, the increase in 
pCA/TL suggests a larger portion of S units (Figure 4.4). At median HD (day 
0), pCA/TL stagnates, while ADL/KL' decreases rapidly. In stem, pCA/TL de-
creases slowly with HD, which was expected either to be constant (same 
physiological age) or to increase (larger S/G ratio). Further, although a 
higher pCA/TL should correspond to a lower ADL/TL, the correlation be-
tween both is low (Figure 4.5), which indicates at least one is not a good 
measure for lignin composition. As pCA was badly predicted by NIRS in 
stem (r2 = 25%) and the HD effects on pCA/TL were not as expected, we 
can exclude pCA/TL as a good measure for S/G ratios. 
If ADL/KL' is indeed a good proxy for the proportion of G units in lignin, 
blade lignin can be considered more rich in G-units (or having longer lig-
nin cross-links) than stem lignin over the entire observation period (Figure 
4.4a). This difference is organ-specific and not related to blade being older 
than stem, as lignin in older material (blade) should be richer in S-units. 
Contrary to the HD effects, pCA/TL confirms this difference between or-
gans, as blade lignin is less enriched with S-units (Figure 4.4b). Of course, 
these findings should be confirmed in future studies by assessing S/G ra-
tios more accurately. For example, thioacidolysis monomers could be 
identified chromatographically and quantified, although here, the result-
ing ratios may be biased as only ether-linked units can be quantified. 
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Figure 4.4 - Smoothers (with 95% C.I.) and 4th-degree regression curves showing the har-
vest date effects on (a) lignin condensation level (ADL/TL'), (b) proportion of S units in 
lignin (PCA/TL'). HD is centered around the median for each year, i.e., 0 is the median 
heading/harvest date. 
Response to selection 
Heritability and variability is higher for NDF than for NDFD 
In view of breeding purposes, the response to selection R increases with 
both the (narrow-sense) heritability and genotypic variation of a trait (R 
= ihσg). With the available data, we can only calculate the broad-sense 
heritability (H2), which was determined using HD-corrected values as se-
lection ought to be HD-independent. To make comparisons between traits 
possible, all HD corrections were performed in a categorical manner. The 
heritability of NDFD decreases after HD correction due to the high herit-
ability of HD and HD explaining much of the variation in NDFD. If not 
corrected for HD, H2 amounts to 85% for blade and 65% for stem, after 
HD correction it decreases to 53% and 55%, respectively (Table 4.4). Con-
versely, HD correction for NDF increases H2 from 65% to 85% for blade 
and from 53% to 80% for stem (Table 4.4). At the plant level, H2 for HD-
corrected NDFD (54%) is similar as for organs separately (53-55%), even 
though H2 for the blade proportion is higher (68%). The heritability of 
total plant NDFD (54%) is still much lower than for total plant NDF (84%). 
Also the variability has been affected by HD correction (Table 4.3). Here, 
we only consider the genotypic variation averaged over both years. For 
NDFD, 52% (blade) to 66% (stem) of the variability remains after HD cor-
rection, while NDF is less affected by HD with 89% (blade) to 92% (stem) 
of the variation remaining. This results in HD-corrected NDF being 2.2 to 
2.7 times more variable than HD-corrected NDFD. For plant values, the 
variability in HD-corrected NDF is 2.5 that of HD-corrected NDFD. 
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NDF and NDFD have a similar response to selection 
Although variation and heritability seem to be limited for NDFD in com-
parison to NDF, improving NDFD has twice the effect on the total digest-
ibility (OMD) of the plant, when HD-corrected genotypic values (BLUPs) 
over both years are considered (Table 4.5). For the entire plant, increasing 
NDFD by 1 unit is expected to improve OMD by 0.53 units, while decreasing 
NDF (increasing cell contents) by 1 unit is expected to improve OMD by 
0.24 units. Similar differences in effect of NDFD and NDF are seen within 
blade and stem (Table 4.5). The negative effect of NDF on OMD is relatively 
low, because the decrease in entirely digestible cell contents is partly com-
pensated by an increase in the 'digestible part of NDF' in the OM. Here we 
only consider the average NDF (50%) and NDFD (75%) values, but in reality 
there is an interaction between both as NDF changes the effect that NDFD 
has on OMD. Also note that BLUPs take the heritability of each trait into 
account. 
Further, the effect sizes were scaled by multiplying them with twice the 
HD-corrected genotypic SD, the latter representing an extreme from the 
population, i.e., from the desired 2.5% tail of the distribution. These scaled 
effects represent the potential genetic gain in the progeny of a pair cross 
between two extreme parents, i.e., assuming the average value of both 
parents is the average value of the progeny (Endelman 2011). For example, 
NDFD has a scaled effect of 1.0 on plant OMD, so taking two parents with 
an extreme value in NDFD (> 2 SD), the genetic gain in OMD is expected to 
be 1.0 unit (the difference between the average of the entire population 
and the average of both parents). For NDF, the larger HD-corrected vari-
ation compensates for its lower effect on OMD, and the potential gain is 
the same as for NDFD (1.1). Thus, NDFD and NDF are expected to have a 
similar response to selection, considering their final effect on OMD. 
Table 4.5 - Effect of NDFD and NDF on OMD. HD-corrected BLUP values calculated over 
both years were used. 2SD = twice the HD-corrected genotypic SD. Scaled = effect×2SD. 
    Blade (n = 584)   Stem (n = 581)   Plant (n = 580) 
    Effect 2SD Scaled p   Effect 2SD Scaled p   Effect 2SD Scaled p 
NDFD   0.50 2.14 1.07 <0.001  0.53 2.36 1.25 <0.001  0.53 1.92 1.01 <0.001 
NDF   -0.25 5.79 -1.43 <0.001  -0.20 5.37 -1.10 <0.001  -0.24 4.69 -1.11 <0.001 
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Subtraits and selection indices 
Plant values should be considered for breeding purposes and or-
gan-specific values for association mapping 
As breeders select at the plant level, we assessed which morphological 
and biochemical traits will be affected most. If theoretically, the blade 
proportion has a large positive effect on plant NDFD, selecting for a larger 
plant NDFD may result in a decrease of stem at heading, which may con-
sequently lead to an unwanted lower seed production. In such a case, it 
may still be worthwhile to consider NDFD of organs separately. However, 
plants with less stem could still contain heavier spikes, in which case se-
lecting for less stem could be beneficial for plant NDFD. Spike length could 
be additionally considered during plant evaluation. As organ-specific HD 
correction is not possible when selecting at the plant level and the differ-
ence in NDFD between blade and stem at heading changes as plants are 
harvested later (Figure 4.1c), we here consider uncorrected BLUP values 
per heading group. 
As blade NDFD is 2.1 units higher than stem NDFD for the early heading 
group, and 1.4 units lower for the late heading group (averaged over both 
years), the blade proportion has a positive effect in the early group (0.74 
scaled) and a slight negative effect in the late group (-0.09 scaled). As the 
effect is largest in the early group, perhaps here separation of organs may 
be useful. However, over the total population, selecting on a total plant 
value at heading date is generally not expected to lead to a large change 
in blade proportion. The blade proportion effect could be eliminated by 
separating organs and using the selection index 0.47 × blade NDFD + 0.52 
× stem NDFD, which was obtained by multiple linear regression of plant 
NDFD on blade and stem NDFD. However, after HD-correction, the herit-
ability for the selection index is only 2 units higher than for plant NDFD 
which takes the genotype-specific blade proportions into account (Table 
4.4).  
Table 4.6 further shows that over both years, stem NDFD makes a larger 
contribution to total plant NDFD in each heading group. Even in the early 
heading group, where the blade proportion is largest (62.0%), stem NDFD 
still outweighs blade. Consequently, when selecting on plant NDFD, stem 
NDFD will tend to be improved to a larger extent than blade. However, 
this is no reason for separating organs if the purpose is classical breeding. 
Determining organ-specific NDFD would only be justified if a larger her-
itability can be obtained by considering blade and stem separately. How-
ever, this cannot be tested here, as we did not determine plant NDFD 
directly, but used a calculated value. 
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In contrast, for association genetics, considering organs separately could 
still be advantageous, as genes could be expressed organ- or tissue-spe-
cifically (Chapter 5). Moreover, given the difference in harvest date effects, 
HD correction should be applied to organs separately to gain power. The 
correlation between HD-corrected blade and stem NDFD is indeed quite 
low (r2 = 9.2%), indicating that other genes are responsible in blade and 
stem. As blade and stem NDFD have a similar effect on plant NDFD, and 
the heritability of blade and stem NDFD are similar after HD correction 
(Table 4.4), there is no preference for associations with either organ. 
Table 4.6 - Multiple regression model where plant NDFD is explained by blade proportion 
and NDFD of each organ. The model explains plant NDFD by blade NDFD, stem NDFD and 
the blade proportion. BLUPs and variances were calculated over both years using a mixed 
model with genotype, year and block by year interaction as random effects (not HD-cor-
rected). For the three heading groups, the appropriate subsets of uncorrected BLUPs were 
taken. The effect parameter shows the effect on plant NDFD if the predictor is increased 
by 1 unit, whereas the scaled parameter shows the effect on plant NDFD if the predictor 
is increased by 2 genotypic SDs of this predictor. The scaled parameter is more relevant, 
as a predictor with more variation has more potential to improve plant NDFD. 
  Early (n=21)   Intermediate (n=292)   Late (n=267) 
  Effect 2SD Scaled     p Effect 2SD Scaled    p Effect 2SD Scaled p 
Blade 
NDFD 0.38 2.44 0.92 <0.001  0.48 3.43 1.62 <0.001  0.47 3.23 1.49 <0.001 
Stem 
NDFD 0.49 2.57 1.26 <0.001  0.58 2.98 2.03 <0.001  0.60 3.13 2.01 <0.001 
Blade 
prop. 0.05 13.69 0.74 <0.001  0.01 12.17 0.14 0.020  -0.01 15.58 -0.09 <0.001 
 
Selecting for NDFD is slightly more efficient than selecting for lignin 
content 
The NIRS predictability of OMD is relatively high (Table 4.1). In blade, the 
cross-validation r2 is 82-89%, which even outperforms the best predictable 
measure for lignin (r2 = 76%-84% for TL). Stem OMD performs worse with 
a predictability of 66-68%, compared to TL with a value of 79%. Also C 
(blade and stem) and estFA or diFA (blade) have an extremely high NIRS 
predictability (Table 4.1). 
The role of biochemical subtraits on NDFD was first assessed by consid-
ering the 2013 genotypic values, as esterified ferulates (estFA) and diferu-
lates (diFA), p-coumaric acids (pCA), and total lignin content (TL) are only 
available for that year. NDF, TL, estFA, diFA, cellulose (C, inversely propor-
tional to HC) and lignin composition (ADL/TL or pCA/TL) were considered 
as explanatory variables. 
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Figure 4.5 - Pearson correlation matrix for blade (B, upper right triangle) and stem (S, 
lower left triangle), using uncorrected BLUP values. Crosses indicate non-significant cor-
relations (p<0.05). Note how HD can affect NDFD via all other considered traits (mediators).    
First, simple Pearson correlations were considered to understand the mu-
tual relationships of several traits (Figure 4.5). Note that for these uncon-
ditional correlations, values were not HD-corrected, because HD affects 
the mediating subtrait which in turn affects NDFD. Regarding lignin 
measures, ASL correction of KL has markedly improved the correlation 
with NDFD (Figure 4.5, comparing KL and TL). For blade, the correlation 
has improved from -0.85 to -0.92, and for stem, from -0.80 to -0.88. AIP 
correction has only improved the correlation with NDFD for blade TL 
(from -0.92 to -0.95), and did not affect the correlation for stem (remain-
ing -0.88). A similar result was found for AIP-correction of KL (Figure 4.5), 
which was also reflected by a large improvement of its  heritability in 
blade, i.e., without HD correction, 49% for KL compared to 60% for KL' 
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(Table 4.4). Thus when sufficient resources are available, determining TL' 
is the recommended method, but given the large correlation among all 
Klason lignin measures, (r = 0.90-0.99), KL may be sufficient. 
In blade, estFA/HC and diFA/HC are also highly correlated with NDFD 
(r = -0.70 and -0.61 resp.), however, given the large correlation with TL' 
(r = 0.85 and 0.77), this effect may be partly due to lignin content. Also 
estFA/HC and diFA/HC are mutually highly correlated (r = 0.97). In stem, 
diFA/HC explains NDFD better than estFA/HC (r = -0.57 resp. 0.29). For 
estFA/HC this is not surprising, as it could not be predicted by NIRS either 
(Table 4.1). Considering lignin composition, ADL/TL' only correlated well 
with NDFD in blade (r = 0.76), however, the correlation with TL' is again 
quite high (-0.73). Although cellulose and hemicellulose are mutually 
highly correlated (r = -0.99), hemicellulose is more correlated with NDFD 
(r = 0.80 in blade and 0.53 in stem) than cellulose (r = -0.78 in blade 
and -0.42 in stem). EstFA/HC is also highly correlated with cellulose and 
hemicellulose, and may be the true cause of their effect on NDFD. 
Next, we determined to what extent a set of biochemical subtraits to-
gether explain NDFD, using a multiple linear regression model (MLR). The 
model contains a term for lignin content (TL'), lignin composition (ADL/TL' 
or pCA/TL'), ferulic acid (estFA/HC), diferulic acid (diFA/HC), and either 
hemicellulose (HC) or cellulose (C). For all traits, HD-corrected values were 
used for building the model, as selection should be based on these. Con-
sidering the simple correlations (Figure 4.5), TL' explains most of the var-
iation in NDFD compared to any other variable. In the MLR, lignin (TL') 
clearly stands out as well, with a potential to improve NDFD by 2.3 units 
in blade and 2.2 units in stem compared to the population mean, condi-
tional on all other predictors in the model (Table 4.7). The relevance of the 
other predictors is organ-specific. NDF and lignin composition (ADL/TL') 
seem only relevant in stem, each having a potential to improve NDFD with 
0.7 units. In blade, the effect of lignin composition is nihil, also if ADL/TL' 
is replaced by pCA/TL' in the model (not shown). Cross-linking between 
lignin and GAX (FA) or GAX mutually (diFA) seems only relevant in blade 
with scaled effects of respectively 0.6 and 0.9. However, the effect of 
estFA/HC is unexpectedly positive, indicating this is inversely proportional 
to lignin-GAX cross-linking. In stem, the effect of diFA on NDFD is only 
borderline significant, and the breeding potential is low (0.2 units). Alt-
hough cellulose and NDF also have a significant effect on NDFD (p<0.05), 
their effects are opposite in blade (negative) and stem (positive). Adding 
both hemicellulose and cellulose to the model is not possible due to their 
high correlation. Replacing cellulose by hemicellulose in the model, the 
effect size for hemicellulose is slightly smaller (not shown). In a separate 
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model (not shown), where HD correction was not applied, the first-degree 
HD effect (slope) is significant, which might indicate that an unknown HD-
dependent cell wall component still affects NDFD. 
Table 4.7 - Effect of lignin content (TL'), lignin composition (ADL/TL), lignin-GAX cross-
linking (FA/HC), GAX cross-linking (diFA/HC), cellulose (C) and NDF on NDFD for blade and 
stem separately and the entire plant. Only BLUP values from 2013 were considered. The 
HD effect was modelled to the second order, the effect of e.g. TL' can therefore be inter-
preted as a HD-corrected effect. "SD" refers to the genotypic SD calculated by the mixed 
model "trait = 1|genotype + 1|block". For ease of interpretation, the SD was doubled to 
represent an extreme from the population, expressed as deviation from the population 
mean. The scaled parameter (effect × 2 × SD) represents the breeding potential and enables 
comparisons between explanatory variables and models. Relevant scaled effects (>0.5) and 
significant effects (p<0.05) are marked in bold. 
  Blade (n = 568)   Stem (n = 564)   Plant (n = 561) 
 Effect 2SD Scaled p  Effect 2SD Scaled p  Effect 2SD Scaled p 
TL' -3.2 0.71 -2.28 <0.001   -2.98 0.72 -2.16 <0.001   -3.25 0.60 -1.96 <0.001 
ADL/TL' 0.00 14.4 -0.03 0.697  -0.24 3.00 -0.72 <0.001  -0.03 8.01 -0.25 <0.001 
estFA/HC  0.40 1.55 0.63 0.001   0.02 0.68 0.02 0.83   -0.28 0.91 -0.26 <0.001 
diFA/HC -0.81 1.15 -0.93 <0.001  -0.17 1.28 -0.22 0.084  -0.33 1.22 -0.4 <0.001 
C -0.13 3.59 -0.46 <0.001   0.08 2.11 0.18 0.011   -0.03 2.63 -0.09 0.267 
NDF -0.06 5.91 -0.37 <0.001  0.11 6.42 0.72 <0.001  -0.01 4.84 -0.05 0.308 
 Multiple R2: 81.6%   Multiple R2: 74.0%   Multiple R2:  80.8% 
 
As separating organs is not commonplace in breeding, we also consider 
entire-plant values. Here, only the negative effect of TL' on NDFD is con-
sidered relevant (scaled effect of 2.0 units). This is not surprising, as this 
predictor had a significant effect on NDFD for both organs. Conversely, 
the estFA and diFA effect in blade and ADL/TL effect in stem is diluted at 
the plant level. Although these effects remain significant in the entire 
plant, their potential to improve NDFD is limited (< 0.5 units). Contrary to 
blade and stem, the effect of estFA/HC is negative when the entire plant 
is considered. The effects of C and NDF are not significant at the plant 
level, due to their opposing effects in blade and stem. Although ADL/TL, 
estFA and diFA together still have the potential to improve NDFD by 0.9 
units, these measures are all highly correlated with TL' (Figure 4.5). As a 
result, most of the variation is explained by TL' alone, r2 being 78.3% com-
pared to 80.8% for the entire model. Thus, using only this subtrait as 
selection criterion should be sufficient to breed efficiently for a higher 
NDFD. However, it is not as efficient as selecting for NDFD directly, given 
20% of the variation in NDFD is still left unexplained, and the heritability 
of NDFD is higher for NDFD than for KL or KL' (unknown for TL or TL'). 
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Effect of lignin on NDFD is year-dependent 
In order to get an idea of the extent that these effect sizes change over 
years, KL', ADL/KL', C and NDF were fit in a separate model including a 
year interaction (data not shown). Only these subtraits were assessed in 
both years. For both blade and stem, significant and relevant year inter-
actions were found for KL' and ADL/KL'. For blade, the KL' effect is 1.7 units 
larger and the NDF effect 0.1 unit larger in 2012 compared to 2013. For 
stem, these are 1.3 and 0.2 units larger, respectively. The effect of ADL/KL 
is slightly smaller in 2012 (0.1). Thus, as the relative importance of these 
subtraits are highly year-dependent, selecting on NDFD for each year sep-
arately will have different effects at the biochemical level. Therefore, a 
selection index should be based on observations for at least two years to 
be efficient. 
In the final model, BLUPs over both years were considered without inter-
action, in order to take into account the heritability of the traits (Table 
4.8). Lignin (KL') remains the best predictor for NDFD in blade, stem and 
the entire plant. ADL/KL' over two years is a more relevant predictor for 
stem NDFD (scaled effect 1.2) than ADL/TL in a single year, and C has now 
even become relevant for predicting blade NDFD (scaled effect 0.8). In the 
entire plant, cellulose is now the second most important predictor, prob-
ably due to its high correlation with estFA and/or diFA (Figure 4.5), which 
are unknown here (estFA is not added in the MLR model, so we no longer 
estimate the effect of cellulose conditional on FA). The breeding potential 
for ADL/KL' is still negligible at the plant level.  
Contrary to breeding, where a single value should be evaluated for selec-
tion (usually a selection index combining several traits), association map-
ping will be more efficient if subtraits are considered separately. Associa-
tion of lignin genes will be more powerful if lignin rather than NDFD is 
used as a trait for association mapping. Indeed, the regression models 
show that several traits have an effect on NDFD, which would confound 
marker-trait associations if NDFD were to be used as trait. As TL' explains 
most of the variation in NDFD in 2013, this trait is preferred to other lignin 
measures. Associations with other subtraits are not useful, given their low 
potential for improving plant NDFD. However, as we have only assessed 
TL and TL’ for a single year, we will associate with KL’ instead (Chapter 6).  
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Table 4.8 - Effect of KL', ADL/KL', C and HD on NDFD for blade, stem and plant values. HD-
corrected BLUP values over both years were used. Genotypic SD was multiplied by two, 
and represents the minimum deviation from the mean for extreme values. The scaled 
parameter shows the effect of such an extreme on NDFD. Relevant scaled effects (> 0.5 
units in absolute value) are in bold. 
  Blade (n = 584)   Stem (n = 581)   Plant (n = 580) 
  Effect 2SD Scaled p   Effect 2SD Scaled p   Effect 2SD Scaled p 
KL' -2.93 0.44 -1.28 <0.001  -3.10 0.63 -1.96 <0.001  -3.51 0.42 -1.46 <0.001 
ADL/KL' 0.01 9.65 0.11 0.115  -0.35 3.50 -1.24 <0.001  -0.06 4.65 -0.30 <0.001 
C -0.24 3.21 -0.77 <0.001  0.17 1.80 0.30 <0.001  -0.30 2.19 -0.65 <0.001 
NDF 0.01 5.79 0.05 0.364  0.14 5.37 0.75 <0.001  0.09 4.69 0.42 <0.001 
 Multiple R2:  72.4%  Multiple R2:  76.4%  Multiple R2:  72.1% 
 
Group comparison reveals past breeding effort in NDF, but 
not in NDFD  
Current forage varieties, breeding material and wild material were com-
pared to reveal past breeding effort in OMD and NDFD. NDF is significantly 
lower in breeding and current forage material, even after HD-correction 
(Table 4.9). This is due to the WSC-rich group, which contains varieties 
derived from Aberavon. Compared to the overall population, blade NDF is 
1.4 units lower and stem NDF 1.1 units higher in the WSC group. Although 
blades typically contain more WSC, the blade proportion is not larger in 
the WSC group. This indicates that breeding for a lower NDF has been 
successful in the past, and that it had an impact on the quality of both 
organs, and not on the weight proportion of organs. Remarkably, alt-
hough OMD is also expected to be higher in the WSC group, such differ-
ences were not found. This seems to be because (1) a higher WSC is com-
pensated for by a slight decrease in NDFD, particularly in blade, and (2) 
the effect of increasing NDFD on OMD is twice as high as for NDF. 
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Table 4.9 - Average of HD-corrected blade proportion, OMD, NDF and NDFD per subpopu-
lation for blade, stem and the entire plant. Values represent averages over both years, and 
only the genotypes common to both years were considered. Improvements with at least 1 
unit are marked in bold. In the first column, the number of genotypes is given in paren-
theses. “Bred” refers to breeding material that has not been commercialized, while  current 
refers to commercialized varieties. 
  Prop. 
(%) 
 OMD 
(g/100 g OM) 
 NDF 
(g/100 g OM) 
 NDFD 
(g/100 g NDF) 
  Blade  Blade Stem Plant  Blade Stem Plant  Blade Stem Plant 
Origin of material 
Bred (276)  51.3   89.6 87.4 88.5  41.2 48.2 44.4  74.8 73.8 74.3 
Current (123)  51.3   89.3 87.4 88.3  41.9 49.2 45.1  74.6 74.2 74.3 
Wild (201)  51.6   89.8 87.1 88.5  41.7 50.5 45.5  75.5 74.3 74.8 
WSC group vs. all 
WSC (77)  49.6  89.7 87.5 88.6  40.0 48.0 43.8  74.5 73.9 74.1 
All (600)  50.0  89.6 87.3 88.5  41.4 49.1 44.8  75.1 74.0 74.5 
Discussion 
Harvest date effects 
Even though all individual plants were harvested at the same maturity 
stage, a harvest date (HD) effect on NDFD remained for blade and, to a 
lesser extent, for stem. We hypothesize that this is due to the growh ini-
tiation of vegetative tillers being independent from the growth initiation 
of generative tillers. Indeed, vegetative tillers start growing proportionally 
to the air temperature, whereas generative tillers start growing when a 
highly heritable day length threshold is reached. The generative tillers are 
approximately the same age when genotypes are harvested at heading, 
whereas the vegetative tillers are older as plants are harvested later. As 
blades of vegetative tillers make up a large part of the entire blade frac-
tion, a HD effect is more apparent for this organ than for stem, to which 
the sheath of vegetative tillers only makes a small contribution. Neverthe-
less, generative tillers seem to have a large influence on the entire plant 
NDFD (Chapter 1, Groot & Lantinga 2004). Detrending the relationship of 
NDFD with HD can be considered a correction for the decrease in NDFD 
with the age of vegetative tillers. The corrected values capture the remain-
ing variation, to a large extent free from age or maturity effects. In other 
words, this correction has purified the true genotypic variation in NDFD 
or lignin content, although there is still some residual confounding.    
The ageing hypothesis seems very plausible, and is in agreement with lon-
gitudinal analyses of NDFD in perennial ryegrass, where NDFD decreases 
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gradually at the beginning of spring, and suddenly decreases rapidly a 
few days before heading (Groot & Lantinga 2004). However, this does not 
explain why in stem, HD effects are only seen for lignin content and NDFD, 
and not for cellulose or esterified ferulic acids. As the effect for cellulose 
and estFA does exist in blade, and the effect of KL and NDFD is small in 
stem, there may simply have not been sufficient power to show these 
effects in stem. Alternatively, this may be related to lignin being highly 
stress-dependent (more so than cellulose or ferulic acids). For example, as 
pots were only fertilized at the start of the experiment to avoid sudden 
fertilization effects, nitrogen content was decreasing gradually in the soil 
(data not shown), and so was the crude protein content in blade and stem 
(data from a parallel experiment, not shown), which could induce a stress 
effect (Miller et al. 2001). Indeed, Peyraud et al. (1997) have shown that the 
fiber digestibility in ryegrass decreases as nitrogen fertilization is limited, 
although its cause has not been elucidated. 
In breeding, not applying HD correction would favor selection of geno-
types heading earlier as they have a higher NDFD. A breeder will often 
make use of heading groups, but this sets artificial borders within the 
heading date continuum, and would still result in picking out the earlier 
heading genotypes within each group. Therefore, we have decided to first 
correct all values for their heading date effects, be it in a categorical man-
ner. Categorical HD correction does not only account for general trends 
due to harvest date (age and fertilizer effects), but also for possible day-
specific effects: the median per day represents the day effect, and is sub-
tracted from each individual value. If fluctuations are limited, using a 
higher-order polynomial or smoother to correct for HD effects should be 
equivalent to categorical HD correction. Still, the latter has the advantage 
that it is generally applicable to all variables. On the other hand, day-
specific correction is only possible if sufficient plants were harvested each 
day, so the larger the experiment, the better the correction will be. Also 
for association mapping, the breeding values (BLUPs) should be cleared 
from any age effects. If not, any gene affecting a heading date related 
trait would associate with KL or NDFD. 
Role of cell wall composition in determining NDFD 
Lignin content 
Lignin acts as a cement that fills up space in between carbohydrates in 
the cell wall (Boerjan et al. 2003). The inhibiting effect of lignin on fiber 
digestion has mainly been attributed to its cross-linking function between 
hemicellulose (GAX in grasses). However, as lignin cannot perform its 
cross-linking function without GAX-bonded ferulates in grasses, ferulic 
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acid content is potentially a better measure for cross-linking. Nonetheless, 
lignin still exerts some additional effects on NDFD, which are independent 
from ferulic acids: (1) its hydrophobic nature, which limits penetration of 
water and enzymes deep into the cell wall, (2) the encrustation of poly-
saccharides, and (3) the toxic effects of phenolics for pathogens (Grabber 
2005). 
Of all lignin measures, TL' is the best predictor of NDFD in both blade 
(r = -95%) and stem (r = -88%), at least for 2013 after NIRS prediction. This 
was different when only wet-chemical values were considered (Chapter 2), 
where TL generally performs better than TL', yet with much lower corre-
lations to NDFD, i.e., r = -71% for blade and r = -77% for stem. The higher 
correlation between KL and NDFD after NIRS prediction could either sig-
nify an improvement, as NIRS prediction averages out small wet-chemical 
errors and removes large errors through cross-validation, or a deteriora-
tion, in case NIRS is not able to distinguish certain bonds. Given the low 
cross-validated predictabilities for KL (r2 < 70%), the latter is likely.  
NDFD and TL seem to be mainly predicted based on the same spectral 
features, as TL and NDFD are more correlated after NIRS prediction than 
before. As the precision for TL is higher than for KL (Chapter 2), TL is also 
likely to more heritable, but we did not assess this. Heritabilities for HD-
corrected values have not been published to this day, but H2 values for 
uncorrected plant values have been reported for KL and NDFD for smooth 
bromegrass (47% and 76% resp.), reed canarygrass (72% and 51% resp.) 
and orchardgrass (82% and 74% resp.) (Casler et al. 2008). These broad-
sense heritabilities were based on 30 genotypes for each species. They 
were calculated the same way as in this study except for the addition of 
4 stages of harvest in spring, and are comparable to our uncorrected H2 
values for ryegrass (77% and 61% resp.). Dolstra et al. (1993) determined a 
broad-sense heritability of 64% for plant NDFD in maize inbred lines. Thus, 
our H2 estimates should be reliable, and based on the heritabilities after 
HD correction, there is no preference for using either NDFD or KL (TL) for 
breeding. 
Esterified ferulate 
Ferulates are esterified to GAX and act as initiation site for lignification, 
where a monolignol bonds with ferulate through an ether bond. Thus, if 
there are less ferulates, there should be less lignin polymers, although the 
relative weight of lignin might still be higher as the polymers could be 
longer. The more esterified ferulates there are before lignification, the 
more GAX-lignin cross-linking there will be, which is possibly more limiting 
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for NDFD than the relative weight of lignin. However, in order to deter-
mine cross-linking ferulates, both the ester (GAX) and ether bond (lignin) 
need to be broken during extraction, which can only be accomplished at 
a temperature of 170°C (Iiyama et al. 1990), which was not done here. In-
deed, other studies showed that etherified FA (ethFA) has a negative effect 
on NDFD (Casler et al. 2008; Riboulet et al. 2008). In this work, the effect 
of estFA on NDFD is very inconsistent. When wetchemical values are con-
sidered (Chapter 3), its effect is negative on blade NDFD (both marginal 
and conditional on TL, ADL/TL, C, NDF), when NIRS-predicted values are 
considered, its effect is also marginally negative on blade NDFD, but pos-
itive when controlling for TL, ADL/TL, diFA/HC, C and NDF effects. In stem, 
there was no significant correlation between estFA and NDFD, neither 
considering wet-chemical values (Chapter 3) or NIRS predicted values. 
In blade, the positive effect is most reliable, as more values are considered 
and more subtraits were controlled for, at least if the NIRS predictions 
are reliable (see further). The positive correlation with NDFD could be due 
to a higher monolignol influx rate: under such conditions there is less 
cross-linking but more elongation of existing lignin chains (Chapter 3). 
Therefore, estFA/HC does explain lignin-GAX cross-linking, but only indi-
rectly and thus not as good as ethFA would. In previous studies, correla-
tions with NDFD were indeed better for ethFA than for estFA in reed ca-
nary grass and orchard grass, though not in smooth bromegrass (Casler 
et al. 2008). NIRS statistics have also been better for ethFA than for estFA 
(Casler & Jung 2006). 
In stem, the absence of effect is not due to limited variation in estFA,  as 
we previously showed a large discriminating power (Chapter 3). A plausi-
ble explanation is that ferulate bonds may actually not be distinguishable 
by NIRS. As FA has a high correlation with TL' in blade (r = -0.91), NIRS 
might just have correlated estFA values to the spectral terms of lignin 
bonds in this case. Considering wet-chemical values only, estFA does not 
correlate well with TL' for stem (r = 0.10, Chapter 3), so NIRS could not use 
the spectral terms of lignin bonds for this organ to predict estFA. Thus, 
the true values could be highly confounded after NIRS prediction. No NIRS 
statistics have been published on estFA for organs separately, but for 
maize, a single NIRS model containing blade, sheath and stem resulted in 
a calibration R2 of 95% (Jung & Phillips 2010). Nevertheless, in most other 
cases, calibration R2 is quite low for entire plants, with values of 64% for 
maize (Riboulet et al. 2008), 36% for smooth bromegrass, 54% for cocks-
foot and 51% for reed canarygrass (Casler & Jung 2006). Such values for 
the entire plant are in line with our results, which lie between 12% for 
stem and 97% for blade. Better predictabilities for FA have been reported 
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when NIRS scans were performed on material that was methanol-ex-
tracted (Lolium, Festuca and Dactylis), with r2 of 93% for blade and 100% 
for stem (Allison et al. 2009). The additional extraction was suggested to 
be necessary to remove ferulates inside the cell, as NIRS is not able to 
distinguish it from cell wall ferulates (Allison, pers. comm.). Thus, NIRS 
predictions for estFA are unreliable, and more research will be necessary 
before it can be considered for breeding or association mapping. 
Esterified diferulate 
From the same extracts as estFA, also ten diFA compounds have been 
identified and added up for NIRS calibration (Chapter 3). As for estFA, diFA 
only have an impact on blade NDFD, conditional on TL. However, contrary 
to ferulate, esterified diferulates do have a cross-linking function. As fer-
ulic acid can only form one ester bond with GAX, a dimer or longer oligo-
mer is necessary for cross-linking hemicellulose (Grabber 2005). Indeed, 
an in vitro study where ferulate dimerization was increased in cell sus-
pensions with non-lignified maize cell walls, the release of carbohydrates 
was reduced after enzymatic hydrolysis, indicating the role of diferulates 
in GAX crosslinking (Grabber et al. 1995). 
Our study shows that diFA/HC has a negative impact on blade NDFD, with 
a potential to improve it by almost 1 unit (difference between an extreme 
diFA/HC value and the population mean). Although the effect of diFA/HC 
is small in stem, with a potential to improve NDFD by only 0.2 units, 
diFA/HC still appears to be the second most important predictor of NDFD 
in the entire plant with a potential to improve NDFD by 0.4 units. DiFA 
therefore has sufficient potential to improve NDFD, independently from 
lignin. This is relevant for AM, but not for breeding, as selection for a high 
TL' will indirectly select for a high diFA/HC already (r = 0.77).  
Lignin composition 
The role of the effect of lignin composition on the cell wall digestibility 
has been rarely investigated independently from lignin content. For alfalfa 
and Arabidopsis stems, no relationship was found between the S/G ratio 
and in situ digestibility (where filter bags are immersed in the rumen) or 
saccharification performance, if no pretreatment was applied (Reddy et 
al. 2005; Li, Ximenes, et al. 2010). In vitro studies where maize cell walls are 
artificially lignified at different S/G ratios do not show an effect on cell 
wall degradation either (Grabber et al. 1997; Grabber 2005). In these stud-
ies, either thioacidolysis or Derivatization Followed by Reductive Cleavage 
(DFRC) was applied to determine lignin unit composition. 
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In the current study, both pCA/TL', which measures the S fraction of lignin, 
and ADL/TL, which measures the condensation level of lignin, were con-
sidered as measures for lignin composition. In order to evaluate these 
measures, we considered the fact that early in development, mainly G 
units are released into the cell wall, only later to be extended by S units, 
along with initiation of (short) S-lignin polymers (Jung & Allen 1995; Chen 
et al. 2002; Boerjan et al. 2003). Given the opposite HD effect on pCA and 
its low NIRS predictability, ADL/TL was considered more reliable as a 
measure for lignin composition. Indeed, ADL/TL and not pCA/TL showed 
a significant effect on stem NDFD in the MLR models, while in blade, nei-
ther measure affected NDFD significantly. As cleavage of ester bonds (be-
tween ferulate and GAX) is more likely than cleavage of ether bonds 
(within lignin) in the slight acidic conditions of the rumen, we hypothesize 
that the small effect of lignin composition on stem NDFD is due to S-
lignin being shorter on average, being able to sneak out from the cellulose 
matrix more easily. The reason why the effect is not found for blade, may 
be due to blade being much older and containing on average longer lignin 
polymers compared to stem. According to the MLR, an extremely low 
ADL/TL' value could improve stem NDFD by 0.7 units (scaled effect). How-
ever, at the entire plant level, this effect is reduced to 0.3, and therefore, 
it is not a recommended target for breeding or association mapping.  
Cellulose 
C is inversely proportional to HC (r≥95%), which can be explained mathe-
matically as both compounds make up a large amount of NDF when cell 
wall protein is not considered. Because of this, their separate effects on 
NDFD could not be determined. As cellulose is the most accurate measure 
(Chapter 3), we have used this to predict NDFD. However, cellulose is not 
a major predictor of NDFD. In previous studies, addition of cellulase to a 
cow's diet did improve the efficiency of digestion and even the growth 
rate of animals (Selinger et al. 1996), indicating cellulase may be limiting 
for full digestion. However, this effect may be related to an increased di-
gestion rate and a resulting faster rumen passage, which cannot be meas-
ured by NDFD. These effects could be determined by decreasing the du-
ration of in vitro digestion from 48h to 24h (Chapter 3). Either way, even 
if reducing cellulose improves the passage rate, this should not be a 
breeding goal, considering cellulose has beneficial effects on plant fitness 
(pathogen resistance) and cow health (slow energy source). The primary 
goal should be to reduce lignin and/or ferulic acid, so more cellulose can 
be degraded to make energy available for ruminal microbes. 
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Conclusion 
To improve NDFD in perennial ryegrass by classical breeding, the best 
performing genotypes should be selected using HD-corrected BLUP values 
for plant NDFD calculated over at least two years. Plants can be analyzed 
as a whole, because of the small effect of the blade proportion on total 
plant NDFD. Averaging over years is crucial, as extremes in one year are 
almost never an extreme in the next and the effects of subtraits are in-
consistent over years. Although the genotypic variation and heritability 
for HD-corrected NDFD in a spring cut is limited compared to NDF, this is 
compensated by a larger effect on OMD. Thus, the response to breeding 
for a higher NDFD will be lower than for NDF, but as an increase in NDFD 
has twice the impact on OMD compared to NDF, the potential for improv-
ing OMD are similar. If NDFD cannot be determined, TL is recommended 
as alternative, which is expected to be only a little less efficient than NDFD 
in improving OMD. 
Breeding for NDFD might also benefit from marker assistance. With a 
broad-sense heritability of about 50% in both organs after HD correction, 
NDFD and KL' could be useful for association mapping or genomic selec-
tion. As the correlation between blade and stem is low, expression of 
genes related to cell wall digestibility is likely to be organ-dependent. For 
this reason, it is better to consider organ-specific values for marker-trait 
associations. Further, as NDFD is genetically a more complex trait than 
lignin, for some genes, more power is expected for association when lig-
nin is considered rather than NDFD. Here, preferably TL' is used, as lignin-
associated protein could further confound the lignin measure. Nonethe-
less, as TL and TL' are highly correlated, TL might be sufficient. As we did 
not determine TL or TL’ for two years, we will use KL’ instead for associa-
tion mapping (Chapter 6). Lignin composition and cellulose should not be 
associated, as they do not explain NDFD variation sufficiently. The effect 
of etherified ferulates on NDFD should be investigated, as it has been 
shown to be highly heritable in other species and might be the real cause 
of recalcitrance, as it is a measure for the extent of lignin-hemicellulose 
cross-linking. 
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Clade Classification of  
Monolignol Biosynthesis Genes in 
Monocots 
 
In monocots, lignin content has a strong impact on the digestibility of the cell 
wall fraction. Engineering lignin biosynthesis requires a profound knowledge of 
the role of paralogs in the multigene families that constitute the monolignol 
biosynthesis pathway. We have applied a bioinformatics approach for the ge-
nome-wide identification of candidate genes in L. perenne that are likely to be 
involved in the biosynthesis of monolignols. More specifically, we performed func-
tional subtyping of phylogenetic clades in four multigene families: 4CL, COMT, 
CAD, and CCR. Essential residues were considered for functional clade delineation 
within these families. This classification was complemented with previously pub-
lished experimental evidence on gene expression, gene function and enzymatic 
activity in closely related crops and model species. This allowed us to assign func-
tions to novel identified L. perenne genes, and to assess functional redundancy 
among paralogs. We found that two 4CL paralogs, two COMT paralogs, three CCR 
paralogs and one CAD gene are prime targets for genetic studies to engineer 
developmentally regulated lignin in this species. Based on the delineation of se-
quence conservation between paralogs and a first analysis of allelic diversity, we 
discuss possibilities to further study the roles of these paralogs in lignin biosyn-
thesis, including expression analysis, reverse genetics, and forward genetics such 
as association mapping. We propose criteria to prioritize paralogs within multi-
gene families, and to prioritize certain SNPs within these genes for developing 
genotyping assays or increasing power in association mapping studies. Although 
L. perenne was the target of the analyses presented here, the functional subtyp-
ing of phylogenetic clades represents a valuable tool for studies investigating 
monolignol biosynthesis genes in other monocot species. 
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Introduction 
In grasses, the lignin polymer is composed predominantly of syringyl (S) 
and guaiacyl (G) monolignol units, and a lower amount of p-hydroxy-
phenyl (H) units (Boerjan et al. 2003). These units are synthesized in the 
general phenylpropanoid and monolignol biosynthesis pathways as sin-
apyl, coniferyl and p-coumaryl alcohol, respectively (Figure 5.1). Ten gene 
families encode for the enzymes that constitute these pathways, namely, 
PAL, C4H, C3H, F5H, 4CL, HCT, COMT, CCoAOMT, CCR, and CAD (Figure 5.1). 
Although CSE, a recently discovered enzyme that converts caffeoyl shi-
kimic acid to caffeic acid (R. Vanholme et al. 2013), is involved in lignin 
biosynthesis in Arabidopsis thaliana and has 2 paralogs in L. perenne, 
protein extracts from switchgrass and rice do not show such activity (J.P. 
Wang et al. 2014). Sufficient downregulation of monolignol biosynthesis 
genes decreases the lignin content significantly, and in some cases also 
affects the S/G ratio (J.P. Wang et al. 2014). It has been shown that a higher 
S/G ratio can improve the chemical degradation of monocot and dicot 
cell walls, increasing cellulosic bioethanol production (Fornalé et al. 2012; 
Mansfield et al. 2012). Furthermore, the S/G ratio affects saccharification 
yields when the material is subjected to enzymatic hydrolysis after pre-
treatment (Li, Bonawitz, et al. 2010; Van Acker et al. 2013). However, the 
S/G ratio probably does not affect the enzymatic cell wall degradability 
to a large extent if no pretreatment is applied, which is relevant for forage 
crops (Grabber et al., 1997; Grabber, 2005; Reddy et al., 2005; Li et al., 2010b, 
Chapter 4).  
Breeding progress for cell wall digestibility in L. perenne can be achieved 
by affecting the lignin biosynthesis pathway, using transgenic strategies 
or marker assisted breeding approaches to introduce or select favorable 
alleles of genes at critical steps in the pathway. This requires prior identi-
fication of genes that control the flux through the monolignol biosynthe-
sis pathway. However, not all members within each multigene family con-
tribute equally (if at all) to monolignol biosynthesis. For instance, their 
expression can either be developmentally regulated, producing ‘develop-
mental lignin’, or induced under certain stress conditions, leading to 
‘stress lignin’ (Lange et al. 1995). To improve the overall cell wall digestibil-
ity, priority should go to paralogs involved in the biosynthesis of develop-
mental lignin rather than stress lignin. Further, as specific family members 
might prefer specific substrates, functional subtyping can make use of 
available knowledge on substrate preference. Functional prediction of 
genes can aid identification of functionally redundant paralogs in the L. 
perenne genome. If two paralogs are involved in biosynthesis of lignin 
and display a similar pattern of expression or enzymatic activity across 
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tissues, at certain developmental stages, or under certain environmental 
conditions, it is necessary to consider the combined effect of both genes 
for genetic studies. 
 
Figure 5.1 - The phenylpropanoid and monolignol biosynthesis pathway as currently 
known (Vanholme et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2014). The efficiencies of enzymes displayed in 
grey are weak for the given substrate, with the resulting product also shown in grey; the 
monocot functional clade numbers are given in parentheses for a gene family if at least 
one member has shown preference for that substrate; (a) hydroxycinnamic acids, (b) hy-
droxycinnamoyl CoA esters, (c) hydroxycinnamic aldehydes, (d) hydroxycinnamic alcohols. 
 
The objective of this study was to characterize the family members of 
monolignol biosynthesis genes in L. perenne that should be prioritized in 
future genetic studies on cell wall digestibility. To date, only LpCOMT1 and 
LpCCR1 have been functionally characterized in L. perenne and in both 
cases implication in monolignol biosynthesis was demonstrated (Tu et al. 
2010). For the other monolignol biosynthesis gene families, and LpCOMT1 
and LpCCR1 paralogs, no reverse genetics studies have been conducted 
yet. Thus, to identify the set of candidate genes that play a role in mono-
lignol biosynthesis in L. perenne, we have identified all paralogs within 
the genome and predicted their function based on a correct delineation 
of the lignin-associated clades and functional information available in 
model species and crops. Although most information on metabolic fluxes 
in the monolignol biosynthesis pathway has been derived from studies in 
dicot species, we focused on studies in monocots, because most gene 
families display a clear phylogenetic distinction between monocot and 
dicot genes, and most monocot genomes carry a larger number of 4CL, 
COMT, CCR, and CAD genes than dicot genomes, indicating gene family 
expansion and, possibly, functional diversification (Xu et al. 2009).  
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The strategy followed relied on three steps: (1) identification of structural 
clades clustering with lignin-associated Arabidopsis genes (Raes et al. 
2003), (2) identification of functional clades on the basis of essential resi-
dues conserved among structural clade members, and (3) designation of 
the developmental and stress lignin-associated members based on avail-
able experimental evidence. Among the multigene families of the mono-
lignol biosynthesis pathway, only for 4CL, COMT, CCR and CAD the function 
of various family members has been elucidated in at least one monocot 
species. Essential substrate binding residues have not been elucidated for 
PAL, F5H, C3H and C4H, which is a prerequisite for the strategy followed 
in this study. Although essential residues of the multigene families CCoA-
OMT (Ferrer et al. 2005) and HCT (Walker et al. 2013) have been revealed, 
the complete set of paralogs has not been studied in any monocot to this 
date, making the deduction of structure-function relationships for mem-
bers of this family currently impossible. Therefore, we only considered 
4CL, COMT, CCR and CAD here. 
The clusters identified in phylogenetic trees based on full-length protein 
sequences are defined as structural clades. If possible, these were merged 
into functional clades by projecting the essential amino acids as eluci-
dated in other studies (Zubieta et al. 2002; Bomati & Noel 2005; Youn et 
al. 2006; Sonawane et al. 2013; Pan et al. 2014) onto the corresponding 
orthologs by sequence alignment. Proteins that share a unique combina-
tion of essential residues were considered to belong to a single functional 
clade, assuming they convert substrates with comparable efficiency. Fur-
ther, if a functional clade contains genes for which a plausible function 
in monolignol biosynthesis has previously been demonstrated by reverse 
genetics or substrate preference determination, all members of this clade 
were considered lignin-associated. When gene expression information 
was available, a further distinction was made between genes that are de-
velopmentally regulated and those that are strictly induced under stress 
conditions. With this approach, we demonstrate a strategy for the classi-
fication and prioritization of target genes to alter lignin content by ge-
netic engineering or marker assisted selection. We further discuss three 
scenarios for downstream functional analysis: (1) identification of se-
quence regions that discriminate close paralogs and that can be used for 
expression analysis or transgene mediated silencing; (2) analysis of allelic 
variation in candidate genes in a SNP discovery panel using NGS data, and 
(3) validation of SNP assays in a large gene pool for future association 
mapping studies. 
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Materials and methods 
Identification of CCR, CAD, COMT, and 4CL genes in the draft 
genome sequence of L. perenne 
All B. distachyon proteins of the CCR, CAD, COMT and 4CL gene families 
were used as queries in a tBLASTn search against an as of yet unpublished 
draft assembly of the L. perenne genome to retrieve the corresponding 
genomic scaffolds harboring these genes. The gene prediction algorithms 
of MAKER v2.3 (Cantarel et al. 2008) and CLCbio Genomics Workbench 
(CLCbio-GW) v6.5 were then used to predict gene models (translational 
start and stop codons and splicing sites). For MAKER, available RNA-seq 
data and de novo assembled transcripts (Farrell et al. 2014) were used as 
direct evidence in an initial round of gene prediction. These predictions 
were then used in two incremental rounds of training the ab-initio tool 
SNAP (Bromberg & Rost 2007) and gene prediction. For CLCbio-GW, avail-
able RNA-seq reads and respective de novo assembled transcript se-
quences (Ruttink et al. 2013) were large-gap mapped against these scaf-
folds and the transcript discovery tool was used to predict gene models. 
All predicted gene models with a significant blast hit were translated to 
protein sequences, and aligned in CLCbio with protein sequences from 
monocot, dicot, and gymnosperm species. L. perenne gene model features 
were manually adjusted where necessary to obtain the best possible pro-
tein sequence prediction. 
Delineation of structural clades 
Full-length protein sequences of monocot CCR, CAD, COMT, and 4CL genes 
were retrieved from Genbank. Plaza 2.5 (Van Bel et al. 2012) was used to 
add all full-length genome-wide members of these gene families for mon-
ocots (Oryza sativa, Zea mays, Sorghum bicolor, Brachypodium distach-
yon) and dicots (Arabidopsis thaliana, Populus trichocarpa, Medicago 
truncatula). For gymnosperms (Picea abies, Pinus radiata), accessions 
were retrieved from Genbank. For each gene family, protein sequence 
alignments and phylogenetic trees were constructed in CLCbio-GW v7.0 
using the neighbour-joining method. All monocot genes that clustered 
with the currently known lignin-associated dicot clades were retained. 
Full-length L. perenne sequences that clustered within the lignin-associ-
ated branches of this tree were kept for further analysis. These trees were 
used as starting point for the construction of maximum likelihood trees 
in CLCbio-GW v7.0. Monocot structural clades were then identified as those 
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containing maximum one single gene or set of in-paralogs for each spe-
cies, without requiring all considered monocot species to be present in 
each clade. Monocot structural clades were numbered using Arabic nu-
merals. All names of functionally characterized genes were kept as they 
are currently known (Suppl. Table 5.1), and we numbered L. perenne genes 
and anonymous genes in order of decreasing protein sequence similarity 
with the gene(s) from the lignin-associated clade. Genes that are part of 
a tandem duplicate region were assigned the same number, and were 
distinguished further by a lowercase letter. All 28 L. perenne gene se-
quences, including a 1000 bp upstream putative promoter region, were 
deposited in Genbank with accession numbers KM516121 to KM516148. 
Delineation of functional clades 
Essential protein residues (Suppl. Table 5.2-5) were gathered from the lit-
erature for 4CL (Hu et al. 2010), COMT (Zubieta et al. 2002; Yang et al. 2004; 
Louie et al. 2010), and CAD (Bomati & Noel 2005). The essential protein 
residues not only include substrate binding sites, but also cofactor bind-
ing sites (NADPH, SAM, AMP, CoA, metal ions) and sites involved in dimeri-
zation and catalytic activities. They were projected onto the protein se-
quences of all gene family members by multiple sequence alignment in 
CLCbio-GW v7.0. In a next step, the conservation of the essential residues 
was determined within each structural clade, by uploading the residues 
as a multiple sequence alignment to the Scorecons server (Valdar 2002). 
The basicmdm scoring method was used in combination with the modi-
fied PET91 substitution matrix with Karlin-like matrix transformation. 
Functional clades were delineated based on identical essential residues 
and were numbered using Roman numerals, for monocots, dicots and 
gymnosperms separately. Additionally, for COMT, a distinction was made 
between Poadiceae and other monocot species. Prediction of subcellular 
localization of enzymes was based on WoLF PSORT prediction (Horton et 
al. 2007), scoring peptide signals common to plants.  
SNP calling 
For the genes predicted to be involved in the synthesis of developmental 
lignin, SNPs were called using RNA-seq data from a discovery panel of 14 
L. perenne genotypes (Ruttink et al. 2013). RNA-seq reads were large-gap 
mapped to the draft genome using Tophat v2.0.9 and the RNA-seq module 
of GATK v3.2-2 was used for SNP calling. The resulting VCF files were fil-
tered for a minimum variant depth of 4 reads per genotype using custom 
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Perl scripts. Amino acid changing SNPs were assessed using CLCbio’s func-
tional consequence tool. The amino acid positions were then compared 
to the position of essential and interspecifically conserved residues. The 
conservation of each residue of a protein was interrogated using the Con-
Surf server to further assess functionally relevant positions (Landau et al. 
2005). Protein sequences were aligned by a multiple sequence alignment 
in CLCbio for each functional clade separately and submitted to the Con-
Surf server. This algorithm takes similarity of amino acids into account 
and down-weights similar (redundant) sequences. Positions with a color 
code of 8 and 9 were defined as being conserved. For a set of 8 SNPs in 
LpCCR1, KASP assays were developed by LGC Genomics and validated in a 
collection of 644 L. perenne genotypes, including genotypes from natural 
accessions, prebreeding material and commercial varieties. Genomic DNA 
was extracted by a standard CTAB protocol (Xin et al. 2003), and diluted 
20-fold. KASP assays were performed according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions, using a Roche Lightcycler480. 
Results 
4-coumarate:CoA ligase (4CL) family 
Delineation of structural and functional clades 
Four monocot structural clades cluster with dicot clade I, which contains 
the lignin-associated gene At4CL1 (Vanholme et al. 2012) (Figure 5.2). An 
additional monocot clade clusters with dicot clade II (Figure 5.2). However, 
the At4CL3 member of clade II is expressed in flowers rather than in lig-
nifying tissues, suggesting that this paralog directs biosynthesis towards 
flavonoids rather than monolignols (Ehlting et al. 1999), and that clade II 
is not associated with monolignol biosynthesis. For delineation of func-
tional clades, we considered the 21 essential residues reported for Pto4CL1 
from Chinese white poplar, for which a crystal structure has been eluci-
dated (Hu et al. 2010). 4CL activates several hydroxycinnamic acids using 
ATP and coenzyme A (Figure 5.1). The ATP and CoA binding sites are highly 
conserved over all clades, whereas the substrate binding residues differ 
between some clades (Suppl. Table 5.2). Among monocots, three functional 
clades could be distinguished. Monocot structural clades 1 and 2 share all 
essential residues, and are grouped as monocot functional clade I (Table 
5.1). 
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Figure 5.2 - 4CL phylogenetic ML tree based on full length protein sequences; genes asso-
ciated with developmental lignin are marked with a triangle, genes coding for enzymes 
that do not bind any monolignol precursor are marked with a square, genes probably 
involved in flavonoid biosynthesis are marked with a circle; monocot structural clades are 
marked with Arabic numerals on branch nodes, functional clades are shown on the right 
hand side; in parentheses, the accession number is given: the ones in XX0G0000 format 
were retrieved from Plaza 2.5, the others from NCBI. 
Lignin-associated 4CL clades in monocots 
Structural clade 1, belonging to functional clade I, contains Pv4CL1 and 
Os4CL3, both associated with biosynthesis of developmental lignin (Gui et 
al. 2011; Xu et al. 2011). However, for none of the members of structural 
clade 2, which also belongs to functional clade I, a role in the biosynthesis 
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of developmental lignin has been proven yet. Os4CL4 prefers p-coumaric 
acid, but its enzymatic efficiency is much lower compared to Os4CL3 from 
structural clade 1 (Gui et al. 2011). Ryegrass and maize genes from clade 2 
(Lp4CL2, Zm4CL2) are developmentally regulated, however, their expres-
sion is generally lower than that of clade 1 genes (Heath et al. 2002; 
Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 2007). For wheat, the expression of Ta4CL1 
(clade 1) and Ta4CL2 (clade 2) is similar, but Ta4CL1 expression also in-
creases after head blight infection (Bi et al. 2010). The enzyme efficiency 
of Os4CL1 and Os4CL5, from functional clades II and III respectively, is too 
low to have any impact on lignin biosynthesis (Gui et al. 2011). Thus, ac-
cording to currently available evidence, only members of structural clade 
1 are associated with developmental lignin, but this may be expanded to 
the functional clade I on the basis of essential residue conservation. No 
exclusively stress-responsive 4CL genes have been reported in monocots.  
L. perenne 4CL genes 
In the L. perenne genome, three 4CL paralogs were identified within the 
clades that cluster with dicot clade I. Lp4CL1 belongs to structural clade 1, 
which is the only monocot clade for which a gene (Os4CL3) has been 
proven to be involved in the synthesis of developmental lignin. Some 
structural differences were noted between Lp4CL1 and the other clade 1 
members: the essential residues on positions 240 and 303 are different 
from those of the clade 1 consensus (Suppl. Table 5.2), and the gene model 
of Lp4CL1 contains seven exons rather than six as is the case for lignin-
associated gene Os4CL3 (Suppl. Fig. 5.1). Lp4CL2 from structural clade 2 
might also play a role in developmental lignin biosynthesis, as it belongs 
to functional clade I. However, no experimental evidence is available yet 
for any member of this structural clade. Lp4CL3 belongs to functional 
clade III and was identified in this study for the first time, but is unlikely 
to be involved in monolignol biosynthesis, based on the low enzyme effi-
ciency of its closest ortholog in rice (Os4CL5). Lp4CL1 and Lp4CL2 were 
previously isolated (Heath et al. 2002) and are highly expressed in mature 
stem. Based on our analysis, the L. perenne genome does not contain any 
additional lignin-associated 4CL genes. 
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Table 5.1 - Consensus of the essential residues in the substrate-binding sites for each struc-
tural and functional clade of the four gene families (conservation >65%). 
Struct. 
clade 
Funct. 
clade 
Lignin-as-
sociated Essential substrate binding residues 
Reference position in Pto4CL1: 236 240 277 303 305 306 329 330 331 336 337 338   
1,2 4CL I Dev. Y S F M G A G Y G G P V   
3 4CL II No Y T L L G A G Y G G P V   
4 4CL III No Y S L I G A G Y G G P V   
Reference position in LpCOMT1: 124 127 128 133 163 173 177 263 267 313 316 317 320 321 
A1,B1 COMT I Dev. L M N L H F M W D V I M H N 
B2 COMT II Unknown L ? ? ? ? F M ? ? ? ? M ? T 
B3 COMT III Unknown F L A F A F M W C V S L Y S 
Reference position in PhCCR1: 17 123 (124) (125) 157 (158) 161 (185) (186) 202 (205
 
(220
 
(253
 
(284
 1,2,3 CCR I Dev. Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y 
4 CCR II Unknown F S I G Y C K S L H K A R C 
5 CCR II Stress F T/S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y 
6 CCR II Stress F T/S I G Y C K V V H K A R Y 
7 CCR III Stress F S Y G Y C K C/S M H R A R Y 
Reference position in AtCAD5: 49 53 58 60 95 119 163 276 286 289 290 299 300  
1 CAD I Dev. T Q L A V W C V P M L F I  
2,3 CAD II Stress T I W N Y L C A Y I ? ? V  
4,5 CAD III Stress S ? W N C F/L C L F V ? ? I/M  
Top: the reference protein positions are shown for Pto4CL1 (Hu et al. 2010), LpCOMT1 (Louie et al. 2010), 
PhCCR1 (Pan et al. 2014) and AtCAD5 (Bomati & Noel 2005); dev. = developmental. Putative residue posi-
tions are in parentheses, clade-specific residues are marked in bold, question marks indicate residues 
that are not conserved (<65%). 
Caffeic acid 3-O-methyltransferase (COMT) family 
Delineation of structural and functional clades 
Although COMT is one of the largest gene families in plants (Xu et al. 2009), 
only one lignin-associated gene has been identified to date in Arabidopsis, 
namely AtCOMT, belonging to dicot clade I (Raes et al. 2003; Vanholme et 
al. 2012) (Figure 5.3). As expected, monocot and dicot genes cluster in dif-
ferent clades, but for monocot COMT genes, a further distinction is ap-
parent: Pooideae (monocot group B) fall into three structural clades, 
whereas other grass species (monocot group A) all belong to structural 
clade 1 (Figure 5.3). For a delineation of functional clades, the 37 essential 
residues from alfalfa and ryegrass were considered (Zubieta et al. 2002; 
Louie et al. 2010). COMT methylates any meta-hydroxyl group on hy-
droxycinnamic acids, aldehydes and alcohols, using S-adenosyl-L-methio-
nine (SAM) as methyl group donor (Figure 5.1). The residues of the SAM 
binding and catalytic site are conserved across all clades, except in mem-
bers of monocot clade 3, where the SAM binding site is altered on 2 out 
of 14 positions (Suppl. Table 5.3). Protein crystal structures in complex with 
ferulic acid or 5-hydroxyconiferaldehyde (MsCOMT), or sinapaldehyde 
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(LpCOMT1) revealed a total of 17 essential residues in the substrate binding 
site (Table 5.1, Suppl. Table 5.3). In Pooideae (monocot group B), three 
functional clades can be delineated based on these 17 essential substrate 
binding sites (Figure 5.3). The substrate binding residues of monocot A 
clade 1 and monocot B clade 1 are identical, so these were merged into 
functional clade I (Figure 5.3). In Pooideae, the COMT family not only ex-
panded to form additional clades II and III, but also expanded within clade 
I. In clade I, two paralogs are present for each Pooideae species, except 
Brachypodium, while the other species only contain one paralog (Figure 
5.3). A COMT duplication event seems to have occurred in the common 
ancestor of barley (Hv) and wheat (Ta), and in the common ancestor of 
ryegrass (Lp) and fescue (Fa). 
 
Figure 5.3 - COMT phylogenetic ML tree based on full protein sequences; genes associated 
with developmental lignin are marked with a triangle, genes that do not bind any mono-
lignol precursor with a square; structural clades are marked with Arabic numers on branch 
nodes, functional clades are shown on the right hand side; in parentheses, the accession 
number is given: the ones in XX0G0000 format were retrieved from Plaza 2.5, the others 
from NCBI. 
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Lignin-associated COMT clades in monocots 
Functional clade I can be considered lignin-associated because it contains 
four lignin-associated COMT genes in both monocot species groups. These 
are ZmCOMT1 (Barrière & Argillier 1993; Joel Piquemal et al. 2002), SbCOMT1 
(Bout & Vermerris 2003), OsCOMT1 (Koshiba et al. 2013), and PvCOMT1 (Fu 
et al. 2011) for group A, and BdCOMT4 (Wu et al. 2013), LpCOMT1/2 (Tu et 
al. 2010), FaCOMT1/2 (Chen et al. 2004), and TaCOMT1/2 (Ma & Xu 2008) for 
group B. In most cases, two paralogs are present in the genome of each 
Pooideae species. LpCOMT1 and FaCOMT1 were targeted for RNA silencing 
(Chen et al. 2004, Tu et al. 2010), resulting in a decrease of lignin content. 
However, because of the high sequence identity with LpCOMT2 and 
FaCOMT2 respectively, it is unclear if these paralogs were simultaneously 
downregulated as well. A part of the wheat TaCOMT1 gene was even able 
to downregulate COMT activity in tobacco (Ma & Xu 2008). Although the 
specific role of each paralog was never tested individually, expression in 
stem was reported to be lower for TaCOMT2 and LpCOMT2 in comparison 
to TaCOMT1 and LpCOMT1, respectively, while in young blade tissues the 
opposite is observed (Heath et al. 1998; Bi et al. 2010). A role in stress lignin 
is improbable, as neither gene was upregulated by fungal infection in 
ryegrass and wheat (Bi et al. 2010; Heath et al. 1998). Thus, both paralogs 
seem to be active in the synthesis of developmental lignin and display 
organ-dependent expression patterns. For Pooideae COMT clades II and 
III, involvement in lignin biosynthesis is unlikely due to low enzyme effi-
ciencies as shown for Brachypodium paralogs (BdCOMT1, BdCOMT2, 
BdCOMT3), although only caffealdehyde and caffeic acid have been tested 
as substrate (Wu et al. 2013). LpCOMT5 and BdCOMT3 from clade III are not 
expressed in mature stem tissue, and LpCOMT5 expression is not induced 
by wounding or fungal infection either, making a role in monolignol bio-
synthesis unlikely (Heath et al. 1998; Wu et al. 2013). To conclude, only clade 
I is lignin-associated, whereas genes from clades II and III are unlikely to 
function in monolignol biosynthesis. 
L. perenne COMT genes 
We identified a total of five COMT genes in the genome of L. perenne. As 
is the case for most Pooideae, two COMT paralogs belong to clade I: 
LpCOMT1 and LpCOMT2. Transgenic ryegrass plants in which LpCOMT1 and 
LpCOMT2 were downregulated by double-stranded RNA interference, 
showed a lower lignin content and S/G ratio (Tu et al. 2010). Although the 
essential residues in the substrate binding domain do not suggest a dif-
ferent substrate specificity for LpCOMT1 and LpCOMT2, the dimerization 
residues differ (Suppl. Table 5.3), which might alter the structure of the 
active site (Yang et al. 2004). Clade II contains two novel L. perenne COMTs 
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(LpCOMT3 and LpCOMT4), with a low protein sequence similarity (75%) and 
a different gene structure (Suppl. Fig. 5.2). In clade III, one L. perenne gene 
(LpCOMT5) is present. None of the latter three genes are predicted to be 
involved in monolignol biosynthesis. LpCOMT1, LpCOMT2 and LpCOMT5 
were previously identified (Heath et al. 1998), but only the first two cluster 
within lignin-associated clade I. Further, LpCOMT1 and LpCOMT2 are both 
highly expressed in mature stem tissue, while LpCOMT5 is not (Heath et al. 
1998). 
Cinnamoyl CoA reductase (CCR) family 
Delineation of structural and functional clades 
CCR converts several hydroxycinnamoyl CoA esters to their hy-
droxycinnamic aldehydes, using NADPH as reducing power (Figure 5.1). A 
total of seven structural clades were identified among monocots, with L. 
perenne genes represented in each of them (Figure 5.4). The fourteen es-
sential residues of the substrate binding site, identified in LlCCR and 
PhCCR1 (Suppl. Table 5.4), were used for functional clade delineation, alt-
hough only five of these have been validated by mutagenesis (Sonawane 
et al. 2013). The NADPH binding residues were validated by crystallography 
(Pan et al. 2014). Based on this information, three monocot functional 
clades (Suppl. Table 5.4) were identified. The consensus of monocot clade 
II is most similar to the dicot consensus (Table 5.1, Suppl. Table 5.4). Mem-
bers of monocot clade I can be distinguished by the residue at position 
17, which is tyrosine (Y) rather than phenylalanine (F), while members of 
clade III can be distinguished at several putative substrate binding posi-
tions (124, 186 and 205).  
Lignin-associated CCR clades in monocots 
Monocot functional clade I can be considered lignin-associated, because 
it contains PvCCR1, ZmCCR1 and LpCCR1 (clade 1), which are all associated 
with developmental lignin (Escamilla-Treviño et al. 2010; Tu et al. 2010; 
Tamasloukht et al. 2011), and TaCCR1 (clade 2), which prefers feruloyl-CoA 
as substrate and is highly expressed in stem (Ma 2007). Tu et al. (2010) 
downregulated CCR activity by RNA interference employing a small frag-
ment of LpCCR1. It is unclear if this strategy has downregulated LpCCR2 
and LpCCR3, as the sequence identity with this fragment is quite low (70% 
and 60%, respectively). Structural clade 3 does not contain any character-
ized CCR to date, and it only contains genes of species that are already 
represented elsewhere in clade I. Therefore, they may not be involved in 
biosynthesis of developmental lignin, but given the uncertainty of the ex-
perimental evidence, we did not exclude them as target genes. Monocot 
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functional clade II is composed of three structural clades (4 to 6). Three 
of its members, TaCCR2, ZmCCR2 and PvCCR2 were previously character-
ized, and all are stress induced. TaCCR2 and PvCCR2 are upregulated in 
leaves after rust infection and ZmCCR2 is upregulated in roots after water 
stress (Fan et al. 2006; Ma 2007; Bi et al. 2010; Escamilla-Treviño et al. 2010). 
In the absence of stress, they are expressed in specific organs: ZmCCR2 
and TaCCR2 in root, and PvCCR2 and TaCCR2 in leaf (Bi et al. 2010; Esca-
milla-Treviño et al. 2010; Ma 2007; Tamasloukht et al. 2011). As both TaCCR2 
(clade 5) and PvCCR2 (clade 6) showed a similar enzymatic efficiency with 
feruloyl CoA, caffeoyl CoA, and p-coumaroyl CoA (Ma et al. 2005; Escamilla-
Treviño et al. 2010), it is probably best to consider both clades as part of 
the same functional clade. Clade III consists mainly of pairs of tandem 
duplicated genes in various species. In rice, an additional duplication 
event seems to have created four paralogs in a cluster of tandem repeats, 
and in close proximity a fifth gene, OsCCR7, which is the only character-
ized gene from this clade. It was shown that OsCCR7’s activity on feruloyl 
CoA increases after treatment with sphingolipid elicitor prepared from 
rice blast fungus (Kawasaki et al. 2006). So, as for clade II, genes from 
clade III are also likely to be involved in the biosynthesis of stress lignin, 
although the evidence is limited. 
L. perenne CCR genes 
Among all monocot species with a fully sequenced genome, only the L. 
perenne genome encodes CCR genes for each of the three structural 
clades of monocot functional clade I (Figure 5.4). The previously identified 
LpCCR1 gene from clade 1 (McInnes et al. 2002) has been shown to affect 
lignin content (Tu et al. 2010) and is structurally similar to ZmCCR1 (Suppl. 
Fig. 5.3). LpCCR2 from clade 2 is most closely related to LpCCR1 (85% pro-
tein sequence similarity), and was also previously described (Larsen 
2004a). However, LpCCR2 contains a signal peptide for chloroplast locali-
zation, which makes a role in lignin biosynthesis unlikely (Suppl. Table 5.8). 
Nonetheless, LpCCR2 is expressed in stem tissue (Larsen 2004a)). LpCCR3 
(clade 3) has not been reported before. Its implication in developmental 
lignin biosynthesis cannot be confirmed, as none of the clade 3 genes 
have been functionally characterized yet. For this gene, we predict a func-
tion in lignin biosynthesis based on the functional clade delineation. 
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Figure 5.4 - CCR phylogenetic ML tree based on full protein sequences; genes associated 
with developmental lignin are marked with a triangle, genes that are related to stress 
lignin are marked with a diamond. 
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We have identified a further 10 CCR paralogs in the L. perenne genome. 
LpCCR4-7 belong to clade II, LpCCR8 and LpCCR9 are in-paralogs from 
clade III, and in a separate cluster of clade III, we have identified LpCCR10a, 
b and c, which were located on the same scaffold of the draft genome 
sequence, and LpCCR11. These four are possibly part of a quadruplicate 
tandem repeat, similar to their rice orthologs. As none of the functional 
clade II and III members have been associated with developmental lignin, 
we conclude that only the genes from functional clade I represent good 
candidates for genetic studies according to available information. 
Cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase (CAD) family 
Delineation of structural and functional clades 
CAD converts hydroxycinnamic aldehydes to their alcohols, i.e., the final 
monolignols, requiring two Zn2+ ions and NADPH for proper functioning 
(Figure 5.1). Based on the kinetic parameters for CAD in Arabidopsis, only 
dicot functional clade I can be considered lignin-associated (Kim et al. 
2004). Arabidopsis enzymes from functional clade II show a strong pref-
erence for 2-methoxybenzaldehyde, and only some residual activity for p-
coumaraldehyde (Somssich et al. 1996). However, in Populus species, en-
zymes from dicot functional clade II also show some activity for sinapal-
dehyde (Li et al. 2001; J.P. Wang et al. 2014), and therefore this clade is 
often considered lignin-associated. In monocots, five structural clades 
matching one of these two dicot clades were identified (Figure 5.5). One 
monocot structural clade 1 clusters with dicot clade I and four monocot 
structural clades 2-5 cluster with dicot clade II. To delineate functional 
clades among monocot species, 37 essential residues were projected onto 
all related protein sequences (Suppl. Table 5.5). Youn et al. (2006) eluci-
dated the protein crystal structure for the lignin-associated Arabidopsis 
AtCAD5 gene (dicot clade I) to reveal 35 essential residues, and two addi-
tional ones were identified for poplar PtrSAD (dicot clade II), a CAD gene 
preferring sinapaldehyde as substrate (Bomati & Noel 2005). The Zn2+ bind-
ing domains are identical among all protein sequences included in this 
study, however, the NADPH binding site is slightly altered in members of 
monocot clades 2-3 (pos. 192), and 4-5 (pos. 192 and 340) (Suppl. Table 5.5). 
Eleven of thirteen substrate binding residues of AtCAD5 are identical to 
the consensus for monocot structural clade 1, which corresponds to func-
tional clade I (Table 5.1). All 37 amino acids are strictly conserved among 
all monocot clade I members, excluding LpCAD2. For the other four mon-
ocot structural clades, at least two substrate binding residues were not 
conserved (denoted by question marks in Table 5.1 and Suppl. Table 5.5). 
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For further delineation, we defined a functional clade as containing con-
served residues that are unique for that clade. Therefore, clades 2 and 3 
were merged into functional clade II, and clades 4 and 5 into functional 
clade III (Table 5.1). 
Lignin-associated CAD clades in monocots 
The monocot CAD genes proven to be involved in monolignol biosynthesis 
cluster in functional clade I: ZmCAD2, SbCAD2, OsCAD2, BdCAD1, PvCAD1/2 
and FaCAD1/2 (Halpin et al. 1998; Chen et al. 2003; Li et al. 2009; Sattler et 
al. 2009; Saathoff et al. 2011; Bouvier d’Yvoire et al. 2013). For switchgrass 
and fescue, both CAD1 and CAD2 were assumed to be silenced simultane-
ously (Chen et al. 2003; Saathoff et al. 2011). In switchgrass, PvCAD1 is dis-
tinctly higher expressed than PvCAD2 (Saathoff et al. 2010). Genes from 
monocot functional clade II have more prominent roles at particular 
stages of development, or in stress responses. For example, SbCAD8a was 
more highly expressed in seedlings than in mature plants (Saballos et al. 
2009), and LpCAD3 and LpCAD5 are upregulated after wounding (Lynch 
et al. 2002). In sorghum and Brachypodium it was shown that when the 
clade I gene (SbCAD2 or BdCAD1) is knocked down, a paralog (SbCAD8d or 
BdCAD4, respectively) from clade II is upregulated but is not able to re-
store the wild type phenotype completely (Sattler et al. 2009; Bouvier 
d’Yvoire et al. 2013), due to their lower enzymatic efficiency (Sattler et al. 
2009; Bukh et al. 2012). Nothing is known about genes from structural 
clade 3, which is also considered part of functional clade II, but most are 
part of tandem duplications, their neighbors belonging to structural clade 
2. For functional clade III, the only characterized gene is OsCAD7 from 
structural clade 5. An oscad7 mutant was found to contain less lignin in 
stem (Li et al. 2009), however, in a later study, OsCAD2 (clade I) was shown 
to be the major CAD gene responsible for monolignol biosynthesis in rice 
(Hirano et al. 2012). A stress related function of clade III members is plau-
sible due to their low expression levels (Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 
2007; Saballos et al. 2009; Saathoff et al. 2010; Bukh et al. 2012; Hirano et 
al. 2012), high sequence similarity to the defense-related gene AtCAD8 
(Somssich et al. 1996) and LpCAD5 being upregulated after wounding 
(Lynch et al. 2002). In conclusion, only functional clade I seems to be as-
sociated with developmental lignin in monocots, while genes from func-
tional clades II and III seem to be expressed under stress conditions only. 
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Figure 5.5 - CAD phylogenetic ML tree based on full protein sequences; genes associated 
with developmental lignin are marked with a triangle, genes that are related to stress 
lignin with a diamond, genes that do not bind monolignol precursors efficiently are 
marked with a square. 
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L. perenne CAD genes 
Two L. perenne genes were identified within the lignin-associated clade 
(functional clade I), but only LpCAD1 contains all the residues that are 
conserved within all known lignin-associated CAD genes (Suppl. Table 5.5, 
Suppl. Table 5.9). Also, the gene structure of LpCAD1 with 4 exons is similar 
to that of other lignin-associated CADs in monocots (Suppl. Fig. 5.4). Pre-
vious studies have shown that this gene is more highly expressed in root 
and stem than in blade and sheath, and that it uses both coniferaldehyde 
and sinapaldehyde as substrates (McAlister et al. 2001; Lynch et al. 2002). 
Therefore, LpCAD1 is a lignin-associated gene. LpCAD2 however, which has 
not been described previously, has a unique gene structure with a very 
large second intron (Suppl. Fig. 5.4). Its protein sequence is unique because 
it clusters as an orphan in close proximity to clade I (Figure 5.5), and it 
features a chloroplast signal peptide (Suppl. Table 5.5) and unique resi-
dues in the substrate binding sites and NADP binding site (Suppl. Table 
5.5). Because of these reasons, we consider LpCAD2 to be a pseudogene, 
i.e., a gene that has lost functionality. LpCAD3 and LpCAD4 belong to func-
tional clade II, and LpCAD5 and LpCAD6 belong to functional clade III. 
LpCAD4 and LpCAD6 are described here for the first time, LpCAD3 and 
LpCAD5 were previously found to be expressed in mature stem and are 
upregulated after wounding (Lynch et al. 2002). 
Scenarios for functional characterization of closely related 
paralogs 
In reverse genetics studies, the possibility for paralog-specific downregu-
lation depends on the length and specificity of the silencing inducing gene 
sequence. Sequence alignment of the closest paralogs of the four gene 
families shows that short stretches of sequence dissimilarity exist in the 
CDS regions of Lp4CL1/2 and LpCAD1/2 that may be sufficient for targeted 
downregulation of either paralog. This is not the case for the CDS regions 
of LpCCR1/2 and LpCOMT1/2 (Suppl. Fig. 5.5), so that the UTR may have to 
be targeted instead. LpCCR3 is quite distinct from LpCCR1 and LpCCR2 and 
could be specifically downregulated (Suppl. Fig. 5.5). Forward genetics 
studies exploit induced mutations or naturally occurring allelic diversity 
in specific genomic loci for association with phenotypic traits. Because 
allelic variants are paralog-specific, forward genetics provides a means to 
study paralogs independent of sequence homology.  
We re-analyzed previously published RNA-seq data of a discovery panel 
of 14 L. perenne genotypes (Ruttink et al. 2013) to identify naturally occur-
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ring allelic variation in the CDS region of the nine selected clade I candi-
date genes. All candidate genes had sufficient coverage and read depth in 
the CDS regions, except for LpCCR3, for which a minimum depth of 8 
reads per position was found for only 24% of the CDS length (Suppl. Table 
5.11). A total of 296 SNPs were discovered that occur in at least one out of 
14 genotypes. Of these, 186 SNPs (63%) are present in at least two geno-
types (Table 5.2). We can prioritize SNPs for genetic studies by assessing 
putative functional consequences of polymorphisms (Long et al. 2013). We 
first delineated regions within protein sequences that are highly con-
served across the orthologs of different monocot species within clade I 
of each gene family, in addition to the already known essential residues 
described above. We found that a total of 2229 out of 3616 aligned resi-
dues (62%) were classified as highly interspecifically conserved (Table 5.2). 
In total, we identified 83 non-synonymous SNPs, of which 18 alter an 
amino acid in interspecifically conserved regions. We did not identify any 
SNPs that alter essential residues or induce premature stop codons in any 
of the nine candidate genes.  
Table 5.2 - Number of conserved and essential amino acids, total SNPs, and non-synony-
mous SNPs in the coding sequence of clade I genes. Conservation was scored over all 
members of monocot clade I for each gene family, except for LpCAD1, where the outlying 
LpCAD2 gene was excluded from clade I. The number of SNPs represents the number found 
in at least one genotype of a discovery panel of 14 genotypes. SNPs found in at least two 
genotypes are given in parentheses. 
Gene / 
protein 
Total 
residues 
Conserved 
residues 
Essential 
residues 
Total 
SNPs 
SNPs alter-
ing amino 
acids 
SNPs altering 
conserved 
residues 
Lp4CL1 560 339 (61%) 21 62 (42) 16 (10) 3 (0) 
Lp4CL2 557 339 (61%) 21 65 (38) 16 (7) 2 (0) 
LpCOMT1 361 238 (66%) 37 27 (17) 9 (7) 4 (3) 
LpCOMT2 361 238 (66%) 37 17 (10) 9 (4) 3 (1) 
LpCCR1 363 196 (54%) 34 40 (18) 14 (5) 1 (0) 
LpCCR2 345 196 (57%) 34 17 (13) 8 (6) 4 (3) 
LpCCR3 344 196 (57%) 34 8 (5) 0 0 
LpCAD1 361 255 (71%) 37 38 (28) 3 (3) 0 
LpCAD2 361 232 (64%) 37 22 (15) 8 (5) 1 (0) 
sum 3613 2229 (62%) 295 296 (186) 83 (47) 18 (7) 
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Discussion 
Delineation of structural and functional clades 
In the present study, lignin-associated clades of four multigene families 
involved in monolignol biosynthesis (4CL, COMT, CCR, and CAD) have been 
delineated among monocot species. In a first step, the monocot structural 
clades that cluster with previously described lignin-associated dicot clades 
were selected. For each of these families, dicot genes with a specific func-
tion in monolignol biosynthesis cluster in clade I (Raes et al. 2003). For 
example, two bona fide 4CL clades are known to exist among dicots, but 
clade II is involved in flavonoid biosynthesis (Ehlting et al. 1999). So, alt-
hough 4CL is part of the general phenylpropanoid pathway, only members 
of clade I are dedicated to monolignol biosynthesis, suggesting that lignin 
content could be reduced without affecting flavonoid biosynthesis. For 
CAD, a second lignin-associated clade was reported to exist (clade II, or 
‘SAD’ clade), even though no functional evidence exists. Although PtCAD2 
from clade II is known to prefer sinapaldehyde, PtCAD1’s affinity for this 
substrate is still higher (J.P. Wang et al. 2014). Moreover, severe downregu-
lation of SAD in tobacco did not alter lignin content or composition 
(Barakate et al. 2011). More likely, clade II is involved in defense related 
benzaldehyde metabolism, as its member AtCAD8 showed high substrate 
affinities for 2- and 3-methoxybenzaldehyde (Somssich et al. 1996). These 
authors have suggested the general name “BAD” (benzaldehyde alcohol 
dehydrogenase) for this clade. 
Due to the large gene family expansion of these four gene families in 
monocot genomes, a further subtyping of monocot clades was required. 
Information on essential substrate binding residues was used to merge 
structural clades into functional clades. Here, we assumed that if the sub-
strate binding residues are conserved among a set of proteins, these 
would all bind the same substrate with similar affinity. In general, cofactor 
binding sites are universal among superfamilies, whereas substrate bind-
ing sites define the subclasses within the superfamilies (Knoll & Pleiss 
2008). However, for CAD and COMT, not all cofactor binding residues were 
conserved over all clades. This might indicate that the enzyme efficiency 
is altered, or that the residues are no longer essential for some clades, 
e.g., the loss might be compensated for by a residue at another position. 
These compensatory mutations may also exist between dicots and mon-
ocots, which would complicate the projection of essential residues, as 
these have mostly been elucidated in dicot species. Nevertheless, they were 
still highly conserved among monocot clade I genes as well, suggesting 
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that residues essential for substrate binding in a dicot species are essen-
tial for monocot species as well (Table 5.1). 
Functional clades associated with stress and developmen-
tal lignin 
For the four gene families, a large gene family expansion was noted 
among monocots compared to dicots, which was previously postulated 
to be an adaptation to stress factors (Xu et al. 2009). We were able to 
distinguish clades among the monocot CCR and CAD gene family based 
on their involvement in biosynthesis of either developmental (clade I) or 
stress lignin (clade II and III). Given that developmental CCR genes (mono-
cot clade I) prefer feruloyl CoA, while stress dependent CCR genes (mono-
cot specific clades II and III) show no clear preference for any cinnamoyl 
CoA, upregulation of clade II or III genes might increase the S and H con-
tent of lignin, thereby increasing the complexity of lignin composition, 
and making lignin more recalcitrant to disruption. Indeed, S-rich lignin 
accumulates in wheat blades after rust infection (Menden et al. 2007) and 
H-rich lignin has been associated with stress lignin in spruce (Lange et al. 
1995). CAD enzymes from monocot clade I are highly efficient with p-
coumaraldehyde, coniferaldehyde and sinapaldehyde as substrates (Chen 
et al. 2003; Ma 2010), so they will readily convert CCR’s product to the final 
H, G or S monolignols, respectively (Figure 5.1). For CAD genes from mon-
ocot clade II and III, which cluster with dicot clade II and III, the enzyme 
efficiency for sinapaldehyde or coniferaldehyde is quite low (Sattler et al. 
2009; Bukh et al. 2012). We suggest CAD clade II and III genes to be more 
active in benzaldehyde metabolism instead, which is also stress related, 
but not specific to monocots. 
For the upstream gene families 4CL and COMT, no stress lignin related 
clades have been identified. It thus seems that the stress response cascade 
only regulates genes later in the monolignol biosynthesis pathway. How-
ever, there are still other clades that cluster with the lignin-associated 
dicot clade, but do not seem to be involved in monolignol biosynthesis. 
For example, rice 4CL or Brachypodium COMT members display a low sub-
strate affinity for the expected monolignol precursors (Gui et al. 2011; Wu 
et al. 2013). Therefore, stress lignin formation does not seem to be the sole 
reason for the large gene family expansion among monocots. The essen-
tial residues are still highly conserved within these clades, suggesting they 
are still functional. What this function may be is unknown, but based on 
the fact that these clades only occur in monocots, it might be related to 
mechanisms unique to monocots, such as ferulic acid biosynthesis. 
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Assessment of functional redundancy among clades 
In monocots, only 4CL and COMT genes from clade I are involved in mon-
olignol biosynthesis. Likewise, for CCR and CAD, only clade I contains the 
genes associated with developmental lignin, although some clade II genes 
have also been implicated in lignin biosynthesis, and might therefore be 
functionally redundant. Indeed, CAD clade II genes were upregulated when 
clade I genes are knocked down (Sattler et al. 2009; Bouvier d’Yvoire et al. 
2013). However, the enzyme efficiency of the few CCR and CAD monocot 
clade II members that have been characterized, is often two to three or-
ders of magnitude lower than that of their clade I paralogs (Sattler et al. 
2009; Escamilla-Treviño et al. 2010; Bouvier d’Yvoire et al. 2013). Thus, the 
residual enzyme activity of CCR or CAD clade II members only affects lignin 
biosynthesis to a limited extent and they are not able to restore the wild 
type phenotype completely when clade I genes are knocked down. Be-
cause in monocots all rate-limiting paralogs associated with developmen-
tal lignin cluster in clade I for each of the four gene families, identifying 
paralogs within this functional clade should be sufficient for selecting 
targets to alter lignin content.  
Assessment of functional redundancy within clade I 
Not all genes within functional clade I are necessarily functionally redun-
dant. In Populus trichocarpa, three subunits of Pt4CL3 and one of Pt4CL5 
form a heterotetramer structure, making both paralogs crucial for proper 
functioning (Chen et al. 2014). Perhaps, in monocots, one or more units of 
a 4CL clade 1 member is required to form a complex with one or more 
units of its clade 2 paralog, in which case sufficient downregulation of 
clade 2 genes should also affect lignin content. This theory is in line with 
the observation that exactly one paralog is found in each structural clade 
of clade I for all studied genomes. In rice, downregulation of Os4CL3 (clade 
1) reduces lignin content (Gui et al. 2011), but this has not yet been tested 
for Os4CL4 (clade 2).  
Contrary to 4CL, the copy number of CCR clade I genes has not been con-
served across monocot species, which might indicate true functional re-
dundancy, provided that these genes are indeed functional. Peculiarly, 
downregulation of LpCCR1 was sufficient for altering lignin content in 
ryegrass (Tu et al. 2010), although two more paralogs exist within clade I. 
As far as known, CCR does not dimerize, and even if it were possible, het-
erodimerization would be facultative as this is not possible in maize (only 
1 copy). Possibly, LpCCR2 is not active in monolignol biosynthesis, as it 
contains a chloroplast localization signal (Suppl. Table 5.4). LpCCR3 might 
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also not be lignin-associated, as it belongs to clade 3, for which no func-
tional evidence is available. As an alternative explanation, the 144 bp 
LpCCR1 RNA fragment of Tu et al. (2010) could have silenced all develop-
mentally regulated LpCCR genes. 
In COMT clade I, exactly one gene is found for each monocot species ex-
cept for the Pooideae, which display a recent gene duplication. For exam-
ple, two in-paralogs exist for fescue, barley, wheat and ryegrass, but it is 
unclear if formation of heterodimers is necessary for gene function, or if 
they are functionally redundant, as no effort was made to specifically 
downregulate one of both genes. For example, both FaCOMT1 and 
FaCOMT2 were presumed to be downregulated in fescue using an 
FaCOMT1 cDNA-based silencing construct, indeed resulting in a decrease 
of lignin content (Chen et al. 2004). However, heterodimerization is un-
likely, as this would require a dimerization interface unique to Pooideae, 
while the protein sequences are very similar between Pooideae and other 
monocots. Moreover, expression of LpCOMT2 and TaCOMT2 is very low in 
stem tissues (Heath et al. 1998; Bi et al. 2010). Possibly, their expression is 
spatially regulated, because in ryegrass and wheat the expression levels 
for COMT1 are higher than for COMT2 in stem, and vice versa in blade 
(Heath et al. 1998; Bi et al. 2010). Still, COMT2 could be upregulated in stem 
when COMT1 is downregulated, and vice versa in blade, which would still 
make both paralogs, at least in part, functionally redundant. As both pa-
ralogs feature the same set of essential residues, their enzyme efficiencies 
are predicted to be similar. Oddly, Brachypodium does not contain a sec-
ond clade I gene, which is currently the only Pooideae species with a fully 
assembled genome sequence. One possible explanation is that the dupli-
cated gene, which appeared in the common ancestor of all Pooideae, was 
later lost in Brachypodium. Monocot species other than Pooideae, for 
which a full genome sequence is available (maize, sorghum and rice), have 
only one member in clade I. A mutation in SbCOMT1 or ZmCOMT1 has in-
deed led to incorporation of unusual 5-hydroxyguaiacyl units in lignin, as 
no other paralogs were able to efficiently synthesize sinapyl alcohol (Fig-
ure 5.1) (Vignols et al. 1995; Bout & Vermerris 2003).  
For CAD, one paralog is present within clade I for the four monocots with 
a fully sequenced genome (Brachypodium, maize, sorghum and rice). How-
ever, for switchgrass and fescue, two paralogs were found (Chen et al. 
2003; Saathoff et al. 2011). As the copy number is not conserved among 
species, obligate heterodimerization is unlikely for these genes. As a cDNA 
fragment of PvCAD2 was used to reduce CAD activity in switchgrass 
(Saathoff et al. 2011), this construct may have silenced both genes. Alt-
hough PvCAD1 is higher expressed than PvCAD2 in normal conditions 
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(Saathoff et al. 2010), both genes could still be functionally redundant be-
cause downregulation of one gene might result in upregulation of its pa-
ralog. If PvCAD2 is not as efficient as PvCAD1, the functional redundancy 
of both isozymes might still be limited. This could be shown, for example, 
when a pvcad1 loss-of-function mutant reduces general CAD activity. How-
ever, as the essential residues are identical for both genes, we predict their 
enzymatic efficiencies to be similar, and thus, both genes to be function-
ally redundant. 
Identification of L. perenne genes for genetic studies 
For the 4CL gene family, Lp4CL1 should be the main priority for further 
genetic studies as it belongs to the only clade with a gene proven to be 
associated with developmental lignin (clade I-1). Lp4CL2 is a secondary 
target, as it clusters in the same functional clade (clade I-2), indicating 
they are structurally differentiated, but share the same essential residues. 
As 4CL is likely to form a quaternary structure, such as a heterodimer, 
downregulation of either paralog should decrease lignin content. In asso-
ciation mapping, both genes can be considered in parallel as they could 
have additive or synergistic effects. For COMT, the two paralogs LpCOMT1 
and LpCOMT2 were identified within the lignin-associated COMT clade, as 
for most Pooideae. Even though LpCOMT1 is most active in stem and 
LpCOMT2 in blade (Heath et al. 1998), the less active paralog might still 
become important when the enzyme efficiency of the most active gene is 
decreased. Therefore, they should both be considered in genetic studies. 
For CCR, functional clade I members LpCCR1, LpCCR2 and LpCCR3 should 
be the primary goal for modifying lignin, particularly in stem tissue. Alt-
hough LpCCR2 contains a chloroplast localization peptide, which would 
make a role in monolignol biosynthesis unlikely, we did not use this as an 
argument for exclusion in further studies, as the sensitivity and specificity 
of chloroplast localization predictions is only about 70% (Horton et al. 
2007). As no enzymes from clade 3 (LpCCR3) have been characterized to 
date, its role in monolignol biosynthesis is only predicted based on the 
conservation of essential residues. Clade II members (LpCCR4-7) are mostly 
involved in the formation of stress lignin. No studies have reported up-
regulation of clade II CCR genes when clade I genes are downregulated. 
Furthermore, the enzyme efficiency of clade II members is quite low 
(Escamilla-Treviño et al. 2010), suggesting there is no functional redun-
dancy and clade II genes do not have to be considered for further genetic 
studies. However, some CCR clade II genes also seem to be expressed in 
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leaves and roots, independent of stress, and could potentially be candi-
dates if there is particular interest for the tissues where they are ex-
pressed. 
LpCAD1 is the only candidate gene for the CAD gene family. Expression of 
CAD clade II members (LpCAD3-4) is increased when clade I members are 
downregulated, but they do not seem to be able to completely comple-
ment the brown midrib mutant phenotype in maize and sorghum (Sattler 
et al. 2009; Bouvier d’Yvoire et al. 2013). So, CAD clade II members can be 
ignored for improving lignin content. LpCAD2 is considered a pseudogene 
as it clusters outside clade I, features a chloroplast signal peptide, and has 
some substituted substrate binding residues that should be strictly con-
served. 
Further studies to characterize paralog function 
Transgenic silencing does not necessarily silence a single gene in pairs of 
closely related paralogs. In order to identify the function of a specific 
paralog, cross-reaction of any silencing mediating sequence should be 
avoided. Therefore, we have assessed the nucleotide sequence conserva-
tion among paralogs within each functional clade (Suppl. Fig. 5.5). For 
Lp4CL1/2 and LpCAD1/2, regions of low sequence similarity were identified 
within the CDS region. In contrast, for LpCOMT1/2 and LpCCR1/2, the de-
lineation of a paralog-specific sequence within the CDS is more challeng-
ing, and the UTR should probably be targeted to discriminate between 
paralogs. However, for PCR-based methods, such stretches of low se-
quence similarity are not a requirement. Although LpCCR1 and LpCCR2 are 
highly similar (Suppl. Table 5.8, Suppl. Fig. 5.5), cross-hybridization of KASP 
primers across both paralogs could be avoided, because a high specificity 
at the 3’-end of a primer is required for successful elongation and the 
common KASP primer can be ‘anchored’ to a small paralog specific region 
by custom design. This demonstrates that also paralog specific qPCR 
methods can be developed to monitor the transcript expression levels of 
the various paralogs. 
Alternatively, the functions of paralogs can be studied independently by 
exploiting allelic diversity in forward genetics studies, which could be nat-
urally occurring or induced by mutagenesis. As a first step, we have iden-
tified SNPs within the coding region of genes that are predicted to be 
involved in the biosynthesis of developmental lignin in a discovery panel 
of 14 genotypes, and assessed their possible functional consequence. 83 
of the 296 identified SNPs were non-synonymous and could therefore af-
fect protein function. Indeed, 18 out of 83 non-synonymous SNPs alter 
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residues that are conserved across all orthologs of different monocot 
species within clade I of each gene family, indicating that these positions 
are also highly conserved intraspecifically. None of the identified SNPs 
affected residues classified as essential for enzymatic function. Although 
a discovery panel of 14 genotypes is too limited to generate a comprehen-
sive overview of the genetic variation within these candidate genes, this 
analysis can be expanded using (NGS) resequencing data. Most im-
portantly, targeted resequencing has previously been shown to be effec-
tive to identify rare defective alleles, such as premature stop codons or 
essential residue alterations, in wild accessions and breeding populations 
(Marroni et al. 2011). Genotypes carrying such rare defective alleles may 
subsequently be used to functionally analyze paralogs, as demonstrated 
for HCT in poplar (B. Vanholme et al. 2013). In addition, the complete ge-
netic diversity repertoire can be identified by targeted resequencing of a 
panel of candidate genes across a large population by pooled probe cap-
ture enrichment combined with NGS sequencing (Rohland & Reich 2012), 
and SNPs altering conserved residues could be prioritized to detect causal 
variants by association mapping (Long et al. 2013). 
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 6 
Genetic Dissection of Cell Wall 
Digestibility of Perennial 
Ryegrass 
 
Knowledge on the genetic components affecting cell wall digestibility (NDFD) and 
lignin content (KL') can be incorporated in perennial ryegrass breeding schemes 
to improve selection efficiency. In this study, multi-year models are employed to 
incorporate association of two-year data, and multi-organ models are considered 
to reveal whether a common genetic ground exists for the variation in blade and 
stem NDFD or KL'. Genomic prediction based on 169,225 polymorphisms in 514 
genes revealed that NDFD is better predictable than KL' among 600 diverse gen-
otypes, while the predictability is similar comparing organs. For association map-
ping, we follow a candidate-gene approach, which allows for leveraging markers 
based on the prior knowledge of gene functionality, warranting direct effects. 
The candidate gene set comprises 127 genes that could directly affect cell wall 
digestibility, considering the functionality of entire gene families. However, also 
the functionality of orthologs within gene family subclades was considered for 
prioritizing genes, and the functionality of polymorphisms within a gene was 
considered for prioritizing markers. This approach allows for a more informed 
selection of markers to improve the rate of true discoveries and to maximize 
validation success. Our results show that large effects are mainly found for rare 
alleles. A set of 18 SNPs was selected for their large effects in single-locus models 
and their conditional effects were determined, further improving the effect esti-
mates. In particular, two markers were prioritized for their large beneficial minor 
allele effect and amino-acid changing functionality, and are located in 
LpHCALDH1 and LpCAD1. Further, markers in LpHCALDH11, LpWRKY5, LpC4H3 and 
LpLAC1 have been selected for validation..   
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Introduction 
Cell wall digestibility (CWD) has been rarely considered in perennial 
ryegrass breeding programs but, as demonstrated in Chapter 4, a large 
potential exists to improve this trait in elite breeding material by adding 
it as phenotypic selection criterion. However, as many genes are expected 
to control this complex trait (Shi et al. 2007), the efficiency of phenotypic 
selection to fix a high cell wall digestibility in a variety, or to introgress it 
stably in an elite variety with other beneficial traits such as high yield and 
rust resistance is expected to be low. Genomic selection (GS), marker as-
sisted selection (MAS) and genome editing are complementary strategies 
and will accelerate the genetic gains in cell wall digestibility. To this pur-
pose, it is necessary to dissect the genetic control of the trait by associa-
tion mapping (AM) or genomic prediction (GP) (Meuwissen et al. 2001; Zhu 
et al. 2008). 
The genetic dissection we present here is based on an association between 
genetic polymorphisms and relevant traits in a population of ca. 600 dip-
loid genotypes of L. perenne. Half of the genotypes are of wild origin 
(from natural meadows), where the extent of LD is expected to be low, 
while the other half is breeding material, where the extent of LD is ex-
pected to be higher. Cell wall digestibility (NDFD) is a highly complex trait 
and can phenotypically be dissected in several measurable subtraits 
(Chapter 4). Here, lignin content (KL or TL) was shown to be the most 
important predictor, however, we do anticipate etherified ferulates 
(ethFA) to play an important role in cell wall digestibility as well, in addi-
tion to or even superseding lignin content, as they determine the degree 
of cross-linking (Chapter 3). Monolignol biosynthesis genes and lignin 
polymerization genes may even have a larger effect on ethFA concentra-
tion than on lignin content, as the degree of cross-linking may depend on 
the influx rate of monolignols. As ethFA were not determined, we still 
consider NDFD as a trait for association mapping. As we could not prove 
a large conditional effect of hemicellulose content, cellulose content or 
lignin composition on NDFD (Chapter 4), these subtraits are not consid-
ered here. 
In this association mapping study, 'multi-environment' mixed models are 
used to effectively take into account 2-year data. We are not interested in 
associations that are different between years, as the aim is to apply mark-
ers in future years. On the other hand, associations that are different 
between traits (KL' and NDFD) or organs (blade and stem) are of interest, 
so the models are fit separately for each trait and organ. Nevertheless, as 
some genes may commonly affect KL’ or NDFD in both blade and stem, 
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also an association model is built where both organs are considered sim-
ultaneously. To gain statistical power, nuisance due to maturity effects 
has been limited by harvesting at a fixed phenological stage (heading) and 
correcting for harvest date effects (Chapter 4). This way, indirect associa-
tions of lignin genes with other heading-date related traits are avoided. 
To further avoid indirect associations, we also rely on the prior infor-
mation of gene functions, which have mainly been elucidated for 
orthologs  in other species. This is the main reason why our strategy of 
choice was to work with genes that have a (phylogenetically predicted) 
function relevant to our trait of interest, rather than with random ge-
nome-wide markers. The prior information on gene functionality not only 
makes the associations more reliable, the genotyping of such a subset is 
also more cost-efficient as associations are more likely to be found within 
these genes. Conversely, a genome-wide association study would be less 
cost-efficient here, as this would require about a million independent 
markers due to the large genome size of L. perenne and the low extent 
of LD expected in such a diverse population (Hayes et al. 2013).  
The selection of genes is based on their putative involvement in lignin and 
ferulic acid biosynthesis or cross-linking. The map of enzymes that could 
affect ferulate and lignin content is quite complex (Vanholme et al. 2012), 
however, only the pathways with the most direct effect are considered 
here. Eight enzyme families are part of the phenylpropanoid pathway, 
which is involved in the biosynthesis of ferulic acid and precursors of 
monolignols among other compounds (Chapter 5). F5H and COMT are 
mainly involved in monolignol biosynthesis, while PAL, C3H, C4H, 4CL, HCT 
and CCoaOMT may have wider effects, such as biosynthesis of flavonoids. 
Two enzyme families (CCR, CAD) are specifically involved in monolignol 
biosynthesis. CAD activity has been mainly attributed to a single gene fam-
ily where the enzyme acts in a dimeric state ("CAD2"), but a separate gene 
family where the enzyme acts in a monomeric state ("CAD1") also has such 
activity (Damiani et al. 2005) and is included in the gene set as well. The 
oxidation of monolignols is catalyzed by lignin-specific peroxidases (POX) 
(de Obeso et al. 2003; Guillet-Claude et al. 2004) and laccases (LAC) 
(Gavnholt et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2015). Although both enzyme families 
are necessary for lignin polymerization, it is currently unclear what their 
specific roles are (Zhao et al. 2013). Ferulic acids cross-link lignin to glucu-
ronoarabinoxylans (GAX), the main type of hemicellulose in monocots. Alt-
hough ferulic acid can be produced by the methylation of caffeic acid, as 
catalyzed by COMT or CCoAOMT (Chapter 5), the main route is considered 
to be the oxidation of coniferaldehyde, catalyzed by HCALDH (Nair et al. 
2004). Further, ferulic acid transferase (FAT) is responsible for catalyzing 
the ester linkage between ferulic acid (FA) and GAX (Molinari et al. 2013).  
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As cell wall composition is cell type-dependent, there are molecular mech-
anisms that coordinate the expression of genes involved in cellulose, hem-
icellulose and lignin biosynthesis. Specific transcription factors containing 
the NAC (SWNs) or MYB (MYBs) domain act as master switches in regulating 
secondary wall biosynthesis (Zhong & Ye 2007; Pimrote 2012). These path-
ways are not fully understood and have mostly been studied in Arabidop-
sis, although some studies have been performed in monocots as well, 
where the role of these Arabidopsis genes was confirmed (Valdivia et al. 
2013; Yoshida et al. 2013). Several KNAT genes inhibit secondary wall for-
mation and are under control of NAC genes (Mele et al. 2003; Zhong et al. 
2008; Li et al. 2012; Townsley et al. 2013). AtOFP4 interacts with AtKNAT7 
and enhances its inhibitory effect (Pimrote 2012). Different WRKY gene 
family members have opposite effects on cellulose deposition and lignifi-
cation: AtWRKY12 has an inhibiting effect, while AtWRKY13 has an enhanc-
ing effect (Wang et al. 2010; Li et al. 2015). AtSHN2 negatively regulates 
SWNs and lignin-regulating MYBs (AtMYB58, AtMYB63), and positively regu-
lates cellulose-regulating MYBs (AtMYB20/43) (Ambavaram et al. 2011; 
Marques et al. 2011). Finally, CORONA, a class III HDZIP, has an effect on 
lignification of xylem and phloem fibers during secondary growth in pop-
lar (Du et al. 2011).  
To obtain polymorphisms, a set of 514 genes was sequenced in ca. 600 
phenotyped genotypes by target-enriched sequencing (Ruttink et al. 2015). 
These genes were selected for their role in plant growth and development, 
including cell wall biogenesis, and was based on a literature study and 
phylogenetic tree construction. Discovering polymorphisms in the entire 
AM population, rather than in a discovery panel with limited number of 
genotypes, allows identification of rare alleles, which often have a larger 
effect. Out of these 514 genes, we focus on 127 genes from the 22 candidate 
gene families described above. As lignin and ferulate limit cell wall digest-
ibility directly, associations for these 127 genes are more likely to be direct. 
Selection of more upstream genes that affect lignin or ferulate content in 
an indirect way are preferably avoided. For example, a certain variant 
could decrease the fraction of lignin-rich  tissues, not only leading to a 
reduced lignin content but also affecting unmeasured traits. As the latter 
could have unexpected and unwanted effects, we do not prioritize such 
upstream genes for validation. Nevertheless, if their strength of associa-
tion is extremely high, they would still make good candidates for valida-
tion. Validation here would not only require confirming their association 
in new material, but also assessing their effect on other traits (based on 
what is known about the gene). Ideally, the associated genes are both 
strongly associated and known to be involved in lignin or ferulate biosyn-
thesis without affecting other agronomically relevant traits. 
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In L. perenne, efforts to dissect digestibility genetically have been limited. 
In the only reverse genetics study to date, downregulation of LpCCR1 and 
LpCOMT1 by RNAi had a  negative effect on lignin content (Tu et al. 2010). 
In a QTL study with 183 genotypes, a single gene region in proximity to 
LpCOMT1, LpCCR1 and LpCAD1 has been associated with DMD at spring 
heading (Cogan et al. 2005), but harvest date effects were not taken into 
account. In an AM study, Lp4CL1 and LpCCR1 have been associated with 
DMD, but this was based on data of one single-year, and 220 genotypes 
harvested on a single day, without taking developmental stage effects into 
account. To date, no studies in L. perenne have considered NDFD or KL 
(TL) as trait for AM. In maize, association between NDFD and the lignin 
genes ZmPOX3 (involved in lignin polymerization) and ZmCCoAOMT2 (in-
volved in monolignol biosynthesis) was demonstrated. Further, 102 genes 
have been identified to be differentially expressed between low and high 
digestible recombinant inbred lines of maize (Shi et al. 2007). In poplar, 
not only lignin genes (C4H, CCR, HCT), but also cellulose (CesA), xylose 
(AUD) and sucrose (SUSY) genes have been associated with wood TL con-
tent (Wegrzyn et al. 2010; Porth et al. 2013). 
The objective of this study is to find a limited set of genes and markers 
that are most likely to directly affect lignin content (KL') and cell wall 
digestibility (NDFD) in L. perenne. To minimize false positive associations, 
the marker-trait model takes population structure and kinship into ac-
count (Yu et al. 2006), which is determined using all high-quality genetic 
data. Next, we assess the extent to which our traits of interest can be 
predicted using all polymorphisms, comparing (1) predictive power of dif-
ferent gene sets and (2) the predictability of these traits. Similarly, we de-
termine whether the variation in NDFD that is not explained by KL has a 
genetic basis. Genes are further prioritized based on how reliable their 
putative function is and how many traits they are associated with. An 
alternative prioritization is based on the functional effects of associated 
polymorphisms (QTNs or quantitative trait nucleotides) within these 
genes. Also the translational consequences are considered, i.e., whether 
the polymorphism is amino-acid changing. 
Material and methods 
Calling polymorphisms in candidate genes 
A total of 514 gene sequences were obtained from the draft genome of L. 
perenne. They belong to 177 gene families, as defined by the comparative 
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genomics platform PLAZA 2.5 (Van Bel et al. 2012). Gene models were gen-
erated using CLCbio and MAKER, and manually curated as described in 
Chapter 5. A total of 735 genotypes were considered, from which 600 were 
phenotyped for cell wall digestibility characters, also referred to as the 
'AM population' (Chapter 4). For each genotype, an indexed shotgun li-
brary was created, so that 96 libraries could be pooled and enriched for 
these genes using the SureSelect target enrichment (as described in 
Ruttink et al., 2015). Each of eight enriched pools was then sequenced on 
a HiSeq2000 lane, using 91 bp paired-end sequencing. Quality-filtered 
reads were mapped onto the draft genome sequence and SNPs and indels 
were called using GATK’s HaplotypeCaller, considering all 735 genotypes 
(more details in Ruttink et al., 2015). 
For association mapping and genomic prediction, missing genotype calls 
were imputed by fastPHASE 1.2 for each scaffold separately (Scheet & 
Stephens 2006). Population structure was taken into account by allocat-
ing each genotype to one of four subpopulations (see further). As impu-
tation should rely on high-quality data, all bi-allelic genotype calls were 
filtered beforehand on a quality score of GQ30 and minimum depth of 6 
reads. As imputation should also be based on sufficient data, only SNPs 
called in at least 200 genotypes (25% of all genotypes) and indels in at 
least 625 genotypes (85%) were retained, with both SNP and indel having 
a minor allele count of 5 or more. As GATK has trouble calling indel length 
polymorphisms and indels are more likely to be polyallelic in general, a 
higher call rate threshold was set for this type of variant. A total of 163,652 
SNPs and 5573 indels were retained for imputation, association mapping 
and genomic prediction. 
Determining population structure and kinship 
The population structure was determined twice using fastSTRUCTURE 1.0: 
(1) over all 735 genotyped genotypes to classify them for imputation, and 
(2) over all 600 phenotyped genotypes to correct for population structure 
in association mapping (Q). The simple prior was used, which assumes 
that the prior mean allele frequency per locus is the same for all subpop-
ulations. Only non-imputed genotype calls were considered for structure 
determination. As imputation is more reliable when it is based on more 
genotypes, all 735 genotypes were used and thus, population structure 
had to be determined over all genotypes as well. This resulted in five sub-
populations. However, as the fifth subpopulation contained only 2 geno-
types, which showed no admixture with any of the other subpopulations, 
these genotypes were discarded. The other four subpopulations did show 
signs of admixture, but each genotype was still assigned to one of four 
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subpopulations by at least 50%. Due to the limitations of fastSTRUCTURE, 
the genotype had to be entirely allocated to this subpopulation for impu-
tation. 
As genotypic values (BLUPs) for NDFD and KL’ are only known for 600 
genotypes (determined in Chapter 4), the population structure (Q) used 
for association mapping was also determined using this subset of geno-
types. Again, the optimal number of subpopulations was four. The im-
puted polymorphisms were recoded to represent additive minor allele ef-
fects, i.e., 0 for the homozygote common allele, 1 for the heterozygote 
class and 2 for the homozygote minor allele. The additive relationship 
matrix or kinship (K) was determined on this set of polymorphisms using 
A.mat from the R package rrBLUP (Endelman 2011), with additional MAF 
filtering at 1%. To avoid proximal contamination in the association model, 
the scaffold for which polymorphisms are being tested, was excluded for 
calculating the kinship matrix (Lippert 2013). AM was conducted using the 
rrBLUP package and was restarted for every scaffold, using this comple-
mentary kinship matrix (K). Using the entire kinship would overcorrect 
SNP effects. 
Genomic prediction 
Genomic prediction was used to assess the extent to which all polymor-
phisms combined are able to predict KL' or NDFD for blade, stem or both 
organs. The entire set of genes and two subsets of genes were used for 
predictions, namely those putatively involved in cell wall digestibility 
('CWD gene set') and those putatively involved in general growth and de-
velopment ('complementary gene set'). The R package rrBLUP was used to 
predict genotypic values with a leave-one-out cross-validation, meaning 
that each trait value was predicted based on a model of the other phe-
notyped genotypes. The accuracy was determined as the Pearson corre-
lation between the predicted values (GEBVs) and observed phenotypic val-
ues (BLUPs). Observed values were harvest date-corrected, whereupon 
genotypic values (BLUPs) for each trait were calculated by modeling gen-
otype, block, year and if applicable organ as random intercept (described 
in Chapter 4). For genomic predictions, the Gaussian kernel was applied, 
as this also models epistatic effects, contrary to the additive mixed model 
(Endelman 2011). For this, we used the harvest date-corrected BLUPs that 
were modeled for each year and organ separately, in Chapter 4 (i.e., the 
model only includes a random intercept for genotype and block). Year, 
and if applicable organ, were added to the Gaussian kernel model as fixed 
effects. For calculating kinship-based heritabilities (Vg/(Vg+Ve)), the same 
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model was built without cross-validation, to decompose the variance in 
trait values explained by the kinship matrix (Vg) and residual effects (Ve). 
Single-locus association mapping 
The R package rrBLUP was used to associate between a single SNP and a 
single trait, with inclusion of Q and K. Year was always added as covariate, 
so only when there is sufficient evidence of an association with the trait 
in both years, the marker will be genome-wide significant. Organs were 
considered in separate models (one for blade, one for stem), but also in a 
single model by adding 'organ' as covariate. Only if there is sufficient evi-
dence for a variant effect in both organs, the latter model will give a 
significant marker-trait association. To correct for multiple testing, the 
'genome-wide' significance threshold was set at -log(p)>3.4, based on a 
pFDR of 50% over all traits and organs. The positive false discovery rate 
(pFDR) is the expected proportion of false positives among all significant 
SNPs (Storey & Tibshirani 2003).  If all SNPs would truly have no effect 
(true nulls), the distribution of p-values would be uniform and any signif-
icant SNP effect would be false. Out of those significant, 100% are thus 
discovered falsely, i.e., the false discovery rate. If a few SNPs do have an 
effect, the distribution of p-values will no longer be uniform, with the true 
effects more likely to have a lower p-value (more significant). Based on 
the high p-values, the uniform null distribution can be recovered, from 
which the number of true effects can be estimated. To obtain a pFDR of 
50%, the significance level should be altered, but this also changes the 
number of discoveries. To solve this problem, a step-up procedure is used 
where sorted p-values are evaluated one by one (starting with the high-
est). For comparison, the pFDR was also calculated for each trait and 
organ separately. The percentage of genome-wide significant associations 
was then compared between 6 categories of genes (2 categories belonging 
to the CWD subset and 4 to the complementary subset, see Figure 6.3). 
In order to identify the best genes for MAS, only the genes a priori known 
to be involved in lignin or ferulate biosynthesis were considered further. 
They were prioritized based on the number of traits and organs that a 
variant was associated with. Next, for each associated variant, the signif-
icant effect sizes were summarized for each trait (KL' and NDFD) and each 
organ (blade, stem and both). Out of these, the genes with a polymor-
phism that has a minimum effect of 0.2 units on KL' or 0.5 units on NDFD 
and with a minor allele frequency of at least 1% were prioritized. If possi-
ble, selection of QTNs was refined for the high-priority genes, based on 
its possible effect on gene function or activity. To this purpose, Manhattan 
plots with LD, gene models and amino acid changes were considered. 
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Multi-locus association mapping and prediction 
Eighteen polymorphisms were selected based on the results of the single-
locus models, and were used to build a multi-locus model that predicts 
KL' or NDFD. The year- and organ-specific BLUP values (harvest date-cor-
rected) were used as response variable. "Year", and if applicable "organ", 
were included as fixed effects, along with the population structure. A new 
complementary kinship matrix was also taken into account and was cal-
culated using A.mat, based on all polymorphisms except those of the 
genes that contain the selected markers. The conditional effect sizes can 
be used to infer the effect of increasing the minor allele frequency of a 
marker from rare (ca. 0%) to 50%. As the polymorphisms are coded to 
show additive minor allele effects, the effect sizes represent the difference 
in mean trait value between the heterozygote class and one of both ho-
mozygote classes, which is considered equivalent to the difference be-
tween a 0% and 50% minor allele frequency in a population if the allele 
effect is indeed semi-dominant. Doubling the effect sizes therefore gives 
the difference between a 0% and 100% minor allele frequency (minor in 
the current AM population). However, we could not prove dominant or 
recessive effects because there are insufficient cases for the rare genotype 
class. Because of this, potential gains will tend to be overestimated, be-
cause the predicted effect of dominant rare alleles would be overesti-
mated (you can’t multiply their effect by two), whereas a recessive rare 
allele effect would never have been detected in the first place. Using the 
estimated combined effect of the 18 markers, trait values were predicted 
and correlated with the observed values.  
Results 
Genetic population structure in the AM population 
Using all 169,225 high-quality SNPs and indels, four major subpopulations 
were discovered among 600 genotypes by FastSTRUCTURE. Subpopula-
tion "Warm" (n=100) mainly contains genotypes adapted to warmer cli-
mates (New Zealand, Southern Europe), while subpopulation "Cold" (n=375) 
mainly contains genotypes originating from cooler regions in Northern 
and Western Europe. The name for the “Warm” and “Cold” subpopulation 
is mainly based on the origin of wild accessions (Figure 6.1), however, also 
the New Zealand breeding material was considered, as it is known to be 
adapted to growth in mild winters. Both subpopulations also contain 
breeding material of unknown origin. The subpopulation "Aber" (n=94) 
contains material derived from the high-sugar varieties Aberavon, 
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Aberzest and Aberdart, all bred at IBERS. The QTL subpopulation is the 
smallest one (n = 31), and contains both parents and 29 offspring of a 
larger mapping population “LpOA” (Studer et al. 2010). 
 
Figure 6.1 - Points: FastSTRUCTURE's allocation of wild accessions to the Warm (red) and 
Cold (blue) subpopulations. In purple, the accessions with genotypes allocated to both 
subpopulations are shown. The geographical heatmap shows the maximum temperature 
in June averaged over the period 1990-2015 (source NOAA). The border between both 
subpopulations is situated at about 29°C.  
Subpopulation “Warm” heads significantly earlier than subpopulation 
“Cold” under common-garden conditions, with a mean difference of 10.5 
days considering both years (95% C.I. 9.2 to 11.8). Only considering wild 
accessions, the common-garden heading date increases with 2.7 days per 
degree of latitude further from the equator on average (95% C.I. 2.5 to 
2.9). Thus, with a range of 16 degrees latitude, a heading date difference 
of 43 days exists between material originating from Southern and North-
ern Europe. This can be considered a genetic adaptation to environmental 
differences. It has been long known that grasses are intrinsically heading 
earlier (and growing and developing faster) in warmer regions, so their 
life cycle is completed before heat and drought can hinder seed filling 
(Cooper 1952; Goldringer et al. 2006). The geographic border separating 
29°C 
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both subpopulations is not sharply defined, but a gradual transition is 
seen in southern France (Figure 6.1). 
 
Figure 6.2 - Top: for each subpopulation, the mean median-centered harvest date (days 
from median heading date per year) calculated over BLUPs. Middle: for each subpopula-
tion, mean blade and stem NDFD (g/100 g NDF). Bottom: the NDFD values were also cor-
rected for harvest date effects. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals, the letters are 
homogeneous groups corrected for multiple testing by the Tukey HSD method for each 
subset (i.e., only the 4 subpopulations are compared pairwise). The corresponding means 
and differences in means can be found in Suppl. Table 6.2 and Suppl. Table 6.3. 
As blade and stem NDFD are lower at heading when plants head later 
(Chapter 4), genotypes from subpopulation Warm (which head earlier) 
have a significantly higher NDFD at heading, particularly in blade (Figure 
6.2). After HD correction, the differences between subpopulations are re-
duced, to such extent that NDFD of the Warm and Cold subpopulations 
could no longer be distinguished for either blade or stem (Figure 6.2). This 
suggests that NDFD is not an adaptive trait in our population. A principal 
component analysis considering variation in HD-corrected NDFD and KL' 
of both organs did not show clusters for any of the subpopulations either 
(Suppl. Fig. 6.1). Nevertheless, testing for a difference in NDFD between 
subpopulations by ANOVA, did show a significant subpopulation effect 
(p<0.001 for blade and p=0.003 for stem). As these differences could 
slightly confound associations, we corrected for population structure (Q) 
in all association models. 
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NDFD and KL’ can be predicted to a large extent by the set 
of markers used 
To determine the extent to which polymorphisms in all genes investigated 
are able to predict our traits of interest, genomic prediction was per-
formed, i.e., using all polymorphisms whether they have a significant ef-
fect or not. A leave-one-out cross-validation strategy was applied to ob-
tain unbiased predictions. The traits considered are the organ-specific KL' 
and NDFD (harvest date corrected), which have been assessed for two 
years. 
The Pearson correlation between the observed (BLUPs) and predicted val-
ues (GEBVs) is 31% (blade) and 35% (stem) for KL', and 40% (blade) and 
36% (stem) for NDFD (Table 6.1). Thus, in blade, the gene set is better able 
to predict NDFD than KL', which may be related to the higher heritability 
of this trait (Chapter 4). Further, the variation in blade and stem seem to 
have a common genetic basis, as the predictabilities even improve for 
NDFD (42%) when both organs are considered simultaneously (Table 6.1). 
For the latter, both organs were fit in a single model, whose result could 
also be interpreted as the effect on total-plant values if both organs make 
an equal contribution (i.e., independent from blade/stem ratios and NDF 
content). 
When the gene set is limited to the 127 CWD genes (lignin, ferulate, and 
CWD transcription factors), the predictabilities are only slightly reduced 
(Table 6.1). However, similar results were obtained when the complemen-
tary gene set was considered (all but CWD genes). Therefore, the genomic 
prediction does not seem to be affected much by specific SNPs. This is 
probably because a few random genes are already sufficient to determine 
the relatedness between genotypes, so predictions are mainly based on 
the trait value of the most related genotypes in the training set rather 
than on SNP effects. Therefore, genomic prediction is more relevant to 
compare traits rather than gene sets in our case. 
An interesting feature of the mixed model is that it assigns part of the 
trait variation to the additive relatedness among genotypes (Vg), from 
which narrow-sense heritabilities can be estimated. If trait values are 
more similar for more related genotypes, this heritability will be larger. 
The estimates of kinship-based heritabilities (Vg/(Vg+Ve)) are 39% (blade) 
and 60% (stem) for KL', and 50% and 53% for NDFD. Thus, roughly 50% 
of the variation in trait values can be explained by additive familial relat-
edness, and the other 50% mainly by dominant and epistatic effects. Im-
portantly, as both years are considered simultaneously, the environmental 
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variation is already averaged out to a large extent. The broad-sense her-
itabilities, which are mainly affected by environmental effects, are also 
roughly 50% (Chapter 4). The narrow-sense heritabilities can thus be esti-
mated to be roughly 25%. When both organs are combined, the kinship-
based heritabilities are remarkably low, i.e., 16% for KL' and 8% for NDFD. 
This indicates that there is a limited number of genes that explain the 
variation in both organs. 
When subpopulations are considered separately, predictabilities become 
even better in the two medium-sized subpopulations (Warm and Aber), 
often surpassing 50% (Table 6.1). Possibly, the Cold subpopulation is too 
diverse in origin (Suppl. Fig. 6.2), so closely related genotypes are rare in 
the cross-validation prediction model and LD decays rapidly (Suppl. Table 
6.6). On the other hand, the diversity in trait values may be too limited in 
the QTL subpopulation (Table 6.6), so predictabilities are low. The Aber 
breeding material is highly related, as these varieties originate from the 
same breeding pool, whereas trait diversity is still sufficiently large to ob-
tain good predictabilities. The same can be noted for subpopulation 
Warm, which contains more breeding than wild material. 
Table 6.1 - Accuracy of predictions of harvest date-corrected KL' and NDFD, in blade, stem 
or both organs, using all polymorphisms, polymorphisms in cell wall digestibility genes or 
its complementary set. The percentages denote the Pearson correlation coefficients be-
tween observed and predicted variables, calculated after all predictions were made using 
leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation. LOO was preferred to fold-wise cross-validation, be-
cause the MAF is low for most SNPs (Suppl. Fig. 6.6), so the training models are still suffi-
ciently variable and the least biased. In parentheses, the -log(p) values of these correlations 
are given (>1.3 is significant). The correlations were also calculated for each subpopulation 
separately (using the same predicted values), i.e. Cold (n=375), Warm (n=100), Aber (n=94) 
and QTN (n=32). -log(p) values are reported in Suppl. Table 6.4. 
 All polymorphisms 
(514 genes) 
 Polymorphisms in 
127 CWD genes 
 Polymorphisms in  
387 other genes 
 Blade Stem Both  Blade Stem Both  Blade Stem Both 
KL' (g/100 g NDF)           
All 31% 35% 29%  28% 27% 24%  28% 36% 29% 
Cold 15% 26% 16%  11% 16% 12%  12% 27% 15% 
Warm 38% 26% 41%  34% 24% 36%  36% 27% 41% 
Aber 38% 51% 42%  31% 42% 29%  33% 54% 45% 
QTL -33% 29% -36%  -15% 37% -15%  -36% 23% -37% 
NDFD (g/100 g NDF)          
All 40% 36% 42%  39% 30% 37%  39% 37% 42% 
Cold 23% 24% 31%  23% 14% 25%  21% 25% 31% 
Warm 45% 47% 54%  46% 45% 54%  45% 46% 53% 
Aber 50% 48% 52%  44% 40% 35%  52% 50% 54% 
QTL -14% 23% -20%  2% 33% -20%  -21% 18% -17% 
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Association mapping and prior genetic information to 
identify useful polymorphisms for MAS 
145 of 514 genes display a significant association with NDFD or KL' 
To minimize year-specific effects, only association models considering 
both years simultaneously were built. To avoid maturity, architectural or 
environmental effects, plants were harvested at heading stage at 2 to 3 
PM, and the trait values were corrected for harvest date effects, as de-
scribed in Chapter 4. In first instance, blade and stem were considered 
separately. However, we also built a model in which both organs are con-
sidered simultaneously, as both organs could share genetic influences. 
As ca. 170,000 SNPs and indels in 514 genes were tested for association, a 
correction for multiple testing was necessary. Correcting for multiple test-
ing consists in finding a balance between minimizing both false positives 
and false negatives. The nominal p-value (0.05) sets the lower significance 
bound: an association above a -log(p) value of 1.3 is significant if it were 
the only polymorphism tested; this threshold is met for about 6% of all 
polymorphisms (ca. 9,000) for each trait. The Bonferroni criterion, which 
minimizes false positives at the expense of more false negatives, sets the 
upper significance bound. In our study, considering all traits separately, 
only associations above a -log(p) value of 14.9 could be considered ge-
nome-wide significant using Bonferroni correction, which was never 
reached. The positive false discovery rate (pFDR) finds a better balance 
between false positives and false negatives, however, still no associations 
could be declared genome-wide significant (pFDR<0.05, i.e., requiring less 
than 5% false discoveries among those declared significant). 
Nonetheless, more p-values were located in the lower, more significant 
tail of the distributions for each trait (Suppl. Fig. 6.3) compared to the 
higher p-value range, indicating there are some true associations. Setting 
the significance threshold to -log(p)>3.4 (p<0.0004), the proportion of true 
nulls among discoveries (pFDR) is estimated to be 50% over all traits and 
organs. However, it is lower for NDFD (26% for blade, 61% for stem) than 
for KL' (45% for blade, 72% for stem). This does not agree with the GP 
results, which indicated more power for prediction of NDFD values. The 
GP results are probably more reliable, as the pFDR does not account 
properly for the dependence among polymorphisms (Efron 2008). Be-
cause of this discrepancy, we have decided to set the threshold 
at -log(p)>3.4 over all SNPs. 
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Figure 6.3 - The percentage of genes with one or more significant (-log(p)>3.4) association 
with KL' and/or NDFD, relative to the total number of genes in each category. The first 
bar shows the percentages for all genes, while the other six bars show the gene subsets. 
Associations for blade only, stem only and both organs are stacked. If a gene was signifi-
cantly associated with stem (blade), it was no longer considered for both organs (stem or 
both), so the cumulative proportion is correct. 
As we first wish to discuss associations at the gene level, only the poly-
morphism with the most significant association (smallest p-value or larg-
est -log(p) value) was retained for each gene, trait (KL' and NDFD) and 
organ (blade and stem separately and simultaneously). By setting the ge-
nome-wide significance threshold at -log(p)>3.4, significant polymor-
phisms were detected for 145 genes for at least one trait-organ combina-
tion, which is 28% of all genes. 119 genes (23%) were associated with KL', 
and 59 genes with NDFD (11%), for either blade, stem or both organs (Fig-
ure 6.3). Only 33 genes were associated with both KL' and NDFD, indicating 
both traits are only partially redundant for association mapping. 86 genes 
are uniquely associated with KL', 33 with NDFD. 
The two most significant associations were found for LpFWA3 (stem 
KL’, -log(p) 6.3) and LpARF6 (blade KL’, -log(p) 6.2). LpARF6 is related to 
auxin signaling, so the association could be mediated by developmental 
or morphological traits. LpFWA3 is involved in transitioning to flowering, 
however, the association does not seem to be related to heading date, as 
KL’ has been corrected for this confounder and the association of LpFWA3 
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with heading date was not significant (-log(p) = 2.6). Nevertheless, both 
genes are likely to affect KL’ only indirectly, as they have never been im-
plicated in lignin biosynthesis before. For heading date, the “flowering 
time” gene LpFT1 was highly associated with heading date (-log(p) 12.1). 
This validates the statistical model used. The reason why we did not find 
such a highly significant association for NDFD or KL’, is related to their 
lower heritability, their lower variation and possibly, their higher depend-
ency on more (small-effect) genes, compared to heading date. Although 
the associations with a -log(p) above 6 are distinct (i.e., there is a large 
gap with the second p-value, Suppl. Fig. 6.5), the genes were not a priori 
selected for this study and will not be considered further. Associations 
below -log(p) of 6 do not stand out, and are therefore less reliable, unless 
prior gene information is considered. 
Table 6.2 - List of 127 sequenced genes among 22 gene families that could affect NDFD 
directly, with their full name and number of paralogs. In Figure 6.3, these belong to the 
categories “cell wall digestibility” (99) and “cell wall transcription factors” (28), but both are 
part of the CWD gene set in Table 6.1. 
Phenylpropanoid pathway (49)  
PAL Phenylalanine ammonia-lyase 12 
C3H p-Coumarate 3-hydroxylase 2 
C4H Cinnamate 4-hydroxylase 4 
4CL 4-Coumarate:CoA ligase 4 
HCT p-Hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA:quinate shikimate p-hy-
droxycinnamoyltransferase 
20 
CCoAOMT Caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase 7 
Mainly monolignol biosynthesis (27)  
COMT Caffeic acid O-methyltransferase 6 
F5H Ferulate 5-hydroxylase 2 
CAD1 Monomeric cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase (monomeric) 2 
CAD2 Dimeric cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase (dimeric) 10 
CCR Cinnamoyl-CoA reductase 7 
Lignin cross-linking (5)  
LAC Laccase 2 
POX Peroxidase 3 
Ferulic acid biosynthesis or cross-linking (18)  
HCALDH Hydroxycinnamic aldehyde dehydrogenase 12 
FAT Ferulic acid transferase 6 
Transcription factors (28)  
KNAT Knotted Arabidopsis thaliana 1 
MYB MYB transcription factor (myeloblastosis) 13 
SWN 
 
Secondary wall NAC domain protein (SND, NST, VND) 6 
OFP Ovate family protein 1 
SHN SHINE/WAX inducer 1 
WRKY WRKY-signature transcription factor 5 
CORONA ZIP finger III named after ring-like meristems 1 
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30 of 145 genes with significant associations belong to gene families 
that have been implicated in cell wall digestibility 
In a second selection step, we discarded all developmental genes and 
genes in the category "cell wall carbohydrates" ('complementary gene set'), 
which could only have an indirect effect on the cell wall digestibility. The 
remaining categories are "cell wall digestibility" and "cell wall transcription 
factors" ('CWD gene set'). The latter category was included separately as 
some transcription factors regulate cell wall carbohydrate genes in addi-
tion to lignin genes, while others regulate lignin biosynthesis specifically 
(Pimrote 2012). For these two categories, 30 genes had at least one SNP 
that displayed significant association (threshold set at -log(p)>3.4) with 
NDFD or KL’ either in blade, stem or both organs together. As 127 genes 
belong to both of these categories (Table 6.2), 24% of CWD genes were 
considered significant, which is still a relatively large proportion. 
Remarkably, there were not relatively more associations for the CWD gene 
set compared to the complementary set (Figure 6.3). This is possible, as 
developmental cues or morphological traits could affect NDFD indirectly. 
For example, as veins are rich in lignin, vein density could alter the digest-
ibility of organs (Boerjan et al. 2003). Although reducing vascularization 
is expected to improve digestibility, it could also negatively affect leaf 
growth (Sack & Scoffoni 2013). Such indirect effects can be avoided by only 
considering the CWD genes, as we do here.  
15 of 30 CWD genes are prioritized for their putative function in cell 
wall digestibility 
Based on gene function of orthologs in subclades within the gene families, 
the set of 30 genes was reduced to 15 (Table 6.3). If an ortholog with 
known (developmental) function has been studied in monocots, we des-
ignated the ryegrass genes that are located in the same phylogenetic 
clade as bona fide. Genes that were predicted to be only expressed under 
stress conditions (Chapter 5) were not prioritized either (i.e. Lp4CL3-4, 
LpCOMT3-6, LpCCR4-7, LpCAD3-11). In addition to those described in Chap-
ter 5, we have now also identified the bona fide L. perenne genes for PAL, 
because this gene family was recently studied in Brachypodium (Cass et 
al. 2015), and for CCoAOMT, based on a study in maize (Li et al. 2013). For 
the other gene families, we relied on what is known in dicots. However, as 
many paralogs exist for ryegrass in some of these gene families, many of 
the selected genes may not truly be "bona fide". For example, the HCALDH 
gene family, which is involved in ferulate cross-linking to GAX, has ex-
panded greatly compared to dicots, perhaps not surprisingly, as ferulates 
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are more abundant in monocots. Due to lack of evidence in other mono-
cots, we had to assume all paralogs perform this cross-linking function. 
For the HCT family, two highly related clades were selected, but only one 
was considered related to its bona fide dicot clade. Nonetheless, as many 
of these genes (LpHCT9-21) have been significantly associated with KL' or 
NDFD, they may truly have a monocot-specific role in lignin biosynthesis, 
and could be an interesting subject for further reverse genetics research. 
The entire set of 30 genes is useful for further research. The gene list 
shown in Table 6.3 is particularly useful for reverse genetics studies, where 
for example, mutations are induced on essential loci. As a way of priori-
tizing these genes, we considered the positive false discovery rates (pFDR) 
of the considered traits at the considered -log(p) value of 3.4., i.e., the 
number of null effects among the significant associations. These pFDR are 
in increasing order: KL' stem (28%), NDFD stem (38%), KL' both (39%), KL' 
blade (55%), NDFD blade (74%) and NDFD both (87%). Statistically, an as-
sociation with KL' of stem is more reliable than one with KL' of both or-
gans, so we have decided to prioritize the former. However, in some rare 
cases, SNPs are associated in several association models. This is the case 
for associations with both NDFD and KL', and the genes containing such 
QTNs were prioritized over all single-trait associated genes. Associations 
with several organs are rare, however, there are a few cases where a var-
iant displaying a significant association with stem NDFD or KL’ also dis-
plays association with the corresponding trait when both organs are con-
sidered. This could be because the effect in one organ is sufficiently large 
to supersede a low effect in the other organ, or because the association 
with one of both organs is only borderline non-significant, so the associ-
ation with both organs simultaneously is an indication that the polymor-
phism could truly have an effect on blade and stem. For this reason, "KL' 
stem + both" takes precedence over "KL' stem only", and "NDFD stem + 
both" takes precedence over "NDFD stem only" (there were no blade cases).  
Among the bona fide genes, three contain SNPs that are significantly as-
sociated with both NDFD and KL': LpHCALDH1, LpMYB13 and LpF5H1. For 
LpC4H3 and LpPAL11, two unlinked SNPs are significantly associated with 
either trait. These discrepancies are most likely due to the rare allele gen-
otypes having errors in the genotype or phenotype data, or insufficient 
rare allele genotypes, so an association is not found to be significant. 
Therefore, such discrepancies where the same gene affects different traits, 
cannot be a reason to invalidate associations. Similarly, for LpCOMT1 and 
LpHCALDH1, two unlinked SNPs were associated with either blade or stem. 
Although these could again be errors, this situation is possible in theory 
if the SNP is (linked to) a causal SNP in the promotor, i.e., a mutation in 
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the promotor cannot determine the trait that is affected, but it can de-
termine the organ in which it is expressed. For example, if a gene is only 
expressed in blade and not in stem, a mutation in the promotor could 
inhibit gene expression in blade. 
Remarkably, the lignin-specific genes LpCCR1 and LpCAD1 have only been 
associated with NDFD, and not KL' (-log(p) 1.5 and 0.9, resp.). For LpCCR1 
(associated with blade), this could be due to the higher heritability of 
NDFD (H2 = 53%) compared to KL' (H2=40%) in blade. However, LpCAD1 
associated with NDFD of stem, for which the heritabilities are similar for 
both organs (H2=55-56%). If not an error, this may be related to the hy-
pothesis that the number of lignin cross-links is more important than 
lignin content (Chapter 3). Similarly, the ferulate genes LpHCALDH1/2 have 
been associated with KL' but not with NDFD, which is also possible, con-
sidering the content of lignin and cross-linking ferulates is highly corre-
lated. 
4 of 15 genes contain polymorphisms with a large and positive mi-
nor allele effect (MAF>1%) 
All 15 genes were further classified by their effect size, i.e., the additive 
genetic effect among the three genetic classes (Table 6.4). Sometimes, the 
minor homozygote class (mm) has not been detected, in which case the 
effect is the difference in trait value between the heterozygote class (Mm) 
and major homozygote class (MM). In view of future breeding applications, 
polymorphisms for which the minor allele effect is positive on NDFD or 
negative on KL' were prioritized, as the final goal is to increase the fre-
quency of beneficial minor alleles in the breeding population. Further, a 
large effect is preferred, as this would require less markers to be pyra-
mided to obtain the same effect on trait values. For KL', a minimum ad-
ditive effect of 0.2 units was deemed relevant, and for NDFD, the threshold 
was set to 0.5 units. These thresholds were determined by considering the 
relationship between the minor allele frequency (MAF) and effect size 
among all significantly associated polymorphisms in Table 6.4 (Figure 6.4). 
Clearly, the larger the MAF, the smaller the effect size tends to be, which 
is a general phenomenon (Gibson 2011).  
On the one hand, QTNs with a small effect tend to have a large MAF in 
the association mapping population (Figure 6.4). Here, a small effect can 
be detected as significant, as there are sufficient cases to compare (power 
increases with the number of observations in each genotype class). In con-
trast, a small effect is not detectable for rare alleles due to a lack of cases 
in one genotypic class. However, small-effect QTNs are of minor im-
portance. Among the 15 bona fide genes, only LpCCoAOMT2 and LpFAT5 
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have a low effect on KL' (<0.2) or NDFD (<0.5). Additionally, particular SNPs 
in LpHCALDH1 and LpCOMT1 fall in this category as well, but a relevant 
effect was already shown for other significantly associated polymor-
phisms within these genes (Table 6.4). 
On the other hand, QTNs with a large effect are preferred, but their MAF 
tends to be quite low. When all SNPs are considered, rare alleles are much 
more frequent than common SNPs (Suppl. Fig. 6.6). Although they could 
easily be inferred statistically among SNPs with a high MAF, such associa-
tions are not found (Figure 6.4). Most large-effect QTNs that we found 
have a low MAF, highlighting the importance of genotyping rare alleles 
accurately. Even if they are significant, QTNs with a low MAF are less reli-
able, as the average trait value is calculated over a limited set of geno-
types. The effect of a genotyping error in a single genotype will conse-
quently be large. Some rare alleles may also have been imputed, which 
improves association power if done correctly. However, imputation hardly 
changes the number of rare classes (Suppl. Table 6.8), so a wrong impu-
tation should therefore have a limited effect. Setting the MAF threshold 
to 1%, at least 12 heterozygous genotypes should be available if the minor 
homozygote class is not present. The latter is often the case, not neces-
sarily because this homozygote class is inviable, but rather because this is 
expected according to Hardy Weinberg equilibrium (HWE). Considering the 
criteria on effect sign, effect size and MAF, only 5 genes remain (Table 6.4). 
HWE holds for all these QTN, except for LpPAL11, which could be due to a 
read mapping error and was therefore excluded. The top priority markers 
are located in LpHCALDH1/11, LpCAD1 and LpC4H3.  
  
Figure 6.4 - Relation between minor allele frequency and effect size, using all significant 
associations from Table 6.4. The thresholds were set at MAF = 1%, KL' effect = 0.2 and NDFD 
effect = 0.5. The selected markers are in blue. 
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Table 6.3 - List of genes with the number of significantly associated polymorphism 
(-log(p)>3.4) with KL', NDFD or both traits. They were first sorted based on whether they 
have a putative functionality, then on the number of SNPs for each trait, starting with the 
trait with the lowest FDR at the significance threshold (-log(p)>3.4). When a single SNP was 
associated with both traits, this takes precedence over single-trait associations. 
'Both+stem' takes precedence over 'stem only' for each trait. Note how 'both' refers to the 
model where both organs are associated simultaneously and that there are no polymor-
phisms associated with both blade and stem separately. Each SNP is uniquely classified, 
i.e., no SNPs recur in the count for each trait. Empty cells are 0 counts. The putative func-
tion column denotes a function in ferulic acid (FA) or lignin (KL) biosynthesis, lignin com-
position (S:G), etc. based on the ortholog given in parentheses. A question mark denotes 
that for this gene, no specific function has been elucidated for its direct orthologs, and 
therefore, are not considered bona fide for now. 
   KL' + NDFD  KL' only  NDFD only 
 Gene Putative 
function 
St. 
only 
Bl. 
only 
Both 
only 
 Both 
+st. 
St. 
only 
Bl. 
only 
Both 
only 
 Both 
+st. 
St. 
only 
Bl. 
only 
Both 
only 
Increasing order of FDR > 1 2 3  4 5 9 8  6 7 10 11 
1 LpHCALDH1 FA (AtREF8)  1   11 2  1      
2 LpMYB13 FA/KL (AtMYB63) 1     1       
3 LpF5H1 S:G (PtF5H1)   2          2 
4 LpC4H3 FA/KL (PtC4H1)   3      1   
5 LpPAL11 FA/KL (BdPAL2)     1  2    1  
6 LpCOMT1 FA/KL (LpCOMT1)     1 1       
7 LpHCALDH8 FA (AtREF8)           5   
8 Lp4CL2 FA/KL (Os4CL4)         1   
9 LpCAD1 KL (LpCAD1)           1   
10 LpCCoAOMT2 FA/KL (ZmCCoAOMT2)    1 4      
11 LpHCALDH2 FA (AtREF8)        1      
12 LpSHN1 FA/KL (AtSHN2)      1      
13 LpFAT5 blade FA (OsFT)    1       
14 LpCCR1 KL (LpCCR1)            1  
15 LpHCALDH11 FA (AtREF8)             1 
16 LpHCT18 ? 1             
17 LpPAL2 ?      3        
18 LpCAD5 ?      1        
19 LpCAD6 ?      1        
20 LpPAL8 ?          1    
21 LpCAD2 ?           5   
22 LpHCT20 ?           2   
23 LpCOMT6 ?           1   
24 LpHCT16 ?        2      
25 LpMYB2 ?        1      
26 LpCAD8 ?       2     3  
27 LpHCT15 ?       2       
28 LpHCT21 ?       2       
29 LpCAD7 ?       1     3  
30 LpHCT12 ?       1       
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Table 6.4 - Detailed list of significantly associated polymorphisms, classified in three clas-
ses: (A) large effect on KL', (B) large effect on NDFD, (C) small effects. Note that many other 
polymorphisms are significant, but only the most significant for each gene/trait/organ 
combination is shown here. A low minor allele frequency (MAF <1%) and low effect on KL' 
(<0.2) or NDFD (<0.5) were additional selection criteria. The selected genes have a grey 
background and are prioritized in the second column.  For the other genes, the reason 
for exclusion is given in the second column ('sign': wrong effect sign,  'size': low effect size, 
'rare': too rare allele, 'HW': large deviation from Hardy Weinberg equilibrium as indicated 
by the italic number of heterozygote counts). The bold numbers highlight inclusion crite-
ria. The MAF and counts of genotype classes are based on imputed nucleotide data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
    Imp. genotypes  KL'/NDF  NDFD 
   Gene  Pos.  MAF mm Mm MM  Both Bl. St.  Both Bl. St. 
                 
(A)  Significant effect of at least 0.2 units on KL' (log(p) > 3.4)   
 LpHCALDH1 
 
1 588  1.4% 1 15 581  -0.46 ns -0.69  ns ns ns 
  (1) 1652  1.3% 0 16 581  ns ns -0.82  ns ns ns 
 LpC4H3 (+B) 2 5288  1.5% 2 14 581  -0.31 ns -0.56  ns ns ns 
 (2) 5349  1.6% 2 15 580  -0.30 ns -0.57  ns ns ns 
 LpPAL11 (+B) HW 3504  44.2% 1 526 70  ns ns -0.30  ns ns ns 
  Rare 4836  0.6% 0 7 590  0.55 ns ns  ns ns ns 
 LpCOMT1 (+C) Sign 2306  5.8% 0 69 528  ns ns 0.29  ns ns -0.83 
 LpF5H1 Sign 3358  1.1% 0 13 584  0.38 ns ns  -1.71 -1.74 ns 
  Sign 3219  1.0% 0 12 585  0.38 ns ns  -1.86 -1.86 -1.95 
 LpHCALDH2 
 
Rare 2397  0.4% 0 5 592  0.60 ns ns  ns ns ns 
 LpSHN1 Rare 1026  0.4% 0 5 592  0.65 ns ns  ns ns ns 
 LpMYB13 Rare 92  0.6% 0 7 590  ns -0.73 ns  ns 2.59 ns 
                 
(B)  Significant effect of at least 0.5 units on NDFD (-log(p) > 3.4) 
 LpC4H3 (+A) (2) 3151  25.9% 44 221 332  ns ns ns  ns ns 0.50 
  (2) 3573  0.4% 0 5 592  ns ns ns  2.70 ns ns 
LpHCALDH11 3 2832  5.3% 2 59 536  ns ns ns  0.81 ns ns 
 LpCAD1 4 3048  8.8% 0 105 492  ns ns ns  ns ns 0.64 
 LpPAL11 (+A) Sign 855  5.4% 4 57 536  ns ns ns  ns -0.85 ns 
 LpCCR1 Sign 2275  1.5% 0 18 579  ns ns ns  ns -1.61 ns 
 Lp4CL2 Rare 5849  0.5% 0 6 591  ns ns ns  ns ns -3.32 
 LpHCALDH2 
 
Rare 111  0.5% 0 6 591  ns ns ns  ns ns -2.74 
 LpHCALDH8 Rare 3873  0.8% 0 9 588  ns ns ns  -1.94 ns -2.88 
                 
(C)  Significant effect of less than 0.2 units on KL' or less than 0.5 units on NDFD 
 LpHCALDH1 
 
HW 1264  42.8% 95 321 181  ns 0.11 ns  ns -0.45 ns 
 LpCCoAOMT2 Size 1383  34.0% 66 274 257  ns -0.12 ns  ns ns ns 
  Size 1672  14.4% 22 128 447  -0.13 ns ns  ns ns ns 
 LpFAT5 Sign 403  15.0% 0 179 418  ns 0.16 ns  ns ns ns 
 LpCOMT1 (+A) Sign 2293  38.9% 0 465 132  ns 0.15 ns  ns ns ns 
Both = both organs simultaneously, bl.: = only blade, st. = only stem. 
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(a) LpCAD1 
 
(b) LpHCALDH1 
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Figure 6.5 (previous page) - Manhattan plots for LpCAD1 and LpHCALDH1, showing the 
significance of association between all polymorphisms and KL' (filled) or NDFD (unfilled) 
in blade (green), stem (blue) and both organs (red). On top, the gene model is shown (grey 
= promoter, yellow = UTR, cyan = exon). Circles denote synonymous or non-coding poly-
morphisms, while triangles denote amino-acid changes. The genome-wide significance 
threshold for the single-locus models is shown by a horizontal full line (-log(p) = 3.4), while 
the dashed line shows the more liberal threshold used for the multi-locus model (-log(p) 
= 3). The most significant association for each trait and organ is shown by a vertical line 
if the significance threshold was met (in green for blade, in blue for stem and in red for 
both organs, dashed for NDFD). Sometimes these lines overlap, in which case only the 
most significant association was considered. The p-values for these marked polymor-
phisms correspond to those in Table 6.4. For each of the most significantly associated 
polymorphisms, LD (r2) was calculated with all other polymorphisms for each trait and 
organ separately, as represented by the size of the shape. 
At least 2 out of 4 genes contain a polymorphism with a potentially 
functional consequence 
Thus far, we have prioritized four genes by considering the most signifi-
cantly associated polymorphism in each gene per trait and organ. How-
ever, in order to develop a marker, several highly linked SNPs within a 
gene could be considered. In order to prioritize QTNs within a gene for 
the development of specific marker assays, we will now consider advanced 
Manhattan plots, which show the gene model, amino-acid changes, and 
LD of all polymorphisms with the most significant association per trait 
(as reported earlier in Table 6.4). For example, if in a single gene, both an 
amino-acid changing (AAC) SNP and a (highly linked) synonymous SNP are 
significantly associated, preference would go to the former as this in-
creases the probability of selecting causal polymorphisms. However, for 
SNPs located in an intron, UTR or promoter region, predicting a func-
tional consequence is more challenging and will not be considered here. 
In two genes, AAC markers could be identified, namely, in LpCAD1 and 
LpHCALDH1. In the lignin gene LpCAD1, the most significant association 
was found for a SNP located in exon 3. However, it was only associated 
with stem NDFD, and not with blade NDFD or KL' and it is not AAC. It is in 
strong LD with the second most significant SNP (also associated with stem 
NDFD), which is AAC (Figure 6.5a). As this SNP, on position 3041, might be 
causal, it is prioritized for validation over the other polymorphisms in the 
gene. For the ferulate gene LpHCALDH1, SNPs were associated with either 
KL' only (in stem), or both KL' and NDFD (in blade). The latter is preferred, 
given the gene's function in synthesizing ferulate, which is more likely to 
affect NDFD (or both NDFD and KL' as in this case) rather than KL' alone. 
The SNP is located in the first exon, however, it is not AAC. A highly linked 
AAC SNP on position 1264 with p<0.001 is present in the same exon and is 
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therefore prioritized as marker. In the other two genes, no significant pol-
ymorphisms with predicted consequences on gene function or activity 
were discovered, so the QTNs in Table 6.4 are recommended. 
Multi-locus models improve SNP effect estimates 
In single-locus models, the effect size estimates of an individual SNP is 
affected by SNPs that are in LD with it. For example, if two highly corre-
lated SNPs each have an individual positive effect, their effect would be 
overestimated to a large extent. Likewise, if only one of both SNPs has an 
effect on the trait value, the other SNP will also seem to have the same 
effect. To obtain better estimates of effect sizes, a multi-locus association 
model was built using a selection of 18 significantly associated SNPs in 13 
genes (Table 6.5). From Table 6.4, all but five genes were included. Lp4CL2, 
LpHCALDH2/8, LpMYB13, and LpSHN1 were excluded because their QTNs 
contain very rare alleles (MAF<1%) whose effects cannot be predicted reli-
ably. For LpCAD1 and LpHCALDH1, the amino-changing SNPs on resp. po-
sitions 3041 and 1264 were selected. Multiple polymorphisms were selected 
for some genes (Table 6.5), but care was taken not to include loci that are 
highly correlated (Suppl. Fig. 5). In addition, three SNPs in bona fide genes 
that were borderline non-significant in the single-locus models were also 
included (p<0.001, MAF>1%), namely for LpWRKY5, LpCCR3 and LpLAC1. 
These were included to test for possible underestimated effects in the 
single-locus models. In the multi-locus models, the SNP effects were sorted 
in decreasing order of effect on NDFD in both organs (Table 6.5). 
As a way of comparing the results of single-locus and multi-locus models, 
we first consider the effects of the previous two prioritized markers 
(LpHCALDH1 pos. 1264 and LpCAD1 pos. 3041). In multi-locus models, the 
SNP in LpHCALDH1 at position 1264 is no longer significant. However, the 
SNP at position 588 which is located in the promoter, still shows a large, 
positive and significant (p<0.05) effect of 0.40 units on NDFD, and a neg-
ative effect of 0.18 units on KL' (Table 6.5). Although this effect was seen 
for both organs together, it seems to be mainly due to its effect on stem, 
considering the effect on blade is small and not significant. The effect 
(0.31 on stem KL') is smaller than in the single locus model (0.69), but it is 
still the largest effect seen across all selected polymorphisms (Table 6.5). 
LpCAD1 also shows a large, positive and significant effect on NDFD of 0.30 
units in stem, however, the effect is borderline non-significant (-log(p)=1.2) 
for KL'. In comparison to the single-locus association model, the effect 
size is also smaller (0.64) (Table 6.5). 
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Regarding NDFD, two SNPs have larger effects on NDFD (both organs) 
than LpCAD1, namely the one in LpHCALDH11 and the one in LpWRKY5. 
LpC4H3 and LpLAC1 are next in line after LpCAD1 considering their effect 
on NDFD, and also show a significant and relatively large effect on re-
spectively stem KL' and blade NDFD. LpC4H3 and LpHCALDH11 were also 
prioritized based on single-locus modelling. The significantly associated 
SNPs in LpWRKY5 and LpLAC1 show a large effect in multi-locus models, 
but did not reach the significance threshold in single-locus models. The 
six SNPs with the largest positive effect on NDFD in the multi-locus model 
could be prioritized for validation. Among these, the rare alleles are pre-
sent (homozygous or heterozygous) in the three largest subpopulations 
(Suppl. Table 6.9). Notably, the rare allele for LpLAC1 and LpCAD1 is also 
present in the QTL subpopulation. For LpC4H3, the rare allele was only 
present in the largest subpopulation (Cold). 
As all calculated effects are conditional to one another, they can be added 
up to estimate their combined effects. We consider the effects on both 
organs, which corresponds to the effect on the total plant value if both 
organs contribute 50% to the total plant NDF. For both selected markers 
in LpCAD1 and LpHCALDH1, increasing the allele frequency to 50% is esti-
mated to increase the average plant NDFD by 0.61 units, while fixation 
would increase it by 1.22 units, compared to genotypes that don't contain 
the beneficial allele. As the beneficial allele is so rare, selection for this 
allele would improve the trait value for most genotypes in the AM popu-
lation, including current breeding material. If the four markers with the 
largest effect on NDFD (in LpCAD1, LpHCALDH1, LpHCALDH11, LPWRKY5) are 
pyramided and fixed, this would increase the average NDFD up to 2.30 
units (2×1.15). However, all considered alleles are assumed to be semi-dom-
inant, which may not be the case. 
Using the effect sizes of these 18 loci, KL' and NDFD were also predicted 
for each organ separately or both simultaneously, and correlated with the 
BLUP values calculated over years and, if applicable, over organs (Table 
6.6). The set of 18 markers of Table 5 is able to explain KL' and NDFD by 
about 40%, which is similar to the GP predictabilities. The differences in 
predictabilities among subpopulations is less clear than for GP, indicating 
these predictions rely less on LD. However, the subpopulations with inter-
mediate LD decay (Suppl. Table 6.6) and sufficient variation in NDFD (the 
“Warm” and “Aber” subpopulations, Table 6.6) are still best predictable 
(Table 6.6). Importantly, the correlations were not obtained by cross-vali-
dation, and should therefore not be used to assess the accuracy of pre-
dictions on new (related) material. 
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Table 6.5 - Conditional additive minor allele effect sizes on KL' and NDFD of the 18 markers 
from 13 genes that are likely to be functional. Significant effects are marked in bold (p<0.05 
or -log(p)>1.3), or in italics if the sign of the minor allele effect is unwanted. The SNPs are 
sorted in descending order of their effect on NDFD in both organs. The genes that did not 
reach the significance threshold in the single-locus models are added in red. 
    NDFD (g/100 g NDF)  KL' (g/100 g NDF) 
Gene SNP Pos.  Blade Stem Both  Blade Stem Both 
LpHCALDH1 1558:89944 588  0.31 (0.7) 0.46 (1.1) 0.40 (1.3)  -0.04 (0.3) -0.31 (3.2) -0.18 (3.3) 
LpHCALDH11 13685:2036
 
2832  0.20 (0.9) 0.32 (1.6) 0.29 (2.0)  -0.04 (0.7) -0.01 (0.1) -0.03 (0.5) 
LpWRKY5 38:114307 3580  0.21 (1.6) 0.28 (2.0) 0.25 (2.4)  -0.04 (1.0) -0.07 (1.5) -0.05 (1.8) 
LpCAD1 6018:50912 3041  0.13 (0.9) 0.30 (2.8) 0.21 (2.1)  -0.04 (1.2) -0.04 (0.9) -0.03 (1.2) 
LpC4H3 4343:63657 5288  0.04 (0.1) 0.36 (1.0) 0.20 (0.6)  -0.02 (0.2) -0.26 (3.8) -0.13 (3.5) 
LpLAC1 10617:8272 1850  0.19 (2.1) 0.05 (0.3) 0.14 (1.6)  -0.03 (1.0) -0.01 (0.2) -0.02 (0.9) 
LpCCoAOMT2   414:105873 1672  0.10 (0.6) 0.09 (0.5) 0.12 (1.0)  -0.02 (0.6) -0.07 (1.7) -0.05 (1.9) 
LpPAL11 5027:15395 4836  0.36 (0.5) -0.29 (0.3) 0.01 (0.0)  0.02 (0.1) 0.37 (2.7) 0.25 (3.7) 
LpPAL11 5027:16727 3504  -0.18 (1.1) 0.20 (1.0) 0.00 (0.0)  0.05 (1.2) -0.12 (3.2) -0.04 (1.0) 
LpCCoAOMT2 414:105584 1383  0.01 (0.0) -0.04 (0.2) -0.03 (0.2)  -0.04 (1.4) 0.03 (0.6) 0.00 (0.1) 
LpFAT5 1236:93374 403  -0.11 (0.7) 0.02 (0.1) -0.05 (0.3)  0.06 (2.2) -0.02 (0.3) 0.02 (0.7) 
LpHCALDH1 1558:89268 1264  -0.13 (1.7) 0.01 (0.0) -0.07 (0.6)  0.04 (1.9) -0.04 (1.4) 0.00 (0.0) 
LpCOMT1 4834:11796 2306  0.01 (0.0) -0.31 (2.0) -0.14 (0.8)  0.01 (0.1) 0.13 (3.2) 0.06 (1.8) 
LpCOMT1 4834:11809 2293  -0.24 (2.3) -0.26 (2.2) -0.23 (2.4)  0.08 (3.8) 0.02 (0.3) 0.05 (2.4) 
LpCCR1 13803:13412 2275  -0.74 (3.2) 0.26 (0.6) -0.26 (0.7)  0.11 (1.2) -0.07 (0.4) 0.03 (0.3) 
LpPAL11 5027:19376 855  -0.34 (2.7) -0.23 (1.2) -0.26 (2.1)  0.04 (0.8) 0.05 (0.8) 0.04 (1.2) 
LpCCR3 7445:27846 630  -0.29 (1.9) -0.28 (1.5) -0.33 (2.7)  0.05 (1.0) 0.03 (0.4) 0.05 (1.4) 
LpF5H1 7387:6361 3219  -0.89 (3.2) -0.86 (2.5) -0.85 (3.5)  0.08 (0.6) 0.11 (0.6) 0.10 (1.3) 
 
Table 6.6 - Using the effect sizes from Table 6.5, the breeding value of each genotype was 
predicted over all subpopulations. These were correlated with the BLUP values calculated 
over years (and organs) over all subpopulations and for each subpopulation separately 
(Pearson correlation, r). Further, the number of SNPs among the set of 18 with a MAF>1% 
or MAF>5% is shown, and the genotypic SD. The number of SNPs is limited in the QTL 
population, indicating low diversity. For the same subpopulation, the variation in KL' and 
NDFD is limited in stem. 
  Predictability (r)  Number of SNPs (/18)  Genotypic SD 
  Blade Stem Both  MAF>1% MAF>5%  Blade Stem 
KL' (g/100 g NDF) 
All  34% (39.8) 38% (49.8) 42% (60.1)  18 12  0.22 0.32 
Cold  30% (19.1) 38% (31.1) 40% (34.6)  16 12  0.21 0.33 
Warm  32% (6.8) 46% (13.3) 52% (17.7)  13 12  0.21 0.28 
Aber  40% (9.7) 37% (8.5) 48% (13.8)  12 9  0.23 0.32 
QTL  48% (5.0) 15% (0.9) 33% (2.7)  7 7  0.23 0.15 
            
NDFD (g/100 g NDF) 
All  36% (44.5) 35% (40.1) 40% (53.0)  18 12  1.07 1.18 
Cold  39% (31.9) 35% (26.6) 39% (33.0)  16 12  1.01 1.18 
Warm  43% (11.9) 40% (10.0) 53% (18.1)  13 12  1.05 1.04 
Aber  41% (10.1) 45% (11.9) 56% (18.9)  12 9  1.10 1.40 
QTL  25% (1.7) 11% (0.6) 29% (2.2)  7 7  0.96 0.63 
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Discussion 
Genomic prediction 
One intended purpose of GP in this study was to compare the predictive 
power of two gene sets, with one being specific for cell wall digestibility. 
However, as it turns out, training on genes related to cell wall digestibility 
does not give a higher prediction accuracy compared to training on more 
general genes involved in the growth and development of plants. This is 
probably because predictions by our GP model are based on familial re-
latedness, which can already be determined from any sufficiently large set 
of genes. The number of genes is smaller for the CWD set (127) than for 
the complementary dataset (387), which could in part explain why predic-
tion accuracies were slightly higher for the latter. Previous studies showed 
that a plateau is reached from about 1,000 independent markers onwards 
(Asoro et al. 2011; Faville et al. 2015). As the effects of specific markers are 
overshadowed by kinship, it is not possible to conclude that our selected 
set of genes is better than any other randomly selected set.  
Another purpose of conducting GP was to find out if and to what extent 
NDFD and KL' could be predicted based on additive allele effects. This is 
similar to determining narrow-sense heritabilities (h2), in contrast to 
broad-sense heritabilities (H2), which also take dominant and epistatic ef-
fects into account. The additive kinship-based heritability is estimated to 
be about 50% for our traits when organs are considered separately, which 
is similar to H2. However, this does not mean that only additive effects are 
of importance, because BLUP values of two years were considered to de-
termine h2. Therefore, residual (environmental) variation was already par-
tially averaged out, and thus, a more correct interpretation is that additive 
effects contribute at least 50% to the genetic component of NDFD. If more 
environments are considered, this percentage will increase. The genetic 
component contributes at most 50% to the total phenotypic variation in 
NDFD. The narrow-sense h2 is therefore roughly 25%. If more environ-
ments are considered, this percentage will decrease. The same reasoning 
can be followed for KL' (40% for blade and 60% for stem). Nevertheless, 
these prediction accuracies are relatively high, considering the population 
was not designed for genomic prediction, as this is typically based on F2 
families. Genomic prediction might be a better strategy than association 
mapping, as power was limited for the latter, possibly due to cell wall 
digestibility being explained by many independent polymorphisms with a 
small effect. 
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Prioritizing genes and markers 
A total of 145 genes were significantly associated with KL' and/or NDFD 
(-log(p)>3.4), in blade, stem and/or both organs simultaneously. Only two 
SNPs were distinctly significant, but they were located in genes unrelated 
or only indirectly related to cell wall digestibility. Such genes can be con-
sidered for reverse genetics studies, but for a first round of marker vali-
dation, the genes with a known function and thus least likely to adversely 
affect other traits (such as yield) were prioritized. Therefore, 15 bona fide 
genes were selected based on their putative function in lignin or ferulate 
biosynthesis and cross-linking, and further prioritized based on which or-
gans and which traits they are associated with in this study. For site-di-
rected mutagenesis, a genome-wide significant association was consid-
ered sufficient, as the effect size of these genes could be different for 
other mutations. Another 15 genes belong to gene families containing 
bona fide genes in other clades. These are candidates for reverse genetics 
research, as no function could be predicted for them yet. For example, 7 
paralogs in a monocot-specific cluster of the HCT gene family were sig-
nificantly associated with KL' or NDFD. 
Of the 15 bona fide genes, markers in 4 genes were prioritized for having 
(1) a MAF larger than 1%, (2) a positive effect on NDFD or negative effect 
on KL', and (3) a large effect on KL' (0.2 units) or NDFD (0.5 units) in single-
locus models. However, caution is necessary when effect sizes are evalu-
ated for single loci. The true effect could be zero for a specific SNP, as the 
SNP might be in high LD with but unlinked to a causal locus. Correcting 
for kinship and population structure in the data should control such LD 
for a large part. LD caused by strong linkage is usually not a problem for 
MAS, as long as such linkage is not broken. Apart from not having any 
effect, the effect sizes could also be over- or underestimated, due to com-
bining the effects of several polymorphisms within a region of high link-
age. These effects can be corrected for statistically in a multi-locus model. 
Indeed, the effect of an amino-acid changing QTN in LpHCALDH1 was no 
longer significant in the multi-locus model. The effects of an amino-acid 
changing SNP in LpCAD1 and SNP located in the promoter of LpHCALDH1 
were largely overestimated, but they remain having one of the largest 
effects.  
Further, as a preselection was made on p-values, effect sizes could be 
biased upward due to random sampling variation (Beavis effect, Xu, 2003). 
However, as we set a liberal threshold, and mainly selected based on gene 
functionality, the Beavis effect might be less of a problem in this study. 
Still, if the Beavis effect is at play here, polymorphisms with larger effect 
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sizes are still more likely to truly have a larger effect as well, which is 
sufficient justification for using (conditional) effect sizes for prioritization. 
Moreover, alleles with a large effect also tend to be rare in this study 
(Figure 6.4), which agrees with the theory that unfavorable mutations with 
large effects are naturally selected against and thus more likely to be rare 
(Gibson 2011). The disadvantages of rare alleles in AM are that the extent 
of LD is large so resolution is low (Suppl. Table 6.6), and that there is less 
association power due to the lack of phenotyped genotypes that possess 
the rare allele. 
In the other 2 genes, the associated SNP lies in an intron (LpHCALDH11) or 
in the 5'-UTR (LpC4H3), without being extensively linked to an amino-acid 
changing polymorphism. Before these markers go forward to validation, 
they are preferentially investigated further in silico to find a linked variant 
that is more likely to be causal, for example, by improving read mapping 
or by additional sequencing. In particular, long indels are hard to differ-
entiate from missing data, and much stricter quality thresholds were set 
for indels compared to SNPs. Nevertheless, if no linked functional poly-
morphisms can be found, the associated polymorphism could still be use-
ful for MAS. First, because such polymorphisms could still be functional. 
Second, markers do not necessarily have to be causal for application in 
MAS, although then preferentially related material is used, for example, 
progeny from parents selected from this association mapping population. 
In the multi-locus model, 2 more genes (LpWRKY5 and LpLAC1) showed a 
significant effect on NDFD and could be investigated further as well.  Fi-
nally, note that the given priorities are only suggestions and other mark-
ers could still be more valuable, depending on the purpose and elite ma-
terials to be used for introgression. For example, selection of an allele 
that is already common in the elite breeding material is not expected to 
improve cell wall digestibility much further. 
Functionality of the bona fide genes selected for multi-lo-
cus modelling 
By RNA interference, LpCOMT1 and LpCCR1 have previously been shown to 
be actively involved in lignin biosynthesis in ryegrass (Tu et al. 2010), how-
ever, the associations found here were due to a minor allele that had a 
negative effect on NDFD or positive effect on KL'. In Chapter 5, three CCR 
genes were found in the "developmental lignin" clade, suggesting gene 
redundancy. If so, this makes a marker-trait association less likely, as a 
deleterious mutant should be present in all genes to cause an effect. How-
ever, sub-functionalization may lead to spatiotemporal separation of 
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gene expression. This could also explain the significant association found 
for LpCCR3 (part of the “developmental lignin” clade). LpCAD1 is an 
ortholog of several monocot CAD genes proven to be involved in mono-
lignol biosynthesis, i.e., ZmCAD2, SbCAD2, OsCAD2, BdCAD1, PvCAD1/2 and 
FaCAD1/2 (Halpin et al. 1998; Chen et al. 2003; Li et al. 2009; Sattler et al. 
2009; Saathoff et al. 2011; Bouvier d’Yvoire et al. 2013). LpCAD1 is also the 
only gene within the “developmental lignin” clade of the CAD gene family, 
making gene redundancy unlikely (Chapter 5). Further, previous studies 
have shown that LpCAD1 is more highly expressed in root and stem than 
in leaf blade and sheath (Lynch et al. 2002; McAlister et al. 2001), which 
could explain the association with stem only. Although CCR and CAD are 
thought to be lignin-specific genes (Boerjan et al. 2003), they only associ-
ated significantly with NDFD, both in the single-locus and multi-locus 
models. Possibly, they affect the monolignol influx rate and consequently 
the degree of monolignol-ferulate crosslinking. LpCCoAOMT2 is an 
ortholog of ZmCCoAOMT, whose downregulation decreased KL by 22% 
and increased cellulose content by 23% in maize, which may be due to 
compensatory regulation of lignin and cellulose deposition (Li et al. 2013). 
For this gene, we only found an association with stem KL'. 
For HCALDH, there is no direct proof for its function in any monocot. In 
Arabidopsis, this enzyme (AtREF1) has been shown to be involved in the 
biosynthesis of ferulic acid, using coniferaldehyde as substrate (Nair et al. 
2004). As both coniferaldehyde and ferulic acid are precursors of mono-
lignols (Chapter 5), it might have a direct effect on KL' as well, but this has 
not been investigated. The association between LpHCALDH1 and blade 
NDFD found in the current study is the first indication of a role for this 
gene family in determining cell wall digestibility in a monocot species. In 
addition, also LpHCALDH11 has been associated with NDFD of both organs 
or in stem. LpFAT5 putatively catalyzes the ester linkage between ferulic 
acid and hemicellulose (Molinari et al. 2013) and has been associated with 
blade KL'. Indeed, a decrease in feruloylation might affect the degree of 
lignin cross-linking and lignin content. 
LpPAL11 was significantly associated with blade NDFD and is a direct 
ortholog of BdPAL2. Simultaneous knock-down of BdPAL1 and BdPAL2 in 
Brachypodium led to a reduction of KL by 43% and FA by 57% (Cass et al. 
2015). PAL activity, i.e., deamination of phenylalanine or tyrosine, was also 
proven for ZmPAL1 (maize) and BoPAL1-2 (bamboo) (Rösler et al. 1997; 
Hsieh et al. 2010). Although these are no direct orthologs of LpPAL11, they 
do indicate that several PAL paralogs are involved in lignin biosynthesis. 
Still, PAL members could have other roles as well. In rice, PAL has not been 
investigated for its role in lignin biosynthesis, but OsPAL4 and OsPAL7 
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have been related to pathogen resistance (genes that do not cluster with 
LpPAL11). Thus, clear evidence for LpPAL11's role is not available yet, but 
the three unlinked and significantly associated SNPs within this gene cer-
tainly warrant further research.  
LpLAC1 is a direct ortholog of BdLAC5, which is involved in radicalization 
of monolignols, and thus monolignol polymerization (Wang et al. 2015). 
Downregulation of this gene in Brachypodium reduced monolignol radi-
calization, considering KL was reduced by 10%, the non-cross-linking fer-
ulate content (estFA) was increased by 40% and the cross-linking ferulate 
content (ethFA) was reduced similarly. The latter is due to the fact that 
monolignols are more likely to elongate the present lignin, rather than 
initiating a new cross-link. When there are more free monolignols (fast 
influx), ferulate extension increases. LpLAC1 was not genome-wide signifi-
cant in the single-locus model, but an association was found with NDFD 
in the multi-locus model (in blade). Although an association with KL' was  
expected, its effect on FA cross-linking could be greater, and could explain 
the association with NDFD only. 
For the other genes, no evidence is available in monocots. LpC4H3 could 
be functionally relevant for both monolignol and ferulate biosynthesis, 
because in poplar, PtC4H1/PtC4H2 have been shown to mediate cinnamic 
acid 4-hydroxylation, a precursor for both ferulic acids and monolignols. 
It was further shown that PtC3H requires PtC4H for catalyzing p-couma-
royl shikimic acid 3-hydroxylation (Chen et al. 2011). LpWRKY5 is an 
ortholog of AtWRKY13, which is a transcription factor regulating lignin 
(PAL, C4H, HCT, CAD) and cellulose (CesA) gene expression by activating the 
master switches AtSND1 and AtNST1/2 (Li et al. 2015). Disruption of At-
WRKY13 leads to a reduction in lignin content in stem, but also to weaker 
stems. In dicots, F5H is mainly attributed to hydroxylating coniferyl alco-
hol or coniferaldehyde, which is the first step to converting G-unit pre-
cursors to S-unit precursors (J.P. Wang et al. 2014). Therefore, F5H does 
not have an impact on lignin content in dicots, but rather on lignin com-
position, which is irrelevant for improving NDFD (Chapter 4). 
Association mapping strategy 
Statistical methods 
The model used for associating polymorphisms with our traits of interest 
is quite sophisticated, because multiple years and multiple organs were 
considered in a single model. As the year- and organ-specific data are 
known to the model, this gives more power compared to using averages 
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(BLUPs) over years or organs. For example, due to year-marker interac-
tions, year effects are preferably corrected for each polymorphism sepa-
rately. Nonetheless, the statistical framework for association mapping can 
still be improved and more power could be attainable in future studies 
(Suppl. Note 2, p. 275). For example, lasso regression could be considered, 
which fits all SNPs simultaneously in a multi-locus model, and performs 
SNP selections automatically. 
Population 
The association mapping population used here is sufficiently genetically 
variable for cell wall digestibility or lignin content (Chapter 4). Half of the 
population is derived from natural accessions, allowing exploitation of 
historical recombination and thus high resolution mapping. These mainly 
originate from France, with many other regions of the world not or poorly 
represented (Figure 6.1). This is acceptable, as a few validated markers with 
a large effect will be sufficient for MAS. Ideally, the selection of genotypes 
is balanced between on the one hand diversity, which will increase the 
number of polymorphisms and the probability of finding a causal locus 
or marker highly linked to it, and on the other hand allele frequency, as 
the proportion of common alleles among all polymorphisms still needs to 
be high for an efficient association mapping. As many rare alleles have 
been significantly associated in this study, their effects could be re-esti-
mated in a new population by sampling from the same location as where 
the rare allele originates from. This data could even be added to the cur-
rent data for incorporation in a statistical meta-analysis.  
The population also contains breeding material (mainly pair crosses and 
polycrosses), where the extent of LD is larger than among natural acces-
sions. This has the disadvantage that resolution is lower and individual 
SNP effects cannot be determined. As polymorphisms within a genome 
region of high linkage are likely to have both positive and negative effects, 
such a region might not even be significantly associated (compensatory 
mutations), even though individual SNPs could have large effects. None-
theless, inclusion of such breeding material is useful if it has been posi-
tively selected for NDFD, as it enriches the population for beneficial alleles 
(increasing their MAF). Even though resolution is low, it can identify chro-
mosome segments containing these beneficial alleles and boost individual 
SNPs from 'highly recombined' natural material to reach significance. If 
there is a single causal polymorphism in the region, the probability of 
finding it by random genotyping is also higher as LD decays over longer 
distances. Such a population effectively combines the advantages of both 
linkage and association mapping. However, increasing the allele frequency 
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by adding an isolated subpopulation is not useful if its phenotypic varia-
tion is limited. For example, inclusion of a 29-offspring F1 mapping pop-
ulation (which forms its own subpopulation ‘QTL’) might not have been 
very useful, because variation in NDFD is limited. Consequently, an allele 
difference is unlikely to be related to a trait difference, although if it 
would, the mixed model would give it a large weight in the result. Thus, if 
the parents were respectively low and high in NDFD, this would be a better 
strategy. In general, an AM population designed by intercrosses so as to 
increase minor allele frequencies and reduce population structure should 
give the most power (Suppl. Note 2, p. 275). 
Genotyping method 
Full sequencing of candidate genes in all genotypes has been the best 
choice for association mapping in such a diverse population, as it in-
creases the probability of finding causal loci with a large and direct effect. 
One alternative is SNP discovery in a limited number of genotypes (dis-
covery panel) and then screening the entire AM population with known 
SNP markers, but this would not allow detection of novel or rare alleles. 
Another alternative is to use genome-wide markers (e.g. GBS), but the 
probability of finding markers linked to a causal polymorphism would be 
low, because the extent of LD is low in L. perenne. This would require at 
least a million independent SNPs (Hayes et al. 2013). However, even if the 
extent of LD would be high (as in the QTL population), using candidate 
genes would still increase the probability of finding a causal gene.  
Although association power was limited, this is not due to the limited set 
of selected genes, but rather due to the large diversity among genotypes 
leading to most SNPs being rare and a large population structure. Con-
trary to GP, the aim of AM is to find markers with a large effect, and these 
turn out to have a very low MAF. Moreover, beneficial alleles are preferably 
rare in breeding material, as increasing their MAF will then have a much 
larger impact on the performance of such material. Some improvements 
to the genotyping pipeline are suggested in Suppl. Note 2 (p. 277). 
Phenotype data 
Last, but not least, the phenotypic data should be of the highest possible 
quality to maximize power in association mapping. In this thesis, a large 
effort was made to accomplish this, for example, by using the Klason lig-
nin method to determine lignin, separating organs to eliminate architec-
tural effects, correcting values for harvest date effects, using BLUPs, and 
assessing trait values for two years. However, the phenotype data could 
be further improved by harvesting materials at more locations and time 
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points, and by applying additional and improved wet-chemical methods 
(Suppl. Note 2, p. 277). 
Conclusion 
A candidate-gene association mapping with incorporation of gene and 
polymorphism functionality information is a promising approach for 
identifying genes or markers involved in cell wall digestibility. Only alleles 
with a large positive effect on NDFD or a large negative effect on KL' have 
been prioritized. The most reliable effects have been estimated by the 
multi-locus model, which considered 18 SNPs simultaneously. An amino-
acid changing SNP associated with stem NDFD was selected in both 
LpHCALDH1 and LpCAD1. Mainly SNPs with rare alleles have been identified 
as potential markers, and should now be validated. 
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 7 
Valorisation of Results for 
Improved Ryegrass Breeding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter, we consider different strategies to improve the cell wall digestibility of 
perennial ryegrass, both by traditional phenotypic selection, and by incorporation of ge-
netic knowledge in breeding. First, we discuss approaches that are a direct result from the 
phenotypic data obtained in this thesis. Selection on NDFD is recommended, but not much 
genetic gain is lost by selecting on lignin content (KL'). Whether applying a pair cross or a 
polycross among genotypes selected from the association mapping population, the selec-
tion intensity is expected to be similar. A polycross is therefore recommended, as it will 
limit inbreeding depression during development of a synthetic variety. Nevertheless, selec-
tion on other major traits not considered will still be necessary. Second, we consider the 
loci associated with NDFD and/or KL', which will first have to be validated. Although their 
causality could never be proven, the allele effects should be retested in different conditions 
to preclude short-lived associations. Both forward and reverse genetics approaches are 
discussed. Once markers are validated, they can be introgressed in elite breeding material 
by marker-assisted selection (MAS). In this respect, also more efficient, innovative methods 
are discussed, such as the creation of inbred lines and genome editing. Phenotypic and 
marker-assisted selection could also be complemented by genomic selection to further 
improve the efficiency of breeding. 
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Introduction 
We will consider different strategies to improve the cell wall digestibility 
of perennial ryegrass, both by traditional phenotypic selection, and by 
incorporation of genetic knowledge. The high-quality phenotypic data 
generated in this PhD study for a large set of genotypes in the association 
mapping (AM) population (Chapter 4) is valuable information for selecting 
genotypes to set up pair crosses or polycrosses. As NDFD has not been 
extensively selected for in the past, we can consider the AM population as 
a population used by breeders to select the best genotypes. The difference 
between the average NDFD of forage and wild material is not significant 
in the association mapping population, but of course, after a first round 
of selection, this will change. The potential gains reported should there-
fore be viewed in the context of a first round of selection. In the resulting 
breeding material, also the variation in NDFD will be smaller compared to 
the AM population. 
We will predict the progeny performance of pair crosses and polycrosses. 
Pair crosses have the advantage over polycrosses that a more intense se-
lection is possible, as the average of the two best genotypes is naturally 
higher than the average of, e.g., the six best genotypes for a 6-component 
polycross. In pair crosses, also dominance effects can be exploited. On the 
other hand, as genotypes need to be multiplied for commercialization of 
seeds, there tend to be large inbreeding effects (Ghesquière & Baert 2007). 
Therefore, we will predict the performance of polycrosses as well. 
Molecular markers can be applied in several ways in breeding programs. 
Genetic knowledge can be incorporated through marker-assisted selec-
tion, genome editing or genomic selection. Here, for marker-assisted se-
lection, we consider the top four quantitative trait nucleotides (QTNs) 
from the multi-locus model presented in Chapter 6. However, before these 
markers can be exploited, their target control rate should be gauged, i.e., 
to what extent the markers remain linked to the causal loci. Selecting for 
the causal loci themselves would be ideal, as they would allow for a 100% 
target control rate by not relying on LD. However, this is difficult to 
achieve, and thus, a close linkage is acceptable. Several strategies will be 
described to introduce and fix beneficial alleles in existing elite varieties, 
i.e., by marker-assisted foreground and background selection, recurrent 
selection, and genome editing. We will also discuss the application of neu-
tral markers to make the breeding process more efficient. Finally, genomic 
selection, which was already discussed in Chapter 6, will be revisited. Here, 
we discuss an alternative breeding program to increase LD and decrease 
generation time to make genomic selection worthwhile. 
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Phenotypic selection 
Pair cross of genotypes with extreme NDFD could improve 
milk yields by 2% 
As discussed in Chapter 4, using harvest-date corrected BLUP values for 
NDFD calculated over at least 2 years is recommended for classical breed-
ing, as it allows good predictability of performance. We focus on plants 
harvested at heading in spring. NDFD is considered at the plant level, as 
this is the only feasible option in practice. Harvesting earlier than heading 
could avoid having to deal with stem, but stem will still appear during 
aftermath growth. As the final goal is to improve ryegrass quality over the 
entire year, it can be beneficial to cut when blade and stem contribute 
approximately equally to plant NDFD. To simulate total-plant NDFD eval-
uation, we have calculated plant values from the blade proportion and 
organ-specific NDFD values. 
To evaluate the maximum possible genetic gain, we predict the perfor-
mance of the offspring of a cross between two unrelated genotypes from 
the AM population with the highest HD-corrected NDFD values. These two 
genotypes, with a heading date difference of 5 days, show a mean plant 
NDFD of 76.7% (mean of two BLUPs with 2-year data, namely 76.6% and 
76.8%). This 'mid-parent' value is considered the predicted mean value of 
the progeny from a pair cross between these two genotypes. This corre-
sponds to a genetic gain of 2.3 units compared to the AM population 
mean of 74.4%. Considering Table 4.5, the effect of a 2.3-unit increase in 
NDFD on OMD is expected to be 1.2 units (2.3x0.53). Assuming a linear 
relationship, Oba & Allen (1999) estimated that an increase of 1 unit in 
NDFD could increase dry matter intake with 0.17 kg/day and fat-corrected 
milk yields with 0.25 kg/day. For grass-fed cows, an increase of NDFD by 
2.3 units could theoretically increase dry matter intake with 0.39 kg/day 
and milk yields with 0.58 kg/day (1.9% of a 30 kg daily milk yield). 
If KL' were the selection criterion as discussed in Chapter 4, a genetic gain 
of -0.58 units in plant KL' is expected (mid-parent 4.04% - overall mean 
4.62%). This corresponds to a potential effect of 2.1 units on plant NDFD 
(-3.64 x -0.58), which is only slightly lower than the 2.3 units obtained by 
directly selecting for NDFD. Here, the simple regression coefficient (-3.64) 
was employed (NDFD ~ KL', data not shown), and thus, also includes the 
effects of indirect selection, e.g. for a lower ethFA content. Lignin content 
measured as KL' is therefore a good alternative to NDFD, as its response 
to selection is similar. 
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Polycrosses within heading date classes with extreme 
NDFD values yield similar genetic gains as pair crosses 
We also consider the more realistic selection of five or six genotypes to 
set up a polycross in three heading date groups. To avoid inbreeding de-
pression during the multiplication steps for seed production, distantly re-
lated material is selected by considering the marker-based relationship 
coefficients in the kinship matrix. All polymorphisms are max. 10% corre-
lated between both genotypes, a threshold which roughly corresponds to 
a 3rd-order degree of relationship and was determined arbitrarily by con-
sidering known relationships within breeding material. Although the 
French material clearly belongs to a single subpopulation as determined 
in Chapter 6, the relatedness within this material is still relatively low com-
pared to some breeding material, even within the population originating 
in the region of Nord-Pas-de-Calais (Figure 7.1). As a result, crosses be-
tween particular genotypes (but not just any genotypes) from Nord-Pas 
de Calais are possible without giving much inbreeding depression. Based 
on the BLUP estimates, the average NDFD of the entire progeny is ex-
pected to be 76.1-76.3% depending on heading group (Table 7.1), which 
corresponds to a genetic gain of 1.7-1.9 units, not too far off the pair cross 
estimate (2.3 units). A similar result is expected for KL’, but NDFD is the 
most reliable trait and was considered here. We also note that sometimes, 
negative polycrosses (low NDFD) are set up, to maintain diversity for 
breeding purposes. 
A phenotypic selection index should be used for further 
selections 
In the exercise presented in previous paragraphs, parent selection was 
just based on one trait (NDFD or KL’). Other important characters were 
ignored so far, such as yield and rust resistance. The genotypes selected 
for pair or polycrosses should still be evaluated for these features, how-
ever, we don’t expect the phenotypic gains to be much different. In order 
to select for multiple traits, we suggest a selection index to evaluate gen-
otypes, which reweights the effect of several quantitative traits. This is 
more efficient than tandem selection where individual traits are selected 
for sequentially (Lin 1978). Nevertheless, this does not preclude the use of 
exclusion criteria. For example, crown rust resistance can be used as an 
exclusion criterion, where rust-susceptible genotypes are excluded even 
before the index is applied. In ryegrass, a selection index has been pro-
posed which combines 10 traits related to quality, yield, growth, regrowth, 
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persistence, disease resistance and heading date (Humphreys 1995). The 
quality variables were WSC content and DMD, averaged over several cuts 
selected to maximize heritability. Similarly, as our aim is to prevent rumen 
acidosis, an alternative index which allows increasing DMD without de-
creasing NDF can be designed. 
Dry matter yield and total digestibility can be combined in a single trait 
by simple multiplication to obtain the 'digestible yield'. However, as the 
total digestibility encompasses both NDF content and NDFD, progress on 
cell wall digestibility will not be efficient. Moreover, NDF should not be too 
low as it affects rumen retention time and rumen acidosis, but not too 
high either, as WSC and protein are also important for a balanced diet 
and palatability. Therefore, NDF should be considered as exclusion crite-
rion, by preselecting genotypes within a balanced NDF range (ca. 40-60%). 
Also WSC and protein content could be considered as exclusion criteria. 
These traits were not considered in this thesis, so we will not put specific 
limits on them. We do note that, although protein content could be con-
sidered for breeding, it is highly dependent on nitrogen fertilization, so 
grass land management might be more important for this trait. On the 
other hand, cell wall protein (NDIP) may be more heritable, and could be 
considered to balance it out with cell wall energy (NDFD). 
NDFD should not be too low either, as this would decrease dry matter 
uptake too much (animals don’t like to eat low digestible grass). Geno-
types with NDFD values below 70% should also be excluded (if evaluated 
at heading), which should be feasible given this is slightly below the aver-
age for the worst year considered (2012). After this, a selection index re-
lated to the total digestible yield should be evaluated, where the NDF 
content is no longer considered. The digestible yield can be calculated as 
OMD × DMY, or ((1-NDF) + NDF × NDFD) × DMY. By fixing NDF to its ideal 
value of 50%, the digestible yield index becomes (0.5 + 0.5 × NDFD) × DMY. 
Note how the (1-NDF) term in the index refers to the cell content, which 
is considered 100% digestible, and also needs to be taken into account. It 
is better to evaluate NDFD than OMD, as for the latter, you may still select 
toward the lower bound of the exclusion criterion for NDF (40%), whereas 
a better balance (50%) is preferred. 
Finally, also an economic index could be considered, where the weight for 
NDFD and DMY depend on their economic value. This calculation is quite 
complex, as the exact profits depend on land area, the number of cows 
and the cost of concentrate. Larger farms may benefit more from increas-
ing NDFD (affects all cows) than from increasing DMY (e.g. feeds one more 
cow). Calculation of an economic index is also beyond the scope of this 
thesis. 
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Table 7.1 - Genotypes selected for their high 2-year HD-corrected plant NDFD, grouped in 
three heading groups (max. difference 6-7 days) for polycrosses of 5 or 6 components. 
Within each group, genotypes are sorted by the median-centered heading date (the me-
dian is year-dependent, but situates around the 1st of June). On the right, the relationship 
coefficients among genotypes is given. Genotypes with a high NDFD but with a relationship 
coefficient above 10% were discarded. The 10% threshold roughly coincides with a 3rd-
order degree of relatedness, coinciding with our knowledge on breeding history (Figure 
7.1). The coefficients can be considered correlation coefficients if there is no inbreeding 
(Endelman & Jannink 2012). Genotype names were masked to protect intellectual property. 
Heading group 1          
Genotype Group Origin HD-corr. NDFD 
Un-
corr. 
NDFD 
HD 2 3 4 5 6 
1 A wild France (U) 76.1 79.0 -9.7      
2 B wild France (V) 76.6 78.9 -9.0 10%     
3 C wild France (-) 75.8 77.5 -7.2 -5% -3%    
4 D forage ILVO 76.4 78.6 -6.3 1% 0% -2%   
5 E wild Hungary 76.8 78.2 -4.1 8% 0% -5% -2%  
   mean 76.3 78.4 -7.3  
            
Heading group 2         
1 F wild France (O) 75.8 75.6 1.9      
2 G wild France (U) 75.9 75.8 2.5 -2%     
3 H wild Romania 76.0 75.8 3.2 -6% -5%    
4 I wild France (O) 76.1 75.8 4.7 8% -2% -3%   
5 J wild France (O) 76.4 75.7 5.8 8% -4% -4% 4%  
6 K wild Poland 76.3 76.6 6.1 5% -2% 4% 2% 4% 
   mean 76.1 75.9 4.5  
            
Heading group 3          
1 L wild France (V) 76.3 74.7 8.9      
2 M wild France (O) 76.1 75.6 9.0 -5%     
3 N wild France (O) 76.1 73.8 12.1 -5% 8%    
4 O wild France (O) 76.5 74.7 12.8 -8% 6% 5%   
5 P wild France (O) 76.0 74.4 13.7 2% 3% 7% 7%  
6 Q wild France (O) 76.0 74.1 15.7 2% -2% -3% -3% -2% 
   Mean 76.1 74.5 12.7      
ISO 3166-2: (O) = Nord-Pas-de-Calais, (U) = Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur, (V) Rhône-Alpes 
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Figure 7.1 - Kinship matrix among all genotypes. Among breeding material such as the QTL 
population, Aber varieties and Barenbrug (BB) material, the relatedness is much higher 
(>10%) than among material from Nord-Pas-de-Calais. Relatedness within subpopulations 
is sometimes even lower than among subpopulations. 
Marker-assisted selection 
Neutral markers can be used to maximize diversity and as-
sess parentage  
In the base population, neutral markers could be used to maximize diver-
sity to avoid fixing disadvantageous alleles. As previously shown in the 
set-up of polycrosses (Table 7.1), neutral markers can also be used to de-
termine relatedness among genotypes to minimize inbreeding in synthetic 
production, a strategy earlier applied by Kölliker et al. (2005). Further, 
neutral markers (mainly SSRs) are already applied successfully at ILVO to 
select within half-sib progenies that descend from the desired mother and 
father (Riday 2011; Riday et al. 2013; Vleugels et al. 2014). As described in 
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Chapter 1, the most precise method is to evaluate parents by their prog-
eny, and then to select the best parents as components for a new 
polycross. As this costs one to three years of progeny testing, often a 
breeder will continue by selecting the best progeny instead. However, in 
such a case, the father for each progeny genotype is unknown, and thus, 
the genetic material of bad fathers is still part of the gene pool. However, 
a paternity test using random markers can resolve this issue. DNA has to 
be extracted from both parents (P) and offspring (F1), either from the field 
or from seedlings from remnant seed. The F1 genotypes containing the 
desired parent-specific markers can then be used as Syn1 population. As 
the father and mother are known for each F1, paternity testing would 
even allow simulation of full-sib progeny testing.  
Marker validation is necessary to ensure durable applica-
tion in breeding 
To improve trait performance by marker-assisted selection, causal mark-
ers or markers closely linked to the causal locus should be applied. This 
way, the target control remains high, meaning the association is more 
likely to hold over many generations of selection, or after introgression 
into unrelated material. Theoretically, even for a causal locus, a different 
genetic background could still result in the loss of its predicted effect due 
to epistasis. However, the larger the diversity of genotypes containing the 
rare allele, the more these epistatic effects are averaged out in association 
mapping, so this issue should not be of primary concern if the polymor-
phism is identified in a highly diverse program by AM. As marker discovery 
by association mapping or rare defective allele assessment elucidates 
many markers, QTNs should be prioritized before validation. In Chapter 6, 
the effect size in a multi-locus model and prior information on gene and 
SNP functionality was assessed to improve the rate of success.  
Validation typically occurs by comparing genotypes containing the favor-
able allele (+) with genotypes containing the unfavorable allele (-) at the 
locus of interest. Ideally, (+) and (-) genotypes are near isogenic lines (NILs), 
only differing in the alleles at the candidate locus (Rafalski 2010). Due to 
its outcrossing nature, this cannot be achieved for ryegrass through 
breeding, and even if inbred lines were possible, it would take many gen-
erations to sufficiently reduce linkage drag. In theory, site-directed muta-
genesis could be applied to edit the genome and specifically alter a spe-
cific site. Preferably, the mutation is introduced in the target elite variety, 
to ensure the effect is not lost due to epistasis. The trait should then be 
evaluated in a field. 
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Genome editing has the advantage that the causal effect of a specific 
locus can be assessed using little material. However, for MAS, it suffices if 
a marker is in close linkage with the causal locus. Markers could then be 
validated by comparing many genetically diverse (+) and (-) genotypes to 
average out their genetic backgrounds. This comes down to repeating 
association mapping, but this time, the frequency of a potentially benefi-
cial allele has been increased. Again, kinship correction will be necessary 
to avoid spurious associations. If no relevant difference can be found in 
a sufficiently powerful test, this indicates the original association might 
have been due to coincidence, and could be reason to preclude the locus 
for use as marker. The necessary sample size should be calculated before 
the experiment, and will depend on the anticipated SNP effect. For NDFD, 
a threshold of 0.5 units and for KL’, a threshold of 0.2 units seem feasible 
(Chapter 6). It is important that the allele effect of the locus of interest is 
reassessed in material that is not related to the material used for associ-
ation mapping, so spurious assocations are not repeated  (Henshall 2013). 
Finding unrelated material to enriched a population for a beneficial allele 
is hard to achieve, but could be guided by the AM results. For example, if 
the rare allele occurs in wild material from a particular geographic loca-
tion, more material from this location could be sampled. Wild material is 
preferred, as this underwent sufficient cross-over events so the extent of 
LD will be limited. 
If this is not possible, pair crosses between genotypes containing the rare 
allele are the most straightforward way to obtain sufficient (+) genotypes, 
but due to linkage drag, the marker resolution will be too low to obtain 
reliable results. This could be solved by further crossing, but this is not 
time-efficient. Instead, several crosses could be evaluated in parallel. By 
considering several loci that are in LD with and in close proximity to the 
locus of interest, linkage drag could be circumvented. The parents could 
then be selected so that the locus of interest is segregating in the F1 pop-
ulation (i.e., heterozygous in both parents) and the linked locus is fixed 
(i.e., homozygous in both parents). In this respect, a more detailed se-
quence analysis of the gene or resequencing could be useful to confirm 
there are no other functional polymorphisms within the gene (indels in 
particular). With this material, a new association is then carried out. How-
ever, application of these markers will still largely rely on LD and epistatic 
effects, and it is recommended to keep testing if the association prevails 
after many rounds of selection. Studies where SNP associations have been 
corroborated in a Lolium validation population are rarely published, but 
exist for LpHD3 for heading date (Skøt et al. 2011).  
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Strategies to apply validated markers in breeding 
Two main strategies are possible to use validated markers for creating 
new superior varieties. The most straightforward way is to increase the 
allele frequency of several markers in a breeding population. The ad-
vantage of synthetic varieties is that they are a mixture of highly diverse 
genotypes. Beneficial alleles with an additive effect do not necessarily 
have to be introduced in a single genotype. Setting up a polycross with 
elite founders fixed for a beneficial allele, will increase the frequency of 
this allele in the progeny, and ultimately the population of genotypes that 
make a variety. The founders of the polycross are preferentially unrelated 
to avoid inbreeding depression. Although it is unlikely to find a fixed ben-
eficial allele for all diverse founders, the advantage would be that the 
allele would also fixed in the final variety, so additivity is not necessarily 
a requirement. 
Nevertheless, if different beneficial alleles were combined or pyramided 
within a single genotype, even more superior varieties could be obtained. 
If the polycross contains elite founders with different beneficial alleles, 
the variety may, on the long run, contain genotypes with these alleles 
combined. Continued selection on an existing variety is therefore one 
strategy to further improve the trait of interest. However, finding such 
genotypes would require genotypic screening of an enormous amount of 
plants, considering crossing conditions are not well controlled. A second 
strategy is therefore to create genotypes with all markers combined (mas-
ter genotypes) in a controlled fashion. 
Master genotypes can be obtained by marker-assisted 
breeding 
Validated markers at several loci can be fixed for the beneficial allele and 
then combined by crossing wisely selected genotype pairs (marker-as-
sisted gene pyramiding). Preference should go to genotypes originating 
from an existing elite variety, and for which the beneficial allele is already 
homozygous for as many loci as possible. A master genotype (or ideotype) 
is a genotype where all validated beneficial alleles are fixed. If these do 
not originate from elite varieties, they can be used for marker-assisted 
backcrossing (MAB) with an elite variety, or for marker-assisted recurrent 
selection (MARS). This will be discussed further. 
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Table 7.2 - (A) Worked example for the creation of a master genotype, which has all bene-
ficial alleles fixed for the markers in 4 genes. Genotype names were masked for protecting 
intellectual property. The (median-centered) heading dates are within a 14-day range dif-
ference. The genotype classes for the 4 loci are numerically coded as in the association 
model (0 = major allele homozygote, 1 = heterozygote, 2 = minor allele homozygote). As 
the minor allele always corresponds to the beneficial allele, the goal is to obtain a '2222' 
genotype.  The classes are sorted in the following order: LpCAD1 (6018:50912), LpWRKY5 
(38:114307), LpHCALDH1 (1558:89944) and LpHCALDH11 (13685:20364). (B) Relatedness among 
selected genotypes (method of Endelman and Jannink, 2012). 
(A) Selected genotypes for two cycles of pair crosses. 
Genotype name Centered HD Genotype classes for 4 loci Maximum 
probability 
(no LD) 
P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2 Best F1 
A B -9 3 1012 1200 2111 12.5% 
C D 3 2 0110 1101 1211 3.1% 
Best progeny from cycle 1 -3 2 2111 1211 2222 1.6% 
 
(B) Relatedness among selected genotypes 
 A B C D 
A  -10% -6% -5% 
B -10%  -1% -8% 
C -6% -1%  2% 
D -5% -8% 2%  
 
As an example, we assume the four markers with the largest conditional 
effect on NDFD (Chapter 6) are tightly linked to the causal locus and their 
effect is independent from the background. Two are amino-acid changing 
SNPs in LpHCALDH1 and LpCAD1, and two are located in non-coding re-
gions (LpHCALDH11 and LpWRKY5). First, genotypes that already contain a 
large combination of beneficial alleles should be selected. Only if the ben-
eficial allele is present on all 4 loci (homozygote or heterozygote), the 
master genotype can be created with a single biparental cross. After in-
spection of the AM population, such genotypes do not exist, and thus 
multiple crosses will be necessary. In the first cycle, unwanted alleles have 
to be eliminated as much as possible. It is important to avoid crossing 
highly related genotypes and to cross genotypes within a feasible heading 
date range (max. 14 days). In the second cycle, the selected F1s should 
preferably not be highly related either, as these will have to be crossed to 
obtain a genotype with only fixed positions. Thus, two biparental crosses 
should be performed in the first cycle with none of the founder material 
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being highly related. The minimum requirement for both parents in the 
second cycle is a genotype with heterozygote positions for all loci. How-
ever, the Mendelian probability of obtaining fixation at all 4 loci, is only 
0.4% (assuming independent segregation). Therefore, among the first-cy-
cle progeny, the genotypes with the best configuration ideally already 
contain as many fixed beneficial alleles as possible. In the given example, 
still only a probability of 1.6% can be achieved to obtain fixation using the 
best possible parents (Table 7.2). As several master genotypes should be 
obtained, several pair crosses will have to be repeated to obtain sufficient 
seed. For four loci, and without assuming linkage equilibrium, this exercise 
proved not too complex, however, a gene stacker tool has recently been 
developed, which can handle more complex situations (De Beukelaer et 
al. 2015). 
Marker-assisted background selection is possible in 
ryegrass 
If master genotypes (M) were not based on elite material, they should be 
further crossed with at least 2 elite genotypes from current varieties (A, B, 
C, etc.). The latter will be the recurrent parents used to recover the elite 
traits. Each recurrent parent will be crossed with a master genotype, and 
by repeated backcrossing, the recurrent parent should be recovered for 
at least 90%. Each introgressed parent (A’, B’, C’, etc.)  will then be used 
for creating a new synthetic variety. For this reason, the elite genotypes 
should be unrelated. This can be achieved by determining their genotypic 
relatedness. Genotypes can originate from a single elite variety or several 
elite varieties. A schematic overview can be found in Figure 7.2. 
The result of the first cross between master and elite genotype is that half 
of the genetic material from both genotypes is combined. F1 (A1, B1, C1, 
etc.) will thus be heterozygous at the loci holding the master allele, as the 
elite genotype is unlikely to already contain the beneficial master alleles. 
In the next step, a backcross is performed with the recurrent parent (A, B, 
C, etc.). The resulting seed should be sown in autumn and the seedlings 
should be selected in winter for containing the master allele (which can 
only be heterozygous) by foreground selection. The probability is only 1/64 
for 6 independent alleles, so if two genotypes are required, one would 
have to screen at least 128 plants and even more to increase the rate of 
recovering the recurrent parent by background selection. The latter can 
be achieved by selecting for neutral markers that are specific for the elite 
genotype. About three markers per chromosome of each elite genotype 
should be sufficient (Mackay 2012). For the chromosome(s) containing 
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master alleles, the background markers could be selected so that a larger 
region is introgressed to make sure linkage with the causal locus is not 
lost, but not too large either so as to avoid linkage drag. Note that during 
backcrossing, a selection at the S and Z locus has indirectly occurred. If 
the S and Z alleles expressed in the haploid pollen grain (in F1) both match 
the corresponding alleles in the diploid pistel (in P), the pollen tube will 
not grow and no fertilization will occur (Barth et al. 2008). The S- and/or 
Z-locus in the F1 pollen will therefore have been that of the master geno-
type. The backcrossing procedure is repeated until sufficient background 
alleles have been recovered. If the S and Z loci are known, they could 
already be preselected for to increase seed yields. 
After backcrossing is completed, a few multiplication steps are performed. 
Their primary aim is to fix the master alleles, which have been heterozy-
gous up to now. The probability of fixing 6 heterozygote loci would be 
1/4096 (4^6), which is not feasible in a single generation. Fixation will 
therefore take several years. For example, in the first year, 3 loci could be 
fixed and for the other 3 loci, the heterozygote genotype could be selected 
for (1/72). In the next year of multiplication, the 3 remaining loci can be 
fixed (1/64). In the process, background selection can further help to re-
cover more elite variation. As only a few plants are being selected each 
generation, this can lead to drift which could be problematic for fertility. 
In the process, it could be checked whether both S and Z loci of the re-
current and master genotype are retained. Using several unrelated master 
genotypes (fixed for the same alleles) for backcrossing may help as well. 
The end result is a set of genotypes (A’, B’, C’…) which closely resemble their 
recurrent parent (A, B, C), but now contain fixed master alleles. These 
should then be clonally propagated, to allow elite trait assessment in 
clonal rows. If good, they can be used as component in a polycross (Syn0). 
Although the final genotypes are highly inbred, the progeny of Syn0 
should not be largely affected, as there will be heterosis (many fixed al-
leles will become heterozygous). Still, before the Syn0 stage, a large in-
breeding depression is expected, as for any other naturally outbreeding 
species. However, as long as the seed production is not depressed, this 
should not be a major issue. 
Finally, we emphasize that the given scheme is no guarantee for success 
and that large inputs are required, as many pair crosses need to be set 
up in isolation, and background and foreground markers need to be 
screened in a short time for a high number of plants. Only practice will 
prove if a marker-assisted background selection is feasible for perennial 
ryegrass.   
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Figure 7.2 - Backcross scheme to introgress beneficial alleles (here only 1 allele "m" is shown) 
from master genotypes (M) in elite and diverse recurrent parents (P = {A,B,C…}). A1, A2, etc. 
are the F1, F2, etc. offspring of a backcross with recurrent parent A. For the fifth generation 
the notation A’ is used to denote a high similarity with A, but now with the m alleles 
introgressed. Allele “a”, i.e., the allele on the m locus in parent A, is unwanted and should 
be selected against by foreground selection. The “foreground-6” row shows the average 
number of offspring required to get one  genotype containing the correct genotype class 
(underlined) for 6 loci. The “background” row shows the percentage of the genome of the 
recurrent parent that can be recovered, depending on population size (without back-
ground selection, about 50% is recovered on average). The percentages are rough esti-
mates and are based on the notion that background selection can reduce the number of 
backcrosses from 6 to 4 (Mackay, 2012). 
A more important problem is that, as the number of segregating master 
alleles increases, it becomes much harder to fix all (Bernardo 2008). An 
alternative is to return master genotypes and master-elite crosses to the 
base population of the general breeding scheme. Such a strategy of 
marker-assisted recurrent selection (MARS) aims at increasing the fre-
quency of beneficial combinations of markers in the program, still making 
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progress more efficient. Once the MAF of beneficial alleles has been in-
creased in the base population, markers should be incorporated in the 
index used for selection (Lande & Thompson 1990). This extends the index 
to π (0.5 + 0.5 PNDFD) DMY + (1-π) (0.5 + 0.5 NDFD) DMY, with π the proportion 
of the heritable variance explained by the markers and PNDFD the marker-
based prediction of NDFD. The latter is based on the multi-locus model 
(as applied in Chapter 6), so alleles with a larger estimated effect are more 
likely to be fixed. NDFD should still be assessed phenotypically as well, as 
the markers do not explain all of the variance in NDFD. To conclude, even 
with assistance of markers, obtaining a new elite variety remains a long-
term project. 
Genome editing 
The main problem with introgressing beneficial alleles in elite varieties of 
an outcrossing species is the difficulty to recover most of the elite alleles. 
Also the creation of master genotypes may be difficult to achieve in prac-
tice, as certain undesirable phenotypes might occur due to linkage drag, 
so the process might take at least a few years in reality. Moreover, creation 
of a master genotype might require very large population sizes, depend-
ing on the available homozygosity of the selected alleles: for ten segre-
gating QTLs, the probability of finding a single genotype homozygous at 
all loci is about one in a thousand. It is also unlikely that all ten loci would 
be segregating independently. For these reasons, creation of a master 
genotype could be more efficient using genome editing approaches (Shan 
et al. 2013; Sander & Joung 2014). For ryegrass, an Agrobacterium-mediated 
transformation of the CRISPR-Cas9 vector into callus cells has been de-
scribed before (Figure 7.3), but other options are possible. A major issue 
here is that not many genotypes form callus and regenerate plantlets. 
Nevertheless, as regeneration efficiency is usually a heritable trait (Lazar 
et al. 1984), once an elite genotype has been created, this genotype could 
continually be improved by different research groups and used as a mas-
ter genotype to create new varieties. 
As genome editing would require 100% certainty on the causality of the 
locus, it is most efficient to introduce mutations that alter conserved or 
essential amino acids in genes known to affect lignin content in model 
species. If the gene can be entirely knocked out (i.e., if it doesn’t have any 
effect on any agronomically relevant trait), also a long indel can be intro-
duced in an exon by non-homologous end-joining, resulting in a prema-
ture stop codon (Ran et al. 2013; Sander & Joung 2014). Apart from being 
more efficient than MAB, a target control rate of 100% (i.e., by not relying 
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on LD) will also avoid problems related to loss of linkage on the long run. 
Thus, genome editing is promising, but requires further research. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3 - An elite ryegrass genotype should be prepared for generating callus amenable 
for Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated transformation (Bajaj et al. 2006). Agrobacte-
rium should be transfected with the CRISPR-Cas9 vector. The vector encodes for the Cas9 
nuclease and the guide RNA, which is composed of a target complementary RNA (crRNA), 
and an auxiliary trans-activating crRNA (tracrRNA). Cas9 induces a double-strand break at 
the genomic target sequence, which is then repaired by the cellular repair machinery using 
either non-homologous end joining or a homology-directed repair mechanism. Pictures 
courtesy of Thermofisher. 
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Genomic selection 
In genomic prediction (GP), the goal is to predict phenotypes to select the 
best parent combinations. The basic principle of genomic selection (GS) is 
recurrent selection in a closed population of elite genotypes, where phe-
notyping is replaced by genomic prediction (GP), and the GP model is 
recalibrated after selection. The main advantage of genomic selection (GS) 
is reducing generation time. Also, a set of phenotypes can be predicted 
for a much larger set of genotypes than is possible by phenotyping alone. 
Nonetheless, considering the breeders' equation for phenotypic selection 
(R = ih2σP), increasing selection intensity (i) is not the most efficient way 
to improve response to selection (Chapter 1). 
In the context of GS, the breeders' equation can be reformulated to R = 
irhσP, where r is the correlation between predicted and observed trait 
values. If there are no genotyping errors, r2 will have to be at least as large 
as h2 for genomic selection to have a larger response than phenotypic 
selection in a single cycle. Using our simple model for genomic selection 
(Chapter 6), this correlation amounted to 40-50%, which is indeed larger 
than the kinship-based h2 value of 25%. Reduction of the generation in-
terval will further increase response per year. The statistic model for ge-
nomic selection can still be improved by including fixed marker effects 
(Crossa et al. 2010). Also, our population was not designed for genomic 
selection; if it were, it could improve the correlation further. In particular, 
there was a complex population structure and allele frequencies were low 
(Chapter 6). The training population could be improved by selecting the 
most diverse genotypes based on genetic data, similarly to using NIRS 
spectra to select the best samples for wet-chemical analyses (Jannink et 
al. 2010). Also, a population of (elite) multiplied F1 families with common 
parents will bring more statistical power for genomic prediction within 
families. Still, this has the drawback of having to maintain such a closed 
population for breeding purposes as well. Once new material is intro-
duced, the prediction model will have to be updated, and even if no new 
material is introduced, the prediction accuracy will still decrease after 
several cycles of selection, again requiring an update. 
Adopting molecular techniques in breeding 
In Figure 7.4, a breeding scheme for ryegrass is proposed, which combines 
marker-assisted selection, genome editing and genomic selection (GS). It 
does not replace the current breeding scheme, but can be used in parallel. 
Concretely, a closed population of 1000 genotypes is phenotyped as 
spaced plants (4 reps) in order to select the 150 best performing genotypes 
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based on a selection index combining several traits of interest. These 150 
genotypes are then crossed to create 100 full-sib families that are pheno-
typed in mini-swards (e.g. for yield) and as individual plants (e.g. for NDFD 
or heading date). As genetic variability can still be high in full-sib families, 
it is best to phenotype individual genotypes (about 10 per family). To save 
costs, the selected 1500 individual plants should be genotyped in low-res-
olution. The missing loci can then be imputed based on GBS genotyping 
in their parents, allowing creation of a first genomic prediction model for 
sward and individual traits. This model should predict each trait sepa-
rately, but selection should be based on exclusion rules and a selection 
index.  
The full-sib families are set up as 50 "trio crosses", where fifty bigamous 
parents are crossed with 100 monogamous parents. The advantage of this 
approach is that the population structure is reduced, increasing statistical 
power. For this first cycle, the 150 parents should all be well performing, 
but their origin should be diverse. 150 genotypes are then selected, to 
restart the cycle. In the first cycle, the 150 best founders are genotyped by 
GBS and a genomic prediction model is set up, but no genomic prediction 
is performed yet (phenotypic selection only). From the second cycle on-
wards, the 150 selected genotypes are selected by the GP model. Generally, 
these genotypes should be well performing, but also their complementa-
rity should be evaluated, so as not to lose beneficial variation and to avoid 
inbreeding depression within a triocross. Traits are predicted by their ge-
nomic profiles, but phenotyping is still necessary to update the model, i.e., 
phenotyping still takes place after selection. With GP, each cycle takes 4 
years instead of 5. Therefore, 1 year is saved in the breeding process, by 
not having to phenotype before selecting. From each cycle, a new variety 
can be developed by polycrossing a selection of genotypes that outper-
form current varieties. However, after 4 cycles (16 years of recurrent selec-
tion), inbreeding depression is expected to be too high in such a closed 
population, so new material should be introduced. As genomic selection 
is relatively costly, a cost-benefit analysis should be made. Further, only 
practice will show whether GS is feasible for ryegrass. As the proposed 
scheme also allows for a phenotyping-only approach, this could justify a 
first try-out.  
To this scheme, further improvements can optionally be made based on 
specific marker data. By adding master genotypes to the closed base pop-
ulation, the frequency of beneficial alleles can be increased. Of course, 
this closed base population can be a part of the open base population 
used in traditional breeding as well (increasing unknown beneficial al-
leles). Further, specific markers can be genotyped in the closed population, 
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to improve the accuracy of the prediction model. Alternatively, after se-
lection of genotypes for variety development, beneficial alleles can also 
be introduced by genome editing (creating master genotypes). However, 
in this case, the genotype should have a high regeneration efficiency.  
 
 
Figure 7.4 - Breeding scheme for ryegrass which adopts genomic selection, marker-assisted 
selection (master genotypes) and genome editing. Yellow boxes: phenotyping but not for 
digestibility, green boxes: phenotyping also for digestibility, blue boxes: genotyping, red 
box: genome editing. 
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General Conclusions 
Hypothesis 1: At heading, the genetic diversity and 
heritability of cell wall digestibility of perennial 
ryegrass plants is sufficient for breeding and asso-
ciation mapping (or MAS) purposes. 
Is harvesting at heading recommended for evaluating cell wall di-
gestibility? 
In general, breeders should harvest as close as possible to the moment 
that farmers do to ensure that the improved quality of varieties can also 
be achieved in practice. For a first cut, the general recommendation by 
ILVO is to harvest at 3 to 3.5 ton DM/ha (a few weeks before heading), 
however, in practice, farmers often harvest closer to heading. Moreover, a 
grassland is a mixture of varieties, and thus the stage at harvest is varia-
ble. Single-day harvesting is not recommended for assessing genotypic 
values, as generative tillers would be at different developmental stages, 
confounding the analyses. Therefore it is better to harvest at a single ma-
turity stage that is still correlated with the agronomically relevant cut. We 
have chosen heading, as it is the easiest stage to assess for a large popu-
lation of genotypes, and highly heritable and thus reproducible over years. 
Blade/stem ratios are approximately 50/50 at heading, allowing evalua-
tion of both organs at the same cut and to study the genetic control of 
cell wall digestibility in both organs simultaneously. Aiming at a more di-
gestible stem will provide the farmer more flexibility in harvest time. Alt-
hough ryegrass yields are highest in spring, also summer or autumn cuts 
could be considered, as NDFD is much lower during these periods.  
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A difficulty with evaluating ryegrass is that vegetative and generative till-
ers develop independently from one another. As vernalization (ca. 6 weeks 
<10°C) is a requirement for generative tillers to grow, harvesting non-ver-
nalized material on a single day might be a good strategy to obtain less 
confounded values for vegetative tillers. Nevertheless, the growth of gen-
erative tillers has a larger impact on total plant NDFD and an early first 
cut does not prevent stem from appearing in a second cut. In this thesis, 
focus therefore lies on improving the cell wall digestibility of generative 
tillers in order to improve plant NDFD. As NDFD decreases similarly before 
heading for early and late-heading varieties according to a longitudinal 
study, detrending the relationship of NDFD with harvest date should have 
largely eliminated the age effect in vegetative tillers. For both phenotypic 
selection and association mapping purposes, the goal is to identify bene-
ficial alleles of genes that directly affect NDFD. In theory, other confound-
ing traits should be considered as well. For example, phenotypic selection 
for lignin content might not decrease lignin in tissues, but decrease the 
proportion of tissues rich in lignin instead (such as vascular tissues), which 
is not desired as this might have an impact on yield. Although such indi-
rect effects do not necessarily lead to unwanted side effects, reducing the 
intrinsic lignin content is the safer choice. Unfortunately, it is not possible 
to measure all confounding traits to purify phenotypic selection. Con-
versely, in association mapping, this problem is for a large part solved by 
considering prior gene information. 
Is the genetic diversity of cell wall digestibility sufficient for breed-
ing or association mapping purposes?  
The genotypic variation of NDFD was assessed in a broad collection of 
ryegrass genotypes, evaluated for two years at the plant and organ level. 
With a coefficient of variation of 1.1% at the organ level and 0.9% at the 
plant level, variation seems limited. In order to evaluate its adequacy for 
breeding, it was compared to NDF, whose natural variation was sufficient 
for improving the total digestibility in the past. As NDF is expressed rela-
tively to OM, and NDFD relatively to NDF, both measures are best com-
pared by considering their conditional effect on OMD. It turns out that 
improving NDFD has twice the effect on OMD compared to NDF on aver-
age (using HD-corrected BLUPs). Taking the genotypic variation into ac-
count, the standardized effect on OMD is similar for NDF and NDFD in 
our population. Compared to the average of the entire population, HD-
corrected OMD could be improved by 1.0 units by phenotypic selection 
alone. We therefore conclude that it is possible to breed for higher NDFD 
and that AM for this trait is feasible. 
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What is the genetic contribution to the cell wall digestibility? What 
is the contribution of additive genetic effects? 
The broad-sense heritability (H2) of NDFD was estimated by considering 
the differences between two years as environmental effects. After harvest 
date correction, it amounts to 53% (blade) and 55% (stem). The narrow-
sense heritability (h2) was calculated based on the marker-based additive 
kinship matrix and amounts to 50% (blade) and 53% (stem) of H2, i.e., ca. 
25%. Note that this multiplication is necessary because BLUP values of 
two years were considered to determine the kinship-based variance, so 
that residual (environmental) variation between both years was already 
averaged out. 
What is the breeding potential for cell wall digestibility? 
A simulated pair cross of genotypes selected for their extremely high (HD-
corrected) NDFD values could improve this trait by 2.3 units compared to 
the AM population mean of 74.4%. This corresponds to an increase in milk 
yields of 2% for grass-fed cows. Polycrosses with extreme NDFD values 
yield similar genetic gains (1.7-1.9 units). As the difference in HD-corrected 
NDFD between breeding material and wild material is negligible, we ex-
pect similar gains when only breeding material is considered. When spe-
cific markers are used, the multi-locus association model should be con-
sidered, as this allows prediction of combining beneficial alleles. Assuming 
the allele effects are additive, twice the sum of positive minor allele effects 
on NDFD can be considered the improvement in trait value by introducing 
and fixing these alleles in material that does not already contain them. If 
the four markers with the highest effects found in the AM study are se-
lected and validated, the genetic gain would be 2.3 units. This is similar to 
what can be achieved by phenotypic selection. However, this might be too 
optimistic as the assumption of additive effects may not always be true. 
Nevertheless, if more markers would be pyramided and fixed, the genetic 
gains are expected to increase further. 
Conclusion 
Although genetic diversity and heritability are lower than for NDF, NDFD 
has a relatively larger impact on OMD. As a result, the breeding potential 
to improve OMD is similar for both traits, and as NDF has been success-
fully used as criterion for improving OMD in the past, we expect the same 
for NDFD. Our estimates predict a theoretical potential to increase milk 
yields by 2% by improving NDFD by conventional breeding, or even higher 
when also markers are implemented for selection. A longitudinal study of 
organ-specific NDFD in vegetative and generative tillers is recommended 
to better understand the effect of plant development on ryegrass quality.  
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Hypothesis 2: The blade proportion and organ-spe-
cific NDFD provide an estimate of total-plant 
NDFD at heading. 
Is there a large difference in NDFD between blade and stem (sheath 
+ true stem) at heading? 
In both 2012 and 2013, OMD was on average higher in blade than in stem 
at heading, however, this is mainly due to the lower NDF content of blade. 
NDFD was on average higher in blade in 2013, but not in 2012. We chose 
to harvest individual plants at heading, however, harvest date effects re-
main. For plants that head earlier within a spring season, the cell wall of 
blade is better digestible than that of stem. However, blade NDFD de-
creases faster with harvest date than stem NDFD, so that the cell wall of 
blade becomes less digestible than that of stem for later heading plants, 
i.e., at the start of summer. The faster rate for blade is due to "heading" 
describing the developmental stage of generative tillers, rather than that 
of vegetative tillers. By the time that spikes are emerging, the growth pe-
riod of stem has been more or less the same for an early and a late head-
ing genotype, as stem only grows during the generative stage, whereas 
blade has been growing much longer for a late heading genotype com-
pared to an early heading genotype, due to the longer growth of vegeta-
tive tillers, allowing them to accumulate more lignin. 
Should blade and stem be considered separately for breeding? 
Breeders select at the plant level, as separation of organs is too laborious. 
The major benefit of separating organs is that the blade/stem ratio is 
eliminated as confounder for intrinsically improving the cell wall digesti-
bility. If theoretically, blade cell walls are much better digestible than stem 
cell walls, selecting for a higher plant NDFD may reduce the stem portion 
at heading, which may consequently lead to an unwanted lower seed pro-
duction. However, a multiple linear regression showed that the blade pro-
portion does not largely affect plant NDFD, except in the early heading 
group. The latter is only a small group of genotypes (n = 21), and could be 
excluded in future evaluations. Also note how the NDF portion in stem is 
higher than in blade, so if there is a slight difference in NDFD, selecting 
on total-plant level will improve stem NDFD slightly more than blade 
NDFD. Separating organs does not improve the heritability much either, 
as H2 for the selection index 0.47 × blade NDFD + 0.52 × stem NDFD is only 
2 units higher than for plant NDFD. Nevertheless, as we did not apply NIRS 
to entire plant materials (plant values were calculated from organ values) 
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and dead material was discarded (a small but lowly digestible fraction), 
our results may not entirely reflect a breeding experiment. Either way, the 
slight increase in heritability by considering organs separately does not 
justify the loss of efficiency by having to manually separate organs. 
Should blade and stem be considered separately for association 
mapping? 
For association genetics, considering organs separately could still be ad-
vantageous, as genes could be expressed organ-specifically. Moreover, 
given the difference in harvest date effects, HD correction should be ap-
plied to organs separately to avoid any spurious associations. The corre-
lation between HD-corrected blade and stem NDFD is indeed quite low (r2 
= 9.2%), even though both traits are similar in broad-sense heritability (ca. 
50%), indicating that other genes are responsible in blade and stem. For 
a large part, this could be attributed to the difference in development of 
blade and stem. As stem is still fully developing at heading, genes affecting 
lignification rate might be relevant, whereas in blade, genes affecting the 
potential extent of lignification might be relevant. For association map-
ping, the rarity of alleles with a large effect requires obtaining the most 
accurate trait values for boosting power. Nevertheless, if they exist, poly-
morphisms that are related to NDFD of both organs are preferred in AM, 
as they are expected to have a larger effect on the total plant NDFD value. 
For future AM studies on NDFD, separation of organs is also recom-
mended, mainly to boost power. 
What breeding strategies could be taken at the morphological 
level? 
Only in the early heading group, where blade NDFD is much higher than 
stem NDFD, increasing the blade proportion will have a relevant effect on 
plant NDFD (up to 0.7 units). Although quantification of the blade propor-
tion is costly, this is not necessary. When total plant values are predicted 
by NIRS, selection for more blade would occur indirectly. However, selec-
tion for more blade could lead to a decrease in seed yield, so it is im-
portant to simultaneously select for large seed numbers per stem. 
Conclusion 
Blade and stem NDFD affect plant NDFD at heading to a similar extent, 
whereas the blade proportion has an overall limited effect on plant NDFD. 
Although separation of organs would improve power, classical breeding 
at the plant level should suffice. For association mapping, where power is 
already limited, separation of organs is strongly recommended.  
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Hypothesis 3: Lignin content is a good selection 
criterion for improving the cell wall digestibility of 
ryegrass. 
Which high-throughput lignin quantification method is the most 
accurate (precise and true)?  
In theory, TL' is the truest quantification of lignin, as it has been corrected 
for both the loss of acid-soluble lignin and the acid-insoluble protein re-
maining in the lignin residue in the van Soest or Klason procedure. How-
ever, we have shown that the measurement of contaminating protein is 
inaccurate, probably due to the presence of non-proteinaceous nitrogen 
and the low weight of lignin residue used for applying the Kjeldahl pro-
cedure. Therefore, TL is generally the most accurate measure of lignin 
content, which could be determined as ADL+ASL (van Soest) or KL+ASL 
(Klason). 
Is further improvement in lignin quantification possible? 
Further testing could reveal whether ADL+ASL is more accurate than 
KL+ASL as a measure for lignin content. This is plausible, considering pro-
tein quantification on lignin residues is not accurate and the KL residue 
contains more protein than the ADL residue. Indeed, van Soest specifically 
added CTAB to the Klason procedure to dissolve this remaining protein. A 
major advantage of applying  the van Soest procedure is that it allows 
accurate quantification of cellulose and hemicellulose if adjustments are 
made, e.g., determining protein content in the ADF filtrate. 
Which lignin quantification method is best used for breeding? 
The final objective is improving the total digestible yield without selecting 
for a lower NDF content. This goal can be achieved using the selection 
index (0.5 + 0.5 × NDFD) × DMY. If only lignin content values are available, 
a regression model should predict NDFD instead, i.e., NDFD = 106.6 - 3.3 
TL'. For phenotypic selection, the lignin content that is most correlated 
with NDFD is therefore preferred. As NIRS is required for assessing lignin 
content in large populations, the correlation with NDFD is preferably 
based on NIRS-predicted values, however, as the accuracy of NDFD might 
decrease after NIRS prediction, we also consider wet-chemical values next. 
Further note that TL and TL' were only assessed for the 2013 harvest, and 
therefore, lignin measures could only be compared for a single year. 
In blade, TL' is most correlated with NDFD (wet r = -72%, NIRS r = -95%), 
although the correlation between TL and NDFD is very similar (wet r 
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= -71%, NIRS r = -92%). In stem, TL is preferred (wet r = -77%, NIRS r = -88%). 
So overall, TL is recommended for breeding on a total-plant level. Note 
how the correlations largely improve after NIRS prediction, indicating 
some variation in NDFD and lignin content cannot be explained by NIR 
spectra. If measures for cellulose and lignin composition are available, 
these could be taken into account as well, however, given their small con-
tribution, their determination is not worth the effort. 
Which lignin quantification method is best used for association 
mapping? 
For marker-trait associations, the most accurate lignin measure (TL) is 
preferred, because a lignin gene will directly affect lignin, and only indi-
rectly NDFD. As NDFD could be the result of several subtrait effects, asso-
ciation with the most accurate lignin content will have more statistical 
power than association with the lignin measure most correlated with 
NDFD. Further, it is not clear whether NDFD is technically more accurate 
than TL. However, for stem, KL (65%) is already more heritable than NDFD 
(55%) after HD correction, so the same is expected for TL. In blade, the 
opposite is true (KL 36%, NDFD 53%) , which could explain why some 
lignin genes (e.g. LpCAD1) only associate with NDFD and not with KL' (see 
further). 
What is the genetic contribution to lignin content (H2)? What is the 
contribution of additive genetic effects (h2)? 
The broad-sense heritability (H2) was estimated by considering the differ-
ences between two years as genotype-environment interactions. After har-
vest date correction, they amount to 40% (blade) and 56% (stem) for KL'. 
The narrow-sense heritability (h2) was calculated based on the marker-
based additive kinship matrix and amounts to 39% (blade) and 60% (stem) 
of H2, i.e., 16% and 34%. Thus, blade KL' seems to be less heritable than 
stem KL', which could be related to the method of lignin quantification. 
Stem KL' could be more efficient for breeding than stem NDFD, given its 
higher heritability (60% compared to 50%), while the opposite is true for 
blade (40% compared to 50%). 
Conclusion 
For phenotypic selection at the plant level, selecting on HD-corrected KL 
is equivalent to selecting on NDFD. For TL, even a higher breeding effi-
ciency is expected than for NDFD, but this could not be confirmed yet. 
For association mapping of lignin genes in blade, HD-corrected TL content 
is preferred as trait, for its high accuracy and high expected heritability 
(based on KL'). 
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Hypothesis 4: Ferulic acid content is a good addi-
tional selection criterion for improving the cell 
wall digestibility of ryegrass. 
How accurate is ferulic acid quantification? 
Two types of ferulic acids can be quantified: the solely esterified ferulates 
(estFA) are found in 2M NaOH extracts, while the ferulates that are both 
esterified and etherified (ethFA) are found in 4M NaOH (170°C) extracts. 
Although an attempt was made to determine the latter, the precision of 
4M extracts turned out to be too low (CV > 10%). Therefore only the 2M 
extracts are considered in this thesis, as their coefficient of variation is 
sufficiently low (<10%). Nevertheless, in comparison to other studies, estFA 
are overestimated, mainly due to the use of response factors. Although 
most studies quantify ferulic acids using response factors, this method is 
not recommended, because some of its assumptions (calibration curve 
should be linear and going through the origin) are incorrect. Either way, 
the systematic bias will not affect the correlations with NDFD, so the re-
sults are still valid. In future work, the trueness of estFA and precision of 
ethFA should be improved. 
Is ferulate or diferulate content a useful measure for breeding for 
an improved cell wall digestibility? 
As pointed out for hypothesis 1, the trait(s) most correlated with NDFD 
could be used to set up a selection index. Although TL already explains 
most of the variation in NDFD, FA (or a combination of FA and TL) could 
still be a better predictor. TL combines the effects of the extent and length 
of cross-links, which can be dissected as ethFA/HC (the extent of cross-
linking) and TL/ethFA (the average length of a cross-link). As far as wet-
chemical values are concerned, estFA/HC has a significant adverse effect 
on NDFD for blade, but not for stem where only TL is relevant. After NIRS 
prediction, only TL is important for both organs, however, given the low 
NIRS predictability of stem estFA (and large wet-chemical variation), the 
NIRS predictions are considered unreliable, also for blade. NIRS prediction 
could lose accuracy if the ester bonds of ferulic acids cannot be easily 
distinguished from other bonds, or if ferulates are also present outside 
the cell wall. For both wet-chemical and NIRS values, estFA/HC shows a 
negative correlation with NDFD in blade, indicating that they may serve 
as a proxy for ethFA/HC, which have not been quantified. Either way, for 
ethFA/HC, a stronger correlation with NDFD is expected for both blade 
and stem. 
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Diferulic acids, which cross-link GAX mutually, could be well predicted by 
NIRS, and have a significant effect on blade NDFD, but not on stem NDFD. 
At the plant level, the effect of diFA (conditional on TL) is therefore too 
limited to be relevant for breeding purposes. Nevertheless, an important 
aspect is that NDFD is determined based on a 48-h fermentation with 
ruminal fluid. The enzymatic break-down of ester links takes time, and 
thus, the diFA effect on NDFD might be due to a decrease in rate of di-
gestion. The digestion rate is also relevant in vivo, as the rumen works like 
a sieve: parts that are small enough will pass through and will no longer 
be digested. The 24h-NDFD fermentation is a better predictor for diges-
tion rate and may therefore also have to be considered to fully confirm 
the limited effect of diFA on the in vivo cell wall digestibility. 
Is ferulate or diferulate content a useful measure for association 
mapping? 
As pointed out for hypothesis 1, traits that could be directly affected by 
genetic variation will give more power for association mapping than 
NDFD, which is considered the result of several subtraits. EstFA are 
bonded to GAX before lignification starts, and act as nucleation sites. The 
more estFA there are, the larger the probability of a monolignol starting 
a new cross-link. However, also the influx rate of monolignols might affect 
the proportion of estFA that will end up in a cross-link. In blade, estFA/HC 
was negatively correlated with NDFD, probably because of the large range 
of harvest dates: for later harvests, monolignols have had more time to 
start a new cross-link. EstFA/HC could therefore be useful for association 
mapping with ferulate genes. However, the total FA content (totFA = 
estFA+ethFA) would be a more direct effect and is preferred if it correlates 
well with NDFD (not yet determined). 
Is further improvement needed if applied to perennial ryegrass? 
For estFA, the trueness could be improved by fitting non-linear calibration 
curves for both FA and the internal standard (TMCA). For ethFA, the 
method of heating samples in 4M NaOH to 170°C should be improved. If 
this works, identification of FA-monolignol dimers may be useful to im-
prove the measure of lignin-GAX crosslinking ferulates. 
Conclusion 
The effects of estFA and diFA on plant NDFD is limited after NIRS predic-
tion, and are therefore not recommended for breeding purposes. Never-
theless, the effect on the rate of digestion should be investigated further. 
Larger effects of ethFA on NDFD are expected, and may even be a better 
predictor than TL. However, these were not considered in this study. 
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Hypothesis 5: Exploiting current knowledge on 
monolignol biosynthesis genes allows in-silico se-
lection of rare defective alleles valuable for 
marker-assisted improvement of cell wall digesti-
bility. 
Which paralogs of the ten monolignol biosynthesis gene families 
are most likely to affect lignin content in ryegrass? 
As functional diversification between monocots and dicots is plausible for 
the ten monolignol biosynthesis gene families, only studies in monocots 
were considered for predicting gene functionality in ryegrass. Only for 
4CL, COMT, CCR and CAD has the function of various family members been 
elucidated in at least one monocot species. The genes that are predicted 
to be involved in the synthesis of developmental lignin were classified in 
clade I, i.e., Lp4CL1-2, LpCOMT1-2, LpCCR1-3 and LpCAD1-2. For the other six 
families, developmental lignin genes are expected to be limited to a few 
members as well. C3H, C4H and F5H are small families to begin with, 
whereas for PAL and CCoAOMT, RNA silencing of specific paralogs in mon-
ocot species has been shown to affect lignin content. HCT might be an 
exception, as for many members of a monocot-specific clade, we found a 
significant association with NDFD or KL'. Wang's simulation study (2014) 
based on enzyme efficiencies in poplar, showed that a decrease in activity 
of C4H, C3H, CCR or CAD is expected to decrease lignin content the most 
efficiently. COMT could take over the functionality of CCoAOMT and F5H 
only affects lignin composition. 
Should functional redundancy be taken into account for associa-
tion mapping? 
Functional redundancy entails that reducing the activity of one paralog 
will not affect lignin content because another paralog can take over. How-
ever, the occurrence of multiple genes within functional clade I does not 
necessarily mean they are functionally redundant. Perhaps, two paralogs 
are necessary to form a functional enzyme complex, in which case suffi-
cient downregulation of either paralog will affect lignin content. This 
could only be proven by paralog-specific downregulation (which is diffi-
cult to achieve), but conservation of the number of paralogs among sev-
eral monocot species could already give a clue. For 4CL, two paralogs exist 
in clade I for each studied monocot species, so they may not be redun-
dant. For COMT, two versions are only conserved among the considered 
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Pooideae, except Brachypodium. Here, functional redundancy is likely, alt-
hough this could be eliminated by subfunctionalization of paralogs, such 
as differences in spatiotemporal regulation. Nevertheless, spatiotemporal 
differences could change if the normally active paralog is less or no longer 
active. For CCR, the number of paralogs in clade I is not conserved either, 
with three paralogs present in the reference genome of ryegrass. However, 
a previous study where LpCCR1 was downregulated did show an adverse 
effect on lignin content, which could be true due to subfunctionalization 
or false if RNA silencing reduced the activity of all paralogs. LpCAD1 is the 
only gene in clade I. LpCAD2 is considered a pseudogene as it clusters 
outside clade I and has some altered essential residues, which should be 
strictly conserved. Therefore, functional redundancy is not expected to be 
a problem for CAD in ryegrass. In conclusion, interactions within the 4CL, 
CCR and COMT gene families could impede associations with lignin con-
tent, however, paralog-specific downregulation would be necessary to 
confirm. 
Are there alternatives to association mapping for marker discovery? 
If polymorphisms alter interspecifically conserved amino acid residues, in 
particular essential residues as revealed by reverse genetics studies, they 
are likely to affect protein functionality. This is an alternative strategy to 
association mapping, where power is often too limited for rare alleles. 
Although this strategy seems straightforward, it requires a high genotype 
calling quality and a high level of scrutiny. If a rare variant is found on a 
conserved position, it is likely to be due to sequencing or read mapping 
errors. Conversely, in association mapping, it is unlikely that random gen-
otyping errors will give a significant association with a trait. As a proof-
of-concept, RNAseq data of 14 genotypes were used to assess the presence 
of amino-acid changing polymorphisms on such positions. However, reli-
able rare defective alleles, such as mutations of essential residues or 
premature stop codons, were not identified. Clearly, the more genotypes 
are assessed, the more likely such rare defective alleles will pop up. This 
is certainly a promising strategy to apply on target-enriched genetic data. 
Conclusion 
Based on a literature study, it is possible to prioritize ryegrass genes 
within each monolignol biosynthesis gene family. However, reverse genet-
ics studies in monocots are currently too limited for any definite state-
ment on functional redundancy of paralogs within gene families. Such 
information could be useful to gain power in association mapping or to 
select rare defective alleles. 
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Hypothesis 6: Candidate-gene association mapping 
yields quantitative trait nucleotides valuable for 
marker-assisted improvement of cell wall digesti-
bility. 
Are any of the candidate genes significantly associated with cell 
wall digestibility or lignin content? 
The statistical power for association was limited, and a liberal p-value 
threshold had to be set, allowing for approximately 50% false associa-
tions. It was therefore necessary to incorporate prior information on gene 
functionality to minimize selection of false positives. 30 genes related to 
cell wall digestibility were associated with NDFD and/or KL in blade 
and/or stem and/or both organs simultaneously. For 15 of these, direct 
orthologs in other species were proven to be involved in lignin or ferulate 
biosynthesis and therefore the most reliable. 
How can markers be prioritized within these genes? 
An ad-hoc method was applied to prioritize associated polymorphisms 
(further called QTN or quantitative trait nucleotides).  Among the genome-
wide significant polymorphisms, the minor alleles with a large beneficial 
effect on NDFD (0.5 units) or KL' (0.2 units) were prioritized. As alleles with 
a large effect turned out to be rare among our genotypes (MAF <5%), it 
was important to select for positive minor allele effects, as these are un-
likely to be present in elite breeding material. Further, given the high prob-
ability of genotyping errors, we did not rely on the results of extremely 
rare alleles either (MAF<1%). This way, 4 markers were prioritized, namely 
in LpHCALDH1, LpHCALDH11, LpC4H3 and LpCAD1. They were evaluated in 
Manhattan plots, and for LpCAD1 and LpHCALDH1, a closely linked, but 
amino-acid changing SNP was selected instead. Because of this linkage, 
they are still significantly associated with our traits of interest. Finally, 
these SNPs were included in a multi-locus model along with 14 other SNPs, 
to re-evaluate their effect sizes. The effect for the selected SNP in 
LpHCALDH1 was no longer significant now, but another SNP located in the 
promoter of the same gene turned out to have the largest effect on NDFD 
and KL' among those in the multi-locus model. For the other three SNPs, 
the effects were slightly reduced, but still significant. In addition, two more 
genes showed a significant positive association with NDFD, namely 
LpWRKY5 and LpLAC1. 
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How can the prioritized markers be validated? 
We recommend validation in a pair cross of parents where the locus of 
interest is heterozygous and other highly linked and significantly associ-
ated polymorphisms within the gene (or neighboring genes) are fixed. A 
new round of phenotyping and genotyping (using KASP assays) should 
allow confirmation of the association. To this purpose, it would be useful 
to improve genotype calling of the genes of interest or resequencing, to 
confirm there are no other linked polymorphisms (in particular, indels) 
which could be the true cause of association. Causality could also be as-
sessed by genome editing of the candidate locus in elite material. How-
ever, although a causal marker is ideal for its 100% target rate, it is not 
necessary. 
How can validated markers be exploited to improve breeding re-
sponse? 
By marker-assisted breeding, the frequency of beneficial alleles could be 
increased in current variety populations, or even be combined and fixed 
in a single master genotype. Only the latter would increase the genotypic 
variation in NDFD. Marker assays can be used to look for beneficial alleles 
in current breeding material, but also genotypes from the association 
mapping material could be selected. However, as the alleles are rare, the 
chance of finding them in elite breeding material are also rare. It may 
therefore be necessary to backcross the master genotype with elite mate-
rial to regain other characters such as high yield and rust resistance. An 
alternative method is to apply genome editing to induce mutations that 
lead to a reduction in lignin content. The same genes as those that were 
associated could be used, however, more essential positions could be al-
tered to increase the magnitude of the effect. Specific markers could also 
be used to improve prediction accuracy for genomic selection. 
Conclusion 
Six markers have been significantly associated with NDFD or KL' and were 
selected as candidates for validation. Pyramiding beneficial alleles in a 
master genotype is feasible by marker-assisted selection, but requires in-
trogression into elite breeding material. Genome editing could be ex-
plored as a method for validating markers, and if EU legislation allows it, 
to create new varieties.
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Suppl. Fig. 2.1 - Scatterplot, showing the correlation of 20 stem samples between ABL/CWR, 
ABL/NDF, ADL/NDF or KL/NDF and NDFD. 
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Suppl. Table 2.1 - CWR, NDF, ABL, ADL and KL content of blade and stem material (reference 
pool A), determined on 10 reps within 1 batch (except for CWR - 4 reps). ABL was deter-
mined on NDF and CWR. Mean values and within-batch coefficients of variance are given.  
 Technical mean Within-batch CV 
 Blade Stem Blade Stem 
Cell wall content     
CWR (g/100 g DM) 65.0% 65.5% 1.7% 3.1% 
NDF (g/100 g DM) 51.5% 57.7% 1.1% 0.7% 
Lignin content     
ABL (g/100 g CWR) 12.0% 14.8% 20.4% 7.6% 
ABL (g/100 g NDF) 10.5% 14.5% 5.8% 5.2% 
ADL (g/100 g NDF) 3.6% 4.7% 14.9% 5.7% 
KL (g/100 g NDF) 7.7% 9.6% 7.1% 3.3% 
 
Suppl. Table 2.2 - Repeatability and reproducibility of lignin measures for blade (B) and 
stem (S) material (pool B, used in several batches, with 2 reps per batch). 
 Number of 
batches 
Technical 
mean 
 Among-
batch CV 
Within-
batch CV 
Technical 
CV (total) 
    (g/100 g ba-
sis) 
(%)  (%)  (%) 
 B S  B S  B S  B S  B S 
               Cell wall (/OM)               
NDF 10 17  45.4 53.2  0.35 0.8  0.7 0.6  0.8 1.0 
               van Soest lignin (/NDF)              
ADL 6 6  3.3 3.8  10.9 3.2  12.6 3.6  16.7 4.8 
               Klason lignin (/NDF)               
KL 4 11  7.7 7.9  2.01 4.86  6.0 3.7  6.4 6.1 
KL' 4 11  6.4 6.7  11.7 3.46  6.9 3.6  13.6 5.0 
KTL 4 11  8.7 9.3  1.41 3.75  5.0 2.5  5.2 4.5 
KTL' 4 11  7.5 8.0  9.75 1.62  5.6 2.6  11.2 3.1 
AIP 4 11  1.3 1.2  37.1 17.9  6.2 7.5  37.6 19.4 
ASL 4 11  1.0 1.3  0 13.7  5.6 13.6  5.6 19.2 
KTL'1.5 (stem) 4 11  6.8 7.4  14.4 0.65  6.0 2.8  15.6 2.9 
KTL'0.5 (blade) 4 11  8.1 8.6  5.69 2.74  5.3 2.5  7.8 3.7 
               Polysaccharides (/NDF)              
HC 6 6  55.2 50.8  0.45 0.45  0.3 0.3  0.5 0.6 
C 6 6  41.5 45.5  1.28 0.75  1.0 0.3  1.6 0.8 
               KL’ = KL - AIP, KTL = KL + ASL - AIP, KTL’ = KTL - AIP, KTL'1.5 = KTL - 1.5×AIP, KTL'0.5 = KTL - 0.5×AIP  
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Suppl. Table 2.3 - The mean and variation of cell wall, lignin, polysaccharide and HCA 
measures among 68 blade (B) and 92 stem (S) samples. Discriminating power is calculated 
as the probability to find a significant difference between two groups in the 95% range, 
using the technical CV from the reference material. The correlations to NDFD and KTL are 
Pearson correlation coefficients. 
 Genotypic 
mean 
Technical 
SD 
 Genotypic 
SD 
95% 
range 
 Discrimina-
ting power 
 (g/100 g) (g/100 g)  (g/100 g) (g/100 g) (%)  
 B S  B S  B S  B S  B S  
                Cell wall (/OM)               
NDF 43.3 49.3  0.37 0.54  6.95 5.47  27.8 21.7  100 100 
               van Soest lignin              
ADL (/NDF) 3.6 2.8  0.55 0.18  1.15 0.52  4.58 2.07  59 81 
               
Klason lignin (/NDF)               
KL 5.9 6.2  0.49 0.48  1.31 1.05  5.24 4.18  77 62 
KL' 4.8 5.2  0.87 0.33  1.12 0.9  4.49 3.57  31 78 
KTL 6.8 7.5  0.46 0.42  1.35 1.04  5.38 4.14  83 71 
KTL' 5.6 6.5  0.84 0.24  1.19 0.91  4.75 3.62  36 94 
KTL'1.5 (stem)  6.0   0.21   0.88   3.50   97 
KTL'0.5 (blade) 6.2   0.63   1.25   4.98   56  
               Polysaccharides (/NDF)              
HC 57.4 53.3  0.29 0.28  4.09 1.88  16.3 7.48  100 89 
C 38.9 44.0  0.66 0.37  4.52 1.70  18.1 6.77  80 59 
                KL’ = KL - AIP, KTL = KL + ASL - AIP, KTL’ = KTL - AIP, KTL'1.5 = KTL - 1.5×AIP, KTL'0.5 = KTL - 0.5×AIP 
 
Suppl. Table 2.4 - Multiple linear regression models that show the harvest date (HD) effect 
on several traits for blade and stem (before the pipe '|'), keeping other traits constant (after 
the pipe). For example, the HD effect on ADL/KTL was determined using the model 
ADL/KTL ~ HD + C + KTL. 
 HD effect blade HD effect stem 
KTL | C 0.031 (p=0.032) 0.052 (p<0.001) 
ADL/KTL | C, KTL -0.280 (p=0.049) -0.124 (p=0.039) 
ADL | C, KTL -0.010 (p=0.296) 0.014 (p=0.013) 
C | KTL 0.214 (p<0.0001) -0.015 (p=0.430) 
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BLADE 
 
 
STEM 
 
Suppl. Fig. 2.2 - Pearson correlation plot, showing pairwise correlations between OMD, 
NDFD, NDF, KL, KL', KTL (here TL), KTL' (here TL’), KTL' using the organ-specific correction 
factor for AIP (here TL’0.5 or TL’1.5), cellulose, hemicellulose and harvest date, for NIRS-
blade and NIRS-stem separately. Non-significant correlations are crossed out (p<0.05).
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Suppl. Table 3.1 - Multiple linear regression models that show the harvest date (HD) effect 
on several traits for blade and stem (before the pipe, |), keeping other traits constant (after 
the pipe, |). Extension to Chapter 2 Suppl. Table 5. 
 HD effect blade HD effect stem 
EstFA | C, TL 0.047 (p<0.001) 0.010 (p=0.607) 
EstFA/HC | C, TL 0.096 (p<0.001) 0.006 (p=0.865) 
pCA | C, TL 0.052 (p=0.002) -0.051 (p=0.027) 
pCA/TL | C, TL 0.829 (p<0.001) -0.586 (p=0.066) 
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Suppl. Table 3.2 - HCA compounds identified in 2M extracts of all blade (20) and stem (30) 
samples. Proportions higher than 0.5 mg/g NDF are underlined. 
 Shorthand 
Elution 
time 
(min) 
Genotypic 
mean 
(g/100 NDF) 
   Blade Stem 
Ferulic acids (m/z 193.0)     
trans ferulic acid FA 8.0 5.9 8.2 
cis ferulic acid cis-FA 9.0 0.0 0.0 
     
Coumaric acids (m/z 163.1)     
trans p-coumaric acid pCA 6.8 3.2 6.2 
cis p-coumaric acid cis-pCA 7.9 0.0 0.0 
     
Diferulic acids (m/z 385.1)     
diferulic acid A diFA A 8.0 0.3 0.3 
diferulic acid B (8-5NC) diFA B 8.9 0.0 0.0 
diferulic acid C (8-8C) diFA C 9.3 0.7 0.4 
diferulic acid D (8-8NC) diFA D 10.0 2.1 2.5 
diferulic acid E (8-5NC?) diFA E 12.1 0.2 0.1 
diferulic acid F (5-5) diFA F 12.5 2.2 2.0 
diferulic acid G (8-5C?) diFA G 14.1 0.1 0.1 
diferulic acid H (8-O-4) diFA H 14.3 0.6 0.8 
diferulic acid I (8-5C) diFA I 15.1 0.2 0.2 
diferulic acid J diFA J 16.9 0.0 0.0 
     
Triferulic acids (m/z 577.1)     
triferulic acid A triFA A 10.7 0.0 0.0 
triferulic acid B triFA B 11.7 0.0 0.0 
triferulic acid C triFA C 12.2 0.0 0.0 
triferulic acid D triFA D 13.8 0.2 0.1 
triferulic acid E triFA E 15 0.0 0.0 
triferulic acid F triFA F 15.3 0.1 0.1 
     
Internal standards     
o-coumaric acid (m/z 163.1) oCA 7.9   
3,4,5-trimethoxycinnamic acid (m/z 237.1) TMCA 13.9   
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Suppl. Table 3.3 - Precision of highly abundant ester-linked hydroxycinnamic acids over 20 
blade and 30 stem samples (4 reps). The technical SD was estimated by considering the 
among-batch SD in the 2M-extracted references. 
 Within-batch SD  Within-batch CV  Technical SD (est.)  Technical CV (est.) 
 (mg/g NDF)  (%)  (mg/g NDF)  (%) 
 B S  B S  B S  B S 
            FA 0.24 0.36  4 4  0.48 0.68  8 8 
pCA 0.47 0.38  15 6  0.52 0.57  16 9 
diFA C (8-8C) 0.03 0.03  4 8  0.06 0.04  9 10 
diFA D (8-8NC) 0.12 0.28  6 11  0.19 0.33  9 13 
diFA F (5-5) 0.12 0.18  5 9  0.20 0.23  9 12 
diFA H (8-O-4) 0.05 0.07  8 9  0.06 0.09  10 11 
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Suppl. Table 3.4 - Coefficients of determination (and their p-values) between esterified HCAs and NDFD, HC, TL or FA for blade and stem. All compounds 
are expressed on NDF basis. Significant p-values (p<0.05) are marked in bold. 
 NDFD (g/100 g NDF)  HC (g/100 g NDF)  TL (g/100 g NDF)  EstFA (mg/g NDF) 
 Blade  Stem  Blade  Stem  Blade  Stem  Blade  Stem 
 r p  r p  r p  r p  r p  r p  r p  r p 
trans ferulic acid 88% <0.001  39% 0.051  90% <0.001  31% 0.124  61% 0.006  57% 0.003       
trans p-coumaric acid 76% <0.001  49% 0.012  74% <0.001  32% 0.111  52% 0.021  59% 0.001  79% <0.001  57% 0.002 
diferulic acid B (8-5NC?) 69% 0.001  2% 0.920  77% <0.001  3% 0.878  54% 0.017  15% 0.478  78% <0.001  11% 0.581 
diferulic acid C (8-8C) 66% 0.002  9% 0.656  80% <0.001  17% 0.403  44% 0.058  0% 0.988  87% <0.001  25% 0.215 
diferulic acid D (8-8NC) 83% <0.001  34% 0.093  81% <0.001  3% 0.880  52% 0.023  31% 0.121  90% <0.001  62% 0.001 
diferulic acid E (8-5NC?) 82% <0.001  29% 0.151  73% <0.001  17% 0.400  42% 0.070  28% 0.172  82% <0.001  38% 0.059 
diferulic acid F (5-5) 76% <0.001  15% 0.455  73% <0.001  8% 0.700  34% 0.154  16% 0.440  89% <0.001  27% 0.175 
diferulic acid G (8-5NC?) 84% <0.001  9% 0.674  76% <0.001  8% 0.714  44% 0.057  16% 0.432  89% <0.001  20% 0.337 
diferulic acid H (8-O-4) 82% <0.001  0% 0.985  71% 0.001  28% 0.172  39% 0.094  10% 0.611  85% <0.001  2% 0.932 
diferulic acid I (8-5C) 83% <0.001   7% 0.725   68% 0.002   27% 0.176   41% 0.083   7% 0.748   84% <0.001   8% 0.682 
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Suppl. Table 4.1 – NIRS statistics based on 5-fold cross-validation: number of samples used in the closed calibration models, R2 of the calibration model 
(r2 between fitted and observed values), R2 of the cross-validation (average fold-specific r2 between predicted and observed values, with prediction 
model based on samples from all other folds), discriminating power (SD/RMSECV), bias (difference in average of observed and predicted values) and 
slope of the regression line between observed and predicted values. SD/RMSECV represents the number of groups that can be differentiated, for 
example, a value of 2 signifies that a low and a high group can be discriminated significantly. RMSECV is calculated as the root mean-squared-error 
between observed and predicted values (with predictions based on all folds that do not contain the observation) and represents the maximum 
difference between a predicted value of a new sample (belonging to the same population) and its true value in 68% of all cases. RCV2 is calculated as 
1-RMSECV2/SD2. From this follows that SD/RMSECV is the same as (1-RCV2)-0.5. R2 should only be considered as a measure for overfitting, which can 
reduce the precision of prediction (i.e., a large deviation from RCV2). 
    Number of samples   R2 (%)   RCV2 (%)   SD/RMSECV   Bias   Slope 
    Blade Stem   Blade Stem   Blade Stem   Blade Stem   Blade Stem   Blade Stem 
Variable  '12 '13 '12 '13  '12 '13 '12 '13  '12 '13 '12 '13  '12 '13 '12 '13  '12 '13 '12 '13  '12 '13 '12 '13 
ADM/DM   72 69 71 107   99 81 98 71   97 76 98 63   5,9 2,1 7,3 1,7   0,00 0,00 0,05 0,00   1,00 1,00 0,98 1,00 
OM/ADM  72 69 72 108  94 96 91 97  82 92 77 95  2,4 3,5 2,1 4,5  0,00 0,00 0,00 -0,01  1,00 1,00 1,00 1,01 
OMD   72 68 72 99   89 93 81 84   84 90 63 68   2,5 3,2 1,6 1,8   -0,05 -0,10 0,00 -0,07   1,03 0,93 1,00 0,98 
NDF/OM  71 69 72 99  97 98 97 98  93 96 93 96  3,8 5,1 3,8 5,2  0,07 0,00 0,00 -0,05  1,01 1,00 1,00 1,00 
C/OM   72 67 72 99   97 98 93 98   93 96 85 96   3,8 5,2 2,6 5,0   0,00 -0,07 0,00 0,00   1,00 1,02 1,00 1,00 
HC/OM  72 68 72 97  90 96 87 93  77 90 69 88  2,1 3,3 1,8 2,9  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,05  1,00 1,00 1,00 1,01 
ADL/OM   72 67 72 99   71 85 85 83   61 67 57 64   1,6 1,7 1,5 1,7   0,00 0,03 0,00 0,00   1,00 1,07 1,00 1,00 
KL/OM  72 69 71 100  69 82 84 76  50 69 66 70  1,4 1,8 1,7 1,8  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,02  1,00 1,00 1,00 1,01 
KL'/OM   72 69 71 92   73 77 83 66   56 58 66 60   1,5 1,6 1,7 1,6   0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00   1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
TL/OM   69  99   87  90   75  79   2,0  2,2   0,00  0,02   1,00  1,01 
TL'/OM     69   92     81   74     65   68     1,7   1,8     0,00   0,00     1,00   1,00 
pCA/OM   20  30   87  30   73  7   2,0  1,1   0,00  0,00   1,00  1,00 
FA/OM     20   30     97   38     81   -38     2,4   0,9     0,00   0,00     1,00   1,00 
diFA/OM     20   30     91   33     63   10     1,7   1,1     0,00   0,00     1,00   1,00 
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Suppl. Table 4.2 - Mean values and genotypic SD for a selection of traits. Both uncorrected and HD-corrected values for blade, stem and plant are 
given. Only genotypes common to both years are included. In parentheses, we give the range of trait values, based on BLUP values. 
    Mean  Variation without HD correction  Variation with HD correction 
    Blade Stem Plant  Blade Stem Plant  Blade Stem Plant 
OMD 2012  87.4 86.5 87.0  1.4 (82.6-92.2) 1.1 (82.4-89.4) 1.1 (83.0-90.8)  1.0 (83.2-90.1) 0.9 (82.5-88.6) 0.9 (82.9-88.5) 
(g/100 g OM) 2013  91.7 88.8 90.5  1.5 (83.1-94.6) 1.0 (84.9-91.3) 1.2 (85.0-93.3)  1.1 (88.9-95.1) 0.9 (86.0-91.0) 0.9 (87.5-93.0) 
 both  89.6 87.7 88.8  1.4 (81.4-94.0) 0.9 (83.9-89.9) 1.1 (83.8-92.3)  1.0 (86.6-92.7) 0.8 (84.3-89.3) 0.8 (85.2-90.9) 
NDFD 2012  70.0 71.9 71.0  1.8 (65.0-77.8) 1.6 (66.9-76.4) 1.5 (66.6-76.4)  0.9 (67.0-71.9) 1.3 (67.1-74.9) 1.0 (67.2-73.4) 
(g/100 g NDF) 2013  80.0 77.6 78.9  2.5 (72.0-86.8) 1.7 (71.9-81.3) 2.0 (71.9-84.4)  1.5 (76.7-84.2) 1.3 (73.7-80.5) 1.2 (75.1-82.2) 
 both  75.1 74.8 75.0  2.0 (67.6-82.4) 1.5 (69.7-78.5) 1.6 (69.8-79.8)  1.1 (71.8-78.2) 1.1 (70.7-77.1) 0.9 (71.2-77.0) 
NDF 2012  41.7 48.0 45.0  3.3 (33.9-52.6) 2.6 (40.0-57.6) 2.7 (37.7-54.2)  3.1 (36.0-53.4) 2.4 (43.6-57.5) 2.5 (40.0-52.7) 
(g/100 g OM) 2013  41.6 50.0 45.0  3.9 (33.0-58.8) 3.6 (40.9-62.6) 3.2 (37.8-56.4)  2.9 (33.4-49.1) 3.1 (42.3-60.2) 2.4 (38.7-52.4) 
 both  41.6 48.9 44.9  3.2 (34.2-56.3) 2.7 (42.6-57.7) 2.5 (39.1-54.1)  2.9 (34.9-50.2) 2.5 (43.5-58.2) 2.3 (39.4-52.9) 
Proportion 2012  47.5 52.5 100.0  8.1 (31.8-74.5) 8.1 (19.3-68.2)   6.6 (32.0-72.4) 6.6 (27.7-68.0)  
(g/100 g plant) 2013  57.8 42.2 100.0  6.7 (37.4-81.6) 6.7 (18.4-62.6)   5.7 (42.5-75.1) 5.7 (24.9-57.5)  
 both  52.8 47.2 100.0  6.6 (35.0-74.8) 6.6 (25.3-65.0)   5.4 (38.1-69.6) 5.4 (30.5-61.7)  
Cellulose 2012  42.1 44.2 42.9  2.0 (34.8-46.7) 1.1 (41.3-47.0) 1.2 (38.2-45.9)  1.6 (35.8-46.4) 1.0 (42.0-47.3) 1.0 (39.4-45.9) 
(g/100 g NDF) 2013  39.2 43.9 41.2  2.6 (29.9-44.9) 1.1 (41.1-46.7) 1.9 (34.2-45.9)  1.7 (33.7-44.3) 1.0 (41.0-47.0) 1.2 (37.8-45.3) 
 both  40.7 44.0 42.1  2.1 (33.7-45.8) 0.9 (41.5-46.5) 1.4 (36.8-45.5)  1.5 (34.3-44.9) 0.9 (41.7-46.8) 1.0 (38.4-45.5) 
(continued on next page) 
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    Mean  Variation without HD correction  Variation with HD correction 
    Blade Stem Plant  Blade Stem Plant  Blade Stem Plant 
Hemicellulose 2012  55.4 53.3 54.7  1.9 (50.9-62.5) 1.3 (49.4-56.7) 1.4 (50.7-59.5)  1.6 (51.2-61.5) 1.2 (49.1-55.6) 1.2 (50.6-58.1) 
(g/100 g NDF) 2013  57.4 53.5 55.7  2.4 (52.0-65.6) 1.2 (50.1-56.6) 2.0 (51.1-63.6)  1.7 (52.5-62.9) 1.1 (49.9-56.5) 1.4 (51.5-59.8) 
 both  56.4 53.4 55.2  2.0 (51.4-62.9) 1.1 (50.3-56.3) 1.6 (51.4-61.3)  1.5 (52.2-62.5) 1.0 (50.0-56.0) 1.2 (51.4-59.2) 
KL 2012  5.1 5.4 5.3  0.3 (3.9-5.9) 0.5 (3.7-6.7) 0.3 (4.2-6.3)  0.2 (4.6-5.9) 0.4 (4.3-6.7) 0.2 (4.7-6.2) 
(g/100 g NDF) 2013  5.7 5.7 5.7  0.7 (3.7-8.0) 0.5 (4.6-7.4) 0.5 (4.2-7.2)  0.4 (4.4-6.6) 0.4 (4.6-6.8) 0.3 (4.5-6.4) 
 both  5.4 5.5 5.5  0.4 (3.9-7.1) 0.4 (4.1-7.1) 0.4 (4.2-6.8)  0.3 (4.5-6.2) 0.4 (4.5-6.6) 0.2 (4.7-6.2) 
KL' 2012  4.2 4.7 4.5  0.3 (3.0-5.0) 0.5 (3.2-5.9) 0.3 (3.4-5.5)  0.2 (3.7-4.9) 0.4 (3.8-6.0) 0.2 (4.0-5.4) 
(g/100 g NDF) 2013  4.5 4.9 4.7  0.5 (2.9-6.1) 0.4 (3.6-6.5) 0.4 (3.5-6.2)  0.3 (3.6-5.2) 0.3 (3.8-5.6) 0.3 (3.8-5.2) 
 both  4.3 4.8 4.6  0.4 (3.1-5.6) 0.4 (3.6-6.1) 0.3 (3.5-5.7)  0.2 (3.8-5.1) 0.3 (4.0-5.7) 0.2 (4.0-5.3) 
TL (g/100 g NDF) 2013  6.5 6.9 6.7  0.7 (4.4-8.9) 0.6 (5.5-9.0) 0.6 (5.0-8.5)  0.4 (5.2-7.4) 0.4 (5.9-8.1) 0.3 (5.4-7.5) 
TL' (g/100 g NDF) 2013  5.3 6.1 5.7  0.6 (3.5-7.2) 0.5 (4.5-7.7) 0.5 (4.2-7.4)  0.4 (4.4-6.1) 0.4 (5.1-7.0) 0.3 (4.8-6.5) 
ADL/KL (g/100 g) 2012  50.9 47.3 48.9  4.6 (40.5-72.4) 2.6 (41.6-54.6) 2.6 (42.3-60.0)  3.3 (41.2-62.2) 2.4 (41.8-53.4) 1.9 (43.8-53.2) 
 2013  62.3 45.5 54.4  11.8 (36.7-116.0) 2.1 (38.7-50.1) 6.8 (39.5-79.8)  7.7 (39.7-82.3) 1.7 (42.7-51.0) 4.1 (44.5-70.4) 
 Both  56.4 46.5 51.6  7.5 (38.6-87.5) 1.9 (41.3-52.0) 4.3 (41.2-68.6)  4.6 (40.3-69.2) 1.6 (43.2-51.4) 2.3 (45.9-61.8) 
pCA/TL (mg/g) 2013  90.6 119.5 103.7  7.7 (60.7-111.6) 6.7 (99.7-150.0) 4.9 (83.1-126.8)  2.7 (80.9-97.0) 0.1 (98.3-100.0) 0.5 (96.4-99.8) 
estFA (mg/g NDF) 2013  6.1 6.5 6.2  0.7 (4.0-8.0) 0.3 (5.7-7.8) 0.3 (5.2-7.1)  0.3 (5.4-6.9) 0.2 (5.9-7.1) 0.2 (5.8-6.7) 
diFA (mg/g NDF) 2013  3.1 6.0 4.5  0.6 (1.1-4.7) 0.3 (5.4-6.7) 0.5 (2.7-5.9)  0.3 (2.4-3.8) 0.3 (5.4-6.5) 0.2 (4.0-5.2) 
estFA/HC (mg/g) 2013  10.8 12.1 11.3  1.5 (6.1-15.0) 0.4 (10.9-13.9) 0.8 (8.3-13.2)  0.8 (8.8-12.8) 0.3 (11.1-13.1) 0.5 (10.1-12.3) 
diFA/HC (mg/g) 2013  5.5 11.2 8.1  1.2 (1.7-8.6) 0.7 (9.7-12.9) 1.1 (4.4-11.4)  0.5 (4.0-7.0) 0.6 (9.8-12.4) 0.6 (7.0-9.7) 
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Suppl. Table 4.3 - Heading date effects on several traits for both organs separately and the entire plant. The results are shown for 2012, for 2013 (most 
traits) and for both years combined. The model used was trait ~ HD4 + HD3 + HD2 + HD + block + year, but in the table only the 7-day effect of the 
first-degree term is shown. R2 shows the extent that all HD terms explain the trait. As HD was centered around the median, it can be interpreted as 
the slope at median heading date (e.g. a negative slope means NDFD decreases as plants are heading later). 
 
  Blade  Stem  Plant 
  2012 2013 Both  2012 2013 Both  2012 2013 Both 
OMD 7-day effect -1.2 -1.2 -1.2  -0.3 -0.2 -0.3  -0.7 -0.9 -0.8 
(g/100 g OM) R2 53% 49% 44%  22% 13% 14%  47% 45% 39% 
NDFD 7-day effect -1.9 -3.4 -2.6  -0.2 -1.1 -0.7  -0.9 -2.4 -1.6 
(g/100 g NDF) R2 69% 61% 59%  15% 29% 19%  48% 57% 47% 
NDF 7-day effect 1.4 -0.9 0.2  0.7 -1.4 -0.2  1.1 -0.8 0.2 
(g/100 g OM) R2 15% 37% 14%  13% 24% 6%  21% 37% 13% 
Proportion 7-day effect -1.1 -3.7 -2.5  1.1 3.7 2.5  0.0 0.0 0.0 
(g/100 g plant) R2 13% 22% 16%  13% 22% 16%  3% 4% 1% 
C 7-day effect 1.7 1.9 1.7  0.0 0.1 0.1  0.8 1.1 0.8 
(g/100 g NDF) R2 30% 54% 40%  6% 9% 4%  19% 51% 34% 
HC 7-day effect -1.7 -1.6 -1.5  -0.1 -0.1 -0.1  -0.8 -1.1 -0.9 
(g/100 g NDF) R2 29% 49% 36%  5% 10% 4%  16% 46% 30% 
KL 7-day effect 0.2 1.0 0.6  0.2 0.2 0.2  0.2 0.6 0.4 
(g/100 g NDF) R2 41% 52% 32%  14% 18% 14%  34% 49% 32% 
             
(Continued on next page) 
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  Blade  Stem  Plant 
  2012 2013 Both  2012 2013 Both  2012 2013 Both 
KL' 7-day effect 0.2 0.7 0.5  0.2 0.3 0.3  0.2 0.6 0.4 
(g/100g NDF) R2 50% 48% 33%  16% 30% 20%  39% 52% 36% 
TL 7-day effect  1.1    0.3    0.8  
(g/100 g NDF) R2  57%    32%    56%  
TL' 7-day effect  0.9    0.5    0.7  
(g/100 g NDF) R2  54%    41%    58%  
ADL/TL' 7-day effect  -19.5    -3.3    -11.1  
(g/100 g) R2  48%    39%    55%  
estFA 7-day effect  0.8    -0.3    0.2  
(mg/g NDF) R2  71%    45%    54%  
diFA 7-day effect  0.7    0.3    0.6  
(mg/g NDF) R2  74%    24%    64%  
estFA/HC 7-day effect  1.6    -0.6 (*)   0.6  
(mg/g) R2  69%    45% (*)   62%  
diFA/HC 7-day effect  1.4    0.2    1.0  
(mg/g) R2  69%    7%    59%  
 (*) estFA was not predictable by NIRS for stem 
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Suppl. Table 4.4 - Pearson correlation (r) of BLUP values between both years for a selection of traits. This is an alternative measure for broad-sense 
heritability. 
Pearson correlation coefficient (%) 
   Without HD correction  With HD correction 
Variable  Blade Stem Plant  Blade Stem Plant 
Heading date (days)  - - 87  - - - 
Weight prop. (g/100 g plant)  60 60 -  53 53 - 
OMD (g/100 g OM)  76 47 67  71 52 65 
NDFD (g/100 g NDF)  79 49 67  38 40 36 
NDF (g/100 g OM)  50 37 38  72 66 72 
Cellulose (g/100 g NDF)  74 44 66  60 49 56 
Hemicellulose (g/100 g NDF)  74 47 67  61 53 59 
KL (g/100 g NDF)  42 50 47  24 48 35 
KL' (g/100 g NDF)  50 46 50  29 40 33 
ADL/KL (g/100 g)  61 27 52  26 27 6 
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Blade 
 
Stem 
 
Suppl. Fig. 4.1 - Pearson correlations among uncorrected BLUPs for OMD, NDFD, NDF, KL, KL', ADL/KL, C and HC of blade and stem, considering 2012 
data only. 
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Suppl. Table 5.1 - List of gene names used in this paper and alternative names cited in the 
literature. The nomenclature used in reverse genetics studies (i.e., RNA interference (RNAi) 
or knock-out mutants (KO)), where the function of a gene is proven for the first time, takes 
precedence over the nomenclature used in studies that determine enzyme efficiencies, 
which in turn take precedence over studies that are entirely based on bio-informatics. 
Gene family Gene name Function Alternative names (+ non-exhaustive references) 
4CL Lp4CL1 putative Lp4CL3 (Heath et al. 2002) 
 Lp4CL2 putative Lp4CL2 (Heath et al. 2002) 
 Lp4CL4 putative Lp4CL1 (Heath et al. 2002) 
 Zm4CL1 putative 3071761.2.1 (Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 2007), 4CL1 
(Barrière et al. 2009) 
 Zm4CL2 putative 2437842.2.1 (Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 2007), 
4CL5 (Barrière et al. 2009) 
COMT LpCOMT1 RNAi LpOMT1 (Heath et al. 1998; Tu et al. 2010) 
 LpCOMT2 putative LpOMT3 (Heath et al. 1998) 
 LpCOMT5 putative LpOMT2 (Heath et al. 1998) 
 ZmCOMT1 KO,RNAi bm3 (Vignols et al. 1995; Joel Piquemal et al. 2002), 
2192909.2.3 (Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 2007) 
 SbCOMT1 KO bmr12 (Sattler et al. 2012) 
 TaCOMT1 kinetic TaCM (Ma & Xu 2008), TaCOMT1 (Bi et al. 2010) 
CCR LpCCR1 RNAi LpCCR1 (McInnes et al. 2002; Tu et al. 2010) 
 LpCCR2 putative LpCCR (Larsen 2004a) 
 OsCCR7 kinetic OsCCR1 (Kawasaki et al. 2006) 
 OsCCR6a putative OsCCR (Bai et al. 2003) 
 ZmCCR1 RNAi ZmCCR1 (Joël Piquemal et al. 2002), 3012873.2.2 
(Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 2007) 
 ZmCCR2 putative ZmCCR2 (Fan et al. 2006), CCR2 (Guillaumie, San-
Clemente, et al. 2007) 
 PtCCR2 kinetic PoptrCCR12 (Barakat et al. 2011), PtrCCR2 (Shi et al. 
2010; J.P. Wang et al. 2014) 
 TaCCR1 kinetic CCR2 (Bi et al. 2010), Ta-CCR1 (Ma 2007) 
 TaCCR2 kinetic CCR3 (Bi et al. 2010), Ta-CCR2 (Ma et al. 2005) 
CAD LpCAD1 putative LpCAD3 (Lynch et al. 2002), LpeCAD1 (McAlister et al. 
2001) 
 LpCAD3 putative LpCAD1 (Lynch et al. 2002) 
 LpCAD5 putative LpCAD2 (Lynch et al. 2002) 
 BdCAD1 kinetic,RNAi BdCAD5 (Bukh et al. 2012), BdCAD1 (Bouvier d’Yvoire et 
al. 2013) 
 BdCAD2 kinetic BdCAD7 (Bukh et al. 2012) 
 BdCAD3 kinetic BdCAD8 (Bukh et al. 2012) 
 BdCAD4 kinetic BdCAD3 (Bukh et al. 2012) 
 BdCAD5 kinetic BdCAD4 (Bukh et al. 2012) 
 BdCAD6 kinetic BdCAD1 (Bukh et al. 2012) 
 BdCAD7 kinetic BdCAD2 (Bukh et al. 2012) 
 ZmCAD2 KO Y13733 = 2405118.2.1 (Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 
2007), ZmCAD2/bm2 (Barrière & Riboulet 2007) 
 ZmCAD4a putative 2485944.3.1 (Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 2007), 
CAD3 (Barrière & Riboulet 2007) 
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 ZmCAD5 putative 4424417.2.1 (Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 2007), 
CAD4 (Barrière & Riboulet 2007) 
 ZmCAD7 putative 3203838.2.1 (Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 2007), 
CAD6/SAD (Barrière & Riboulet 2007) 
 ZmCAD8a putative 2949673.2.1 (Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 2007) 
 ZmCAD8b putative 3071507.2.1 (Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 2007), 
CAD5/SAD (Barrière & Riboulet 2007) 
 SbCAD2 KO Bmr6 (Sattler et al. 2009), SbCAD2 (Saballos et al. 
2009) 
 SbCAD4a/b/c/d/e putative SbCAD4-1/2/3/4/5 respectively (Saballos et al. 2009) 
 SbCAD6 putative SbCAD6 (Saballos et al. 2009), SbCAD1 (Sattler et al. 
2009) 
 SbCAD7 putative SbCAD7 (Saballos et al. 2009), SbCAD6 (Sattler et al. 
2009) 
 SbCAD8a/b/d putative SbCAD8-1/2/4 respectively (Saballos et al. 2009), 
SbCAD7/3/4 respectively (Sattler et al. 2009) 
 AtCAD1 kinetic AtCAD1 (Kim et al. 2004), AtCAD9 (Raes et al. 2003), 
CAD-G (Eudes et al. 2006) 
 AtCAD2 kinetic AtCAD2 (Kim et al. 2004), AtCAD7 (Raes et al. 2003), 
CAD-E (Eudes et al. 2006) 
 AtCAD3 kinetic AtCAD3 (Kim et al. 2004), AtCAD8 (Raes et al. 2003), 
CAD-F (Eudes et al. 2006) 
 AtCAD4 kinetic AtCAD4 (Kim et al. 2004), AtCAD2 (Raes et al. 2003), 
CAD-C (Eudes et al. 2006) 
 AtCAD5 kinetic,KO AtCAD5 (Kim et al. 2004), AtCAD6 (Raes et al. 2003), 
CAD-D (Eudes et al. 2006) 
 AtCAD6 kinetic,KO AtCAD6 (Kim et al. 2004), AtCAD3 (Raes et al. 2003), 
CAD-A (Eudes et al. 2006) 
 AtCAD7 kinetic AtCAD7 (Kim et al. 2004), AtCAD4 (Raes et al. 2003), 
ELI3-1 (Somssich et al. 1996), CAD-B1 (Eudes et al. 2006) 
 AtCAD8 kinetic AtCAD8 (Kim et al. 2004), AtCAD5 (Raes et al. 2003), 
ELI3-2 (Somssich et al. 1996), CAD-B2 (Eudes et al. 
2006) 
 AtCAD9 kinetic,KO AtCAD9 (Kim et al. 2004), AtCAD1 
 PtCAD1 kinetic PoptrCAD4 (Barakat et al. 2009), PtrCAD1 (Shi et al. 
2010; J.P. Wang et al. 2014) 
 PtCAD2 kinetic PoptrCAD10 (Barakat et al. 2009), PtrCAD2 (Shi et al. 
2010; J.P. Wang et al. 2014) 
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Suppl. Table 5.2 - Summary table for 4CL, containing current knowledge on involvement 
in lignin biosynthesis and preferred substrate, location of proteins in the cell predicted by 
Wolf PSORT, and conservation of essential residues in each structural clade (Arabic nu-
merals). The L. perenne genes are highlighted in blue, the species abbreviations are ex-
plained in Suppl. Table 5.10. Whether genes are lignin-associated and which substrate they 
prefer is based on review of literature for Pv (Xu et al. 2011), Os (Gui et al. 2011), At (Ehlting 
et al. 1999; Hamberger & Hahlbrock 2004; Vanholme et al. 2012), Pt (Chen et al. 2013; Chen 
et al. 2014), and Pto (Hu et al. 2010). On top, the amino acid positions of reference gene 
Pto4CL1 are shown (Hu et al. 2010); the green fields indicate identical residues for all lignin-
associated clades, the red ones are differential between functional clades but highly con-
served within, the blue ones indicate residues for genes that are different to the consensus 
of its structural clade, the grey ones are outgroups and are not considered for scoring 
conservation.  
 
Gene Lignin associated Preferred substrate Location (Psort) 236 240 277 303 305 306 329 330 331 336 337 338 307 333 432 434 438 443 523 234 441
Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
100 85 100 88 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Zm4CL1 Cytosol Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Sb4CL1 Cytosol Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Cp4CL Cytosol Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Pv4CL1 Developmental P-coumaric acid Cytosol Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Os4CL3 Developmental Ferulic acid Cytosol Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Bd4CL1 Cytosol Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Lp4CL1 Cytosol Y T F L G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Hv4CL1 Cytosol Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Os4CL4 P-coumaric acid Cytosol Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Na4CL Cytosol Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Zm4CL2 Plasma membrane Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Sb4CL2 Cytosol Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Lp4CL2 Cytosol Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Hv4CL2 Cytosol Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Bd4CL2 Plasma membrane Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Lh4CL Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
As4CL Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Ac4CL Y S F M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Y T L L G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Zm4CL3 E.R. Y T L L G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Sb4CL3 Cytosol Y T L L G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Os4CL1 No None Cytoskeleton Y T L L G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Bd4CL3 Cytosol Y T L L G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Y S L I G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
100 100 100 81 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Lp4CL3 Cytosol Y S L M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Hv4CL3 Cytosol Y S L I G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Bd4CL4 E.R./vacuole Y S L I G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Os4CL5 No None Cytosol Y S L I G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Sb4CL4 Cytosol Y S L I G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Y S V K G ? G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
100 80 82 71 100 64 100 100 100 100 80 100 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Pto4CL1 Developmental P-coumaric acid Plasma membrane Y S V K G G G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Pt4CL3 P-coumaric acid Plasma membrane Y S V K G G G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Pt4CL5 Caffeic acid Plasma membrane Y S V K G G G Y G G P V S T R K K Q K H G
At4CL1 Developmental P-coumaric = caffeic acid Plasma membrane Y S M K G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
At4CL2 Stress (?) Caffeic acid Plasma membrane Y S V K G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
At4CL4 Sinapic = ferulic acid Vacuole/chloroplast/E.R. Y A V L G A G Y G G T V A T R K K Q K H G
Y S I M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Ps4CL Plasma membrane Y S I M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Pr4CL Plasma membrane Y S I M G A G Y G G P V A T R K K Q K H G
Substrate binding (Pto4CL1) AMP binding CoA
Monocot     
clade 1 (I)
Developmental No consensus Cytosol
Monocot  
clade 2 (I)
Cytosol
Monocot   
clade 3 (II)
No None No consensus
Unknown P-coumaric acid             
Limited data
Monocot    
clade 4 (III)
No None Cytosol
Dicot           
clade I
No consensus No consensus Plasma membrane
Gymnosperm                
clade I
Unknown Unknown Plasma membrane
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Suppl. Table 5.3 (next page) - Summary table for COMT, containing current knowledge on 
involvement in lignin biosynthesis and preferred substrate (5OH-ferulic acid vs. 5-OH-co-
niferaldehyde and caffeic acid vs. caffeoyl aldehyde), location of proteins in the cell pre-
dicted by Wolf PSORT, and conservation of essential residues in each structural clade 
(Arabic numerals). The L. perenne genes are highlighted in blue, the species abbreviations 
are explained in Suppl. Table 5.10. Whether genes are lignin-associated and which substrate 
they prefer is based on review of literature for Lp (Heath et al. 1998; Louie et al. 2010; Tu 
et al. 2010), Fa (Chen et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2004), Zm (Joel Piquemal et al. 2002), Sb (Bout 
& Vermerris 2003), Ta (Ma & Xu 2008), Bd (Wu et al. 2013), Os (Lin et al. 2006), Vp (Pak et al. 
2004), At (Goujon et al. 2003; Do et al. 2007), Pt (Jouanin et al. 2000; J.P. Wang et al. 2014), 
and Ms (Inoue et al. 2000; Parvathi et al. 2001). On top, the amino acid positions of refer-
ence gene LpCOMT1 are shown , the ones that are actually discovered in LpCOMT1 are 
underlined (Louie et al. 2010), additional ones from MsCOMT not (Zubieta et al. 2002); the 
green fields indicate identical residues for all lignin-associated clades, the red ones are 
differential between functional clades but highly conserved within, the blue ones indicate 
residues for genes that are different to the consensus of its structural clade.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 
Suppl. Table 5.4 (next page) - Summary table for CCR, containing current knowledge on 
involvement in lignin biosynthesis and preferred substrate, location of proteins in the cell 
predicted by Wolf PSORT, and conservation of essential residues in each structural clade. 
Whether genes are lignin-associated and which substrate they prefer is based on review 
of literature for Lp (Heath et al. 2002; Larsen 2004a; Tu et al. 2010), Ta (Ma et al. 2005; Ma 
2007; Bhuiyan et al. 2009b), Os (Bai et al. 2003; Kawasaki et al. 2006), Zm (Pichon et al. 1998; 
Fan et al. 2006; Tamasloukht et al. 2011; Park et al. 2012), Hv (Larsen 2004b), Pv (Escamilla-
Treviño et al. 2010), At (Jones et al. 2001; Lauvergeat et al. 2001; Patten et al. 2005; Laskar 
et al. 2006), Pt (Barakat et al. 2011), Ll (Sonawane et al. 2013), Mt (Zhou et al. 2010), Ph (Pan 
et al. 2014), Pa (Wadenbäck et al. 2008), and Pr (Wagner et al. 2013). On top, the amino acid 
positions of reference gene PhCCR1 are shown (Pan et al. 2014), the ones that are under-
lined were validated by mutagenesis (Sonawane et al. 2013) or crystallography (Pan et al. 
2014), the others remain putative; the green fields indicate identical residues for all lignin-
associated clades, the red ones are differential between functional clades but highly con-
served within, the blue ones indicate residues for genes that are different to the consensus 
of its structural clade, the grey ones are outgroups and are not considered for scoring 
conservation. 
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Lignin associated Preferred substrate Location (pSort) 17 123 124 125 157 158 161 185 186 202 205 220 253 284 13 16 18 19 38 44 64 65 184 187 199
Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
SoCCR1 Cytosol Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
SbCCR1 Cytosol Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
ZmCCR1 Developmenta l Cytosol Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
PvCCR1 Developmenta l Feruloyl  CoA Cytosol/E.R. Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
CpCCR1 E.R. (PM)/Chloroplast Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
LpCCR1 Developmenta l E.R. (PM)/Cytosol Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
BdCCR1 E.R./Cytosol Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
OsCCR2 Cytosol Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 70 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
TaCCR1 Developmenta l Feruloyl  CoA Cytosol Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
HvCCR1 Cytosol/E.R. Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
LpCCR2 Chloroplast Y S I G Y C K V L H K S R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
OsCCR1 Chloroplast Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I G R K D L P V S
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
LpCCR3 Cytosol Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I G R K D L P V S
HvCCR2 Cytosol Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I G R K D L P V S
BdCCR2 Chloroplast Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I G R K D L P V S
SbCCR2 Cytosol Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G V G R K D L P V S
F S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
84 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 85 100 100 68 100 89 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
LlCCR1 Developmenta l? Feruloyl  CoA Chloroplast F S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
MtCCR1 Developmenta l Feruloyl  CoA Cytosol F S I G Y C K V L H K A R H G G I A R K D L P V S
MtCCR2 Developmenta l? P-coumaroyl  CoA Cytosol F S I G Y C K V V H K S R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
AtCCR1 Developmenta l Feruloyl  CoA Cytosol Y S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
AtCCR2 Stress Al l  cinnamoyl  CoAs Cytosol Y S I G Y C K V L H K V R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
PhCCR1 Developmenta l Feruloyl  CoA Cytosol F S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
F S I G Y C K C V H K A R W G G I A R K D L P V S
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
PaCCR Developmenta l Extracel lular F S I G Y C K C V H K A R W G G I A R K D L P V S
PrCCR Developmenta l E.R. F S I G Y C K C V H K A R W G G I A R K D L P V S
F S I G Y C K S L H K A R C G G I A R K D L P V S
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 80 80 100 100 100 100
LpCCR4 Cytosol F S I G Y C K S L H K A R C G G I A R K D L P V S
HvCCR3 Chloroplast F S I G Y C K S L H K A R C G G I A R R D L P V S
BdCCR3 Cytosol F S I G Y C K S L H K A R C G G I A R K D L P V S
OsCCR3 Chloroplast F S I G Y C K S L H K A R C G G I A R K E L P V S
F T/S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
100 66 100 100 100 100 100 100 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
LpCCR5 Cytosol F T I G Y C K V V H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
LpCCR6 E.R./Cytosol F T I G Y C K V V H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
TaCCR2 Stress Cinnamoyl  CoAs  (low) Chloroplast F T I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
BdCCR4 Cytosol F T I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
ZmCCR2 Stress Cytosol F S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
SbCCR3 Cytosol F S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
OsCCR4 Cytosol F S I G Y C K V L H K A R Y G G I A R K D L P V S
F T/S I G Y C K V V H K A R Y G G I G R K D L P V S
100 83 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 68 100
LpCCR7 Cytosol  (PM) F S I G Y C K V V H K A R Y G G I G R K D L P T S
HvCCR4 Cytosol F T I G Y C K V V H K A R Y G G I G R K D L P T S
BdCCR5 Chloroplast F T I G Y C K V V H K A R Y G G I G R K D L P V S
OsCCR5 Cytosol F T I G Y C K V V H K A R Y G G I G R K D L P V S
SbCCR4 Plasmamembrane F T I G Y C K V V H K A R Y G G I G R K D L P V S
ZmCCR3 Plasmamembrane F T I G Y C K V V H K A R Y G G I G R K D L P V S
PvCCR2 Stress Cinnamoyl  CoAs  (low) Chloroplast F T I G Y C K V V H K A R Y G G I G R K D L P V S
F S Y G Y C K C/S M H R A R Y G G I G R K D V P T S
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 68 81 100 87 100 100 70 100 88 92 100 100 100 100 81 100 100 100
ZmCCR4 Cytosol F S Y G Y C K C M H R A R F G G I G R K D V P T S
SbCCR5a Cytosol F S Y G Y C K C M H R A R F G G I G R K D V P T S
SbCCR5b Cytosol F S Y G Y C K C I H R A R Y G G I G R K D V P T S
OsCCR7 Stress Cytosol F S Y G Y C K S M H R A R Y G G I G R K D V P T S
OsCCR6a Cytosol F S Y G Y C K S M H R A R Y G G I G R K D V P T S
LpCCR8 Cytosol F S Y G Y C K S M H R A R Y G G I G R K D L P T S
BdCCR6a Cytosol F S Y G Y C K S M H R A R Y G G I G R K D V P T S
OsCCR6d Cytosol F S Y G Y C K S M H N A R Y G G I G R K D V P T S
LpCCR9 Cytosol F S Y G Y C K S M H R A R Y G G I G R K D L P T S
BdCCR6b Cytosol F S Y G Y C K C V H R A R * G S V G R K D V P T S
OsCCR6c Cytosol F S Y G Y C K C V H R A R Y G G I G R K D V P T S
OsCCR6b Cytosol F S Y G Y C K C V H R A R Y G G I G R K D V P T S
LpCCR10c Cytosol F S Y G Y C K H V G K G R Y G G I G R K D V P T S
LpCCR10b Cytosol F S Y G Y C K H V V K G R Y G G I G R K D V P T S
LpCCR11 Chloroplast/E.R. F S Y G Y C K A I H R A R Y G S I G R K D V P T S
LpCCR10a Cytosol F S Y G Y C K A P H R A R Y G S I G R K D V P T S
Substrate binding (PhCCR1) NADPH binding
Monocot 
clade 3 (I)
Dicot clade I
Monocot 
clade 2 (I)
Monocot 
clade 1 (I)
Developmental Feruloyl CoA Cytosol/Chloroplast
Developmental
Monocot 
clade 7 (III)
Monocot 
clade 5 (II)
Cinnamoyl CoAs (low)Stress
Developmental Unknown
Stress Cinnamoyl CoAs (low)
Stress Unknown
Gymnosperm 
clade I
Monocot 
clade 6 (II)
Monocot 
clade 4 (II)
Feruloyl CoA Cytosol/Chloroplast
Developmental Feruloyl CoA Cytosol/Chloroplast
Cytosol
No consensus
Developmental or 
stress
Developmental: feruloyl 
CoA
Cytosol
Cytosol/Chloroplast
Cytosol/Chloroplast
Cytosol/Chloroplast
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Suppl. Table 5.5 (next page) - Summary table for CAD, containing current knowledge on 
involvement in lignin biosynthesis and preferred substrate, location of proteins in the cell 
predicted by Wolf PSORT, and conservation of essential residues in each structural clade 
(Arabic numerals). The L. perenne genes are highlighted in blue, the species abbreviations 
are explained in Suppl. Table 5.10. Whether genes are lignin-associated and which substrate 
they prefer is based on review of literature for Lp (McAlister et al. 2001; Lynch et al. 2002), 
Bd (Bukh et al. 2012; Bouvier d’Yvoire et al. 2013), Zm (Provan et al. 1997; Halpin et al. 1998; 
Barrière et al. 2004; Guillaumie, San-Clemente, et al. 2007; Guillaumie, Pichon, et al. 2007; 
Chen et al. 2012; Fornalé et al. 2012), Os (Tobias & Chow 2005; Zhang et al. 2006; Li et al. 
2009; Hirano et al. 2012), Sb (Saballos et al. 2009; Sattler et al. 2009), Pv (Saathoff et al. 
2010; Saathoff et al. 2011), Fa (Chen et al. 2003), Ta (Ma 2010), At (Raes et al. 2003; Kim et al. 
2004; Kim et al. 2007), Pt (J.P. Wang et al. 2014), Ptr (Bomati & Noel 2005), Pa (Schubert et 
al. 1998), and Pr (Möller et al. 2006). On top, the amino acid positions of reference gene 
AtCAD5 are shown (Youn et al. 2006), those elucidated in AtCAD5 are underlined (112 and 
113 were found for PtSAD); the green fields indicate identical residues for all lignin-associ-
ated clades, the red ones are differential between functional clades but highly conserved 
within, the blue ones indicate residues for genes that are different to the consensus of its 
structural clade. 
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Gene Lignin associated Preferred substrate Localization 49 53 58 60 95 112 113 119 163 276 286 289 290 299 300 52 189 192 211 212 213 216 275 340 47 69 70 163 100 103 106 114
T Q L M ? Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
70 100 100 100 47 100 100 100 100 100 100 77 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
PtCAD1 Yes Coniferaldehyde (high) Cytosol T Q L M V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
EgCAD2 Yes Unknown Cytosol S Q L M I Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
AtCAD4 Yes Coniferaldehyde (high) Cytosol T Q L M V Q Y W C V P I L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
AtCAD5 Yes Sinapaldehyde (low) Cytosol T Q L M C Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
100 100 93 88 89 100 100 100 100 100 91 100 94 100 100 100 100 95 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
LpCAD1 Yes Coniferaldehyde=sinapaldehyde Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
FaCAD1 Yes Unknown Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
FaCAD2 Yes Unknown Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
TaCAD1 Yes Coniferaldehyde Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
HvCAD2 Unknown Unknown Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
BdCAD1 Yes Coniferaldehyde (high) Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
OsCAD2 Yes Coniferaldehyde (high) Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
BmCAD Unknown Unknown Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
SoCAD Uncertain Unknown Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
ZmCAD2 Yes Coniferaldehyde Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
SbCAD2 Yes Sinapaldehyde (high) Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
PvCAD1 Yes Sinapaldehyde (high) Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
PvCAD2 Yes Coniferaldehyde (high) Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
CpCAD Unknown Unknown Cytosol T Q L A V Q Y W C V P M L F I H L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
LpCAD2 Unknown Unknown Chloroplast T Q F F G Q Y W C V H M M F I H L I S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
S Q M M C Q Y W C V P I L F I V L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
PaCAD Yes Unknown Cytosol S Q M M C Q Y W C V P I L F I V L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
PrCAD Yes Unknown Cytosol S Q M M C Q Y W C V P I L F I V L V S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
S/T M W ? ? N Y ? C A F I ? ? I/V H L L S T S K G ? C H E C C C C C
72 71 100 39 59 88 100 49 100 100 87 89 33 34 71 85 100 100 100 88 88 100 100 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
PtCAD2 Yes Sinapaldehyde (low) Cytosol S M W V C N Y L C A F I T C V H L L S T S K G A C H E C C C C C
PtrSAD Yes Sinapaldehyde (low) Cytosol S S W F C N Y L C A F I A G I H L L S T S K G N C H E C C C C C
PtCAD10 Uncertain Unknown Cytosol - - - - C N Y L C A F I A G I - L L S T S K G N - H E C C C C C
MtCAD5 Unknown Unknown Cytosol T M W I F S Y A C A F L S N I H L L S T S K G A C H E C C C C C
AtCAD7 No p-Coumaraldehyde (low) Cytosol T M W L Y N Y L C A F I F M V S L L S T S K G A C H E C C C C C
AtCAD8 No 2-Methoxybenzaldehyde (high) Cytosol S M W M C N Y Q C A M I F M I H L L S T S K G A C H E C C C C C
AtCAD6 No Unknown Cytoskeleton S C W S C N Y A C A F I L G I H L L S S T K G G C H E C C C C C
S/T T W F V N Y F C L F V L ? I/V H L L S ? S K G S C H E C C C C C
76 79 100 87 100 73 100 100 100 100 100 100 71 49 61 100 100 100 100 44 100 100 100 76 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
AtCAD2 No Caffealdehyde (low) Cytoskeleton S T W F V N Y F C L F V L Q I H L L S R S K G S C H E C C C C C
AtCAD3 No p-Coumaraldehyde (low) Cytosol S T W F V N Y F C L F V L Q I H L L S R S K G S C H E C C C C C
AtCAD9 No Unknown Cytosol T T W Y V N Y F C L F V L D V H L L S S S K G S C H E C C C C C
MtCAD4 Unknown Unknown Chloroplast S T W F V Q Y F C L F V A N F H L L S T S K G A C H E C C C C C
T I W N Y N Y L C A Y I ? ? V H L L S S/T S K G N C H E C C C C C
100 80 100 100 100 100 89 74 100 91 83 89 48 69 79 100 100 100 100 83 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
HvCAD8a Unknown Unknown Cytosol T I W N Y N Y L C A Y I G G V H L L S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
HvCAD8d Unknown Unknown Cytosol T I W N Y N Y L C A Y I G G V H L L S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
TaCAD6 Unknown Unknown Cytosol T I W N Y N Y L C A Y I G G V H L L S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
BdCAD4 No Coniferaldehyde (low) Chloroplast T I W N Y N Y L C A Y I T G V H L L S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
HvCAD8c Unknown Unknown Cytosol T I W N Y N H L C A Y I G L V H L L S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
LpCAD3 Uncertain Unknown Cytosol T I W N Y N F L C A F I G G T H L L S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
SbCAD8b Uncertain Unknown Cytosol T I W N Y N Y L C A Y I T G V H L L S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
SbCAD8d No Coniferaldehyde (low) Cytosol T V W N Y N Y L C A Y I T G V H L L S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
ZmCAD8a Unknown Unknown Cytosol T I W N Y N Y L C A Y I T G V H L L S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
OsCAD8a Unknown Unknown Cytosol T T W N Y N Y I C A I I D G G H L L S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
OsCAD8d Unknown Unknown Cytosol T I W N Y N Y I C A Y I E G V H L L S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
SbCAD8a Uncertain Unknown Chloroplast T I W N Y N Y Q C G Y V P S V H L L S T S K G N C H E C C C C C
ZmCAD8b Uncertain Unknown Chloroplast T V W N Y N Y L C A Y V P N V H L L S T S K G N C H E C C C C C
T I W N Y N Y L C ? Y I ? ? V H L L S S/T S K G N C H E C C C C C
80 57 100 68 89 100 100 48 100 64 71 71 80 73 87 60 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 78 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
LpCAD4 Unknown Unknown Chloroplast T T W T Y N Y L C G Y V P C V Y L L S T S K G N C H E C C C C C
HvCAD8b Unknown Unknown Chloroplast T T W T Y N Y L C G Y V P C V Y L L S T S K G N C H E C C C C C
BdCAD5 Uncertain Unknown Chloroplast T I W N Y N Y L C G V V P C V Y L L S T S K G N C H E C C C C C
OsCAD8b Unknown Unknown Chloroplast T V W N F N Y I C A Y V P C V H L L S T S K G N C H E C C C C C
OsCAD8c Unknown Unknown Chloroplast T I W N Y N Y T C G Y V P C V H L L S T S K G N C H E C C C C C
OsCAD9 Unknown Unknown Cytosol S T W N Y N Y P C S Y Q S M I S L L S T S K G G C H E C C C C C
S ? W N C N ? F/L C L F V ? ? I/M H L L S S/T S K G A/G C H E C C C C C
100 55 100 78 100 100 65 81 100 100 100 81 53 53 91 100 100 100 100 72 100 100 100 87 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
HvCAD5c Unknown Unknown Cytosol S S W N C N H F C L F V A C I H L L S S S K G A C H E C C C C C
HvCAD5b Unknown Unknown Cytosol S S W D C N H F C L F V A F I H L L S S S K G A C H E C C C C C
LpCAD5 Uncertain Unknown Cytosol S A W N C N H L C L F V A I I H L L S S S K G N C H E C C C C C
LpCAD6 Unknown Unknown Cytosol S G W N C N H L C L F V A F I H L L S S S K G A C H E C C C C C
BdCAD2 Uncertain Unknown Cytosol S S W N C N Q F C L F V A C I H L L S S S K G A C H E C C C C C
OsCAD5 Unknown Unknown Cytosol S S W N C N H F C L F V - - - H L L S S S K G A C H E C C C C C
HvCAD5a Unknown Unknown Cytosol S S W N C N H F C L F V A C M H L L S S S K G A C H E C C C C C
SbCAD5 Uncertain Unknown Cytosol S S W N C N T F C L F I M C I H L L S T S K G A C H E C C C C C
ZmCAD5 Uncertain Unknown Cytosol S S W N C N S F C L F I I C I H L L S T S K G A C H E C C C C C
PvAroADH Uncertain Unknown Cytosol S F W N C N H F C L F I M C I H L L S T S K G A C H E C C C C C
OsCAD3 Unknown Unknown Cytosol S C W H C N H F C L F V H N I H L L S S S K G A C H E C C C C C
S ? W N C N ? F/L C L F V ? C I/M H L L S S/T S K G A/G C H E C C C C C
100 100 100 100 100 100 84 79 100 79 100 84 60 73 81 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
BdCAD7 Uncertain Unknown Cytosol S T W N C N Y F C L F V G F I H L L S T S K G G C H E C C C C C
HvCAD7 Unknown Unknown Cytosol S T W N C N Y L C I F I G C M H L L S T S K G G C H E C C C C C
OsCAD7 Yes Coniferaldehyde (high), put. Cytosol S T W N C N Y F C L F V G C M H L L S T S K G G C H E C C C C C
SbCAD7 Uncertain Unknown Cytosol S T W N C N H F C L F V T C M H L L S T S K G G C H E C C C C C
ZmCAD7 Uncertain Unknown Cytosol S T W N C N Y F C L F V T C M H L L S T S K G G C H E C C C C C
Monocot                 
clade 5 (III)
Uncertain Uncertain Cytosol
Monocot                 
clade 3 (II)
No Unknown (not 
coniferaldehyde)
Chloroplast
No Unknown (not 
coniferaldehyde)
Uncertain Uncertain
Yes Coniferaldehyde Cytosol
NADPH bindingSubstrate binding residues (AtCAD5 position) Catalytic Zinc Structural Zinc
Dicot                 
clade I
Dicot                 
clade II
Dicot                 
clade III
Monocot                 
clade 2 (II)
Monocot                 
clade 4 (III)
Cytosol
Cytosol
Cytosol
Cytosol
Cytosol
Cytosol
Yes Coniferaldehyde or 
sinapaldehyde
Yes Unknown
Monocot                 
clade 1 (I)
Gymnosperm                
clade I
No 2-Methoxybenzaldehyde
No Unknown
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Suppl. Fig. 5.1 - Cladogram of selected 4CL proteins and their gene structure; L. perenne 
genes are indicated in bold, genes associated with developmental lignin according to lit-
erature reports are underlined, genes that are not involved in developmental lignin bio-
synthesis are in italics, the other genes have not been functionally characterized; structural 
clades are numbered with Arabic numerals and functional clades with Roman numerals; 
ambiguities in nomenclature exist for L. perenne (Suppl. Table 1). 
 
 
Suppl. Fig. 5.2 - Cladogram of selected COMT proteins and their gene structure; L. perenne 
genes are indicated in bold, genes associated with developmental lignin according to lit-
erature reports are underlined, genes that are not involved in developmental lignin bio-
synthesis are in italics, the other genes have not been functionally characterized; structural 
clades are numbered with Arabic numerals and functional clades with Roman numerals 
monocot clade I
monocot clade II (3)
monocot clade III
dicot clade I
(1)
(2)
Lp4CL1
Os4CL3
Os4CL4
Lp4CL2
Os4CL1
Os4CL5
Lp4CL3
At4CL1
At4CL2
At4CL4
(4)
monocot clade I
monocot clade II (2)
monocot clade III (3)
dicot clade I
LpCOMT1
LpCOMT2
BdCOMT4
SbCOMT1
ZmCOMT1
OsCOMT1
LpCOMT3
LpCOMT4
BdCOMT1
LpCOMT5
BdCOMT3
BdCOMT2
AtCOMT
species group A (1)
species group B (1)
species group A
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Suppl. Fig. 5.3 - Cladogram of selected CCR proteins and their gene structure; L. perenne 
genes are indicated in bold; genes associated with developmental lignin according to lit-
erature reports are underlined, genes that are not involved in developmental lignin bio-
synthesis are in italics, the other genes have not been functionally characterized; structural 
clades are numbered with Arabic numerals and functional clades with Roman numerals; 
a wave (~) in the first intron of LpCAD10a indicates a missing sequence region 
 
Suppl. Fig. 5.4 - Cladogram of selected CAD proteins and their gene structure; L. perenne 
genes are indicated in bold; genes associated with developmental lignin according to lit-
erature reports are underlined, genes that are not involved in developmental lignin bio-
synthesis are in italics, the other genes have not been functionally characterized; structural 
clades are numbered with Arabic numerals and functional clades with Roman numerals; 
a wave (~) in the second intron of LpCAD2 indicates a missing sequence region; ambiguities 
in nomenclature exist for A. thaliana, L. perenne and B. distachyon (Suppl. Table 1). LpCAD2 
is an outlying gene, and therefore marked as “out”. 
  
LpCCR1
ZmCCR1
LpCCR2
LpCCR3
LpCCR4
LpCCR5
LpCCR6
ZmCCR2
LpCCR7
LpCCR8
OsCCR7
LpCCR9
LpCCR10b
LpCCR10c
LpCCR10a
LpCCR11
AtCCR1
monocot clade I
monocot clade II
monocot clade III
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
dicot clade I
BdCAD1
OsCAD2
ZmCAD2
LpCAD1
LpCAD2
AtCAD4
BdCAD4
LpCAD3
BdCAD5 
LpCAD4
LpCAD5
LpCAD6
AtCAD7
PtrSAD
monocot
clade I
monocot
clade II
monocot
clade III
dicot clade I
dicot
clade II
(1)
(out)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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Suppl. Table 5.6 - Percentage amino acid similarity among Lp4CL genes. 
Lp4CL1 100 100   
Lp4CL2 86 100   
Lp4CL3 75 73 100  
Lp4CL4 71 68 73 100 
 1 2 3 4 
 
Suppl. Table 5.7 - Percentage amino acid similarity among LpCOMT genes. Percentages 
higher than 90 are marked in red. 
LpCOMT1 100     
LpCOMT2 95 100    
LpCOMT3 85 82 100   
LpCOMT4 78 75 75 100  
LpCOMT5 78 77 74 71 100 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Suppl. Table 5.8 - Percentage amino acid similarity among LpCCR protein sequences. Per-
centages higher than 90 are marked in red. 
LpCCR1 100             
LpCCR2 85 100            
LpCCR3 77 80 100           
LpCCR4 71 71 70 100          
LpCCR5 72 77 72 70 100         
LpCCR6 71 73 68 69 92 100        
LpCCR7 64 70 68 65 70 69 100       
LpCCR8 62 66 68 59 63 59 61 100      
LpCCR9 60 65 65 56 60 57 61 85 100     
LpCCR10a 63 66 67 58 62 58 61 84 82 100    
LpCCR10b 60 63 65 54 57 54 60 78 75 77 100   
LpCCR10c 62 67 67 59 61 57 63 82 80 82 87 100  
LpCCR11 59 64 63 55 59 55 60 79 77 86 72 77 100 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10a 10b 10c 11 
 
Suppl. Table 5.9 - Percentage amino acid similarity among LpCAD genes. Percentages 
higher than 90 are marked in red. 
LpCAD1 100      
LpCAD2 85 100     
LpCAD3 68 64 100    
LpCAD4 55 50 72 100   
LpCAD5 65 60 75 62 100  
LpCAD6 66 61 74 62 95 100 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Suppl. Table 5.10 - List of species abbreviations 
Code 
 
Latin name Common name Plant group 
At Arabidopsis thaliana Arabidopsis Dicot 
Eg Eucalyptus globulus Eucalyptus Dicot 
Ll Leucaena leucocephala White popinac Dicot 
Ms Medicago sativa Alfalfa Dicot 
Mt Medicago truncatula Barrel clover Dicot 
Nt Nicotiana tabacum Tobacco Dicot 
Ph Petunia hybrida Garden petunia Dicot 
Pt Populus trichocarpa Black cottonwood Dicot 
Pto Populus tomentosa Chinese white poplar Dicot 
Ptr Populus tremuloides Quaking aspen Dicot 
Pa Picea abies Norway spruce Gymno-
 Pr Pinus radiata 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Monterey pine Gymno-
 Ps Picea sitchensis Sitka spruce Gymno-
 Ac Allium cepa Onion Monocot 
As Allium sativum Garlic Monocot 
Bd Brachypodium distach-
 
Brachypodium Monocot 
Bm Bambusa multiplex Hedge bamboo Monocot 
Bo Bambusa oldhamii Oldham's bamboo Monocot 
Cp Cenchrus purpureus Napier grass Monocot 
Fa Festuca arundinacea Tall fescue Monocot 
Hv Hordeum vulgare Barley Monocot 
Ih Iris x hollandica Dutch iris Monocot 
Lh Lilium hybrid Lily Monocot 
Lp Lolium perenne Perennial ryegrass Monocot 
Msi Micanthus sinensis Miscanthus Monocot 
Na Neosinocalamus affinis Omei mountain bam-
 
Monocot 
Os Oryza sativa Rice Monocot 
Pv Panicum virgatum Switchgrass Monocot 
Sb Sorghum bicolor Sorghum Monocot 
Sh Saccharum x hybrid Hybrid sugarcane Monocot 
So Saccharum officinarum Sugar cane Monocot 
Ta Triticum aestivum Wheat Monocot 
Tl Triarrhena lutarioriparia Triarrhena Monocot 
Tu Triticum urartu Einkorn wheat Monocot 
Vp Vanilla planifolia Vanilla orchid Monocot 
Zm Zea mays Maize Monocot 
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Suppl. Fig. 5.5 - Conservation of nucleotide sequences of L. perenne paralogs within clade I of each gene family. The CDS 
flanked by 100 bp regions (representing UTR) is shown. Black bars denote positions of lowest conservation, grey bars posi-
tions of medium conservation, red boxes indicate stretches of at least 100 bp with a low sequence conservation. The CDS 
positions of SNPs targeted by KASP assays are indicated on the LpCCR1 gene. 
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Suppl. Table 5.11 - Percentage of the total length of the CDS sequence covered by a mini-
mum depth of 8 reads per position for each of the 14 genotypes separately, and the 
median over all genotypes together. RNA-seq data of Ruttink et al. (2013) were used for 
large gap read mapping and SNP discovery. 
Genotype Lp4CL1 Lp4CL2 LpCOMT1 LpCOMT2 LpCCR1 LpCCR2 LpCCR3 LpCAD1 
Lp03 98 77 99 100 94 37 11 87 
Lp07 98 86 99 96 100 99 27 98 
Lp09 96 94 99 100 97 93 27 100 
Lp10 98 86 99 100 99 24 11 100 
Lp11 94 75 98 77 76 1 5 100 
Lp12 88 68 99 33 90 11 0 98 
Lp13 96 80 99 57 100 100 46 86 
Lp14 92 95 98 78 95 22 36 100 
Lp16 98 87 99 100 98 96 97 88 
Lp19 98 84 99 96 97 100 21 100 
Lp20 99 88 99 100 97 100 55 100 
Lp23 94 90 99 100 100 96 55 100 
Lp25 99 90 99 100 92 100 0 100 
Lp27 99 93 99 100 100 100 14 99 
median 98 87 99 100 97 96 24 100 
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6 
Supplementary Notes, Tables & 
Figures of Chapter 6 
 
Suppl. Note 1 -  Scheme of association mapping 
pipeline 
On 735 genotypes that were sequenced for 514 genes 
1) Determine SNPs and indels using GATK. 
2) Remove SNPs if they occur in less than 200 genotypes or if MAC < 5. 
3) Remove indels if they occur in less than 625 genotypes or if MAC < 5. 
4) Determine population structure in FastSTRUCTURE (k=5). 
5) Allocate genotypes entirely to one of four subpopulations. 
6) Impute missing calls for the remaining SNPs and indels, taking into account 
structure (from step 4). 
On 600 genotypes that were phenotyped 
BLUPs 
7) Correct individual values for harvest date effects. 
8) Calculate BLUPs over years (and organs), using the model "Trait = 1|Genotype 
+ 1|Block + 1|Year (+ 1|Organ)". 
9) Calculate year/organ-specific BLUPS, using the model "Trait = 1|Genotype + 
1|Block". 
GP (GEBVs) 
10) Build prediction model with rrBLUP using year/organ-specific BLUPS from 
step 3, using the model Trait = 'Kinship' + Year (+ Organ). Use polymorphisms 
from all genotypes but 1. For gene sets, use polymorphisms belonging to a 
certain gene subset. 
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11) Use this model to predict the trait value of the excluded genotype (GEBV). 
12) Repeat steps 10-11 to predict all trait values for all genotypes (GEBVs). 
13) Correlate GEBVs with BLUPs from step 8. 
Single-locus AM 
14) Determine population structure (Q) on non-imputed genotype calls. 
15) Exclude gene 1 from the imputed polymorphism data and calculate 'com-
plementary' kinship among genotypes (K, i.e., correlation of polymorphisms 
between each genotype pair). 
16) Recode imputed polymorphisms so that minor allele effects are modelled 
(MM = 0; Mm = 1, mm = 2, M = major allele, m = minor allele). 
17) Associate each polymorphism of gene 1 with each trait, taking Q (step 5) and 
K (step 6) into account. The considered models are "Trait = Polymorphism + 
Year + Organ + Q + U + E" with U ~ N(0,KVg) and E ~ N(0,Ve), and "Organ-
specific trait = Polymorphism + Year + Q + U". 
18) Repeat steps 15-17 for the other genes. 
Multi-locus AM 
19) Similar to single-locus AM, however, 'polymorphism' in the model is now a 
matrix of 18 polymorphisms, and the complementary kinship excludes all 
associated genes. 
20) Use the estimated effect sizes for each polymorphism to predict trait values. 
21) Correlate these predictions with BLUP values (step 8). 
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Suppl. Note 2 - Prospects of association mapping 
Statistical methods 
Significance depends on the number of genotypes in each of the three 
genotypic classes, the variance in trait value within each class and the 
additive effect size (mean difference in trait value among subsequent clas-
ses). For example, a common SNP could be significant even if its effect 
size is too small to be relevant, because there are sufficient cases and a 
low trait variance in each class. Or a rare SNP with a large effect could be 
non-significant because the variance within the major class is overesti-
mated. In single-locus models, the estimates of the within-class variances 
could be improved by incorporating genome-wide information (Smyth 
2004). Also, by making use of confidence intervals, a method can be de-
veloped to select for relevant effects immediately, rather than first select-
ing on a p-value and then on effect size (McCarthy et al. 2009; Ben Hayes 
2013). Moreover, prior information could be used to boost genes or mark-
ers that are expected to show the desired effect (Long et al. 2013; Petersen 
et al. 2013). Power can also be improved by improving the method to cor-
rect for multiple testing, for example, by hierarchical testing or applying 
a Bayesian approach to estimate the FDR (Efron 2008; Heller et al. 2009; 
Petersen et al. 2013). Finally, taking genotyping quality into account (e.g. 
'soft calls') may also give more reliable results. 
Population 
Several strategies have been used for designing populations where asso-
ciation mapping is more efficient, such as a nested AM population (NAM) 
or a multiparent advanced generation intercross (MAGIC) (Cavanagh et al. 
2008; Yu et al. 2008; Kover et al. 2009; Bandillo et al. 2013). Ideally, such 
populations are genetically and phenotypically highly diverse, without any 
rare alleles nor any population structure or groups of high relatedness 
(Suppl. Fig. 6.8-7). Both examples rely on selfing to increase recombination 
(higher resolution) and homozygosity (the heterozygote class is not nec-
essary), but this cannot be applied to perennial ryegrass due to its self-
incompatibility. Moreover, due to heading date constraints and inbreeding 
depression, panmictic populations are hard to achieve in this species. 
However, as allele effects can still be determined within subpopulations 
and then averaged, population structure is not prohibitive as long as it is 
accounted for and alleles are not rare within a subpopulation. An inter-
crossed population could be highly powerful, if contrasting genotypes 
(high and low in NDFD) from diverse origin are used as founders. These 
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should then be pair crossed and multiplied (F2 families), so the extent of 
LD is not too large and compensatory polymorphisms within a chromo-
somal segment are avoided.  
Suppl. Table 6.1 - An intercrossed population combines the advantages of association map-
ping (high resolution by exploiting historical recombinations) and linkage mapping (no 
rare alleles and exploiting large extent of LD). For simplicity, we only consider one chro-
mosomal segment. Unrelated genotypes with a large difference in NDFD (high H and low 
L) should be selected as founders. Preferably, some of these parents also contain a rare 
QTN as revealed in this study. We assume locus A is a beneficial allele and loci B, C and D 
are neutral. We also assume there is a recombination hotspot between locus B and C. The 
number of founders should be selected based on the number of genotypes that can be 
phenotyped. If this is 800, and the minor allele frequency should be at least 5%, 20 diploid 
founders should be selected (1 allele out of 40 (2x20 for diploids), which out of 800 is 5%) 
and 80 genotypes should be phenotyped per pair cross progeny (there are 10 pair crosses). 
In pair cross 1, both A and B are significantly associated, as they are co-inherited (no 
recombination). In pair cross 4, only A is significantly associated, due to historical recom-
bination in founder 7. As A has been associated twice within each subpopulation and B 
only once, A will overall be more significant. Thus, the occurrence of linkage in pair cross 
1 increases the probability of finding a segment that contains the causal polymorphism, 
and can boost the high-resolution association found in pair cross 4. If each pair cross 
shares 1 parent with another pair cross (e.g. add 1Hx2L), the number of pair crosses is 
doubled, but the number of genotypes per pair cross can be halved to still reach a MAF of 
5% (still 800 genotypes from 20 founders). The statistical power is increased as the genetic 
background is better mixed, which avoids the effect of compensation or overestimation 
due to LD (as for allele B). 
P 1H 1L 2H 2L 3H 3L 4H 4L … 
Chromosomal segment: ABCD abcd AbCD AbcD aBcD aBCD AbcD abcD  
          
F2 (multiplied F1) 1 2 3 4 … 
Without recombination: ABCD abcd AbCD AbcD aBcD aBCD AbcD abcD  
With recombination: ABcd abCD AbcD AbCD aBCD aBcD AbcD abcD  
          
significant effects          
Within subpopulations: A and B none none A only  
 (due to LD)     
(due to 
hist. rec.)  
          Across subpopulations: 
• A will be more significant than B (the effect of B is overestimated) 
• C and D are not significant 
 
The more parents are included and the more diverse these are, the more 
alleles can be tested and the more historical recombinations can be ex-
ploited. Common parents among the pair crosses (in the same fashion as 
polycrosses) are valuable to reduce population structure, however they 
should be controlled by establishing diallels and only high-low parent 
combinations will give sufficient power (Suppl. Table 1). Also biparental 
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populations used for validating rare alleles (Chapter 7) is valuable material 
to include in the association mapping population, but genotyping off-
spring before phenotyping them is recommended to make sure the MAF 
is well balanced. The F2 families could also be used for genomic selection 
and sward evaluation (Fè et al. 2015), as well as for estimating combining 
abilities and narrow-sense heritabilities. 
Genotyping method 
Improving SNP calling could further improve power for association map-
ping. In order to improve power, missing calls in a few genotypes have 
now been imputed based on linkage with other polymorphisms, however, 
this is just a prediction. In particular, calling large indels is hard to achieve 
in the current genotyping pipeline. These positions were hardly consid-
ered for AM, but could have large effects on the trait. Also genotyping a 
few prioritized markers in the subset of genotypes with low call rates 
could be beneficial, especially using relatively cheap KASP assays. Sequenc-
ing additional genes (other than the 514 used here) is an option as well, 
however, in the end, obtaining a few large-effect alleles should already be 
satisfactory to improve cell wall digestibility. Considering the importance 
of rare alleles, phenotyping and genotyping additional genotypes (either 
by resequencing or KASP assays) is more important than sequencing more 
genes, unless of course, there is interest in other traits. To put this in 
perspective, the causes of seven common human diseases were identified 
by genotyping 17,000 individuals (The Wellcome Trust Case Control 
Consortium 2007), which is currently beyond the reach of crop research. 
Further, an imputation method should be selected that has the highest 
accuracy for rare alleles (Yang et al. 2014; Hoffmann & Witte 2015). Efforts 
could be made to create a reference panel of deeply sequenced genotypes 
which contain beneficial rare alleles. This would not only give better calls 
for said genotypes, but would also improve the imputation of related 
genotypes (Hoffmann and Witte, 2015). 
Phenotype data 
Association mapping for NDFD in L perenne could also be further im-
proved by using more accurate or additional phenotype measures. For 
example, TL or TL' is a more accurate measure for lignin content than KL'. 
Considering that two LpHCALDHs and 1 LpFAT has been significantly as-
sociated with NDFD or KL', also quantification of cross-linking ferulates 
might be worthwhile (Chapter 4). As markers should not be year-specific, 
it is crucial to assess traits for several years, so phenotyping for a third 
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year could be beneficial. This is even more important than location- spec-
ificity, as this factor is controllable (e.g., soil type), although of course, 
varieties preferably perform well over a large range of locations. Never-
theless, in order to improve robustness of markers, several locations, sea-
sons and growth years (i.e., not just the year of establishment) could be 
considered in future analyses as well. As many associations were specific 
to blade or stem, separation of organs is highly recommended for AM. 
Moreover, as blade and stem are at different ages by the time of heading, 
harvest date-correction is preferentially applied to each organ separately, 
as done here. 
Suppl. Note 3 - Prospects of genomic selection 
In Hayes' (2013) prospects for incorporating genomic selection in ryegrass 
breeding, genetic gains per year are mainly improved by skipping pheno-
typic selection of progenies. However, this requires a genomic predictabil-
ity of at least 40%. This target is hardly achieved in this study for KL' or 
NDFD when the entire population is considered. In a study in maize, the 
predictability of KL did pass the threshold (r=53%) using 1024 length pol-
ymorphisms, probably because LD decays slowly among the 178 testcross 
lines that were used (Lorenzana & Bernardo 2009). Similarly, using 271 
testcross lines of maize (slow LD decay), 56,110 SNPs were able to predict 
ADL by 72% (Riedelsheimer et al. 2012), whereas using 145 genotypes of 
natural accessions of Miscanthus sinensis (fast LD decay), 120,000 SNPs 
could predict ADL by only 35% (Slavov et al. 2013). Clearly, a population 
should be designed specifically for genomic prediction, which is not the 
case in our study, if genomic selection is the purpose. Evaluating subpop-
ulations separately showed that a large diversity in trait values is required, 
with many related genotypes present. This is the case for the Warm and 
Aber subpopulations, where genomic predictabilities are closer to 50%. 
For NDFD|KL' (NDFD with variation due to KL’ removed, Suppl. Table 6.4), 
even a predictability of 64% is reached, which offers some prospect for 
genomic prediction of other NDFD subtraits, such as ferulic acid content. 
It is important to realize that rrBLUP, where all markers are considered 
random effects, does not allow prediction of extremer values than those 
used for building the model (Mackay 2012). Extrapolation is only possible 
if markers are modeled as fixed effects. However, adding all markers as 
fixed effects is not possible, as the number of markers exceeds the num-
ber of observations. However, as we applied here, specific markers could 
be selected, based on AM results leveraged by prior information to avoid 
the Beavis effect and increase the probability of finding causal and direct 
effects. Considering only 18 markers in 13 genes, the predictabilities are 
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even larger compared to using rrBLUP. For example, when both organs 
are considered simultaneously, the predictability is 42% for KL' (rrBLUP: 
28%), and 40% for NDFD (rrBLUP: 37%). Likely, this is because rrBLUP 
considers all effects to be of equal size (constant variance), so it is not 
able to capture the large effect of rare alleles. Bayesian methods could 
elevate this condition, however, they usually do not perform much better 
than rrBLUP (Suppl. Table 5). Also, previous comparisons between MLR 
and rrBLUP always favor the latter (Suppl. Table 5). This discrepancy could 
be because in most GP studies, populations with high levels of relatedness 
are used, alleles are not rare in F2 families or rare alleles (MAF 1%-5%) are 
not considered, and markers in an MLR model were selected by stepwise 
selection on p-values. The latter automatically leads to an upward bias in 
effect sizes (Beavis effect). This was likely avoided here because the p-value 
threshold was liberal and multi-trait and multi-organ information was 
incorporated. For example, a marker significant for only KL' (or for only 
blade) was also used to predict NDFD (or stem). As a result, many marker 
effects are not significant, but could still affect the prediction to a small 
extent. Incorporating knowledge on gene functionality to select genes for 
inclusion in the model would also be useful in GP to avoid genomic selec-
tion for indirect effects. Combining fixed effects and complementary kin-
ship in a single GP model could increase predictability by transcending 
kinship relationships (Crossa et al. 2010). As exclusion of all markers with 
a possible indirect effect is not possible when applying GP, more effort 
should be taken to phenotype any possible nuisance trait.  
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Suppl. Table 6.2 - Mean value, SD, and 95% C.I. for each subpopulation (median-centered 
harvest date, blade NDFD, stem NDFD, before and after harvest date correction). Homo-
geneous groups were determined on the results of a Tukey HSD pairwise comparison 
between the four subpopulations for each trait. 
Trait HD correction Subpop. N Mean SD CI Group 
Harvest date No Cold 374 4.35 10.00 1.02 b 
Harvest date No Warm 100 -6.13 4.26 0.85 a 
Harvest date No Aber 94 3.22 5.83 1.19 b 
Harvest date No QTN 31 -4.03 3.95 1.45 a 
NDFD blade No Cold 373 74.42 2.77 0.28 a 
NDFD blade No Warm 100 77.45 1.52 0.30 c 
NDFD blade No Aber 94 73.77 1.86 0.38 a 
NDFD blade No QTN 31 75.94 1.57 0.58 b 
NDFD blade Yes Cold 369 74.84 0.95 0.10 b 
NDFD blade Yes Warm 100 75.01 0.92 0.18 b 
NDFD blade Yes Aber 94 74.32 0.97 0.20 a 
NDFD blade Yes QTN 31 74.26 0.89 0.32 a 
NDFD stem No Cold 365 74.59 1.50 0.15 a 
NDFD stem No Warm 100 75.59 1.24 0.25 b 
NDFD stem No Aber 94 74.56 1.38 0.28 a 
NDFD stem No QTN 31 74.34 1.29 0.47 a 
NDFD stem Yes Cold 366 74.63 0.98 0.10 b 
NDFD stem Yes Warm 100 74.57 0.91 0.18 b 
NDFD stem Yes Aber 94 74.62 1.13 0.23 b 
NDFD stem Yes QTN 31 73.96 0.78 0.14 a 
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Suppl. Table 6.3 - Tukey honest significant differences in blade or stem NDFD between the 
four subpopulations, with and without harvest date correction. 
 Without HD correction  With HD correction 
 Diff. 95% C.I. Adj. P  Diff. 95% C.I. Adj. P 
Blade NDFD        
Warm-Aber 3.7 2.8 to 4.6 <0.001  0.7 0.3 to 1.0 <0.001 
Warm-Cold 3.0 2.3 to 3.7 <0.001  0.2 -0.1 to 0.4 0.382 
QTN-Aber 2.2 0.9 to 3.5 <0.001  -0.1 -0.6 to 0.4 0.990 
QTN-Cold 1.5 0.4 to 2.7 0.005  -0.6 -1.0 to -0.1 0.007 
Warm-QTN 1.5 0.2 to 2.8 0.013  0.7 0.2 to 1.2 <0.001 
Cold-Aber 0.7 -0.1 to 1.4 0.087  0.5 0.2 to 0.8 <0.001 
        
Stem NDFD        
Warm-QTN 1.2 0.5 to 2.0 <0.001  0.6 0.1 to 1.1 0.013 
Warm-Aber 1.0 0.5 to 1.6 <0.001  -0.1 -0.4 to 0.3 0.984 
Warm-Cold 1.0 0.6 to 1.4 <0.001  -0.1 -0.3 to 0.2 0.942 
QTN-Cold -0.2 -0.9 to 0.4 0.792  -0.7 -1.2 to -0.2 0.001 
QTN-Aber -0.2 -1.0 to 0.5 0.888  -0.7 -1.2 to -0.1 0.006 
Cold-Aber 0.0 -0.4 to 0.5 0.997  0.0 -0.3 to 0.3 1.000 
 
Suppl. Table 6.4 - Pearson correlation between observed (BLUP) and predicted (GEBV) val-
ues. GEBVs were calculated over all subpopulations, using leave-one-out prediction. In pa-
rentheses, the -log(p) value is shown. 
 All polymorphisms  
Polymorphisms in 
CWD gene set  
Polymorphisms in  
complementary gene set 
 Blade Stem Both  Blade Stem Both  Blade Stem Both 
 KL' (g/100 g NDF)           
All 31% (13.7) 35% (17.4) 29% (12.5)  28% (11.3) 27% (10.7) 24% (8.4)  28% (11.8) 36% (18.5) 29% (12.6) 
Cold 15% (2.4) 26% (6.4) 16% (2.6)  11% (1.4) 16% (2.6) 12% (1.6)  12% (1.7) 27% (6.7) 15% (2.3) 
Warm 38% (4.0) 26% (2.1) 41% (4.6)  34% (3.3) 24% (1.8) 36% (3.5)  36% (3.6) 27% (2.2) 41% (4.6) 
Aber 38% (3.8) 51% (6.8) 42% (4.6)  31% (2.6) 42% (4.6) 29% (2.3)  33% (2.9) 54% (7.7) 45% (5.2) 
QTL -33% (1.2) 29% (0.9) -36% (1.3)  -15% (0.4) 37% (1.4) -15% (0.4)  -36% (1.4) 23% (0.7) -37% (1.4) 
            
 NDFD (g/100 g NDF)          
All 40% (46.1) 36% (19.2) 42% (51.7)  39% (22.3) 30% (12.9) 37% (40.7)  39% (22.2) 37% (20.0) 42% (26.3) 
Cold 23% (10.2) 24% (5.3) 31% (17.4)  23% (5.0) 14% (2.1) 25% (12.2)  21% (4.5) 25% (5.8) 31% (8.9) 
Warm 45% (11.3) 47% (6.2) 54% (16.6)  46% (5.7) 45% (5.6) 54% (16.1)  45% (5.5) 46% (5.9) 53% (7.8) 
Aber 50% (13.2) 48% (5.9) 52% (13.9)  44% (5.0) 40% (4.2) 35% (6.5)  52% (7.2) 50% (6.5) 54% (7.6) 
QTL -14% (0.7) 23% (0.7) -20% (1.1)  2% (0.0) 33% (1.2) -20% (1.1)  -21% (0.6) 18% (0.5) -17% (0.5) 
            
 NDFD|KL' (g/100 g NDF)          
All 43% (27.6) 46% (30.8) 51% (39.7)  40% (23.8) 40% (23.3) 46% (31.2)  44% (28.6) 45% (30.2) 50% (39.0) 
Cold 35% (11.3) 32% (9.2) 40% (14.6)  33% (9.9) 23% (5.0) 33% (10.1)  36% (11.7) 32% (9.2) 39% (14.3) 
Warm 40% (4.4) 54% (8.2) 57% (9.1)  35% (3.5) 53% (7.9) 54% (8.2)  42% (4.8) 53% (7.9) 56% (8.7) 
Aber 56% (8.3) 50% (6.5) 60% (9.6)  48% (6.0) 47% (5.8) 51% (6.9)  57% (8.6) 48% (6.1) 60% (9.6) 
QTL -26% (0.8) 34% (1.2) 35% (1.3)  -13% (0.3) 21% (0.6) 15% (0.4)  -24% (0.7) 33% (1.2) 32% (1.1) 
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Suppl. Fig. 6.1 - PCA plot among BLUP values calculated over both years for HD-corrected 
NDFD and KL' in stem and blade. The density ellipses show where 95% of the data is 
expected to lie, assuming the bivariate normal distribution. The QTN population is mark-
edly less varied in stem values for both traits. 
 
Suppl. Fig. 6.2 - Additive relationship among all genotypes. Among breeding material such 
as the QTL population (OxA), IBERS and Barenbrug (BB) material, the relatedness is much 
higher than among material from Nord-Pas de Calais. Relatedness within subpopulations 
is sometimes even lower than among subpopulations, indicating both kinship and sub-
population correction are necessary. Clearly, diversity in IBERS in QTL material is limited 
(large level of relatedness), while material from colder regions is highly diverse (limited 
relatedness). 
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Suppl. Table 6.5 - Selection of genomic prediction studies in monocots. Also models with 
fixed marker effects are included, i.e., MLR (no kinship) or MM (with kinship); markers were 
then selected backwards (bwd) and/or forwards (fwd). Model abbreviations: RR-BLUP = 
ridge regression - best linear unbiased predictors, LASSO = least absolute shrinkage and 
selection operator, RKHS = reproducing kernel Hilbert space, RF = random forests, CIM = 
composite interval mapping, MLR = multiple linear regression, MM = mixed model. Trait 
abbreviations: harvest date = heading date, FD = flowering data, SD = silking date, DMY = 
dry matter yield.  
Species Reference Population Markers GP model Genomic predictabilities 
(selection of traits) 
Maize (Guo et al. 2012) NAM pair crosses 
(n = 4699) 
SNP assays (n = 
831) 
RR-BLUP FD 43%, SD 43% 
(n = 26) CIM FD 33%, SD 32% 
(n = 831) BayesA FD 43%, SD 42% 
(n = 831) BayesB FD 37%, SD 36% 
(n = 17, SD 19) fwd MLR FD 30%, SD 30% 
(Lorenzana & 
Bernardo 2009) 
topcrosses (n=178) SSR/RFLP 
(n=1024, height 
768, grain DMY 
256) 
RR-BLUP KL 54%, height 70%, grain 
DMY 61% 
(n=80, height 49, 
grain 66) 
bwd MLR KL 28%, height 52%, grain 
DMY 45% 
(Zhao et al. 2012) topcrosses (n = 
788) 
SNP assays (n = 
857) 
RR-BLUP Grain DMY 54%, grain 
moisture 64% 
(Riedelsheimer et al. 
2012) 
topcrosses (n=271) SNP chip (n = 
56110) 
RR-BLUP ADL 72%, height 70%, DMY 
74% 
(Albrecht et al. 2011) topcrosses (n=60) SNP assays (n = 
162) 
RR-BLUP Grain DMY 53%, grain 
moisture 78%  
(Crossa et al. 2010) historical breed-
ing 
(n=284, grain DMY 
264) 
SNP assays 
(n=1148, grain DMY 
1135) 
RR-BLUP Grain DMY 52% 
LASSO Male FD 79%, female FD 
78%, grain DMY 53% 
RKHS Male FD 61%, female FD 
59%, grain DMY 51% 
Wheat (Crossa et al. 2010) historical breed-
ing 
(n=1279) 
DArT (n=599) RR-BLUP Grain DMY 36-49% 
LASSO Grain DMY 40-52% 
RKHS Grain DMY 45-60% 
(Heffner et al. 2011) F5 from advanced 
intercross (n=374) 
DArT (n=1158) RR-BLUP Protein 45%, height 74%, 
harvest date 75% 
BayesA Protein 45%, height 75%, 
harvest date 75% 
BayesB Protein 45%, height 72%, 
harvest date 72% 
BayesCπ Protein 45%, height 74%, 
harvest date 75% 
fwd+bwd 
MLR 
Protein 38%, height 52%, 
harvest date 55% 
fwd+bwd 
MM 
Protein 30%, height 47%, 
harvest date 43% 
Barley (Lorenzana & 
Bernardo 2009) 
doubled haploids 
(n=178) 
RFLP (n=192, grain 
DMY 128) 
RR-BLUP Height 86%, grain DMY 
62% 
 (n=24, grain DMY 
42) 
bwd MLR Height 85%, grain 
DMY54% 
Oat (Asoro et al. 2011) historical breed-
ing (n=421) 
DArT (n=1005) RR-BLUP β-glucan 49%, harvest 
date 46%, DMY 27% 
   BayesCπ β-glucan 49%, harvest 
date 48%, DMY 27% 
Miscanthus (Slavov et al. 2013) natural (n=138) RADseq (n=121, 
DMY 771) 
RR-BLUP ADL 35%, C 61%, HC 18%, 
DMY 4% 
Ryegrass (Fè et al. 2015) pair crosses, F2 
(n=1453) 
GBS (n=1,447,122) RR-BLUP NDF 56%, fructan 37-44%, 
rust 58%, seed yield 56% 
 (Faville et al. 2015) polycrosses 
(n=238) 
GBS (n=10,885) 
 
RR-BLUP harvest date 53%, DMY 
16% 
 RF harvest date 52%, DMY 
34%  
 This thesis natural + histori-
cal breeding 
(n=600) 
gene enriched 
(n=169,225) 
RR-BLUP NDFD 42%, KL' 28% 
(blade+stem) 
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NDFD blade KL' blade 
NDFD stem KL' stem 
NDFD both KL' both 
Suppl. Fig. 6.3 - Distribution of p-values for each trait. The horizontal line shows the num-
ber of true null associations in each bin. The extent to which each line is exceeded, indi-
cates the number of true positives in each bin. The line was estimated according to Storey 
and Tibshirani (2003).  
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Suppl. Table 6.6 - LD decay in base pairs among all polymorphisms with a MAF>5% and 1% 
in the four prioritized genes, for each subpopulation separately. It is based on non-im-
puted data, as imputation could increase LD artificially. "> gene": longer than gene length. 
After selecting a subset of the data (MAF>1%, MAF>5%, and different subpopulations), the 
squared correlation (r2) was determined between each polymorphism pair as an estimate 
of LD. The linear model 'r2 between polymorphism pair' = log10('distance between poly-
morphism pair') was built, and the distance (in bp) where r2 = 0.25 was determined as 
measure for LD decay. 
  LD decay (bp) for MAF>5%  LD decay (bp) for MAF>1% 
   Cold Warm Aber QTL  Cold Warm Aber QTL 
LpCAD1  6 20 83 2038  14 35 87 2038 
LpHCALDH1  2 9 4970 > gene  10 14 >gene >gene 
LpC4H3  1 19 4 > gene  1 49 10 >gene 
LpHCALDH11  232 248 2607 > gene  482 611 2949 >gene 
 
 
Suppl. Fig. 6.4 - Illustration of an LD decay plot. In LpCAD1, LD decays extremely rapidly 
in the Cold subpopulation (MAF>5%), as the mean distance over which r2 reaches 0.25 
was estimated to be 6 bp. 
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Suppl. Table 6.7 - Overview of population structure over all 600 genotypes for which NDFD 
was determined in either organ and either year. Hierarchy: subpopulation determined by 
genetic markers (underlined), origin (breeding/current forage/wild), subgroup (breeding 
institute or country of origin), accession (italics). The number of genotypes is given in the 
column on the right hand side. NZ = New Zealand. 
Subpopulation "Cold" 375  Subpopulation "Cold" (cont'd)  Subpopulation "Warm" 100 
breeding 95  wild 191  breeding 89 
Barenbrug NZ 3  Belgium 1  Barenbrug NZ 89 
LP221  1  ba13023  1  LP112  17 
LP92067  1  Czech Republic 5  LP221  17 
R1  1  ba12275  5  LP566  3 
Eurograss 2009 27  France 148  LP616  16 
PC-100202 3  10101 2  LP92067  18 
PC-100402 4  10102 1  R1  18 
WAR08  9  10111 1    
WAR10  7  10116 1  current forage 1 
WAR12  4  10153 3  Eurograss 2011 1 
ILVO An 34  10160 1  Ambero  1 
1554 1  10203 1    
1651 1  10210 3  wild 10 
1656 1  10257 5  France 3 
1853 3  10260 5  10203 1 
2765 1  10266 5  10210 1 
2767 1  10305 4  10703 1 
5290 1  10313 4  Spain 7 
5293 6  10316 1  ba12990  6 
5295 2  10319 9  ba12991  1 
5297 6  10354 5    
5309 6  10367 7  Subpopulation "Aber" 94 
5311 2  10370 70  breeding 56 
KC98R115  1  10406 1  Barenbrug NZ 1 
KC98R138  1  10559 1  LP112  1 
Option  1  10616 1  Eurograss 2009 17 
ILVO PX HD 6  10662 1  AAVZH  5 
2723 1  10765 2  PC-100202 2 
5208 1  10861 3  PC-100402 1 
5213 1  10875 1  WAR08  1 
5215 1  10954 5  WAR10  2 
5220 1  10976 1  WAR12  6 
5221 1  11163 1  ILVO PX quality 37 
ILVO PX quality 25  11178 2  5295/11 x A. 18 
5295/11 x A. 5  ba12973  1  5295/8 x A. 10 
5295/8 x A. 5  Hungary 12  Aberavon 2 
Cancan 1  ba12948  3  Aberdart 2 
KV4F/11 5  ba12949  3  Abermagic 2 
KV4F/8 3  ba12952  6  MU5KV B2 1 
MU5KV B2 4  Ireland 1  MU5KV B3 2 
MU5KV B3 2  ba12946  1  ILVO QTLpop OA 1 
   Italy 4  LpOAF1  1 
current forage 89  ba12938  4    
Eurograss 2009 18  Netherlands 1  current forage 38 
Eurovision  10  ba12927  1  Eurograss 2011 35 
Toledo  8  Norway 1  Aberavon  32 
Eurograss 2011 45  ba12894  1  Ambero  1 
Aberavon  2  Poland 9  Arsenal  2 
Ambero  8  ba11427  1  ILVO 2009 3 
Arsenal  14  ba11448  1  Aberzest  3 
Octavio  21  ba11451  1    
ILVO 2009 26  ba11461  6  Subpopulation "QTL" 31 
Asturion  3  Romania 7  breeding 31 
Barata  3  ba12904  2  ILVO QTLpop OA 31 
Barnhem  2  ba12910  2  AberdartP  1 
Carillon  2  ba12911  3  LpOAF1  29 
Gandalf  2  UK 2  OptionP  1 
Meloni  1  ba9819  1    
Melways  1  ba9956  1    
Merks  4       
Orantas  2       
Rebecca  1       
Sibasa  2       
Tomaso  3       
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Suppl. Fig. 6.5 – -Log(p) of most significantly associated polymorphism per gene. This plot 
shows that only two polymorphisms stand out for KL’ or NDFD. The blue one is for stem 
KL’, the green one for blade KL’. 
 
Suppl. Fig. 6.6 – The distribution of minor allele frequencies. The proportion of polymor-
phisms with a MAF below 0.01 (first bin) is the highest, however, this bin is biased down-
ward due to the imputation criteria: very rare SNPs were not imputed, and only the ones 
that did not require imputation are shown here. Extrapolating the trend, there should be 
more SNPs with a MAF below 0.01. Showing a plot before imputation, using non-missing 
values to calculate frequencies, would also be misleading, as imputation correctly replaces 
most missing alleles with the common allele. Moreover, many sequencing errors would be 
included in the lowest bin.. 
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Suppl. Fig. 6.7 - LD (r2) between the 18 selected markers is limited. 
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Suppl. Table 6.8 – Non-imputed allele counts for a subset of SNPs (single-locus models). 
      Alleles  Imputed allele counts  Non-imputed allele counts    Gene  Pos. Position  m M  MAF mm Mm MM  MAF mm Mm MM NA 
(A)  Significant effect of at least 0.2 units on KL' (log(p) > 3.4)              
 LpHCALDH1 (+C) 1 588 1558:89944   GC AT   1% 1 15 581   1% 1 10 401 185 
 LpC4H3 (+B) 2 5349 4343:63596   T A   2% 2 15 580   3% 2 15 338 242 
 LpPAL11 (+B) Rare 4836 5027:15395  T G  1% 0 7 590  1% 0 7 317 273 
 LpCOMT1 (+C) Sign 2306 4834:11796  T C  6% 0 69 528  6% 0 69 505 23 
 LpF5H1 Sign 3358 7387:6500  A T  1% 0 13 584  1% 0 11 476 110 
  Sign 3219 7387:6361  A C  1% 0 12 585  2% 0 10 273 314 
 LpHCALDH2 (+B) Rare 2397 4996:31376  C T  0% 0 5 592  1% 0 5 179 413 
 LpSHN1 Rare 1026 5208:56357  T C  0% 0 5 592  1% 0 5 476 116 
 LpMYB13 Rare 92 6828:37821  A C  1% 0 7 590  1% 0 7 409 181 
                   
(B)  Significant effect of at least 0.5 units on NDFD (-log(p) > 3.4)             
 LpC4H3 (+A) 2 3151 4343:65794   A T   26% 44 221 332   26% 23 150 200 224 
 LpHCALDH11 3 2832 13685:20364   C G   5% 2 59 536   15% 1 54 131 411 
 LpCAD1 4 3048 6018:50919   T C   9% 0 105 492   14% 0 84 222 291 
 LpPAL11 (+A) Sign 855 5027:19376  C G  5% 4 57 536  13% 3 42 147 405 
 LpCCR1 Sign 2275 13803:13412  T C  2% 0 18 579  2% 0 18 457 122 
 Lp4CL2 Rare 5849 2434:33792  A T  1% 0 6 591  1% 0 6 494 97 
 LpHCALDH8 Rare 3873 12605:10771  C G  1% 0 9 588  1% 0 9 463 125 
                   
(C)  Significant effect of less than 0.2 units on KL' or less than 0.5 units on NDFD           
 LpHCALDH1 (+A) HW 1264 1558:89268  T G  43% 95 321 181  42% 70 256 147 124 
 LpCCoAOMT2 Size 1672 414:105873  T G  14% 22 128 447  16% 6 47 137 407 
 LpFAT5 Sign 403 1236:93374  T G  15% 0 179 418  24% 0 139 145 313 
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Suppl. Table 6.9 – Number of rare alleles found for each associated SNP (multi-locus model) in each subpopulation. 
    Homozygous for rare allele  Heterozygous 
Gene SNP Position 
 Cold 
(n=375) 
Warm 
(n=100) 
Aber 
(n=94) 
QTL 
(n=31) 
All 
(n=600) 
 Cold 
(n=375) 
Warm 
(n=100) 
Aber 
(n=94) 
QTL 
(n=31) 
All 
(n=600) 
LpHCALDH1 1558:89944 588  0 1 0 0 1  2 13 0 0 15 
LpHCALDH11 13685:20364 2832  1 1 0 0 2  48 9 2 0 59 
LpWRKY5 38:114307 3580  7 0 12 0 19  26 1 25 0 52 
LpCAD1 6018:50912 3041  0 0 0 0 0  73 14 29 5 121 
LpC4H3 4343:63657 5288  2 0 0 0 2  14 0 0 0 14 
LpLAC1 10617:8272 1850  16 0 2 8 26  97 12 23 19 151 
LpCCoAOMT2   414:105873 1672  16 6 0 0 22  106 23 0 0 129 
LpPAL11 5027:15395 4836  0 0 0 0 0  6 1 0 0 7 
LpPAL11 5027:16727 3504  0 1 0 0 1  328 91 86 24 529 
LpCCoAOMT2 414:105584 1383  52 14 0 0 66  195 51 13 16 275 
LpFAT5 1236:93374 403  0 0 0 0 0  79 19 64 17 179 
LpHCALDH1 1558:89268 1264  133 45 3 1 182  199 50 45 29 323 
LpCOMT1 4834:11796 2306  0 0 0 0 0  40 26 3 0 69 
LpCOMT1 4834:11809 2293  0 0 0 0 0  318 80 43 26 467 
LpCCR1 13803:13412 2275  0 0 0 0 0  17 0 1 0 18 
LpPAL11 5027:19376 855  2 2 0 0 4  42 14 3 0 59 
LpCCR3 7445:27846 630  3 1 1 0 5  31 4 8 0 43 
LpF5H1 7387:6361 3219  0 0 0 0 0  11 1 0 0 12 
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Suppl. Fig. 6.8 - In nested association mapping, diverse founders are crossed with a recur-
rent parent. 200 genotypes from each F1 population are then selfed to obtain recombinant 
inbred lines (SSD = single seed descents). The more selfings, the more the genomic regions 
will be shuffled by recombination and the higher the resolution that can be obtained. No 
rare SNPs will occur among the 200 genotypes of each RIL, so association power is large. 
Moreover, as they all have a founder in common, there is no population structure in the 
NAM population. In a first stage (a) the founders and RILs are genotyped by common 
parent polymorphisms, at a resolution that matches the average length of non-recom-
bined segments. After these tag SNPs have been associated significantly with a trait, the 
corresponding segments can be sequenced with high resolution in the founders and pro-
jected onto the RILs for high resolution mapping. The large diversity among founders 
ensures high SNP densities, so the segments can be short (by many selfings) and LD among 
SNPs within each segment is preserved. Figures taken from Yu et al. (2008). 
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Suppl. Fig. 6.9 - In a multi-parent advanced generation intercross (MAGIC), 8 diverse found-
ers are intercrossed in 4 pairs. In the next two generations (G1 and G2), genotypes of 
different descent are again intercrossed in pairs (resp. 2 and 1), allowing for recombination. 
In the next generation (G3), population structure no longer exists, but genotypes are in-
tercrossed to further increase mapping resolution. Recombinant inbred lines are then 
produced, to obtain a high level of homozygosity. Figure taken from Cavanagh et al. (2008). 
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